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ABSTRACT
Through this qualitative study, I want to add to the theoretical conversation about
garden and farm education in schools and offer a starting point for a conversation
surrounding care and gardening/farming in schools. The purpose of this study is to
understand how teachers and students demonstrate care while implementing a garden and
farm curriculum. Data collection included 15 participant interviews from students, staff,
administrators, and school officials from a large public school district implementing
garden and farm education lessons and observations of educators, farmers, and farm
interns interacting with and instructing students in a weeklong Farm Camp environment.
Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism guided my research and provided a rich
description of the nature of caring practices of the participants. I aimed to interpret and
evaluate teaching practices utilized at the school site to understand what the intentions
and practices of garden and farm educators have to offer public education as a whole and
how such efforts create an ethic of care for students. The research findings serve to
inform teachers and administrators about the opportunities for teaching an ethic of care
through gardening and farming, and the findings resulted in the following themes: (1)
student empowerment can lead to better long-term health; (2) instilling a legacy of
sustainability can lead to an appreciation for healthy foods; (3) reconnecting with the
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natural world through hands-on, outdoor activities in the garden or on the farm; and (4)
care for self, family, community, plants, animals, and the Earth.
Key words: school garden, school farm, care in schools, empowerment, edible garden
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
All schools should have gardens, greenhouses, and windowsill plants, and students
should learn how to nurture plants
— Nel Noddings
Not all schools heed the declaration of Nel Noddings, noted educational theorist,
and have opportunities to experience and appreciate plants; however, garden-based
learning, school gardens, and Farm to School programs are definitely on the rise in the
United States (Abelman, 2006; Ozer, 2006; Blair, 2009; Devereaux, 2011). Why now?
Why is there a noticeable rise in school gardens, edible gardens in schools, and Farm to
School programs in school districts sprouting now? What is the catalyst? Is it an act of
civil disobedience (Bassett, 1979; Pudup, 2008; Ralston, 2011) or a reaction against the
current, authoritarian education climate surrounding teacher accountability and
standardized tests prevalent in a No Child Left Behind (NCLB) and Common Core
America right now? Is it to reconnect children with the natural world outside of their
homes (Orr, 1994; Louv, 2005; Seeds of Solidarity, 2007)? Is it to provide hands-on,
aesthetic experiences (Dewey, 1916; Hickman, 2000; Dirks and Orvis, 2005) in school or
an attempt to teach students to care about themselves and the world around them
(Noddings, 1992, 2005a; Gilligan, 1993)? Could it be an attempt to teach students better
nutrition habits and to counteract childhood obesity rates (Stallings, Suitor, & Taylor,
1!
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2010; Obama, 2012; Turner & Chaloupka, 2012)? The answer to all of these questions, as
suggested by the current garden-based learning, is yes.
The aim of this study then is to focus specifically on the issue of caring as it
relates to edible garden and farm education for children in a public school environment.
For the purposes of this study, an edible school garden contains fruits and vegetables
grown for student consumption. What is it exactly that teachers do to foster an ethic of
care through gardening or farming, if at all? What are the benefits, if any, for students
who interact with edible gardens or farms in their schools? These are the questions that
led this researcher to take up this particular issue – that of edible garden and farm
education in schools that utilize gardens or farms for both teaching science curriculum
and incorporating garden or farm produce consumption in school cafeterias as well. This
study is intended to offer a starting point for understanding how educators teach an ethic
of caring via edible garden and/or farm education. Understanding the nature of caring
relationships taught and learned through edible garden and farm education is the ultimate
aim for this study.
Rationale for the Study
I believe that using a Care Theory (Noddings, 1992, 2005a) lens to understand
edible garden and farm education learning concepts and teaching techniques will provide
a new perspective on the benefits of gardens in schools and for improving edible garden
and farm education practices as well. The crux of my argument concerning edible garden
and farm education involves the juxtaposition of gardening/farming and sharing of the
garden or farm harvest via meal preparation and eating as part of the curriculum in the
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school environment. Cooking and sharing meals together are seemingly natural
progressions of growing fruits and vegetables in a school garden or on a school farm
because such acts are engaging and meaningful for students. William Ayers (2001)
validates my thinking as well:
Cooking is engaging for lots of children, and it is an area into which they can
bring their own knowledge and skill, as well as deepen and develop their
understanding. When a teacher carefully creates the time and space to cook, she
can thoughtfully build in reading, math, science, history, culture, mapping, and
more. (p. 60)
By adding cooking into their curriculum, teachers can incorporate meaning into
the edible garden work, and students can extrapolate that meaning into other spheres of
their lives. Science lessons can literally come to life in a school garden or farm, and
learning about plant life cycles can become meaningful for students when they plant a
seed, care for the plant, watch it grow, harvest it straight out of the school garden or farm,
prepare the food, and finally share in the accomplishment by eating the food together
with teachers and peers. The skills learned in an edible garden or farm environment can
carry over into other aspects of life. As Dewey (1916) states:
Gardening … affords an avenue of approach to the knowledge of the place
farming and horticulture have had in the history of the human race and which they
occupy in present social organization. Carried on in an environment educationally
controlled, they are means for making a study of facts of growth, the chemistry of
soil, the role of light, air, moisture, injurious and helpful animal life, etc. There is
nothing in the elementary study of botany which cannot be introduced in a vital
way in connection with caring for the growth of seeds. Instead of the subject
matter belonging to a peculiar study called botany, it will then belong to life, and
will find, moreover, its natural correlations with the facts of soil, animal life, and
human relations. As students grow mature, they will perceive problems of interest
which may be pursued for the sake of discovery, independent of the original direct
interest in gardening problems connected with the germination and nutrition of
plants, the reproduction of fruits, etc., thus making a transition to deliberate
intellectual investigations. (p. 200)
!
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An edible garden or farm offers real-life experiences for students such as growing
and caring for plants, harvesting fruits and vegetables, and preparing and sharing the
harvest with one another, so students can make meaning of the information. It is more
than just a worksheet, or a science textbook, or even an expensive piece of technology
showing students something interesting. The students are doing something. They are
interacting with things (e.g. plants, soil, cutting boards, soup bowls, one-another, etc.)
and that knowledge is adaptable and memorable, not just something memorized for a test
and then quickly forgotten. Growing food, preparing it, and eating is part of real-life for
all students of all races and ethnicities, religions, creeds, sexual orientations, genders, and
nationalities. Growing food, harvesting it, and sharing it together with classmates,
friends, and colleagues means something greater than textbooks and worksheets alone
can deliver.
The purpose of this study is not to uncover what it means to be a teacher gardener
or a student gardener. It is not to understand the nature of gardening in schools either. It
is a quest to understand the nature of caring through gardening. In other words, I am most
interested in how caring is manifested through edible garden and farm education. I could
choose to study the nature of caring through math, science, reading, writing, art, recess,
or any number of events, school structures, or courses, but I choose gardening and farm
education as the instruments through which I can understand the nature of caring. I want
to know whether or not caring for plants in a garden or on the farm positively impacts
students’ capacities for caring in other realms, such as: care for self, care for others, care
for plants, care for animals, and care for the Earth (Noddings, 1992, 2005a).
!
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My intellectual thinking is that the underlying ethic of care is what sets edible
garden and farm education apart from other garden-based curriculum initiatives. Of
course, the access to hands-on science activities cannot help but increase test scores, but
the caring behind the teachers’ intentions for incorporating an edible school garden or
school farm where kids have a stake in the growing and harvesting of the garden is the
significance. The essence of my argument lies in understanding the ways in which
teachers and students demonstrate care while implementing an edible garden and farm
curriculum.
Significance of the Study
Through this study, I want to add to the theoretical conversation about edible
garden and farm education in schools. What can I learn from an alternative approach to
education that incorporates large-scale farming and gardening on a kindergarten through
eighth grade public school campus and that could benefit other more traditional
educational settings? What is going on in classrooms and schools that choose edible
garden or farm education as a focus? I hope to “contribute an alternative form of
knowledge construction” (Thorp & Townsend, 2001, p. 348) in regards to edible
gardening and farming in schools.
The research findings serve to inform teachers and administrators about both the
opportunities for teaching an ethic of care through edible gardening and farming and the
potential avenues to take when embarking upon an edible garden, farm education
journey, or Farm to School initiative in their own schools. Of course, as Noddings (1992,
2005a) suggests “there is no recipe for caring” (p. 17) because each teacher, student, and
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school environment differs; however, it is worthwhile to locate examples of caring,
successful projects in one’s field of study in order to aid in decision making for future
edible garden education and Farm to School strategies in schools throughout the United
States. It is my hope that this research study represents a beginning for a conversation
surrounding care and gardening/farming in schools. Because of the brevity of this study, I
cannot guarantee that edible gardening, farming, or even food preparation lessons for
students will elicit an ethic of care from the students involved in edible garden or farm
education at the Eco School; however, I am suggesting that what I observed and learned
from this study represents one approach to begin the process of developing an ethic of
care for students. Furthermore, I am also suggesting that in the absence of such an
approach perhaps it is unlikely that the students involved would be cognizant of these
issues on their own.
Research Questions
Four questions guide my research:
1. What are the intentions of school staff, school administrators, and school officials
focused upon edible garden and farm education?
2. What does edible garden and farm education look like in practice?
3. What are the implications for students, staff, administrators, and school officials
who participate in edible garden and farm education?
4. What is the educational significance of edible garden and farm education for
public education at large?

!
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The following discussion will expound upon the meaning behind the research
questions for this study and define terms as well.
Question One: What are the intentions of school staff, school administrators, and
school officials focused upon edible garden and farm education?
Elliot Eisner (1998) defines intentions as the “aims or goals that are explicitly
advocated and publicly announced as well as aims or goals that are actually employed in
the classroom…they may attend to or neglect affective or attitudinal aspects of student
behavior” (p. 73). Do teachers specifically intend to teach caring via edible garden or
farm education? Is caring taught incidentally? Is caring taught at all through edible
garden or farm education? The participants in this study are educators, farmers, farm
interns, administrators, dietitians, non-profit employees, and students connected to a large
public school district in Colorado and/or one particular school within that large district,
the Eco School1 – a kindergarten through eighth grade school dedicated to “preparing all
learners to lead the way toward a sustainable, bright and green future” (Eco School
website2).
Of the fifteen total participants, four are students who attended a weeklong Farm
Camp at the Eco School, two are administrators at and founders of the Eco School, two
are Farm Camp educators, one is the farmer from Grow Urban Farms (GUF), three are
GUF interns, one is a registered dietitian specializing in Farm to School initiatives within
the school district, and two are non-profit employees from an organization working
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

For this study, all names of participants and locations have been changed per IRB guidelines.

2

For this study, all identifying information has been changed per IRB guidelines.!!
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closely with the school district to bring garden produce directly from the farm to school
cafeterias. For the purposes of this study:
Farm to School is broadly defined as a program that connects schools (K-12) and
local farms with the objectives of serving healthy meals in school cafeterias,
improving student nutrition, providing agriculture, health and nutrition education
opportunities, and supporting local and regional farmers. (National Farm to
School Network, n.d.)
Question Two: What does edible garden and farm education look like in practice?
Initially, I intended to study garden-based learning for my research, but I realized that
garden-based learning is too broad. According to The Food and Agricultural Organization
of the United Nations (2004), school gardens are “cultivated areas around or near to
primary/or secondary schools, which can be used mainly for learning purposes but could
also generate some food and income for the school” (Special Programme for Food
Security, p. 4). Edible garden education has a component of student accessibility and
community building that I feel warrants a deeper look and further understanding. Current
trends in edible garden education are largely based upon the Edible Schoolyard (ESY)
idea from Martin Luther King, Jr. Middle School in Berkeley, CA (Chez Panisse
Foundation, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2008d; Waters, 2008). The Edible Schoolyard website
defines edible education as “an integrated approach to education in the garden, kitchen,
and classroom” (The Edible Schoolyard Project, 2012). Additionally, Alice Waters
(2008), the catalyst behind the Edible Schoolyard concept, explains that the ESY core
mission is to use a school garden “to awaken every American child’s senses toward a
new relationship with food, one in which deliciousness comes first and good health and
well being are the happy result” (p. 36). Additionally, the Internal Revenue Service tax
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code Section 2032A(e)(4) defines farm as “stock, dairy, poultry, fruit, furbearing animal,
and truck farms, plantations, ranches, nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or other similar
structures used primarily for the raising of agricultural or horticultural commodities, and
orchards and woodlands” (Van der Hoeven, 2010). Further, the United States Department
of Agriculture defines a farm as “as any place from which $1,000 or more of agricultural
products were produced and sold, or normally would have been sold, during the year”
(Weber, 2014). For the purposes of this study, the GUF farm site consists of a one-acre
plot of land situated on the Eco School property adjacent to the playground and soccer
field.
Are teachers’ intentions realized in practice? Even when teachers utilize the same
curriculum, their individual personalities and behaviors dictate how the curriculum is
actually operationalized. Eisner (1998) reiterates this idea, “The ‘same’ curriculum is
taught in different ways by different teachers, so that how students experience the
curriculum is inextricably related to the way in which it is taught” (p. 77). Each educator
participant provided specific insights, anecdotes, emphases, and attitudes concerning the
edible garden and farm education curricula. Therefore, it was incumbent upon me to
observe the ways in which individual participants mediated the curriculum and to discern
which behaviors, if any, conveyed an ethic of care for students.
Question Three: What are the implications for students, staff, administrators, and
school officials who participate in edible garden and farm education?
In reference to the current public educational climate in a time of NCLB and
Common Core, merit pay for teachers, and a nationwide focus on academic standards,
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Noddings (1992) laments, “At the present time, it is obvious that our main purpose is not
the moral one of producing caring people but, instead, a relentless – and, as it turns out,
hapless – drive for academic adequacy” (p. xii). I assert that edible garden and farm
education can serve as alternative approaches to teach students about science, healthy
food choices, community, and most importantly, how to care because “all children must
learn to care for other human beings, and all must find an ultimate concern in some center
of care” (Noddings, 1992, p. xii).
Question Four: What is the educational significance of edible garden and farm
education for public education at large?
In my mind, this question really gets at the heart of caring in schools. Although I
would never advocate for a specific set of steps or standards that teachers must use in
order to properly teach caring because as Noddings (2005a) informs us, “Caring is a way
of being in relation, not a set of specific behaviors” (p. 17), I do think there are benefits to
observing and evaluating locations attempting to provide opportunities and experiences
for caring, gardening, and farming for children. Are such opportunities and experiences
worthwhile or are they simply wild, utopian notions? I seek to better understand the
implications of the edible garden and farm education approaches with this study.
Overview of Methods
I utilized Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism to guide my research for this
study and to provide a rich description of the nature of caring practices of educators in an
edible garden education and school farm setting. I interviewed students, staff,
administrators, and school officials from a large public school district and one specific
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school site (the Eco School) implementing edible garden and farm education lessons and
Farm to School food safety protocols, and I also observed a week of Farm Camp at the
Eco School. As a result of this research project, I seek to understand the nature of caring
through the participants’ edible garden and farm education practices.
Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism
The overall aim of Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism is most assuredly
to improve education (Eisner, 1998, p. 2), so therefore I intended for my study to
accomplish the same ideal. Through this study, I aimed to interpret and evaluate teaching
practices utilized at the Eco School in order to understand what the intentions and
practices of edible garden and farm educators have to offer the public education system
as a whole and how their efforts create an ethic of care for the students impacted by their
pedagogical pursuits.
Choosing Participants
The fifteen participants in this study are all connected to a large school district in
Colorado either as educators, farmers, interns, administrators, dietitians, non-profit
employees, or students who agreed to take part in my research endeavors. All of the
interviews and observations for this study centered around the notions germane to my
research purpose – that of understanding the nature of caring relationships and practices
as they relate to edible garden and farm education in schools. As it turns out, three
participants represent some facet of the large school district in Colorado, and the other
twelve are all representatives from one particular school inside that district, the Eco
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School. Each of the participants has a stake in the edible garden, farm education, and
Farm to School movement.
Data Collection
Data collection included observations of educators, farmers, and farm interns
interacting with and instructing students in a weeklong Farm Camp environment during
the week of July 8th, 2013, semi-structured interviews, and informal conversations with
educators responsible for the Farm Camp interactions. During these informal
conversations, participants and I discussed Farm Camp lesson plans, farm maintenance,
and methods for preparing harvested produce for Farm Campers’ consumption. I
collected data via field notes, digital audio recordings, student artifacts, and photographs
of the physical farm environment in order to gain an understanding of the educators’
stated and unstated intentions and as evidence of their teaching practices. I also
interviewed four Farm Camp students to ascertain their role in creating an ethic of care,
as well as Eco School administrators, a school district dietician, and two employees of a
non-profit agency directly involved with school gardens and Farm to School initiatives in
the school district. A more detailed description of data collection will be in Chapter
Three.
Data Analysis
After collecting data from the fifteen participant interviews and the weeklong
observation of Farm Camp, I sorted through the information searching for significant
ideas and themes relevant to edible gardens, farm education, and Farm to School
practices with a concentrated focus on instances of care. Chapter Four encompasses my
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interpretations of the detailed stories and events that took place during the research phase
of this study. Finally, chapter Five contains my deliberations on caring, edible garden,
and Farm to School education, an evaluation of the evidence of the care exhibited by both
the adult and student participants, and possible ways in which such ideas might inform
others in the public education realm.
Conclusion
Farm Camp at the Eco School is merely one example of a school utilizing gardenbased education, but I feel strongly that such an idea offers a variety of educational
opportunities not typically found in traditional public schools. Therefore, the Eco School
and Grow Urban Farms offer alternative educational approaches that can benefit public
education at large. Chapter Two takes the existing school garden literature and follows
the progression and benefits of school gardens from philosophical, academic, and health
perspectives. Chapter Three explains the research method for this study, Educational
Connoisseurship and Criticism, as well as expounds upon the research methodology for
this particular study. Chapter Four describes the stories, interviews, and observations
gleaned from Eco School staff, Farm Camp, Farm Campers, and school district
employees. Finally, Chapter Five connects the stories, interviews, and observations;
responds to the research questions; and offers implications and limitations of the findings
of this study.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
It is incumbent on us to take special aims…that all the people, or as many of them as
possible, shall have contact with the earth and that the earth’s righteousness shall be
abundantly taught
– Liberty Hyde Bailey
Overview
In this chapter, I examine garden and farm education from philosophical,
historical, and feminist perspectives, as well as note pertinent research in the fields of
garden and farm education. By looking at a few key events throughout the history of
gardens in schools, we can better understand the intentions of garden and farm education.
I feel that instances of garden and farm based education are on the rise because
(1) in a world of social media and technology, educators across the country are eager to
increase feelings of biophilia and expose children to the natural world that exists beyond
the iPad or video game; (2) hands-on garden-based experiences boost science
achievement; (3) school districts and the federal government are looking for ways to
lessen the effects of childhood obesity by introducing children to healthier food choices,
such as fruits and vegetables from the garden; (4) educators are fighting back against
oppressive curriculum controls and standardized tests; and (5) edible garden education is
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a viable method for teaching children to care about themselves and the world around
them. This last item is the focal point of this study.
Gardening in Schools: A Philosophical and Historical Perspective
Western philosophers of education, Comenius, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Froebel,
Dewey, and Montessori all promoted the practice of gardening with children in schools
(Hailmann, 1887; Keatinge, 1896; Dewey, 1900, 1916; Boyd, 1956; Downs, 1975;
Montessori, 1967; Maturano, 1999; Subramaniam, 2002). The story of school gardens
began over four hundred years ago with a Moravian teacher and bishop, John Amos
Comenius (1592-1670): “As far back as the seventeenth century, John Amos Comenius
believed that education should be universal, optimistic, practical, and innovative and
should focus not only on school and family life but also on general social life”
(Subramaniam, 2002, pp. 1-2). Comenius felt that for each school, there should be a
garden “where children can at times gaze upon trees, flowers, and herbs, and be taught to
enjoy them” (Keatinge, 1896, p. 131; Weed & Emerson, 1909, p. 27). Comenius also
believed that students should have access to first-hand knowledge not just from books.
He stressed the importance of primary sources in the hands of students when he wrote
that students “must learn to know and to investigate the things themselves and not the
observations that other people have made about things” (Keatinge, 1896, p. 150). In other
words, if teachers want students to learn about the plant cycle, let them grow plants. If
teachers want students to know about and understand the life cycle of a butterfly, bring
some caterpillars into the classroom. What would Comenius think of modern times and
the increase in technology in schools? Is a full-color photo of a bean plant on an iPad
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really a viable replacement for the real thing? As these scholars suggest, school gardens
can enhance first-hand investigation opportunities for students.
A century after Comenius noted the importance of gardens in schools, JeanJacques Rousseau (1712-1778), a Genevan writer and philosopher, stressed the
importance of allowing children to experience the natural world through the senses and,
like Comenius, also warned against replacing authentic experiences with books. Boyd
(1956), in a translation of Rousseau’s Emile, writes:
The senses must always be our guides in the first operations of the mind. The
world must be our one book, facts the only instruction…Make your pupil attend
to the phenomena of nature, and you will soon arouse his curiosity…Do not teach
him science: let him discover it. (pp. 72-73)
School gardens allow for the type of hands-on, scientific discovery Rousseau supported.
Similarly, Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827) “called for the education of
the head, hand, heart, and health through farming” (Maturano, 1999, p. 57). He was a
minister and lawyer and left both occupations to turn his family farm into a school for
children living in poverty. School gardens and edible garden education offer hands-on
scientific exploration, and as Downs (1975) asserts,
Pestalozzi believed that the true basis of scientific knowledge was sensory
experience, and scientific education should be based on personal, first-hand
observation. Field trips, walks through woods, and mountain climbing excursions
were therefore integral features of science instruction…Trees, flowers, and birds
were viewed, drawn, and discussed. (p. 55)
In Hailmann’s (1887) translation of Frederich Froebel’s 1826 book, Education of
Man, Froebel (1782-1852), a German educational theorist and creator of the concept of
kindergarten, espoused the importance of gardening for children, “The child…who has
guarded and cared for another living thing…will be led more easily to guard and foster
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his own life’” (p. 112). This notion definitely lends itself to my intellectual hunch
concerning gardening as a manifestation of caring because as children learn to care for
plants in a garden or on a farm, so shall they learn to care for other living creatures.
Additionally, Froebel considered a garden as “the starting point of instruction”
(Maturano, 1999, p. 59) for students.
John Dewey (1859-1952) “argued for increased emphasis on the study of nature
through scientific method” (Ralston, 2011, p. 7). In The School and Society, Dewey
(1900) proposed that a school should be based on the idea of a “miniature community”
(p. 32), and Ralston (2011) surmises,
Dewey’s school design is based on the hypothesis that if we create shared public
spaces, including gardens, for the purpose of pooling our ideas and sharing our
experiences (i.e. social intelligence), then we can effectively increase
opportunities for discussion and learning. (p. 8)
Therefore, in Dewey’s view, education is undoubtedly much more than merely “a
preparation for future living. It is in the truest sense also a process of living” (Hickman,
2000, p. 197). In other words, all humans eat food, so preparing children to grow,
prepare, and eat food in the present tense and in the future through edible garden and
farm education is a necessary process.
As well, Maria Montessori (1870-1952) considered “the garden as a context for
education, as content for instruction, and as reflection for the students” (Maturano, 1999,
p. 61). With reference to an ethic of care and caring for plants, animals, and the Earth
(Noddings, 1992, 2005a), Montessori (1967) describes the importance of garden
instruction for young children:
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Children who pick flowers just because they want them soon throw them aside or
pull them to pieces. Here, the mania for possession does go side by side with the
mania for destruction. But if the child knows the parts of a flower, the kind of leaf
it has, or the branching pattern of its stem, then it will not occur to him to pick it
or to damage it. He will want to study it. His interest has become intellectual and
his possessiveness takes the form of knowledge…This intellectual possessiveness
shows itself when the child is so strongly attracted by his environment that we
may also say he is ‘in love’ with it. This love for his environment makes the child
treat it with great care and handle everything in it with the utmost delicacy. (pp.
219-220)
Further, Montessori (1964) advocates for gardening and nature in education,
But what most develops a feeling of nature is the cultivation of the living things,
because they by their natural development give back far more than they receive,
and show something like infinity in their beauty and variety. (pp. 159-160, italics
in original)
All of these aforementioned educational theorists stressed the importance of
allowing students opportunities to experience the natural world. Photos, textbooks, and
facsimiles just will not do. School gardens and farms allow for opportunities for children
to physically explore the natural world around them.
Gardening in Schools: A Feminist and Ecofeminist Perspective
A garden for every child, every child in a garden.
– The motto of the United States School Garden Army, 1917
School gardening in the United States around the turn of the twentieth century
was originally introduced for aesthetic purposes rather than educational ones (Sealy,
2001). It became a national movement first in 1918 and again with a focus on food
production during World War II, but it waned in the 1950s because of the nation’s focus
on technology (Subramaniam, 2002; Blair, 2009, p. 17). Because of concerns about
America’s food system during World War I and the government’s belief in the
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interconnectedness between agriculture and gardening and the nation’s security, three
programs were created: The National War Garden Commission (NWGC), the United
States School Garden Army (USSGA), and the Woman’s Land Army of America
(WLAA) (Hayden-Smith, 2010, p. xxii). In initiating the USSGA, the federal Bureau of
Education (circa 1918) stated, “Every boy and girl…should be a producer. The growing
of plants should therefore become an integral part of the school program” (HaydenSmith, 2010, p. xxii). In addition to growing food for American communities in the
schools, “Proponents saw an opportunity to instill a traditional American ‘producer’ ethic
in an urban population increasingly influenced by consumerism, and increasingly
removed from its food system” (Hayden-Smith, 2010, p. xxii).3
What happened to all of the school garden initiatives in the United States after
Word War II? In her discussion of educating for one’s personal life in Happiness and
Education, Noddings (2003) states
many of us derive deep personal pleasure from our connections to a place and its
natural forms, and yet the study of natural history has fallen off – displaced by the
systematic study of special sciences such as biology, physics, and chemistry.
Instead of educating for love of place, we educate for a global economy (pp. 9596).
Although Noddings does not offer a specific date as to when the study of natural history
(such as botany, mineralogy, or zoology) in American schools began to wane, one could
infer that the demise began with Sputnik (October 4, 1957). Public fear of the Russians
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!See a letter written by President Woodrow Wilson (1918) from a manual created by the USSG (See
Appendix A) espousing the importance of school gardens.!
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outperforming Americans lead to new math and science curricula and a push for the hard
sciences (Ravitch, 2001; Noddings, 2003; Spring, 2011).
Is a garden or the act of gardening considered an aspect of the dedans in modern
American society? Elise Boulding refers to the female life as the dedans (within) and the
male life the dehors (the without) (Cuzzort & King, 2002, p. 30). I also turn to Elise
Boulding’s ideas regarding the different roles of women and men in society:
Boulding shows how the sharing of the same physical spaces and experience
worlds by women and men during the hunting/gathering nomadic phase of human
existence generated a quality of egalitarianism in female-male relationships that
disappeared with the shift toward settled agriculture. As humans began staying in
the same place to raise food (and accumulate possessions) it was the women who
farmed and the men who remained hunters, exploring farther-off terrains
unfamiliar to the women. Male mobility created privileged knowledge about
distant resources and peoples and led to the creation of male-oriented trade
networks in which women had only secondary status. With the rise of city-states
and empires, control of land remained a source of power for women, but
urbanization acted to close them off from public spaces, walling them inside
domestic spaces. (Cuzzort & King, 2002, p. 31)
Why don’t all schools in the United States have gardens for teaching science and
nutrition? Is the act of keeping a garden considered women’s work? Is that why
gardening fell out of favor in American schools and households over the last half of the
twentieth century? What happened to the Victory Gardens of the World War I and II
eras? Despite the myriad educational benefits of gardens in schools, they are not
prominent in school districts across America today. Benefits of gardening include but are
not limited to the following areas: increased fruit and vegetable knowledge and
consumption rates (Lineberger & Zajicek, 2000; Parmer, Salisbury-Glennon, Shannon, &
Struempler, 2009); hands-on science education and an increase in science knowledge
(Williamson & Smoak, 1999; Dirks & Orvis, 2005; Klemmer, Waliczek, & Zajicek,
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2005a & 2005b; Smith & Motsenbocker, 2005); and encouraged access to the natural
world (Campbell, Waliczik, Bradley, & Townsend, 1997; Skelly & Zajicek, 1998;
Waliczek & Zajicek, 1999; Aguilar, Waliczek, & Zajicek, 2008). Certainly, there are
schools with active gardens in the United States and the number of gardens continue to
rise but gardening is not a federally mandated standard by any means, and thus, it is often
thought of as a luxury and not part of the core curriculum.
Using some of the works of Noddings and Dewey as catalysts for this portion of
the literature review, I searched for possible answers to my queries. Both education
theorists clearly discuss the benefits of gardening as viable and important teaching tools
for education. Noddings (2003) brings up an intriguing notion to answer the question as
to why there are not more school gardens, “Because educational programs were designed
by men, they were directed at preparation for public life – male life” (p. 97). Such a
notion echoes the ideas of Boulding as well. And as Dewey (1916) states:
Gardening, for example, need not be taught either for the sake of preparing future
gardeners, or as an agreeable way of passing time. It affords an avenue of
approach to knowledge of the place farming and horticulture have had in the
history of the race and which they occupy in present social organization. (p. 200)
For Dewey, gardening was not a matter of teaching for public (male) life or a future
career choice but simply the right way to teach children about science, scientific inquiry,
natural history, and empathy, as well as a sense of where humans fit in the natural world.
Dewey wrote his Democracy and Education (1916) just before the Victory Garden
campaigns of World War I hit the American mainstream (See advertising circa 1918,
Appendix B).
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When did the paradigm shift from gardens in schools for the betterment of our
country to nonexistent school gardens and a complete lack of garden curriculum in
schools begin? During Dewey’s lifetime, Americans viewed gardening as a method to
help win wars.4 Men went off to fight the wars (dehors) and women stayed at home
(dedans), doing their parts to win the battle – i.e. gardening. Is this the point at which
school gardening curriculum changed? It is possible that with the Sputnik (1957) fears of
the 1950s and 1960s, gardening took a further backseat to the hard sciences, such as
“biology, physics, and chemistry” (Noddings, 2003, p. 96). It is also possible that the fear
sparked by A Nation at Risk (The National Commission on Excellence in Education,
1983) did nothing to spur the call to garden in American schools either. In the document,
A Nation at Risk (1983), the Chairman of The National Commission on Excellence in
Education, David Pierpont Gardner, wrote, “Our purpose has been to help define the
problems afflicting American education and to provide solutions, not search for
scapegoats” (Letter to Secretary of Education, para. 3). The following represents
segments of the document, A Nation at Risk, that demonstrate a push for the hard
sciences and recommend moving away from natural sciences or preparation for home
life:
This curricular smorgasbord, combined with extensive student choice, explains a
great deal about where we find ourselves today… In many other industrialized
nations, courses in mathematics (other than arithmetic or general mathematics),
biology, chemistry, physics, and geography start in grade 6 and are required of all
students. The time spent on these subjects, based on class hours, is about three
times that spent by even the most science-oriented U.S. students, i.e., those who
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!Notice, however, that with the exception of the Kaiser poster, the other three posters (See Appendix B)
depict women as the gardeners.!
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select 4 years of science and mathematics in secondary school…In 13 States, 50
percent or more of the units required for high school graduation may be electives
chosen by the student. Given this freedom to choose the substance of half or more
of their education, many students opt for less demanding personal service courses,
such as bachelor living… In many schools, the time spent learning how to cook
and drive counts as much toward a high school diploma as the time spent studying
mathematics, English, chemistry, U.S. history, or biology. (The National
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983)
Ecofeminism and Gardening
As a counterpoint to the fears addressed by A Nation at Risk and the resulting
impetus toward standardized curricula sequenced around a set of traditional disciplines,
Noddings (1992) calls for a revamping of liberal education in favor of education pursuing
an ethic of care:
It is an argument, first, against an ideology of control that forces all students to
study a particular, narrowly prescribed curriculum devoid of content they might
really care about. Second, it is an argument in favor of greater respect for a
wonderful range of human capacities now largely ignored in schools. Third, it is
an argument against the persistent undervaluing of skills, attitudes, and capacities
traditionally associated with women. (p. xii-xiii)
Bolstering Noddings’ notions surrounding the need for children to develop
relationships with other people, animals, and plants, as well as the Earth, Smith (2004)
argues that ecofeminism supports such ideas as well: “Feminists and ecofeminists argue
that relatedness and the care that emerges from this underlie an ethical response to other
people, beings, and the planet, itself” (p. 73). Regarding ecofeminism, “Most feminist
theorists writing in English credit Françoise d’Eaubonne with coining the term
ecofeminism” (Roth-Jonson, 2013. p. 53) in 1974. Roth Johnson (2013) explains further,
“In 1974, she wrote Le féminisme ou la mort (Feminism or Death), the first work in
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which she uses the term ecofeminism to talk about how society’s disregard for women is
comparable to its contempt for the environment” (p. 53, italics in original).
Moving the discussion of feminism and ecofeminism into a discussion of an ethic
of care, Smith (2004) turns to Merchant (1996):
Merchant (1996) believes that many of the problems associated with life in
industrialized societies are predicated on domination – the domination of women
by men, the poor by the privileged, and the earth by human beings. For her,
moving beyond domination requires the establishment of partnerships
characterized by the reciprocal relationships that underlie the experience of caring
and being cared for. (Smith, 2004, p. 76)
Further, by comparing women’s liberation and the ecology movement in the
1960s and 1970s, Merchant (1996) suggests:
Juxtaposing the goals of the two movements can suggest new values and social
structures, based not on the domination of women and nature as resources but on
the full expression of both male and female talent and on the maintenance of
environmental integrity. (Merchant, 1996, p. 75)
It is such thinking about maintaining environmental integrity and creating respect
for the natural world that lends the philosophies of feminism and ecofeminism to the
study of school gardens and farms. Offering students opportunities to nurture plants and
in turn to use those plants to nourish themselves in a school cafeteria or afterschool
program can help students move beyond the notion of dominance over nature to a notion
of communion with and respect for their own bodies and the natural world around them
as well.
Biophobia and Biophilia
Many authors and educational theorists argue that children in today’s modern,
technological milieu lack the exposure to the natural world that shapes healthy
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environmental attitudes and values in adulthood (Leopold, 1966; Orr, 1994; Bowers,
2001; Kahn, 2002; Louv, 2005). Bookstores, libraries, and websites are teeming with
volumes of literature on the need for human-nature interactions, so by selecting some of
the key players in this lengthy discourse, I aim to strengthen the argument for edible
garden and farm education in schools.
David W. Orr (1994), influential author and education theorist, argues that
humans must have positive associations and repeated interactions with nature:
Aversion to nature, what can be called Biophobia, is increasingly common among
people raised with television, Walk man radios attached to their heads, and video
games and living amidst shopping malls, freeways, and dense urban or suburban
settings where nature is permitted tastefully, as decoration. (p. 131)
Orr (1994) further explains Biophobia as “the culturally acquired urge to affiliate with
technology, human artifacts, and solely with human interests regarding the natural world”
(p. 131). Alternately, Edward O. Wilson (1992), noted biologist and author, refers to the
innate, primal feeling of Biophilia as “the connections that humans subconsciously seek
with the rest of life” (p. 350). Orr (1994) even goes so far as to assert that one’s mental
health is directly tied to a connection with the natural world when he states, “Biophilia is
innate and a sign of mental and physical health” (p. 132).
Studies associated with increasing children’s feelings of Biophilia assessed
perceived, positive changes in children’s environmental attitudes as a result of interacting
with school gardens (Campbell, Waliczik, Bradley, & Townsend, 1997; Skelly &
Zajicek, 1998; Waliczek & Zajicek, 1999; Aguilar, Waliczek, & Zajicek, 2008).
Specifically, one study in Texas compared groups of elementary and middle school
students utilizing the Project GREEN (Garden Resources for Environmental Education
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Now) curriculum and noted, “Students’ environmental attitudes were significantly more
positive” after experiencing garden-based instruction, when compared to the control
group with traditional classroom science lessons (Waliczek & Zajicek, 1999, p. 180).
Additionally, researchers examined the effects of increasing Biophilia in urban youth,
and their findings “indicate that horticultural programs for children raised in urban
surroundings with few or no plants can be effective in fostering an appreciation for
gardening in adults” (Lohr & Pearson-Mims, 2005, p. 472).
Aldo Leopold (1966) laments the tendency for schools to ignore curriculum
focused on ecology, environmental education, conservation, or gardening, “Perhaps the
most serious obstacle impeding the evolution of a land ethic is the fact that our
educational and economic system is headed away from, rather than toward, an intense
consciousness of land” (p. 261). Garden and farm based education aims to correct this
problem. Orr (1994) furthers Leopold’s argument:
Until quite recently much of what people knew about the natural world they
learned from the experience of growing up on a farm or by periodic visits to
nearby farms. For all of their flaws, farms were schools of a sort in natural
history, ecology, soils, seasons, wildlife, animal husbandry, and land use. (p. 117)
In summation, garden and farm based education has the potential to integrate and
immerse children in the natural world around them, whether that education includes vast
acres of land, small garden plots in the schoolyard, or even window boxes in the
classroom. Exposing children to nature through gardening benefits their affection for and
empathy for the natural world around them.
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Hands-on Garden Experiences and Science Achievement
In attempting to summarize decades of garden-based learning literature and
studies, Blair (2009) notes, “The results of qualitative, quantitative, and survey research
have supported the conclusion that school gardening can improve students’ test scores
and school behavior” (p. 35). Therefore, with the Race to the Top (2009) initiative from
President Obama and the popularity of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
(STEM) schools, it is not really surprising to discover that school gardens are on the rise.
According to Dirks and Orvis (2005), “Current changes in educational philosophies
including utilization of hands-on and experiential learning, as well as the importance of
environmental science and nutritional education, are generating renewed interest in
school gardening programs” (p. 443).
Dewey (1916) writes about how teachers can create opportunities for students to
have real, quality learning experiences,
Where schools are equipped with laboratories, shops, and gardens, where
dramatizations, plays, and games are freely used, opportunities exist for
reproducing situations of life, and for acquiring and applying information and
ideas in the carrying forward of progressive experiences. (pp.161-162)
Dewey even went so far as to create his own school in Chicago, the University of
Chicago Laboratory School, or the Dewey School (1896-1904), where his goals were ‘“to
create new standards and ideals’ and ‘lead to gradual change in conditions’” (Dewey,
1896, p. 417 as cited in Tanner, 1997, p. 1). Hickman (2000) further describes Dewey’s
curriculum philosophy for the school, especially as curriculum relates to students’
experiences:
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The children in his school grew gardens, processed foods and fibers, and learned
to cook. In each of these activities, the operative concept was experimentation…
Dewey recognized that children are natural experimenters, and that they remain so
unless their natural curiosity is thwarted by authoritarian educational practice. (p.
197)
Studies show that schools hoping to increase science achievement in the current
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) and Common Core political climate, where standardized
test scores dictate student success and teacher accountability, attempted to incorporate
garden-based learning with significant success rates. Several empirical studies discovered
links between gardening and increased science achievement (Williamson & Smoak,
1999; Dirks & Orvis, 2005; Klemmer, Waliczek, & Zajicek, 2005a & 2005b; Smith &
Motsenbocker, 2005). Specifically, Smith & Motsenbocker (2005) noted, “Results show
once weekly use of gardening activities and hands-on classroom activities help improve
science achievement test scores” (p. 439), and in their study, Klemmer, Waliczek, and
Zajicek (2005b) found,
The science achievement of students participating in a hands-on school gardening
program was higher than that of students participating in traditional classroombased methods, regardless of gender, although the effect was more evident for
males. (p. 451)
Therefore, there is sufficient evidence to show that garden and farm based learning is a
viable option for providing students with hands-on science experiences and for improving
science achievement test scores as well. Additionally, Heim, Stang, & Ireland (2009)
summarized their study:
Garden-based nutrition education programs can increase fruit and vegetable
exposure and improve predictors of fruit and vegetable intake through experiential
learning activities. Participation in the “seed to table” experience of eating may
help promote healthful eating behaviors among youth. Food and nutrition
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professionals should consider garden-based nutrition education programs that
connect children with healthful foods through fun, hands-on activities. (p. 1220)
Decreasing Obesity Rates in Children and Increasing Fruit and Vegetable
Consumption
According to recent research published in the Journal of the American Medical
Association, 32% of elementary school children are overweight or obese in the United
States (Ogden, Carroll, Kit, & Flegal, 2012). Research provides evidence for the
reduction of obesity rates among school age children through access to gardens, edible
garden and farm education, and Farm to School initiatives via increasing access to
healthier food options at school because “school gardens have been used to teach children
about nutrition and how to make healthier food choices” (Morris, Briggs, & ZidenbergCherr, 2000).
In a document released by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) in 2010 regarding
school meals, the authors made the following recommendations to improve the nutritional
quality of school meals: (1) “More fruit at breakfast, including whole fruit; (2) a greater
amount and variety of vegetables at lunch; [and] (3) both fruit and vegetables required on
the lunch menu” (Stallings, Suitor, & Taylor, 2010, p. 13), all three of which can be
addressed with Farm to School initiatives and aided by edible garden and farm education
as well. Further, regarding the findings provided by the IOM (2010), “although frozen
and canned fruits and vegetables can meet the US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
regulations for meals, IOM specifically recommended more fresh fruits and vegetables
(e.g. salads)” (Turnern & Chaloupka, 2012, p. 1380).
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Increasing fruit and vegetable consumption via school gardens is a highly
researched area with many quantitative studies devoted to this issue with research
predominantly conducted with elementary and middle school children (Lineberger &
Zajicek, 2000; Morris, Briggs, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2000; Morris, Neustadter, &
Zidenberg-Cherr, 2001; Morris, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2002; McAleese & Rankin, 2007;
Heim, Stang, & Ireland, 2009; Lorson, Melgar-Quinonez, & Taylor, 2009; Parmer,
Salisbury-Glennon, Shannon, & Struempler, 2009).
Because increasing children’s fruit and vegetable consumption has become a
priority for state and federal agencies (Stallings, Suitor, & Taylor, 2010; National School
Lunch Program, 2012; USDA, Food and Nutrition Service, 2012),
the school environment has often been chosen as the location for programs aimed
at increasing fruit and vegetable consumption in children because children spend
much of their time on a school campus. Schools also offer existing infrastructure,
easing the implementation of programs. (Hazzard, Moreno, Beall, & ZidenbergCherr, 2011, p. 409)
Additionally, in an effort to increase fruit and vegetable consumption among school-age
children, First Lady Michelle Obama, commissioned an edible garden on the grounds of
the White House on March 20, 2009. Speaking about the White House garden and school
garden movements, she stated, “My hope is that through children, they will begin to
educate their families and that will, in turn, begin to educate our communities” (Burros
2009).
Mrs. Obama’s sentiments regarding children “educating their families” about
gardens and healthier eating habits would be better served, according to Weaver-
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Hightower (2010), when school food is taken seriously and considered as more than just
a way to feed children:
When school food is viewed as bodily necessity, as distraction, solely as nutrition,
or as a joke, there is little to recommend giving it serious consideration. I argue,
however, that we can and should instead view food as an integral component of
the ecology of education – the broader interconnections of actors, relationships,
conditions and processes of which education is composed. (p. 16)
Further espousing the benefits and joys of gardening, Mrs. Obama stated,
“There’s nothing really cooler than coming to the White House and harvesting some of
the vegetables and being in the kitchen with Cris and Sam and Bill [White House chefs],
and cutting and cooking and actually experiencing the joys of your work” (Burros 2009).
Research shows that “students’ attitudes towards vegetables became significantly more
positive … students also had more positive attitudes towards fruit and vegetable snacks”
when they actively worked in their school gardens (Lineberger & Zajicek, 2000, p. 593).
Additionally, when nutrition education and school gardens coexist together, there is a
significant benefit for children, “exposure to the nutrition education lessons significantly
improved the nutrition knowledge of the students…Exposure to the curriculum improved
students’ preferences for several vegetables” (Morris & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2002, p. 91). A
later study uncovered similar findings regarding nutrition and garden education, “school
gardens as a component of nutrition education can increase fruit and vegetable
knowledge and cause behavior change among children” (Parmer, Salisbury-Glennon,
Shannon, & Struempler, 2009, p. 212).
Much anecdotal knowledge exists in the school garden and garden education
world surrounding the notion that students will eat more fruits and vegetables if they
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participate in growing them. Searching through many cheerful stories presented by
teachers and purveyors of gardening materials, I found several studies providing support
for such sentiments: (1) “Our research shows that incorporating gardens into the school
environment can reinforce nutrition lessons. Likewise, children who plant and harvest
their own vegetables are more willing to taste and even like them” (Morris, Briggs, &
Zidenberg-Cherr, 2000, p. 40) and (2) “The first-grade children learned about nutrition in
the classroom while growing vegetables outdoors in their own gardens. This experience
resulted in the children’s increased willingness to taste those vegetables grown in the
gardens” (Morris, Neustadter, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2001, p. 43). Broadening these
studies, McAleese and Rankin’s (2007) quantitative study found, “adolescents who
participated in the garden-based nutrition intervention increased their servings of fruits
and vegetables more than students in the two other groups. Significant increases were
also found in vitamin A, vitamin C, and fiber intake” (p. 662). As one final caveat to the
discourse surrounding the use of school gardens to decrease obesity rates in children and
simultaneously increase their fruit and vegetable consumption, Assadourian (2003)
provides a bit of levity to the subject of children’s health, “Gardening may not be as
strenuous as soccer or tennis, but it gets kids outdoors doing something physically active”
(p. 40).
Resistance in the Face of Oppressive Curriculum Controls and Neoliberalism
I argue that the increase of gardens in schools and in communities might be the
result of neoliberal backlash. Perhaps the rise in school gardens in the United States is
actually a direct response to NCLB, a depressed economy, the war, and a climate of neo-
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liberalism in America (Bassett, 1979; Pudup, 2008; Ralston, 2011). A definition for the
term neoliberalism follows, “A modern politico-economic theory favoring free trade,
privatization, minimal government intervention in business, [and] reduced public
expenditure on social services” (neoliberalism, n.d.) Additionally, Guthman (2008)
defines neoliberalism this way:
As a practical political economic project, neoliberalism claims to involve the
privatization of public resources and spaces, minimization of labor costs,
reductions of public expenditures, the elimination of regulations seen as
unfriendly to business, and the displacement of governance responsibilities away
from the nation-state. (Guthman, 2008, p. 1172)
My theory regarding school gardens as responses to neoliberalism spawns from
two main sources, Bassett (1979) and Pudup (2008). Basset (1979) “argues that the
primary function of community gardening in America has been as a buffering mechanism
and ‘adjustive’ institution which has helped to support the cultural system during periods
of social and economic stress” (p. 2). Simiarly, Pudup (2008) argues,
This episodic history over more than a century suggests community gardening has
been a response to pronounced and recurring cycles of capitalist restructuring and
their tendency to displace people and places through investment processes
governing industries and urban space. (p. 1229)
I submit that Basset and Pudup’s arguments can be extended to school gardens as
responses to oppressive curriculum controls, standardized, high-stakes tests, and civil
disobedience. Thorp and Townsend (2001) write specifically about the significance of the
rise in school gardens and the potential of school gardens as well:
An agricultural education garden is a potent force in reshaping school culture…is
a leverage point for reversing the loss of time, control, and place in teachers’ and
students’ lives… connect[s] students to the organizing principle of
experience…[becomes] an important place for teachers’ and students’ self-
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expression, creativity, and innovation… [and] change[s] the status of food as a
commodity for consumption to a portal for communal good. (p. 347)
Neoliberalism emphasizes the individual’s responsibility to feed oneself,
(Guthman, 2008; Ogawa, 2009) but not everyone in the United States has equal access to
fresh, healthy foods (Childs, 2012). Therefore, school gardens, community gardens,
farmers’ markets, and Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) initiatives can bridge
that food gap for people. Pudup (2008) furthers this thinking:
The rise of gardens as organized projects specifically designed as spaces of
neoliberal governmentality, that is, spaces in which gardening puts individuals in
charge of their own adjustment(s) to economic restructuring and social dislocation
through self-help technologies centered on personal contact with nature. (p. 1228)
Referring to Pudup (2008), Ralston (2011) continues:
She understands the periodic interest in community gardening, or what she refers
to as ‘community garden projects,’ throughout American history as integral to
broader discourses about economic subsistence, educational uplift and planthuman relationships, all of which represent responses to a phenomenon she terms
‘neoliberal rollback’. (Ralston, 2011, p. 2)
Additionally, Pudup (2008) argues,
Gardening projects have been responses to specific events at the local, national,
and international levels, particularly war emergencies and economic crises and
their attendant social changes… Garden projects associated with war and
economic crisis have emphasized the production of subsistence. (pp. 1228-1229)
Victory Gardens in World Wars I and II are examples of such phenomena.
According to Ralston’s (2011) examination of school gardens from a political and
historical perspective, “While strengthening the child’s bond with her environment, the
activity of gardening also encourages community activism and political engagement”
(Ralston, 2011, pp. 5-6). Moreover, Ralston (2011) asserts,
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School gardens could become incubators for urban gardening activists, including
guerilla gardeners – places to teach that gardens have normative force, whether as
moral spaces, sources of social solidarity, inter-generational bridges or sites of
political contestation. (pp. 18-19)
I feel as though it is important to note some disparate perspectives regarding the
alternative agrifood movement. While conducting the literature review for this research
study, I came across several articles that questioned the ideology of community gardens,
CSAs, and alternative agrifood movements; however, I should note that none of the
articles specifically referred to school gardens, school farmers’ markets, or Farm to
School initiatives. Guthman, Morris, and Allen (2006) define the alternative agrifood
movement as a response to the “increasingly consolidated, industrialized, and often
faceless food system,” which methods include “urban gardens, food policy councils,
alternative education programs… farmers’ markets and community supported agriculture
(CSAs)” (p.662). Further, some scholars have questioned whether sustainable profits for
local, family farms and food security, especially for low-income households, are
attainable goals, given the dichotomy between cheap food and the need for satisfactory
farm incomes (Allen 1999; Hinrichs and Kremer 2002; Guthman et al. 2006). Later
articles often rely upon Allen’s (1999) work regarding the disconnect between large-scale
food production and food insecurity for low-income households in the United States:
A defining contradiction of the American food and agriculture system has been
the persistence of hunger despite the world’s most productive agriculture.
Producers, consumers, and policymakers have assumed that maximizing
agricultural production will both ensure an adequate supply of food and keep food
prices sufficiently low so that all Americans can be “food secure.” Where this
approach has failed to provide food access for everyone, strategies such as food
stamps, gleaning, food banks, and surplus commodity distribution have
intervened. (p. 117)
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In an effort to increase food security, alternative agrifood movements often push
for localized production and distribution streams to reduce transportation costs and
deliver food to communities in need. However, Childs (2003) and DuPuis & Goodman
(2005) caution against the utopian ideal of local food economies:
Local is not an innocent term, observing that it can provide the ideological
foundations for reactionary politics and nativist sentiment… [and such
movements] are generally based on what Childs (2003) refers to as ‘‘the politics
of conversion:’’ a small, unrepresentative group decides what is ‘‘best’’ for
everyone and then attempts to change the world by converting everyone to accept
their utopian ideal. (DuPuis & Goodman, 2005, pp. 360-361)
Ironically, when looked upon from Childs’ (2003) perspective, the alternative
agrifood movement may be more similar to neoliberal constructs than some may want to
believe. In response to the utopian-like status of alternative agrifood movements
sprouting up in the United States, possibly in response to neoliberal, capitalist ideals,
Hinrichs and Kremer (2002) conducted a study with a relatively small sample size of 41
households with members participating in a Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
program in a Midwestern town “which sought to increase low-in-come participation by
providing financial subsidies” (p. 65). That study’s findings “show that local food system
movement members tend to be white, middle-class consumers and that the movement
threatens to be socially homogenized and exclusionary” (DuPuis & Goodman, 2005, p.
362).
However, further research indicates that groups around the United States are seeking
to bridge that gap between available farm-fresh produce and diverse social and ethnic
groups. The mission of Project Green Leaf (PGL) in North Carolina is just one such
example. PGL attempts to develop stronger social food networks that “can reach a wide!
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range of people and create a sense of community among low-income households and
farmers” (Andreatta, Rhyne, & Dery, 2008, p. 117). Perhaps the link between increased
access to local farmers’ fruits and vegetables and low-income or ethnically diverse
persons can be made with a little creative ingenuity and new strategies:
This [PGL] CSA design was unusual. Outside funding was obtained to prepay
farmers to feed low-income food-insecure households who would not otherwise
have become CSA shareholders. Drivers were arranged for those unable to get to
drop-off sites to pick up their farm shares. Essentially an attempt was made to
remove all the barriers to food access of fresh farm products. The concept behind
the project was to introduce low-income, food-insecure households to another
source of fresh farm products. Likewise this project was designed to open a new
market for local small-scale farmers (without incurring risk) by connecting them
to other members of the urban community - the food-insecure households. In each
case information was exchanged, learning occurred and some relationships were
forged around the social food network. The relationships might not have been
with the farmer or the delivery person, but around the food itself – the sharing of
fresh, local products with friends and family. (Andreatta et al., 2008, p. 139)
Through programs like PGL and other creative approaches to food security and local
food networks, progress can be made to include diverse groups of people in the quest for
fresh, healthy foods. School gardens could be one way to bridge that gap because schools
operate in every type of community in the United States and diverse groups of children
can benefit from garden and farm education and increased access to farm fresh fruits and
vegetables both at school and at home as well.
Care/Self-esteem/Community Building
Studies discuss attributes of care in garden-based learning environments but no
researcher specifically addresses how it is carried out in a classroom or what care and
edible garden education actually look like in practice. Understanding the nature of caring
relationships taught and learned through edible garden and farm education is the ultimate
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aim for this study. Specifically, this study focuses upon centers of care presented by
Noddings (1992, 2005a): the self; the intimate others and the immediate community; and
the plants, the animals, and the Earth. Additionally, Noddings (2003) stresses the
importance of building and maintaining teacher-student relationships because “human
relationships are perhaps the most important single ingredient in happiness” (p. 179).
Through my study of the garden and farm based learning literature, I detected two
centers of care currently represented in studies focusing on garden education: care of self
and care for animals, plants, and the Earth. Care of self is most commonly found in the
form of improved self-esteem and reduction of anxiety or stress (Ogorzaly, 1996;
Waliczek, Bradley, Lineberger, & Zajicek, 2000). Additionally, one quantitative study
sought to assess changes in life skill development of students in an elementary school via
a garden program (Robinson & Zajicek, 2005). Successful programs focusing on
gardening with youth abound in the literature, and even entire countries (Kenya, England,
and India) implemented gardening programs in schools in recent years, “There was an
overall sense of pride, excitement and high self-esteem among children associated with
gardening” (Bowker & Tearle, 2007, p. 97). Some initiatives are on a much smaller scale,
such as the program in Guatemala City, that uses gardening to create a safe and
therapeutic environment for children living in abject poverty (Winterbottom, 2008).
However, none of the themes and outcomes from these studies specifically referenced
care theory or Noddings (1992, 2005a) even though the findings clearly lend themselves
to utilizing such a lens, as I will do in this study:
Students should be involved in direct, hands-on environmental projects as part of
their practical education. Just as they should participate in care of the young,
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aged, and disabled, so they should contribute to cleaning up streams, planting
trees, and maintaining gardens in parks and schoolyards. (p. 136)
Smith (2004) discusses the notion of care and its place and importance in schools
because the ability to care for the self and for others can lead to lasting, positive effects
for the greater society:
The ability and willingness to care may well be the matrix within which a society
characterized by ecological sustainability and social justice can be cultivated.
Educators concerned about moving our society in these directions must find ways
to engender a sense of connectedness and responsibility in their students. (p. 73)
Smith (2004) writes about his observations from the Portland Environmental
Middle School (EMS) and their adherence to teaching an ethic of care and “the way the
adults there are striving to induct young people into a culture of care – care for their
neighbors and care for the region in which they live” (p. 74). Further, he advocates for
the inclusion of care in education because “The task for educators concerned about
addressing the health of social and natural systems could well lie in establishing the
conditions that support the manifestation of care” (Smith, 2004, p. 77).
One final thought regarding the use of school gardens as methods to teach care
involves the larger school community. Increasing opportunities for parental and
community involvement is a benefit of school gardens. A study in Texas looked
specifically at parent involvement in school gardens and found, “The improvement in
parent involvement attitude and behavior scores suggested that a school gardening
program may be one method of involving more parents at school, particularly [Hispanic
and Caucasian] parents” (Boyer, McFarland, Zajicek, & Waliczek, 2011, p. 23).
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An Example of Dewey’s Garden Experiences in Action – The Edible Schoolyard
(ESY)
All should learn how to preserve the nutritive value of foods in cooking and storing; all
should learn to appreciate the celebratory and ceremonial functions of food.
— Nel Noddings
The Edible School Yard (ESY) concept, originated by Alice Waters in the 1990s,
bears a remarkable resemblance to Dewey’s experimental curriculum begun in the late
1890s in Chicago. Hickman (2000) states, “One of the things that struck me about
Waters’s story was how closely her experiment resembled another one, undertaken a
century earlier at the University of Chicago Primary School by John Dewey” (p. 196).
Hickman (2000) and Ralston (2011) make connections between the two programs:
In the Experimental School at the University of Chicago, students learned about
mathematics, natural history, food science, and economic principles by both
gardening and cooking the produce of the garden… what distinguished the two
projects is the difference of problems, almost a century apart, confronting both
designers. While Alice Waters’ main concern was with how to improve students’
diets, Dewey’s was with introducing students [to a wider range of subjects
involving mounting levels of complexity], such as history, botany, and
economics. (Ralston, 2011, p. 6)
Further similarities abound between ESY and Dewey’s educational concept,
“Both Dewey and Waters were attempting to engage their students in terms of the
students’ own needs and interests” (Hickman, 2000, p. 197) because addressing human
needs, such as growing and preparing food, is a function of a school garden or farm.
Echoing views held by Dewey, Hickman (2000) writes, “In a proper educational setting,
gardening and cooking can open the doors to broader cultural horizons and therefore to
the possibilities of enhanced growth and development on the part of the learner”
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(Hickman, 2000, p. 197). Therefore, according to Hickman (2000), “Dewey’s edible
schoolyard was thus a tool he used to open the doors to a whole range of related subjects
that involved increasing levels of abstraction” (p. 198). Encouraging students to pursue
careers in botany or agriculture is not the reason to break ground on a school garden or
farm because Dewey’s end goal, according to Hickman (2000), for gardening, farming,
and cooking lessons was:
Dewey’s immediate goal was thus to lead his students to learn more about
themselves and their world. But his edible schoolyard also served his long-term
goals. It was a tool to encourage the native interests and powers of his students
and then to encourage them to develop the type of experimental frame of mind
that is essential to the growth of intelligence. (p. 198)
Adding to the discussion of Dewey and Waters, Minteer (2006), champions
Dewey’s Progressive ideology and his insistence that gardens offer opportunities for
critical thinking and intelligence to take hold, “Dewey thought that such an environment
(of dynamic and experiential learning) would allow students to gain skills, knowledge,
and motivation required to become intelligent and active democratic citizens” (p. 31).
Generally speaking, Noddings (1992, 2005a) adds to the depth of this discussion
surrounding the inclusion of plants and gardens in education when she discusses the
importance of allowing children time to interact with plants and their growing processes:
Our children should also learn an appreciation for plant life. In the past few years,
I have had some young people in my kitchen who did not know a cabbage from a
head of lettuce. They could identify a “salad” and “cole slaw” but never saw what
preceded either dish in the kitchen. This is frightening and a little sad. If our
children have experience growing things and learning the uses of plants, they may
have a more vital sense of urgency about the conservation of our forests and other
national habitats. Again, there are connections to history, geography, biology,
nutrition, art, mathematics, literature, and a host of other subjects. Further, there is
something existentially satisfying about growing things. (p. 58)
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Further, Noddings (1992, 2005a) provides a rationale from a caring perspective
regarding sharing meals from the garden:
Students are fed, but the rationale for feeding them is not that loving people
compassionately feed hungry children but, rather, that ‘hungry children cannot
learn.’ The academic purpose of the school drives everything. Kids are fed, but
educators rarely consider providing adult companionship with food. At home, in
the best conditions, an adult shares meals with a child, asks what the forthcoming
day will be like, reminds the child that she really does know her seven-times
table, that her story for English is in good shape, and that tonight they will talk
about the teacher’s reaction. Feeding children’s bodies is important; feeding their
spirits is even more so. (p. 13)
Noddings (2003) also makes a strong case for edible garden education’s emphasis on
growing and cooking meals:
It is not necessary today to grow one’s own vegetables, can tomatoes, make soups
from scratch, or bake bread, but many women and men gain enormous
satisfaction from doing these things, Further, the connections between food and
place, food and art, and food and season are all worth exploring. I can imagine
schools offering an interdisciplinary unit on food that would involve cooking, art,
geography, history, mathematics, biology, religion, biography, and chemistry.
Every classroom should contain maps and at least a few cookbooks to be
discussed and enjoyed. (p. 115)
Finally, school gardens and farms provide opportunities for a wealth of benefits,
even if all of the research on school gardens is relatively new,
While this field of research is still in its infancy, findings suggest that being
involved with school gardens may increase children’s stewardship of the natural
worlds, decrease obesity rates, increase student achievement and may improve
student’s attitudes towards healthy foods. (Seeds of Solidarity, 2007, p. 2)
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy and School Gardens
Noddings (1992, 2005a) talks about the importance of understanding the self and
increasing one’s background knowledge via primary sources:
I have suggested that much school time be given to the understanding of self,
including the groups with which the self identifies [i.e. gender, race, religion,
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ethnicity]. In addition, students must commit themselves to keeping open the lines
of communication, for knowledge gained in relation is more powerful and reliable
than that gained through second and third-hand reports. (p. 122)
Dewey would agree here, too, because if teachers want students to learn about
something specific, it is best to give them that thing and let them grapple with it. Do not
just show a picture or a website and expect them to know it, and if teachers conduct those
lessons with caring relationships in place with their students even better. School gardens
offer opportunities for first-hand student interactions with curriculum and opportunities
for diverse students to come together with a common goal because “Along with
empowering communities, gardens can also help to integrate them by facilitating
interactions between diverse populations” (Assadourian, 2003, p. 42).
Further, Nieto (2003) discusses the ongoing quest on the part of scholars, school
administrators, and lawmakers to find the essence of effective teaching and the inherent
mysteries of such a quest:
Much has been written about the question of effective teaching, yet in some ways
good teaching remains more of a mystery than ever. This is because there is no
simple or single description of a good teacher. Teachers are more or less
successful depending on the context of their work, the students they teach, their
own personalities and purposes, and other factors. An excellent teacher of hightrack students may not do well with students in lower-tracked classes; a teacher
who’s good with middle-class White children may not do as well with African
American students, even if they are also middle class. (p. 38)
Eisner (1998) also writes about this same issue regarding context and effective
teaching, “What is the context, who is the teacher, who are the students, with what other
demands must a teacher cope, what are the teacher’s aims – these are all relevant
considerations in attempting to see and appraise teaching” (p. 78). Therefore, even
though the quest to locate the essence of effective teaching still remains illusive, the
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journey to improve cultural responsiveness in teaching is a palpable and worthy cause,
especially in terms of care in the classroom. Nieto (2003) speaks to the importance of
care, “For students whose cultural and language backgrounds differ from the mainstream,
care is especially relevant because when students feel their teachers care about them, they
also feel they belong. Without a feeling of belonging, learning can suffer” (p. 42).
Establishing a sense of care between the teacher and the student is essential in
creating an ethic of care in the classroom; however, such an enterprise might not be as
simple as that because as Noddings (1992, 2005a) states, “Knowledge (of other cultures)
alone is unlikely to establish caring relations…Persons with multicultural knowledge
sometimes overgeneralize” (p. 113). She also details her views on the dangers of
stereotyping cultures and the need to understand individual children from differing
cultural backgrounds instead:
It is not enough simply to understand another culture, and indeed the assumptions
of such understanding often masks reliance on stereotypes. Children come from
cultures, but they are also special individuals, each in need of a particular relation
with his or her teacher. (Noddings, 1992, 2005a, p. 108)
Furthermore, Nieto (2003) cautions against mistaking hard work and careful
curriculum design with culturally responsive teaching:
Even in schools where teachers are committed and work hard to design learning
environments that are equitable for all students, ignorance about race and
ethnicity prevail among many teachers. This is particularly true for teachers of
European American backgrounds. Ignorance about social class, language, and
other differences is likewise common among teachers because their experience
with diversity of all kinds may be limited. When issues of difference become too
demanding, too conflict ridden, and too contentious to address, they remain
hidden. (Nieto, 2003, p. 41)
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Teachers engaging in school gardening and farm education must consider
culturally responsive pedagogy in order to allow for all students to receive the benefits of
garden and farm based education detailed in the above review of the literature. All
students should have opportunities to experience and learn from garden and farm based
education in caring and respectful ways. As bell hooks (1994) eloquently articulates, “To
teach in a manner that respects and cares for the souls of our students is essential if we
are to provide the necessary conditions where learning can most deeply and intimately
begin” (p. 13).
Sustainability Education
The terms sustainable and sustainability surface many times throughout the
garden-based learning literature. For example, Blair (2009) summarized three school
garden studies thusly, “Gardens introduce young gardeners to local sustainable food
systems, as children eat their own produce, compost cafeteria food waste, and connect
with adult growers and market gardeners” (Moore, 1995; Morris, Briggs, & ZidenbergCherr, 2000; Graham, Beall, Lussier, McLaughlin, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2005a; Blair
2009, p. 18). Additionally, Johnson (2012) surmises:
To live sustainably, individuals must understand that their actions affect the
environment. Schools have a major role in this process and teachers’ pedagogical
approaches to [education for sustainable development] ESD need to prepare all
children to think about their actions in everyday life. Lessons out-of-doors in a
garden introduce children to hands-on experience, observation of natural
processes, change over time and overarching realities. (p. 582)
Because these two terms mentioned above are often used in the literature,
defining them in terms of education and this research study seems worthwhile.
Sustainable development was a topic considered in a document created by the United
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Nations (1987), entitled Report of the World Commission on Environment and
Development: Our Common Future. A pertinent portion of that document states:
Humanity has the ability to make development sustainable to ensure that it meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs. The concept of sustainable development does imply limits not absolute limits but limitations imposed by the present state of technology and
social organization on environmental resources and by the ability of the biosphere
to absorb the effects of human activities. But technology and social organization
can be both managed and improved to make way for a new era of economic
growth. The Commission believes that widespread poverty is no longer inevitable.
Poverty is not only an evil in itself, but sustainable development requires meeting
the basic needs of all and extending to all the opportunity to fulfill their
aspirations for a better life. A world in which poverty is endemic will always be
prone to ecological and other catastrophes. (United Nations, 1987)
For the first time, the Rio Declaration of 1992, chapter 36 of agenda 21, called for
specific sustainable development issues for educational systems, including: (1)
“Reorienting education towards sustainable development;” (2) “Increasing public
awareness;” and (3) “Promoting training” (United Nations, Sustainable Development,
1992). For the purposes of this study, I include a reference to the Cloud Institute for
Sustainability Education because the Eco School specifically utilizes Education for
Sustainability (EfS) curriculum:
The Cloud Institute for Sustainability Education was founded in 1995 as a
program of The American Forum for Global Education known as the
Sustainability Education Center. From its inception, The Cloud Institute has been
a pioneer of Education for Sustainability. Jaimie P. Cloud, founder and president,
has dedicated over fifteen years to distinguishing the importance of educating for
sustainability, rather than about sustainability, in K-12 education systems. (The
Cloud Institute for Sustainability Education, 2012)
Conclusion
I summarized a variety of benefits of garden and farm based education from
multiple perspectives as well as provided evidence of a long history of gardens in
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schools. While discussion continues regarding alternative food movements and solutions
surrounding childhood obesity and food insecurity in the United States, substantial
evidence abounds regarding the potential for school gardens and farms to bridge those
gaps for children and their communities as well. Therefore, the benefits of school gardens
and farm education warrant increased inclusion in curriculum studies in public education
at large.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism
My aim for this study, much like Eisner’s (1998), is to further the improvement of
education. My approach entails the understanding of garden-based learning as it is
combined with farm education, how such learning incorporates an ethic of care (or not),
and how these implications impact students. In order to achieve this aim, I utilized the
qualitative inquiry method of Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism. This method
has many applications as it has been used to understand how ecologically-minded
teachers impact their students (Moroye, 2007); the need for more arts-based education in
schools (Rogers, 1999; Kramer, 2010); the need for authentic learning opportunities
(Lindquist, 2013); the culturally responsive teachers’ impact on student learning (Conrad,
2011); the importance and role of kindergarten (Deverell, 2009; Trousas, 2009; Andrews,
2011); the significance of physical classroom spaces (Jones, 2012); bullying (Bennett,
2008); the tragedy of the Columbine shootings (Mears, 2005); alternatives to public
schools, such as Waldorf and Reggio Emilia (Uhrmacher, 1991; Ganus, 2010); and even
ways to improve foreign language classes (Ambard, 2010).
Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism is a constructivist approach to
qualitative research because “educational criticism assumes that multiple realities exist,
the researcher is portraying only one, and researcher interpretation is at the center of
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analysis procedures” (Hatch, 2002, p. 29). From a garden-based learning approach, Thorp
and Townsend (2001) explain that such a constructivist notion and the rightness of fit
when selecting a qualitative research design, “Constructivist methodologies may help us
gain an understanding of the garden that is deeply embedded in the stories teachers tell,
the language children use, the culture of the school, and the historical context” (p. 348) of
a study. When observing and interpreting information in classrooms, “Meanings are
construed, and the shape they take is due, in part, to the tools people know how to use”
(Eisner, 1998, p. 36). The tools I bring to my research are gardening and composting,
organic farming, elementary school teaching, and caring. Those are my lenses, my
schema, and my areas of expertise.
Educational Connoisseurship and the Five Dimensions of the Ecology of Schooling
What goes on in an elementary school classroom or on the farm where edible
gardening education and preparation of meals take place? What is it like to be there?
Educational connoisseurship enables the researcher to notice the subtle nuances of the
everyday occurrences inside the classroom or on the farm. Eisner (1998) recommends
utilizing five dimensions, or what he terms as the Ecology of Schooling, when gathering
and interpreting data, and these five dimensions include: intentional, structural,
curricular, pedagogical, and evaluative.
The intentional dimension concerns the aims that are explicitly set forth by the
school, classroom teacher, or farmer, as well as implied aims that may or may not benefit
an ethic of care in the garden or on the farm. Additionally, the intentional dimension
addresses whether or not the stated intentions of the school, teacher, or farmer actually
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take place because “There is often a discrepancy between what educators say they want
to achieve and what they do when working with students” (Eisner, 1998, p. 73). This is
an area I explored in this study. Is an ethic of care implicitly or explicitly taught or
actually undermined in the garden or on the farm? What is the hidden curriculum, or
underlying messages students receive from educators? Are the school’s values present in
the garden or while working out on the farm?
The structural dimension tackles how the students spend their day, how subjects
are organized, and how the time is spent on each subject. This dimension heavily
influences children’s learning not only because of the sheer amount of time donated to
each subject but also because “the school’s organizational structure is encountered daily
for years,” (Eisner, 1998, p. 74) and that daily occurrence makes a difference in what
information is deemed important. One area that I sought to understand in this study
concerns whether or not there was a “unique virtue” (Eisner, 1998, p. 75) of gardening
and farming, caring, or perhaps even environmental education the school attains through
its organizational structure.
Another area to consider while observing a school environment, such as a school
garden or farm, is the curricular dimension, “the quality of the curriculum’s content and
goals and the activities employed to engage students in it” (Eisner, 1998, p. 75). Is there a
specific gardening or cooking curriculum used at the site? If so, how was it selected, who
created it, and what is the nature of the content of that curriculum? How is the learning
structured? Are the lessons teacher-centered or are there opportunities for students to
demonstrate their learning? If there is not a specified garden or farm curriculum at the
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site, how do teachers facilitate the students’ learning? Because I am a certified Master
Gardener and Master Composter, as well as an elementary school teacher with over a
decade of teaching experience, I feel as though I can offer tremendous insight into the
value of the curricular dimension.
The pedagogical dimension refers to the teaching styles and perhaps even the
personalities of the teachers. Because a teacher facilitates practically all curricula, and no
two teachers are the same, even identical curriculum materials and lessons are taught in
unique ways. Thus, how students perceive and experience the curriculum materials and
lessons are intricately related to the different pedagogical styles of their teachers (Eisner,
1998, p. 77). For example, teachers use different methods for refocusing student
behavior; reward or punish students differently; choose students for different reasons to
share answers aloud in class; or some teachers use humor or excitement to engage
learners. Ultimately, “the features of their teaching convey their own messages” (Eisner,
1998, p. 77). Therefore, it was important to know and understand the context of each
educator’s pedagogy when I observed them on the farm because that knowledge
enhanced my understanding and strengthened my argument for evaluating this
dimension.
Finally, the evaluative dimension includes “the ways in which evaluation
practices, especially those embodied in tests, influence the students’ outlook” (Eisner,
1998, p. 80). For this dimension, I might inquire about the consequences of such testing
for students and their learning. Do teachers “teach to the test” when operationalizing the
curriculum? Most importantly, “Evaluation practices, particularly testing practices,
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operationalize the school’s value” (Eisner, 1998, p. 81), so I must wonder if the intentions
of the teachers or school actually manifest themselves in the evaluation dimension or if
the stated intentions get lost in pursuit of higher test scores. However, this dimension
does not only consider standardized tests. Teachers evaluate students all of the time, such
as when appraising student work, comments in class, or student behavior: “Tone of voice,
facial expression, and messages of support and enthusiasm are part of classroom culture,”
(Eisner, 1998, pp. 80-81), and I seek to appraise these forms of evaluation as well.
Care Theory and Educational Criticism
Utilizing the works of Nel Noddings (1984, 1992, 2003, 2005a), Care Theory is
the lens I use to analyze and interpret my data, including interviews, observations, and
artifacts. In using this lens, I focus on the ethics of care, as well as several centers of care
including: the care of self, family and community, as well as the natural world
(Noddings, 1992, 2005a). Utilizing this critical lens, I am able to describe and interpret
the instances of and subtleties of teaching an ethic of care via edible garden and farm
education, as well as appraise the elements of caring witnessed in the Eco School’s edible
garden and farm education environment. Particularly, I am interested in understanding
how care theory concepts and themes emerge in the edible garden and farm environment.
Not all participants explicitly referred to caring as an intention of their practice; however,
through my “perception of qualities” (Eisner, 1998, p. 1), I hope to illuminate just such a
concept in their teaching styles in chapter four.
An ethic of care is based upon needs and responses between the carer and the
cared-for, and at its heart, “it is an ethic of relation” (Noddings, 2005a, p. 21),
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differentially based upon those individual relationships. Even though there is not a series
of steps or recipe to follow when teaching an ethic of care, according to Noddings (1992,
2005a), there are four main components to consider: modeling, dialogue, practice, and
confirmation (p. 22).
In modeling an ethic of caring, “We do not tell our students to care; we show
them how to care by creating caring relations with them” (Noddings, 1992, 2005a p. 22).
Additionally, Noddings postulates that the capability of caring depends upon one’s
experiences with being cared for. Conversely, students are always watching, listening to,
and learning the “hidden curriculum” (Eisner, 1998, p. 73) in a classroom. How does the
teacher respond to other adults? Is there gossip going on in the doorways or between the
garden beds? Does a teacher use sarcasm or veiled cruelty when correcting children’s
mistakes or does the teacher react with caring in mind when responding to children’s
missteps in behavior or learning? These are all questions to consider when observing a
teacher’s modeling of care.
Dialogue is another component necessary to achieve an ethic of care in a
classroom or farm environment because it allows both the carer and the cared-for to
better understand one another and to arrive at agreeable, informed decisions through
open-ended discussion (Noddings, 1992, pp. 22-23). Dialoging with students about
important issues, especially issues of caring relations, enables them to create mindful
habits for dealing with difficult decisions. How do teachers dialogue with students at the
garden or farm site? Does dialogue between the teacher and the students occur at all?
Additionally, I was anxious to observe the type of dialogue occurring while students and
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teachers share the garden harvest together. What types of conversations occur during the
meals?
A third component for teaching students to care concerns providing them with
opportunities and time to practice the skills of caregiving and therefore, increasing their
capacities to care (Noddings, 1992, pp. 23-24). What kinds of opportunities (if any) for
care are afforded to the children in the edible garden and farm classes? Do academics and
a rush to get through the curriculum supersede caring opportunities?
The fourth matter to consider when observing an ethic of care in a classroom or
on the farm is the confirmation of caring acts. It is important to affirm and encourage the
acts of caring conveyed by students in the classroom or on the farm (Noddings, 1992, p.
25). How does the teacher address genuine acts of caring? Is it handled in a competitive
manner that dilutes the true act of caring for others or does the recognition of caring
authenticate the occurrences? Additionally, because the participants in this study are
teachers of adolescents and preadolescents, there are opportunities to address instances of
uncaring acts that could become opportunities to dialogue about and confirm the
possibility of caring behaviors. For instance, even when a young child misbehaves, from
a perspective of care, it is important to “identify something admirable, or at least
acceptable, struggling to emerge” if at all possible in each instance (Noddings, 1992, p.
25). How do teachers seek to find each student’s “better self and encourage its
development” (Noddings, 1992, p. 25)?
In truth, one could surmise that the aforementioned components for teaching an
ethic of care could work for any subject and virtually any topic. Modeling, dialogue,
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practice, and confirmation are not unique to Care Theory; however, I feel that it is the
intent behind the creation of an ethic of care that differentiates the skills learned through
the four components from other learning opportunities. For example, a teacher could
instruct a student how to solve an algebra problem because the information will be on an
upcoming test, discuss the necessary steps, allow for questions and discussion, assign
problems for homework, and confirm correct answers. But performing those four basic
acts in no way guarantees that an ethic of caring occurred. What was the intent behind
assigning the algebra problems? Was it taught out of hope of producing higher test scores
or because of a genuine concern for student welfare and understanding? William Ayers
(2001) speaks to this notion as well, “I insist that my students learn algebra because of
my love of them, not of it” (p. 23).
Four Dimensions of Educational Criticism
“Educational connoisseurship gives access to the complex and subtle aspects of
educational phenomena, and it is through such access that educational critics secure the
content they need to function as critics” (Eisner, 1998, p. 86). Once access to the
knowledge is gained through connoisseurship, the critic “illuminates, interprets, and
appraises the qualities that have been experienced” (Eisner, 1998, p. 86). The four
dimensions required for the praxis of educational criticism are: description, interpretation,
evaluation, and thematics (Eisner, 1998, p. 88). These dimensions work in tandem to help
guide the qualitative inquiry for this study. A rich description of each site and each
teacher’s practice will enable “readers to visualize what a place or process is like [and]
…enable readers to participate vicariously in the events described” (Eisner, 1998, p. 89).
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After thoroughly describing the edible garden and farm teachers’ practices and the
caring environment they foster, it is important to interpret the meanings such descriptions
convey. Eisner (1998) encapsulates the idea of interpretation, “If description deals with
what is, interpretation focuses on why or how” (p. 98). Further, interpretation places the
qualitative information in context by illuminating and explicating it. Because I am using a
Care Theory lens, I relate what I see on the farm to Noddings’ ethic of care (1992,
2005a), her notions on ecology of care (2005b), and the care as it relates to one’s own
happiness (2003). Noddings (2005b) summarizes her belief that instilling an ethic of care
in each child can actually add to the overall enjoyment in one’s life, “Caring for, about,
and with others can add to our own happiness. We might even call this an ecological
view of caring” (p. 8).
The third dimension of educational criticism entails evaluation. Eisner (1998)
specifically speaks to the importance of properly evaluating the praxis of teaching,
“Because schools are social institutions whose mission is educational, the significance of
what transpires in schools is subject to criteria that allow its educational value to be
appraised” (p. 98). Are the actions of edible garden and farm teachers and the educational
experiences they create for students non-educational, mis-educational, or actually
educational experiences (Dewey, 1938 as cited in Eisner, 1998, pp. 98-99)? Noneducational experiences are inconsequential to one’s learning, such as brief
conversations, scratching one’s head, waving to a friend, or hearing a pencil drop on the
floor; mis-educational experiences may actually cause damage, produce anxiety, or
inhibit students’ growth or learning entirely; and a true educational experience “fosters
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the growth of human intelligence, nurtures curiosity, and yields satisfactions in the doing
of those things worth doing” (Eisner, 1998, p. 99). I am confident that educational
experience is what teachers, administrators, parents, and even students hope to
accomplish in school but that is not always the case. Therefore, it is important to note not
only the teaching practices of this study’s participants but also the educational
significance of those behaviors, which is why the evaluative piece of educational
criticism is so valuable.
The fourth dimension guiding educational criticism involves thematics, or the
themes recurrent in the educational criticism itself. Eisner (1998) states, “Themes are the
dominant features of the situation or person, those qualities of place, person, or object
that define or describe identity” (p. 104). It is incumbent upon me to discover and
illuminate the repeated themes evident in this study regarding the participants’ intentions
and teaching practices and whether or not they convey an ethic of care, as well as discern
any other themes that may develop throughout the research process.
Research Questions and Study Design
With this study, I explore the intentions and teaching practices of edible garden
and farm educators and how those practices relate to the creation of an ethic of care. At
the Eco School site, I identified and interviewed the following: one farmer; three farm
interns; two Farm Camp teachers; four student Farm Campers; and two school
administrators, in an effort to understand if care and edible garden and farm education
can coexist. Additionally, I interviewed three school district officials: one district
dietician and Farm to School Coordinator and two representatives from Lento Vitto, a
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non-profit organization tasked with providing lessons and protocols for incorporating
farm fresh produce in school cafeterias and afterschool programs. Descriptions of my
study design and the methods I employed in conducting this research project follow.
My research questions for this study are below:
1. What are the intentions of school staff, school administrators, and school officials
focused upon edible garden and farm education?
2. What does edible garden and farm education look like in practice?
3. What are the implications for students, staff, administrators, and school officials
who participate in edible garden and farm education?
4. What is the educational significance of edible garden and farm education for
public education at large?
Question One: What are the intentions of school staff, school administrators, and
school officials focused upon edible garden and farm education?
After obtaining consent for this study, I interviewed eleven adult participants – six
school staff members (including one farmer, three farm interns, and two farm camp
teachers), two school administrators, and three school officials – in order to glean an
understanding of their individual intentions for their students. Through each initial
interview, I sought to understand how these people perceived their roles in teaching
edible garden and farm education and whether or not they perceived an ethic of care as an
integral piece to their teaching and employment practices (See Appendix C). Initially, I
interviewed each participant for about forty minutes to one hour. Also, I interviewed each
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participant separately except for Farmer Anne and three farm interns, who spoke to me as
a group during their lunch break on the GUF farm on the Eco School campus.
Question Two: What does edible garden education look like in practice?
Following the initial interviews of Farmer Anne and the farm interns – George,
Emily, and Jacob – I began observing one week of Farm Camp on the grounds of the Eco
School. Originally, the Eco School planned for a six-week Farm Camp, June 10-August
2, 2013, 8AM-12PM Monday through Friday; however, due to low enrollment, Farm
Camp only took place for two weeks – June 10-June 14, 2013 and July 8-July 12, 2013,
the week in which I observed. I interviewed the school staff involved with planning and
teaching Farm Camp – Ms. Amanda one afternoon after a day of Farm Camp and Ms.
Rebecca after the week of Farm Camp ended. Specifically, I wanted to see how the staff
members’ stated intentions compared to their teaching practices. With regards to Care
Theory and the ecology of the school and farm, I paid close attention to the edible garden
and farm curriculum, teachers’ pedagogical practices, and the ways in which the farm
camp students interacted with and responded to the staff members.
Question Three: What are the implications for students, staff, administrators, and
school officials who participate in edible garden and farm education?
It was my hope to discover whether or not an ethic of care manifests itself through
edible garden and farm education because in theory, students exposed to methods
pertaining to care—including care of self, family and friends, and natural world—may
experience a moral, educative experience that goes beyond mere academic pursuits.
Noddings (1992) shaped my thinking on the issue of a need for moral education in public
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schools, “By moral education I mean not only a form of education that concentrates on
producing moral people but also an education that is moral in purpose, policy, and
methods” (p. xiii). Caring could be manifested through edible garden and farm education
and that aspect alone carries great implications for students, staff, administrators, and
school officials at the Eco School.
Question Four: What is the educational significance of edible garden and farm
education for public education at large?
By studying the intentions and practices of edible garden and farm educators, as
well as administrators, school officials, and students’ interpretations of those intentions
and practices, I obtained insights into ways in which edible garden and farm education
can impact public education in the United States, specifically the improvement of
teaching and learning practices for those interested in establishing edible gardens and
farms at other school locations.
Data Collection
Data collection included observations of Eco School staff, (Farmer Anne, Ms.
Rebecca, and Ms. Amanda), interacting with and instructing students on the farm during
the weeklong Eco School Farm Camp, and semi-structured interviews with Eco School
staff, Eco School administrators, and school district officials. All interview participation
was voluntary and all participants (both adults and students) were informed of their rights
as human research subjects prior to interviews through the use of consent forms
(Appendices D and E). Additionally, in order to ensure coherence and structural
corroboration (Eisner, 1998), I reviewed documents pertaining to the individual sites
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associated with this study (Eco School, Grow Urban Farms, and the school district
encompassing the Eco School) including the following: Farm Camp lesson plans; school,
organization, and district mission statements; school newsletters; website postings;
student work; and historical archives for each site.
Regarding Farm Camp, I observed five consecutive mornings, 8:00AM to
12:00PM, during the week of July 8th, 2013. Each day of Farm Camp focused on issues
related to the following daily themes: Know your Farmer, Soil Scientists, Finding Fauna,
Roots and Shoots, and Wonderful Weather. A more detailed discourse regarding Farm
Camp observations follows in Chapter Four. Additionally, students engaged in healthy
snack eating each day of Farm Camp, and I found a particular interest in that process
because preparing and sharing the farm harvest pertains to care theory and beckons back
to my rationale for this study, that of improving edible garden and farm education
practices.
The Participants
In total, I interviewed fifteen participants throughout the course of this research
study, thirteen during the month of July 2013 and the final two participants in February
2014. Originally, in December 2012 I proposed the idea of researching the Eco School,
Grow Urban Farms, or Lento Vitto for my research sites because I knew something about
each of them through my participation in local community garden projects and
ecologically themed events in my local area. However, I did not have personal contacts
beyond the ability to recognize that these three sites or organizations seemed to align with
my personal garden and education philosophies.
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Through a connection with one of my university advisors, in February 2013 I met
with the current principal of the Eco School, Phillip Carter, who also happens to be one
of the founding members as well. At that meeting, Phillip and I discussed the possibility
of conducting my research at the Eco School, some names of possible teachers who
might have an interest in participating in my study, and contacts for Grow Urban Farms.
After that initial meeting, I prepared a letter to the Eco School staff explaining the
purpose of my study and asking for any participants (See Appendix F). Sadly, approval
for the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for my university and the Research Review
Board (RRB) for the school district took four months. Therefore, the 2012-2013 school
year was over before I could interview or observe any Eco School teachers or classrooms.
Thus, I revamped my study to include interviews with two Eco School Farm Camp
educators, the lead farmer and three farm interns for Grow Urban Farms, two Eco School
administrators, one dietician and Farm to Cafeteria coordinator for the school district, and
two employees from Lento Vitto. Furthermore, in an effort to gather information related
to both the carers and the cared for (Noddings, 2005a, p. 21), I interviewed four students,
ages 10-16, who attended the Eco School Farm Camp during the week of July 8th, 2013
(See Appendix G). For a complete list of all participants and their roles in this study, see
Table 3.1 below.
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Participant
Name/ Role

Date/Ti
me of
Initial
Intervie
w
7/5/13
1:00PM

Length of
Initial
Interview

Location

Purpose of
Interview

Date/Time
Follow-up
Interview

Length of
Follow-up
Interview

72 minutes

Picnic table
GUF site at
ES

4/7/14

Via Email

George/Farm
Intern

7/5/13
1:00PM

Same as
above

Same as
above

N/A

N/A

Emily/Farm
Intern

7/5/13
1:00PM

Same as
above

Same as
above

N/A

N/A

Jacob/Farm
Intern

7/5/13
1:00PM

Same as
above

Same as
above

N/A

N/A

Ms.
Gina/Seed to
Table
Program
Director at
Lento Vitto

7/6/13
10:00A
M

64 minutes

Coffee
shop

Ms.
Amanda/Farm
Camp Teacher

7/9/13
1:00PM

61 minutes

Eatery

Hamiz*/Farm
Camp Student

7/9/13
11:40A
M&
7/11/13
11:20A
M

8 minutes
5 minutes

Picnic table
GUF site at
ES

Yasra*//Farm
Camp Student

7/11/13
11:00A
M

12 minutes

Picnic table
GUF site at
ES

Tabinda*/
Farm Camp
Student and
Helper

7/11/13
11:25A
M

14 minutes

Picnic table
GUF site at
ES

Meet the
farmer, build
rapport, tour
farm site, take
pictures,
gather
information
Build rapport,
gather
information
Build rapport,
gather
information
Build rapport,
gather
information
Build rapport,
gather
background
information
about Lento
Vitto and how
they interact
with the
school district
Build rapport,
gather
information
about her
intentions for
farm camp
Build rapport
and gain trust,
gather
background
information,
hear student
perspective
Build rapport
and gain trust,
gather
background
information,
hear student
perspective
Build rapport
and gain trust,
gather
background
information,
hear student
perspective

Farmer
Anne/Lead
Farmer
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N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Brittany*/
Farm Camp
Student

7/11/13
11:46A
M

9 minutes

Picnic table
GUF site at
ES

Audrey
Walker/Schoo
l District
Dietician &
Farm to
School
Coordinator

7/16/13
2:00PM

63 minutes

School
district
office

Michael
Nolan/Directo
r of School
Garden
Programs at
Lento Vitto
USA

7/24/13
10:30A
M

77 minutes

Eatery

Ms.
Rebecca/Farm
Camp Teacher

7/31/13
12:45PM

41 minutes

Eatery

Phillip
Carter/Eco
School
Principal

N/A

N/A

ES office

Josh
Brown/Eco
School
Sustainability
Coordinator

2/4/14
4:00PM

20 minutes

ES
classroom

64!

Build rapport
and gain trust,
gather
background
information,
hear student
perspective
Build rapport,
gather
background
information
about the
Farm to
School
initiative and
cafeteria
protocols for
consuming
farm produce
Build rapport,
gather
background
information
about the
Farm to
School
initiative;
cafeteria
protocols for
consuming
farm produce;
and Lento
Vitto on the
national scene
Build rapport,
gather
information
about her
intentions for
farm camp
Triangulation,
gather
information
about
working at
ES, gather
information
about his farm
camp
reflections
Triangulation,
gather
information
about
working at
ES, gather
information
about his farm

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2/4/14
3:30PM

15 minutes

2/4/13
4:45PM

15 minutes

!
camp
reflections
Total Time

476 min or

7 hours 56
minutes

Table 3.1 Interview Schedule
It is important to note that although the official student interviews using the Student
Interview Protocol (See Appendix G) were rather short, I spent 4 hours each day of Farm
Camp observing, interacting with, and informally conversing with these students.
Initial interviews. I used Interview Protocols (See Appendices C and G) for student and
adult participant’s initial interviews; however, some of the questions regarding teaching
in the classroom (or farm in this case) did not pertain to one of the school officials,
Audrey Walker, so I did not ask her questions 7, 8, 10, and 11. All of the other adult
participants answered each of the sixteen questions from my Initial Interview Protocol
(See Appendix C), and all students answered the five questions from my Student
Interview Protocol (See Appendix G). After each interview, adult and student, I definitely
felt a better and more thorough understanding of the topic of edible gardening and
farming at the Eco School, the GUF site, and the school district as a whole. Interviewing
participants at every level of the edible garden and farm education process in this
particular school district – from the students receiving the curriculum and eating the
produce, to the educators and non-profit employees teaching the lessons and interacting
with the students in the edible gardens and on the farm, to the farmers growing and
harvesting the produce, to the administrators designing the Eco School and monitoring
the curriculum, to the officials writing the protocols for produce consumption, and the
dieticians creating the meal plans and purchasing the food stuffs from distributors. This
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all became integral to my research study. Even though my initial plan for this study only
entailed meeting with and interviewing up to four teachers and possibly three students, I
am thankful for the richness added to my study garnered from all of the fifteen
participants’ perspectives from each level of the edible garden and farm education
process.
Follow up interviews. After attempting to transcribe thirteen of the fifteen participant
interviews during the summer and fall of 2013, I came to terms with my lack of
transcription skill and hired a professional to finish the job. Even though the price caused
a substantial hit to my credit card, the quality and speed of the work was well worth the
financial burden because as soon as I received and read through the completed
transcripts, I realized there were more questions I needed to ask some of my adult
participants, particularly the staff and administrators at the Eco School. As emic themes
began to formulate, the follow-up interviews enabled me to fully understand each
teacher’s and administrator’s intentions, thoughts, and actions.
Using a Follow-up Interview Protocol (Appendix H), I attempted to engage Famer
Anne, Ms. Rebecca, Ms. Amanda, Mr. Carter, and Mr. Brown during the winter of 2014
in interviews relating to Farm Camp activities that took place in July of 2013. Despite
some hopeful email exchanges between myself and Farmer Anne, Ms. Rebecca, and Ms.
Amanda concerning the follow-up interviews, I only successfully managed to interview
Mr. Carter and Mr. Brown, but I feel as though their insights in relation to the Farm
Camp experience are invaluable to this research project. Also, through the follow-up
interviews, I learned that both Mr. Carter and Mr. Brown debriefed with Farmer Anne
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and Ms. Rebecca about Farm Camp and therefore, I feel confident that I gathered enough
information regarding Farm Camp reflections. It is important to note that although I never
had the opportunity to schedule a follow-up interview with Farmer Anne, she did email
her responses to my question in April of 2014.
Observations
For this research project, I observed a weeklong Farm Camp on the grounds of the
Eco School: July 8th-July 12th, 2013, 8:00AM-12:00PM Monday through Friday. Farmer
Anne, the GUF lead farmer, manages and maintains the physical one-acre farm and
crops, and she also participated in several Farm Camp activities. Ms. Rebecca and Ms.
Amanda, the Farm Camp educators, taught all Farm Camp lessons and facilitated all of
the activities on the farm. Additionally, Mr. Brown joined several of the Farm Camp
activities but did not lead any of the sessions. Farmer Anne, Ms. Rebecca, and Ms.
Amanda prepared lesson plans and planned activities for Farm Camp and posted daily
agendas for the Farm Campers each day. Even though I initially planned to be a passive
observer during Farm Camp and collect my data rather quietly, there were times when a
third adult came in handy because as it turns out, it is difficult to monitor eleven Farm
Campers on an acre of farm land, especially when some of them are engaged in activities
all throughout the farm and others need to use the restroom. Thus, I became an active
participant-observer at times during my Farm Camp observations.
The Eco School Farm and Grow Urban Farms
Collaboration between the Eco School and Grow Urban Farms is an important
aspect for the success of the one-acre farm on the Eco School campus. Not only do the
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two sites work together to offer edible garden and farm education to the Eco School
students but fresh farm produce goes from the soil to the cafeteria and feeds the students
when harvests are at their peaks, namely August through October. Both of the mission
statements of the Eco School and Grow Urban Farms harken back to the opening quote of
this dissertation from Noddings (2005a) that speaks to the heart of my theory concerning
the connection between caring and gardening and farming,
If our children have experience growing things and learning the uses of plants,
they may have a more vital sense of urgency about the conservation of our forests
and other national habitats… Further, there is something existentially satisfying
about growing things. (p. 58)
Opened in 2010, the Eco School’s mission statement follows:
In partnership with our diverse urban community, the Eco School will provide a
hands-on, brains-on experience that includes all students, staff, families and
community, preparing all learners to lead the way toward a sustainable, bright and
green future [because] One day, our nation’s brightest minds will be united by a
common goal. In the future, scientists, business leaders, artists and
mathematicians will combine their most innovative thinking in pursuit of the most
important challenge of our times - ensuring a long and healthy life for our planet
and the people who share it. (Eco School website)
Formed in 2010, the mission statement for Grow Urban Farms similarly states:
[Grow Urban Farms] believes that a thriving local food system is the foundation
for healthy, resilient communities… We strive to ensure food-secure communities
by developing and strengthening the local food system. [Grow Urban Farms]
cultivates urban farms on underutilized land, rooting community farms in the city
and bringing good food to neighborhoods. (Grow Urban Farms website)
Both sites have elements of care in their mission statements: care for students’ and
communities’ health and well-being, and we can also infer a theme surrounding
sustainability and environmental consciousness as well. Therefore, I feel that the Eco
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School in partnership with Grow Urban Farms provided a rightness of fit for my research
study.
Limitations of the Study
There are some conceivable limitations to this study. As mentioned previously,
because of time constraints, I was not able to observe classroom teachers at the Eco
School nor was I able to observe lessons pertaining to the Eco School’s grade-level
gardens. Ideally, I wanted to observe students, teachers, and gardening activities during
the regular school year, as well as observe students selecting and eating fresh produce
from the cafeteria salad bar. However, I do feel that through the Farm Camp observations
and extensive interviews with so many major players from the Eco School, Grow Urban
Farms, and the school district, I captured the depth and complexity of the dimensions
necessary to create thorough educational criticisms.
Additionally, in the future, I would relish the opportunity to conduct research with
a more culturally diverse group of adults to gauge any potential differences in intentions,
curriculum, or pedagogy. I would like to include a wider diversity of adult participants, as
10 of the 11 adults in this study are predominately white. Perhaps there is a cultural bias
toward gardening or farming. Also, because I suspect that both Grow Urban Farms’ and
the Eco School’s philosophies and mission statements appeal to certain personalities and
preferences, staff members associated with those two organizations may already have
biases in favor of gardening and farming education. Therefore, a more diverse group of
participants might offer different perspectives on school gardens and farms.
About the Researcher
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Perhaps it is important to provide some background information. Before college,
my inner gardener tried to poke its way to the surface, I think, when during the summer
before my freshman year, I jetted off to Ireland to participate in the Willing Workers on
Organic Farms (WWOOF) program. For six glorious weeks, I tootled around the Emerald
Isle, touring famous sites, reveling in Irish brew pubs, and occasionally working with
organic farmers. For the most part, I mowed vast fields of grass, pulled exorbitant
amounts of weeds, and avoided stepping in cow pies, but I had a wonderful time. Then,
while other seniors in my Environmental Resource Management degree program at the
University of Texas at Austin (UT) toiled on computers working on urban planning and
remote sensing imagery for their required internships, I chose to spend my last semester
at UT digging in the dirt at the Boggy Creek Farm. I “potted-on” new seedlings, nursed
baby chicks, collected chicken eggs, shoveled “chicken dirt,” weeded untold rows of
onions, saw kale for the first time, learned how to compost, picked larkspur and poppies
for later sale at local farmers’ markets, and received my weekly “pay” in the form of
fresh veggies and herbs from the garden. It was hot, difficult labor, and I loved it! I
learned how to roast beets, how to prepare broccoli rabe, and stir-fry Swiss chard. Those
two organic farming experiences cemented my appreciation for farming, but sadly, the
realities of public education squashed my love of farming for many years.
In 1999, I received a Bachelor’s Degree in Geography with a concentration in
Environmental Resource Management from UT, and in 2005, I earned a Master’s Degree
in Education with a concentration in Aesthetic teaching methods. However, I did not get
the opportunity to utilize any of those skills whilst entrenched in the reality of teaching
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fourth grade during No Child Left Behind. I just wanted to teach people—old and
young—about the beauty and power of the Earth and why it is so important to treat it
with respect and preserve our natural resources. There were several dark years, teaching
in a public school where I was afraid to let my true self shine through, and I felt as though
I was dying a slow, painful death inside. I did not connect with the curriculum I taught
every day nor did I make much of an effort to connect with my students.
As Parker Palmer (2004) would agree, I was in the winter of my profession for a
while, and I was barely into my 30s (p. 82). I could not just lie dormant, because as
Palmer (2004) writes, “winter invites us to name whatever feels dead in us, to wonder
whether it might in fact be dormant – and to ask how we can help it, and ourselves,
‘winter through’” (p. 82). In essence, I searched for the “seed of my true self” (Palmer,
2004, p. 81) during those dark years, and ironically, my true seed was lying in the dirt
itself.
In an effort to try to remedy my withering professional situation, I heeded the
advice of a spiritual leader in the teaching profession, Linda Lantieri (2001). In her essay
from Schools With Spirit: Nurturing the Inner Lives of Children and Teachers, she
recommends adding elements of Earth to a classroom. Thus, I incorporated “forms of
nature” – a water fountain complete with shiny rocks, live fish happily swimming in an
aquarium, and live plants – to try to bring a little bit of my soul into my classroom
(Lantieri, 2001, p. 169). Although the little touches of serenity were enjoyable at first, I
still had to steel myself every day to teach those fourth graders. My deep “sensitivity to
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life” and the natural world seemed a detriment to me in that elementary school classroom
(Handelsman, 1996, pp. 30 & 62).
As I was dying a slow death as an elementary school teacher, I endeavored to
change my situation and enrolled in graduate school at the University of Denver in 2007.
It was there that I found myself again. I reignited my intellectual passion, as well as
reconnected with my passion for gardening and farming. Perhaps gardening, farming, and
graduate school seem like incongruous bedfellows, but they worked for me. Everything
came together during my first quarter in the doctoral program when I came across a
rather unassuming book by Judith Handelsman, Growing Myself: A Spiritual Journey
Through Gardening, for a class entitled Spirituality in Education.
Oddly enough, on my quest to find Judith Handelsman’s book, I called the
Denver Public Library that I normally frequent, and I discovered an interesting fact. The
only library in the entire metro area that stocked Handelsman’s book was the library
located less than one block from the elementary school where I worked. Thus, I drove by
that library and that book every school day for four years without knowing it was there.
That little book sparked something inside me and reminded me of the person and
ultimately the teacher that I want wanted to become. As Handelsman (1996) suggests, I
could not deny my “inner landscape” any longer (p. 65). I had to break out of the painful
situation that I found myself in and experience something new, spiritual, and healing for
my soul. I did what any graduate student would do and began to research.
I wanted to know everything I could about the local school garden movement, and
the national garden movement as well. This all began in 2007, so there were not that
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many local schools involved in school gardens that I could find. Thus, I decided to start a
school garden of my own. The only problem was that even though my heart was willing,
I really did not feel as though I possessed enough gardening and farming knowledge to
tackle a school garden on my own. Again, I did what any graduate student would do and
enrolled in classes.
Immediately, I enrolled in composting classes and received my Master Composter
certificate in 2008 through a local non-profit organization specializing in urban and
school gardens. Then, in 2009, I completed rigorous training courses to become a
certified Master Gardener through a local university extension program. After receiving
both certifications, I felt well prepared to take on both tasks of starting my own school
garden as well as conducting research for a garden-related dissertation, too. However,
one ingredient was still missing from the dissertation equation: care.
While pursuing my composting and gardening certificates, I taught elementary
school full-time and continued to take courses for my doctoral degree as well. It was
there, during classes on curriculum models and theories, that I discovered the works of
Nel Noddings, (1992, 2003, 2005a). Honestly, the first time I came across her work, I
only skimmed The Challenge to Care in Schools (1992) and baulked at the idea of
“hugging” my students or building relationships beyond teacher versus student. I had too
much curriculum to cover and statewide tests were so important to me back in 2008.
Building relationships was never even covered in my teacher preparation courses, so
surely it was not necessary to establish caring relationships with students. I thought
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Noddings was altogether too touchy-feely for me and dismissed her educational theories
in favor of Tyler’s (1949) adherence to lesson objectives.
I could not have been more wrong! Once I actually sat down and thoroughly read
Noddings’ works, I realized that building relationships with my students was the only
thing that mattered. Relationships first. Curriculum second. Understanding Care Theory
completely changed my approach to teaching, and as a result of that change, I knew I had
to incorporate Care Theory and gardening into my dissertation research.
The start of the 2014-2015 school year represents the beginning of my 13th year as
a public school educator in Colorado. I began my teaching career as a paraprofessional,
essentially a teacher’s aide, in 2001 working with beginning readers and writers in first
grade. I also made copies for teachers, used the laminator quite a bit, and monitored
students during recess and lunch. In an effort to work more hours and receive health
insurance from the school district, I even worked as a school secretary every day
afterschool as well. I took the late shift, so it was my job to lock-up the office and make
sure all students were picked-up at the end of the day. Then, I received my teaching
license in 2004, and secured a fourth grade position at a local elementary school where I
taught fourth grade for five years. In 2008, I took a professional leap and took on the role
of Gifted and Talented (GT) teacher, which opened up many new learning opportunities
for me at my school. Finally, in 2013 I agreed to teach part-time GT and part-time
science to every grade-level, kindergarten through fifth grade, which is where I find
myself again this school year. Thus, throughout my tenure as a public school teacher, I
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held nearly every position possible in an elementary school, barring lunch lady and
school principal, so I feel confident in my ability to critique many educational settings.
Utilizing my background knowledge and strengths in teaching, gardening and
Care Theory, I am able to bring a unique skill set and level of connoisseurship to this
research study. Eisner (1998) offers justification for such subjectivity in research:
Each person’s history, and hence the world, is unlike anyone else’s. This means
that the way in which we see and respond to a situation, and how we interpret
what we see, will bear our own signature. This unique signature is not a liability
but a way of providing individual insight into a situation. (p. 34)
Therefore, it is my individual insight into the public school situation of the Grow Urban
Farms one-acre farm on the Eco School’s campus that allows me to gain a deeper
understanding of the intentional, the curricular, and the pedagogical dimensions of this
school setting, as well as potential elements of care. The information gleaned from this
study has the ability to yield interesting findings about the type of caring relations
occurring at this particular school and on this particular farm; however, each school,
classroom or farm environment, teacher, and student relationship is different, so the
findings here can only help be one part of the whole story about gardening, farming, and
caring in classrooms.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DESCRIPTIONS OF CARING, EDIBLE GARDEN AND FARM EDUCATION
Our main endeavor is to be useful, but with a pleasant degree of humor.
—Robert B. Thomas, founder of The Old Farmer's Almanac, 1792
Introduction
With details and descriptions gleaned from interviews and observations, as well as
wit and wisdom reminiscent of the likes of The Old Farmer’s Almanac and Harris’
Farmer’s Almanac, I hope to enlighten the reader and perhaps even offer an entertaining
perspective on the world of edible garden and farm education as I observed and
constructed it.
I submit detailed descriptions of the five days of Farm Camp and provide
thorough accounts of the participant interviews from the eleven adults associated most
closely with the Eco school, the school district, and the GUF farm, as well as four Farm
Camp student participants. I also offer my interpretations of those descriptions utilizing
Eisner’s Ecology of Schooling as my guide, namely the intentional, curricular, and
pedagogical dimensions. Additionally, while organizing the data for those three
dimensions, I also asked myself the following questions, based on Eisner’s (2002) three
questions: (1) “What does the situation mean to those involved?” (2) “How does this
classroom [or farm] operate?” and (3) “What ideas, concepts, or theories can be used to
explain its major features?” (p. 229).
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Winter 2013
The Garden in Winter by L.M. Montgomery
(Poemhunter, 2003a)
I
Frosty-white and cold it lies
Underneath the fretful skies;
Snowflakes flutter where the red
Banners of the poppies spread,
And the drifts are wide and deep
Where the lilies fell asleep.

III
Safe beneath the snowdrifts lie
Rainbow buds of by-and-by;
In the long, sweet days of spring
Music of bluebells shall ring,
And its faintly golden cup
Many a primrose will hold up.

II
But the sunsets o’er it throw
Flame-like splendor, lucent glow,
And the moonshine makes it gleam
Like a wonderland of dream,
And the sharp winds all the day
Pipe and whistle shrilly gay.

IV
Though the winds are keen and chill
Roses’ hearts are beating still,
And the garden tranquilly
Dreams of happy hours to beIn the summer days of blue
All its dreamings will come true.
February 2013

From the Latin word to “smoke” because it was the Roman month for purification
(Harris’ Farmer’s Almanac, 2013)
Tuesday February 19, 2013, 2:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: First trip to the Eco School
People to Meet: Phillip Carter, school principal
Today’s High Temperature: 46º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 11º F
The Eco School sits on a large corner lot in a neighborhood full of spacious
single-family homes constructed in the 1950s and 1960s. The streets are wide and
reminiscent of early attempts at well-planned, suburban neighborhoods after World War
II in the United States. The school was obviously constructed in the 1960s. The small,
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white tiles in the entryway gave me my first clue to the era. I must have stood inside the
entryway looking perplexed because a very nice female teacher directed me about twenty
feet down the hallway to the school’s office, indicated by quite possibly the world’s
smallest office sign. I was off to a bad start. How could I conduct my Ph.D. research if I
could not even locate the front office of the research site? Deep sigh.
I pressed on.
After signing in on the visitor clipboard and explaining my reason for the day’s
visit, “I have an appointment with Phillip at 2 o’clock today,” the friendly secretary
directed me to sit on one of the chairs in the front office while I waited for Phillip to
arrive.
At this point, I had a pretty good notion that the school was most likely
constructed more than half a century ago, but I had no idea that the original furniture
would still be intact. My seating choices were an avocado green, Naugahyde loveseat or a
frighteningly rickety wooden Adirondack chair. Hmm. I went with the Naugahyde. A
choice heard ‘round the world, sadly. How can one person make so much noise? All I did
was sit down on the loveseat, but clearly, the strain was too great for the synthetic fiber
because it called out loudly in protest. Immediately, I looked up at the two secretaries
hard at work and either they had become immune to the call of the Naugahyde or they
were too polite to comment. I may never know, but I managed to sit quietly for several
minutes, waiting for Philip and trying not to move or anger the Naugahyde monster
beneath me.
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First Meeting with Phillip Carter
Inside the school’s office, there were four distinct wooden doors that I assumed
led to offices for administrators or school officials. From the little bit of research I
conducted prior to this initial meeting with Philip, I knew there was a unique power
structure at the Eco School. Typically, schools have one principal and perhaps another
vice principal or even an assortment of deans or administrators to handle discipline;
however, the Eco School was founded by nine people – administrators and teacher
leaders. Phillip Carter is the current principal, but he is not the only leader at the school
by any stretch of the imagination.
Mr. Carter walked into the front office, wearing a long sleeved, pale green buttondown shirt, jeans, loafers, and no tie. He greeted me warmly, and we both wondered if
perhaps we actually had a class together at some point during our academic journeys, but
we couldn’t quite come to an epiphany. When he invited me into his office, I silently said
good-bye to the Naugahyde beast and followed Phillip behind door number one.
Phillip’s office was not designed to be intimidating or ostentatious by any degree
at all. There was no window and instead of a desk, he utilized a long folding table.
Seriously, Mr. Carter sat on one side of the long, white plastic table, and I sat on the other
side. There were no drawers attached to the folding table, so he had little piles strewn
about the table and actually, I was impressed with the lack of clutter on the floor or the
walls. However, considering we sat at what amounted to a folding card table, I wasn’t
sure whether we should discuss my research project or play a quick game of Texas
Hold’em first. I knew this school had an ecological and sustainability mindset, so perhaps
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the table was the result of some “found object” exercise or most likely it was “reclaimed”
from a school district auction. I reminded myself that the physical building sat empty for
two years before the Eco School opened its doors in 2010. I was struck by how plain it
was in there. No one could ever claim that Phillip’s office was over done or trying to be
something it was not. There was definitely a different vibe already at the Eco School.
During our first meeting, Mr. Carter and I discussed my project, took a tour of the
main building, briefly met a few teachers, and decided that I was welcome to conduct my
research at the Eco School. Yay! Silent scream on the inside!
Naugahyde: (n.) trademark name patented (U.S.) Dec. 7, 1937, by United States
Rubber Products Inc., for an artificial leather made from fabric base treated with
rubber. From Naugatuck, rubber-making town in Connecticut, + hyde, an
arbitrary variant of hide (Naugahyde, n.d.)
Spring 2013
A Little Madness in the Spring by Emily Dickinson
(Dickinson, 1960)
A little Madness in the Spring
Is wholesome even for the King,
But God be with the Clown Who ponders this tremendous scene –
This whole Experiment of Green –
As if it were his own!
April 2013
From the Greek goddess of love, Aphrodite
(Harris’ Farmer’s Almanac, 2013)
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April 11, 2013, 4:15 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Second trip to the Eco School, build rapport with Mr. Carter, and
inquire about the Grow Urban Farms (GUF) site on the Eco School campus
People to Meet: Phillip Carter, Eco School principal
Today’s High Temperature: 50º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 15º F
Interesting Fact: “An easy way to add a splash of color into your garden is to plant some
evergreens ready for the winter. Despite the name, these plants can offer a wide variety of
color” (Sharpex Gardening Community, December 7, 2013).
Today, I headed back out to the Eco School to meet with Phillip Carter in an
effort to build some rapport with him and to let him know that despite the time that
passed since our last meeting in February, I was still interested in conducting my research
at his school. Also, I really needed him to sign a few documents required by the school
district for approval to conduct my research. Thus, I wanted to take advantage of this
second meeting and possibly find out if any teachers expressed even the tiniest bit of
interest in participating in my research study.
Phillip and I met in his sparsely furnished office again, and I noticed there was a
new addition behind him. The apparatus looked so intriguing, I simply had to ask what it
was all about. Behind Mr. Carter, I saw what appeared to be a Styrofoam cooler on top of
a rolling cart with a heat lamp attached. He informed me that the third graders were
attempting to hatch chicken eggs and what I saw behind him was the children’s hatchery.
Mr. Josh Brown, the school’s Sustainability Coordinator, helped the students develop and
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launch the project. There was even a new chicken coop under construction on the
school’s farm site. I immediately thought, “Wow, this school is really innovative in their
approach to farming and the environment. I am definitely in the right place for my
study.” I made a mental note to do three things: (a) Meet Josh Brown, (b) Take a
photograph of the new chicken coop, and (c) Inquire about and check on the status of the
baby chicks on my next visit to the Eco School.
As Phillip and I chatted about my upcoming study and the fact that I was still
waiting for both the university’s IRB approval and the school district’s as well (deep
sigh), the subject of the school’s innovation status arose. The Eco School falls under
innovation status and therefore, has some wiggle room when it comes to issues of
curriculum, length of school day, and allocation of funds within the school. The official
verbiage from the state of Colorado follows:
The Innovation Schools Act (2008) provides a path for schools and districts to
design and implement innovative ideas and practices and to obtain waivers from
state and local policies and collective bargaining agreements that challenge their
ability to execute their ideas. The stated purpose of the Act is to provide
additional flexibility to schools and districts for the purpose of meeting student
needs, and it is the intent of the Colorado Department of Education to interpret the
provisions of the Act broadly so as to maximize this flexibility. (Colorado
Department of Education, August 2013)
For the purposes of better understanding the nuances of an innovation versus a charter
school, Colorado’s definition of a charter school is below:
A charter school in Colorado is a public school operated by a group of parents,
teachers and/or community members as a semi-autonomous school of choice
within a school district, operating under a contract or "charter" contract between
the members of the charter school community and the local board of education. In
a charter school, each student, parent and teacher chooses to be there. The
"charter," as defined in the Charter Schools Act (Sections 22-30.5-101et. seq.
C.R.S.), spells out the school goals, standards, education design, governance and
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operations. The degree of autonomy to be exercised by the charter school on such
issues as personnel, curriculum and facilities is negotiated between the charter
applicants and the local school district and reflected in the charter. Schoolcentered governance, autonomy, and a clear design for how and what students
will learn are the essential characteristics of a charter school. (Colorado
Department of Education, April 2013)
Honestly, the difference between the two notions was still rather unclear, so I
attempted to find more information after meeting with Mr. Carter. As per my
understanding of innovation versus charter school, the fact that the Eco School is still
considered a neighborhood school and open to any student living within the school’s
designated zone, differentiates it from a charter school. There is no special paperwork or
lottery system for entrance into the Eco School, as long as students live within the
designated neighborhood boundaries; however, because of the local interest in the Eco
School, there are many applications for enrollment by students not living within the
neighborhood boundaries. Therefore, the Eco School does receive applications for
students choosing to attend the school, even if their families must provide their own
transportation to and from the school every day.
After discussing the innovation status of the school, Mr. Carter and I talked a little
bit about Grow Urban Farms and the lead farmer, Farmer Anne. He promised to email
her contact information to me after today’s meeting so I could possibly set up a time to
meet with her. Before the end of the meeting, one of the two wooden doors on opposite
sides of Mr. Carter’s small office opened and a man’s face popped inside the room. To
my absolute joy, Mr. Carter introduced the man as Josh Brown, the Eco School’s
Sustainability Coordinator and the originator of the chicken egg project. After Mr. Brown
and I exchanged a few niceties, Mr. Carter explained the nature of my proposed research
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study and asked if Mr. Brown (whose office was a palace compared to Mr. Carter’s)
might be interested in participating. He seemed intrigued and agreed to help in anyway
that he could (Thrilling!) and proceeded to discuss some urgent matter with Mr. Carter.
Politely, I pretended to jot down vital notes to my research project while they spoke to
each other; however, in truth, after I wrote down Josh’s name and position at the school
in my notebook, I felt compelled to write down some necessary items for future grocery
shopping, and not surprisingly, “eggs” was number one on the list. Perhaps it was the
power of suggestion at work. Once the two Eco School administrators finished their
discussion, it was clear that Mr. Carter’s time was needed elsewhere, but he did invite me
to the upcoming Earth Day celebration to be held on the campus of the Eco School the
following Saturday. I promised to attend and also promised to send an informational
letter to Mr. Carter that he could forward to his teaching staff to introduce my upcoming
study and answer possible questions anyone may have concerning my research intentions
at the Eco School.
Basic Care for Baby Chicks: Chicks are prone to a condition called "pasty butt"
where droppings stick to their vents and clog it up, making it impossible for them
to relieve themselves. If left untreated, this can kill them. Check your chicks'
bottoms every few hours, especially during the first 2 weeks. If you find a pasty
bottom, carefully soak and remove the plug, pat the area dry and apply a little
Vaseline or vegetable oil to the area. Organic apple cider vinegar in their
drink[ing] water is found to really help prevent this condition. A ratio of 3-4
tablespoons [per] gallon of water is recommended. (Ludlow, 2013)
On April 11, 2013 at 7:23 p.m., I emailed the following “elevator version” of my
research study to Mr. Carter along with a copy of the one-page summary for the Eco
School staff (Appendix F). My aim for sending these items was most certainly to drum up
some interest from the teachers and possibly find some participants for my study:
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Through this study, I want to add to the theoretical conversation about gardening
and farming education as they may relate to caring. What is going on in
classrooms and schools that choose gardening and farming education as a focus?
No researcher has yet to tackle the ecology of individual classrooms or what is
going on in the classrooms between students and teachers in regards to gardening
and farming in schools and how such teaching methods may help to build caring
relationships for students. The research findings will serve to inform teachers and
administrators about possible avenues to take when embarking on a gardening or
farming educational journey in other schools, as well as the possible benefits of
connecting the outside world with inside the classroom in creating caring
students. (Personal Communication, April 11, 2013)
April 20, 2013, 12:30 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Third trip to the Eco School, build rapport with Mr. Carter and
Eco School staff members and attend the Earth Day celebration
People to Meet: Phillip Carter, Eco School principal, Eco School parents, possibly
Farmer Anne
Today’s High Temperature: 58º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 31º F
Interesting Fact: “The average strawberry has 200 seeds. It’s the only fruit that bears its
seeds on the outside” (Better Homes and Gardens, 2014).
There was an Earth Day celebration at the Eco School today, and Mr. Carter
invited me to their annual shindig when we last met on the 11th of April. Feeling like it
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would be a unique opportunity to cavort with some of the staff members, I headed over
around lunchtime. Upon my arrival at the Eco School, I quickly realized that this event
was quite popular, based upon the sheer volume of parked cars. Parking in the tiny school
lot was out of the question, and as I drove in a rather circuitous route around the
neighborhood near the school, I ruminated to myself, “I thought this was a neighborhood
school. Why didn’t these people walk? It’s Earth Day for crying out loud!” But then, I
remembered that the Eco School is located in an urban setting with many large
intersections separating the school and the students’ homes, and many students choose to
attend this particular school, even if they drive from a further distance. Thus, I calmed
myself a bit and ultimately parked about a block and a half from the school itself. I
needed the exercise anyway.
As I walked up to the school, I first noticed the bicycle repair station and stack of
child-sized bikes lying on the ground next to a man tinkering with an eagerly-awaiting
small human’s purple and white Huffy with purple, sparkly streamers blowing in the
breeze. Apparently, free bike repair was a service at the Earth Day event. Cool. Strolling
through the chain-link gate onto the Eco School’s playground, I caught a whiff of
something delicious on the barbeque to the far right and saw some promotional items for
sale on my immediate right. I also noticed some action up ahead on my left on the Grow
Urban Farms’ site. Perhaps I could meet Farmer Anne and talk to her about my proposed
research ideas. I walked a little closer to the farm site and caught a glimpse of a small
woman in a wide-brimmed hat. Could that be the elusive Farmer Anne I heard so much
about? Yes! She was there! I felt like I was meeting a celebrity for the first time because I
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had heard so much about Farmer Anne and the work she does with the students at the Eco
School.
As I approached the large, white canopy offering shade to the GUF personnel, I
realized that Farmer Anne was speaking to a small group of children and adults, so I did
not wish to intrude. Looking over the display items on the plastic, folding table, an
interesting flyer caught my eye:
*NEW* ES SUMMER FARM CAMP
We are happy to announce that registration is open for the inaugural season of ES Farm
Camp.
WHEN: Weekly sessions from June 10 through August 2
WHAT: ES will provide academically grounded, farm based learning opportunities and
outdoor activities for students entering grades 3 - 8. We have designed the program to
connect learning at ES from spring semester to fall, but siblings and friends are welcome
too.
TIME: Daily sessions will last from 8:00am - Noon, Monday through Friday.
COST: $250 per week ($200 week 4, no camp July 4). Need based scholarships will be
available- contact Mr. Brown or Mr. Carter. To register, contact the Farm Camp
Coordinator, Amanda Carlson by email or by phone and bring your non-refundable $50
deposit to the office (cash or checks only please). Full payment will be due 1 week prior
to the session(s) for which you have registered. (Personal communication, April 20,
2013)
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The thought of a summer camp devoted to farming on the Eco School campus
filled me with joy and literally sent goose bumps along my arms. Being in the market for
edible garden and farming opportunities with children, I quickly thought of clever ways
to impress Farmer Anne and possibly get an invitation to the summer camp. The last
thing I wanted to do was frighten her with my exuberance because one of the goals of
today’s visit was to build rapport with possible participants, not to annoy or horrify them.
After a few minutes, Farmer Anne finished her conversation and looked my way.
Seeing a new face, she cheerily came over to me and offered help with any questions I
might have about GUF. I introduced myself and inquired about whether or not Phillip
Carter mentioned anything about my study or possibly about interviewing her for my
study, and luckily for me, he had. “Thanks, Phillip!” I thought. Farmer Anne and I shook
hands, exchanged email addresses, and spoke a little bit about the upcoming ES Farm
Camp. She seemed eager to talk about the camp and also eager to work with me on my
upcoming study. Some other people approached while we exchanged information, so I
did not want to take up any more of her time. I thanked her and promised to send her a
follow-up email, telling her more about my research project.
After parting ways with Farmer Anne, I could not help but notice the commotion
on the soccer field behind me. A pie-throwing contest! Mr. Carter was the unwitting
victim! Naturally, revelers only hurled compostable plates, loaded with whipped cream at
the face of Mr. Carter, all in jovial efforts to raise money for the school and possibly
exact revenge for past disciplinary acts enacted against them for their behavioral
transgressions. Before making the jaunt back to my car, I bought an environmentally
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friendly, reusable water bottle with the school’s name and had a lovely conversation with
the parent who sold it to me. She asked me if I had children at the Eco School. I told her
that I did not have children at the school, but I would conduct my dissertation research
project at the school with some of the students. She wished me well, and I strolled back
to my car. So far, everyone associated with the Eco School was very friendly and
inviting.
Summer 2013
Summer in the South by Paul Laurence Dunbar
(Poemhunter, 2003b)
The Oriole sings in the greening grove
As if he were half-way waiting,
The rosebuds peep from their hoods of green,
Timid, and hesitating.
The rain comes down in a torrent sweep
And the nights smell warm and piney,
The garden thrives, but the tender shoots
Are yellow-green and tiny.
Then a flash of sun on a waiting hill,
Streams laugh that erst were quiet,
The sky smiles down with a dazzling blue
And the woods run mad with riot.
July 2013
From the Roman emperor, Julius Caesar
(Harris’ Farmer’s Almanac, 2013)
Friday, July 5, 2013 at 1:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: First official trip to the Grow Urban Farms’ (GUF) site at the Eco
School, tour farm site, gather information about GUF, and take pictures
People to Meet: Farmer Anne and farm interns – George, Emily, and Jacob
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Today’s High Temperature: 92º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 64º F
Interesting Fact: “Tomatoes are the world’s most popular fruit! More than 60 million
tons are produced every year. That’s 16 million tons more than No.2 – the banana.”
(Burpee Home Gardens, 2014)
Driving to the Eco School, in preparation for meeting with the lead farmer this
afternoon, filled me with glee. Farmer Anne and I emailed back and forth, chatted on the
phone once, and even met briefly during the Eco School’s Earth Day celebration, but this
was our first official face-to-face meeting for my research project. When I arrived at the
site, parked my car, and trotted over to the farm, I noticed several people gathering
around the only identifiably shady spot on the one-acre farm, underneath the pergola next
to the brightly painted yellow shed. A meal was taking shape. One person brought tortilla
chips to share, there was homemade salsa, hummus, sandwiches, a pasta salad, and
assorted water bottles were strewn about the picnic table. Then came the fermented
radishes. A distinct garlicky aroma filled my nostrils early on in the interview, and I just
assumed it was from the hummus; however, when the aroma wafted my way again, I had
to inquire. I learned a lot about fermented radishes that day.
A Little Background Information
For my first official interview for this research project, I met with Farmer Anne
and three GUF interns: George, Emily, and Jacob. I was rather curious about how GUF
and the Eco School came together to form the one-acre plot of farmland I came to see.
Farmer Anne helped me understand how GUF and the Eco School came together:
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We ended up here because the Eco School was just founded, and their first school
was 2010-2011. And that was right when we [GUF] were getting going as well.
And we met the founding partners just kind of through the local food network. I
don't remember even exactly how I met all of them, but one of the founding
partners of the school was a founding board member of Grow Urban Farms. So,
we'd been talking for a long time, and they had it in their mission to grow as much
food as they could on their school campus for their school cafeteria. And when
they [Eco School founders] got word that they were going to be moving into this
building here, they looked at the site, they invited me out, we walked out here.
They were like, you want this field? (Personal communication, July 5, 2013)
As I looked around, trying to imagine what the farm site used to look like, Farmer
Anne went on further to talk about the history of the site on which we sat:
Yeah, just kind of a bluegrass wasteland that they didn't need, because there's a
whole other playfield there… It was pea gravel for about 60 years, and then six
years ago they ripped up the gravel and planted the grass and planted a couple
shade trees here. But yeah, it was only grass for six years. Before that, because we
asked all the neighbors what this used to look like, because we would find, when
we were prepping the beds, we'd find these big chunks of asphalt and weird stuff.
And they said, yeah, it was just gravel. Occasionally there'd be playground
equipment out there, the really old-school metal…There might've been some
sheds out here at one time, but yeah, the neighbors just said they remembered it
being gravel forever. (Personal communication, July 5, 2013)
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Behold the pea gravel and old-school playground
equipment (circa 2001):

Figure 1
Intentional Dimension. Adhering steadfastly to my research method,
Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism, I had to ask some questions regarding
Farmer Anne’s intentions for the Eco School students and more specifically, for the
Farm Campers arriving the following Monday.
Healthy Food + Community Involvement = Healthier Communities. For these next
few vignettes, I note that Farmer Anne and the interns’ emphases on empowering the
children at the Eco School to try new vegetables, to encourage their parents to make
healthier choices at home, and to create learning opportunities for everyone involved in
the farm, not just the children. Farmer Anne enjoys the hands-on experiences afforded by
an edible garden or working school farm and the connections children can make between
healthy food options and healthier food choices. In her mind, it is easier to choose
healthier food options when they are first made available to children, and the school
cafeteria is a good place to start:
But farms in the city, farms that they [children and their families] could walk or
bike to or hop on a bus and go visit, are going to forge that connection a lot easier,
and it's really powerful to see people, to see the light bulbs turn on in their heads
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when you pull a turnip out of the ground and offer them a bite. Especially with
kids too, they’re so much more willing to try new weird foods if they see it out
here in the field and they see how it's grown. They just love it. But adults too, I
love introducing people to their new favorite vegetable. (Personal communication,
July 5, 2013)
“Fermented radish,” I said.
Farmer Anne responded, “There you go.”
One of the interns seated at the table, Jacob – “an environmental science major”
and also interested in issues surrounding “peace and justice,” – does not work with the
students very often but has hopes for students interacting with the farm, “I guess my
intention would just be to make sure they're having fun. That way, they're associating
being outside and farming with having fun, and that way they're more likely to come
back or do it at home.” Another one of the farm interns, George, a Master’s student from
Mexico who is working on a degree “in environmental policy and management,” spoke
about being quite shy and introverted, and therefore, does not interact with the students
on the farm very often; however, he sees the value in this kind of edible garden and farm
approach to education because “kids are the future of everything, so they can really push
for some solutions, you know… they can push their parents to make real changes in their
lives.” Emily, an undergraduate working on a “double major in environmental science
and international studies,” (I am starting to see a pattern here) wants the students from the
Eco School “to feel, to associate being outside, being on the farm, with having an open
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mind and being creative and learning new things and asking questions that make [her]
learn new things.”
Farmer Anne continued to think about intentions and whether or not she and the
interns ever talk about their intentions with their students. I wondered if Farmer Anne
ever spoke with the Eco School children about making connections between growing
healthy food and then selecting it from the cafeteria’s salad bar. I assured all of the
people seated at the picnic table with me that I was not there to judge their intentions or
how they presented such intentions to the students; however, Farmer Anne seemed
intrigued by the notion of informing her students beforehand, “I like framing it like that,
we're all learning from each other. I think that's a powerful thing to say to a five year old,
I'm learning from you. That really empowers them.”
Better Health. Farmer Anne has a passion for providing healthy food for all people. That
much is clear from our interview today and from looking at the community-access
programming both she and the Eco School implemented since breaking ground on the
farm in 2011. She spoke quite a bit about providing access to healthy food for all citizens:
Well, I had been working on farms for about four or five years before I moved
[here], and I found myself in the middle of a city. And I was just working with
some friends on some different smaller projects like edible landscaping-type
projects, and we saw a real potential for larger-scale urban agriculture projects in
the city, as well as lots of opportunities and a need, that we really could grow a lot
of food here for neighborhoods who need access to healthy, fresh produce…And
we really want to establish this [the GUF site at the Eco School] as a model that
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could be replicated anywhere. That's one thing I'm really passionate about, is just
getting this going, trying to figure out the best way to make projects like this
sustainable, and do as much community-building as we can while we're in this
city with lots of people around, because it's harder to get out to rural farms,
especially for low-income families, communities of color, minorities -- they
historically have less access to stuff like that. And if we're right in the thick of the
city, I think they can access it a lot easier. (Personal Communication, July 5,
2013)
Farmer Anne seemed quite earnest in her sentiment about having the GUF site
located on the Eco School campus, “We like being in the middle here, and really building
these bridges in our communities. And that's what I'm in it for. I just want to make people
healthier.” For me, that is a good way to sum up the GUF mission and approach to
working with and educating the students and the surrounding ES community: “I just want
to make people healthier.”
Reconnecting with Natural Systems. Another aspect of the intentional dimension that
takes place behind the scenes at the GUF site embraces the concept of reconnecting
people with natural systems, and for Farmer Anne and the interns gathered together for
lunch this afternoon, that notion of reconnecting with nature became a common theme.
When posing questions regarding intentions, I felt compelled to probe further and asked
the participants what they got out of being at the farm. Why do they do what they do?
Farmer Anne shared several ideas:
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So, it’s really about reconnecting people to the land and food that sustains them. I
think it’s so important for where we’re going in society right now. People are
going to have to get reconnected to their food. With this obesity epidemic, and
especially childhood obesity and diabetes and all that, what’s going to happen to
humans if we don't get our act together over food? (Personal communication, July
5, 2013)
For Farmer Anne, it is a lack of connection to the natural systems of planting and
harvesting that concerns her:
I just want to grow food for the people… So, I like being in people’s backyards
here, because there’s such an easier connection that way. A lot of city-dwellers
have a real lack of understanding of the food system, where their food comes
from, how you grow it, and they don't have access to any component of the food
system. (Personal communication, July 5, 2013)
Furthermore, when speaking specifically about the GUF farm site at the Eco
School, Farmer Anne included the community as a whole getting reconnected to the land
and its natural systems, not only the students at the school, “People can come out here
whenever they want and get reconnected to it [the land]. So, I feel like it’s really
important for the planet that these type of things spring up everywhere” (Personal
communication, July 5, 2013). In an effort to include more of the surrounding community
and offer fresh, healthy produce to more people, GUF offers weekly farm stands on the
Eco School site, largely run by the Eco School students, “so that they can interact with
the customers and count the money and give them the change, and just feel a little more
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ownership over it that way.” The farm stands are open to the public, as well as
memberships in their Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) program, with
membership prices that vary depending on people’s income levels and also on their
willingness to volunteer hours on the GUF site. Farmer Anne spoke with me specifically
about the CSA, “I think it’s like 15 percent of the CSA membership are parents at the
school that have kids that go here. It might be 20 percent, I can’t quite remember what it
is this year” (Personal communication, July 5, 2013). Doing some quick math
calculations in my head, one can assume then that up to 85 percent of the CSA members
are not directly related to the Eco School and could therefore be community members
from the surrounding neighborhoods. Therefore, one could surmise that this school farm
feeds a lot more people than just the students. Farmer Anne continued:
But, a lot of the kids [from the Eco School] come out every Wednesday to CSA
pickup, and when they go through the line, their parents are like, okay, pick out
three radishes, and pick out a bunch of onions, and they have the kids do it so
they’re part of it from the start. And then I know they’re cooking with their
parents when they go home, because most of the families that are shareholders
here are really into the food and getting their kids involved in it. And those kids
eat every vegetable that we grow. It’s crazy to think about kids eating turnips
when a lot of adults don’t even know what turnips are. (Personal communication,
July 5, 2013)
Wrapping up our discussion of intentions, there is definitely a palpable sense that
Farmer Anne and those involved in the GUF site have a desire to not only offer healthy
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choices to students and the surrounding community but empower those stakeholders to
embrace healthy food choices and learn about all of the produce available on the farm as
well. Empowering those involved with the school farm seems to be the big picture idea
here. Feeding students a healthy lunch in the Eco School cafeteria is only one part of the
equation because it appears as though GUF wants those children fed in the cafeteria to
not only go home and eat healthy meals with their own families now but in the future as
well.
Curricular Dimension. Another dimension of schooling that I endeavored to consider
for this study concerns the curriculum utilized in a classroom, or in this case, on the
school farm. I wanted to know if there was a specific curriculum that Farmer Anne used
and whether or not the Eco School required it. Also, because large-scale school farms are
relatively rare in Colorado, I was rather curious whether or not Farmer Anne considered
any specific garden or farm education curriculum to be particularly worthwhile.
Apparently, she did not because there was not one specific curricular entity that she
swore by or stuck to religiously. As I discovered through the interview, when working
with the Eco School teachers, Farmer Anne talks “to the teachers about what they're
going over in the classroom” and will try to make curriculum connections for the students
while they are on the farm. When I asked if the Eco School or GUF uses a specific
curriculum during the school year, I was surprised by the response:
We’re developing that now. That’s part of a USDA grant that food and nutrition
services with [the district] was awarded in December of 2012, the end of last year.
Part of that is a curriculum development piece where we’re advising the
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classroom teachers here at the school on a curriculum that expounds on other
garden curriculums that already exist, but scaled up for the farm, and then also
tied to [district] standards. (Personal communication, July 5, 2013)
Perhaps surprised is not the right word for how I felt about Farmer Anne’s
response because really I was more impressed than surprised. I wondered if some of the
activities and interactions I would witness the following week during Farm Camp might
soon end up in a much larger curriculum matrix designed to reach school farmers and
school districts throughout the state or even the nation in the next few years. I thought to
myself, “This is the place to be. Even the USDA thinks so.” I felt so cutting-edge.
Farm Camp
Looking ahead to Farm Camp on Monday, I asked Farmer Anne to tell me about
the activities planned for the upcoming week. Particularly, I wanted to know more about
the Farm Camp curriculum, and I was quite curious about what I might observe during
the approaching week. Instead of relying on a textbook or teacher’s guidebook, Farmer
Anne informed me,
We [Ms. Rebecca, Ms. Amanda, and Farmer Anne] just kind of all made it up…
So, we just kind of all pulled it together from past experiences, and yeah, in our
noggins…. Basically [we are] trying to introduce an idea and then have lots of
hands-on stuff that relates back to it. (Personal communication, July 5, 2013)
When speaking further about the Farm Camp curriculum, Farmer Anne explained how
she and the two other Farm Camp educators, Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda, developed
the activities for the students and what big ideas she hoped to instill in the Farm Campers:
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Well, I just made an outline of things that kids could learn on the farm from
April-October, and then what we did for Farm Camp in the summer was just
choose the basic larger issues to dive more into in detail with Farm Camp, so they
have a larger understanding of those basic topics. The idea was that kids that go to
ES, even if they’re only here during the school year, April and May, and then
August, September, October, they’ll still get a basic coverage of all the things
they could learn out here about nature and the ecosystem and food and farming
and all that stuff. But if they come to summer camp, they won’t just get stuff
reiterated, it’ll be a lot more in-depth, hands-on exploration. (Personal
communication, July 5, 2013)
Farmer Anne gave me a little preview of what to expect the following week:
Well, Farm Camp is going to be in the mornings, Monday-Friday 8:00 to noon.
And we have a theme for each day. So it’ll be, the first day is just knowing your
farmer and getting to know the farm. And we were going to ask them, what do
farmers do, and then kind of expound on some of their ideas, and show them
those things that we do out here… Just get them introduced to the farm as an
ecosystem. And they’re going to make a map of it. So, it kind of places them.
We’re going to talk about where we are in the world, where we are in the country,
where we are in the state, where we are in [the city]. So, really zoom in and place
is in space, so they have a better understanding of all these other issues that we’re
going to go over more in-depth later on in the week, like soil and compost
building, water issues and weather systems, plant stuff – so, roots and shoots and
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stems and leaves… Oh, animals, bugs and different animals that live on the farm,
habitats – basically the idea of the farm as an ecosystem, and everybody that’s
interacting out here… Yeah, so those are the basic ideas, and then within those
themes for each day, we’ve got really brief lesson plans just to explain stuff to
them, but we want to keep that really minimal. We don’t want this to be like
school. And then we have games and activities and projects for each of those
themes that are interspersed throughout the day. And then everyday also, we cook
and eat a snack together… Yeah, so we want to definitely try to tie the nutrition
into it by eating something every day. (Personal communication, July 5, 2013)
All of the Farm Camp activities and themes Farmer Anne mentioned sounded fun,
and I looked forward to the following week. Also, the fact that she said the campers
would “cook and eat snack together” each day in an effort to tie-in nutrition thrilled me
greatly. Before we wrapped up the discussion about Farm Camp activities, Farmer Anne
had one more component to talk about. Her eyes literally lit up as she spoke animatedly
about Farm Camp badges:
Okay, the thing I’m most excited about for Farm Camp is, every day they’re
going to get a merit badge, like with the scouts. So, they're going to have little
straw hats, and they'll make a badge at the end of the day about what they learned,
and then put their badge on their hat. I'm excited about that. (Personal
communication, July 5, 2013)
I must admit that Farmer Anne’s enthusiasm for the badge making garnered my interest,
and I made a mental note not to miss it next week.
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It is important to keep in mind that this discussion regarding Farm Camp
curriculum falls within the realm of intended curriculum (Eisner, 1998, p. 73) because at
this point, the curricular notions above encompass the intended activities and goals set
forth by Farmer Anne and the other Farm Camp educators, but one must wait and see if
these intentions manifest themselves once the students arrive. I wish I had a crystal ball in
which to predict what will happen once intentions meet Farm Campers.
Pedagogical Dimension. Remembering Elliot Eisner’s (1998) notion about the
pedagogical dimension regarding a teacher’s style and “personal signature,” (p. 79) I
agree that celebrating a teacher’s “productive diversity rather than standard uniformity,”
(p. 79) is more beneficial than critiquing a teacher’s style based on a subjective teacher
ideal. For the purposes of this study, I prefer to focus on ways to enhance one’s teaching
style versus ways to change it to fit a mold. When I asked Farmer Anne about her
teaching style and approach to instructing students while on the farm, she emphasized an
importance of offering the students a space to explore and be outdoors:
I guess first and foremost, it’s just getting them outside more. We really see this
as an outdoor learning lab, an outdoor classroom for the kids. And when they
come out, we try to mix it up between some kind of lesson and also giving them a
little bit of free reign to run around and chase grasshoppers if they really need a
break from book learning, and they need to run around and play with bugs. We
can provide a space for that. (Personal communication, July 5, 2013)
A typical classroom teacher would probably approach a grasshopper lesson
somewhat differently than Farmer Anne, which is why understanding the context of
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teaching is so important. A one-acre farm offers different teaching style opportunities for
an educator than an enclosed classroom inside a school building. Sonia Nieto (2003)
writes about the importance of understanding context in teaching as well:
Much has been written about the question of effective teaching, yet in some ways
good teaching remains more of a mystery than ever. This is because there is no
simple or single description of a good teacher. Teachers are more or less
successful depending on the context of their work, the students they teach, their
own personalities and purposes, and other factors. An excellent teacher of hightrack students may not do well with students in lower-tracked classes; a teacher
who’s good with middle-class White children may not do as well with African
American students, even if they are also middle class. (p. 38)
I made a mental note to myself to look for lessons followed by “free reign”
activities. In my mind, I pictured a lot of bug chasing and lessons about what happens on
a farm in my future. Then, I ended the interviews today with an excited feeling about the
first day of Farm Camp, where I could see the planned activities in action, interact with
the campers, observe some diverse teaching styles, and potentially learn some new
garden and farm education techniques. Before I left for the afternoon, I asked one last
question regarding the Farm Campers and whom I might encounter on Monday. Famer
Anne was not certain exactly how many students would attend the following week
because they were still accepting late applications, but she did tell me a few things about
the students and their roles as campers:
I think the youngest is first grade, and then all the way up to eighth grade. So, the
older kids are going to be more like camp counselors. We’re going to try to pull
them aside and give them some things that they can teach to the younger kids, so
they feel more invested in what's going on. (Personal communication, July 5,
2013)
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After thanking Farmer Anne, George, Emily, and Jacob for their time and
interviews, like a stereotypical tourist, I feverishly took pictures of everything. One
would have thought I had never seen a vegetable growing in the ground before. Please
remember that I am a Master Gardener, by the way. How many pictures of beets and
potatoes does one person need? I was obsessed with root vegetables and tubers that day.

Figure 3

Figure 2

Pickled Radish Recipe: A quick pickle is a shortcut to flavor, a little bit of bite
and texture in a jar. Never use aluminum bowls or utensils when pickling; the acid
reacts to the metal.
10 red radishes, trimmed, unpeeled, quartered
10 garlic cloves
1 teaspoon whole black peppercorns
2 cups distilled white vinegar
1 teaspoon kosher salt
1 teaspoon sugar
Combine first 3 ingredients in a clean 1-quart glass jar. Add vinegar, salt, and
sugar. Cover; shake until sugar and salt begin to dissolve. Refrigerate for at least 3
days, shaking once a day. DO AHEAD: Can be made 1 month ahead. (The flavor
mellows the longer the mixture pickles.) Keep chilled. Makes 6 servings.
(Werner, 2011)
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Saturday, July 6, 2013, 10:00 AM
Itinerary for the Day: Gather background information about Lento Vitto and how they
interact with the school district
People to Meet: Ms. Gina, Seed to Table Program Director at Lento Vitto
Today’s High Temperature: 92º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 63º F
Interesting Quote: “Good painting is like good cooking – it can be tasted, but not
explained.” (Maurice de Vlaminck in Boulding, Avila & Pearse, 1976, p. 109)
Journeying forth this morning to meet with Ms. Gina, I really looked forward to
chatting with and interviewing her. We met a few months earlier after I contacted her
about possibly participating in my research study, and I found her to be delightful. Ms.
Gina is a warm, funny, and self-taught chef who delights in the acts of gardening and
preparing food with both adults and children. Thus, I was very eager to speak with her
this morning regarding my study. However, in retrospect, the location for our interview
was not exactly ideal. We met at a café inside a large grocery store well known for its
adherence to organic foods and somewhat high prices. I have often heard people refer to
it as Whole Paycheck but that is not at issue for this study. The roar of the commercial
juicer in the background, delivering wafting scents of fresh kale, cucumber, and celery,
was an issue. The constant whirring just made me giggle after a while because the only
alternative was to weep for my poor digital recorder. Thus, I placed the recorder closer to
Ms. Gina and hoped for the best.
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A Little Background Information
Ms. Gina is the Seed to Table Program Director for the local Lento Vitto chapter,
predominantly involved in teacher training for gardening and cooking education in the
school district in which the Eco School belongs; however, Ms. Gina is not directly
involved with the Eco School or the GUF school farm located on the Eco School’s
campus. I asked for Ms. Gina’s participation in this research study because every time I
spoke to someone from the school district about my dissertation topic or every time I
attended a local school garden-themed workshop or event, her name came up time and
time again. I soon realized that I needed to get to know the people involved with Lento
Vitto because they seemed to be important in the local school garden scene.
Her involvement with the local Lento Vitto chapter began around the year 2000,
I joined because I was teaching cooking classes after school at my kids' school,
and also I started a garden club…I heard about Lento Vitto. I wanted to join it
before they even had a chapter, and when they had a chapter, I was like, “Yeah,”
and I wanted to be doing education. (Personal communication, July 6, 2013)
Probing further about her involvement and the history of the local Lento Vitto chapter, I
asked Ms. Gina if she knew anything about the founding charter members:
Lento Vitto was founded with its primary mission to teach kids about food,
because a lot of people in the original membership were educators… So the
original people started this committee called the Education Committee, and each
person on the committee was in charge of one school, and there were four school
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gardens. And none of them had kids at the schools they were in charge of.
(Personal communication, July 6, 2013)
Ms. Gina does work with some afterschool programs with children and the
garden, but her primary function is providing teacher development to enable teachers to
work with students in their own school gardens:
My work in the schools is kind of sporadic and related to my personal relationship
with certain schools. But as the Program Director, I don't directly give programs
to those because I do teacher training… professional development. So I have run a
garden program, and I do that as a community volunteer who coincidentally
happens to be the program director. (Personal communication, July 6, 2013)
Intentional Dimension. Food – A Human Endeavor for Better Health. Interestingly, Ms.
Gina’s intentions for the teachers and students involved in the Lento Vitto gardening
process differ a bit from Farmer Anne and the farm interns; however, the concept of
empowering adults and children to learn to and want to cook healthy foods rings true for
all participants thus far. For Ms. Gina, feeding the entire community is far less important
than feeding the students first and formeost. When I asked her directly to speak to me
about her intentions for the teachers and the students she instructs, her responses centered
around the basic idea that humans eat food and people sometimes forget that simple idea,
“Well, my primary fundamental intention is to just make people curious and enthusiastic
about food and the whole food system, and to make them value it as a human, to think
that it's a valuable thing for them to know about” (Personal communication, July 6,
2013).
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There is nothing grandiose in her thinking, and I appreciate that fact about Ms.
Gina because she is not attempting to sell any cooking classes or products or tell her
students that cooking is a difficult job that should only be conducted by professional
chefs. Actually, her intentions and thinking about gardening and cooking are completely
contrary to those ideas. In essence: People need food. People cook food. Cooking food is
easy.
Therefore, teaching students (adults and children) about food and empowering
them to want to cook seem to be common Lento Vitto themes, and those ideas are
different than teaching students about the food pyramid or the science of what happens to
the food once it enters the digestive system because preparing and cooking the food take
precedence:
The thing about Lento Vitto is that to me, everything should be prepared with
eating. I don't see the point of having a vegetable garden unless you eat it. I know
people give it away and do different things, but kids don't eat enough fresh foods
and vegetables, so personally I think it's a lost opportunity to have kids grow all
this food. I mean, it's nice that they're supporting a food pantry, but they are
pitiful; their diets are pitiful. They should eat those vegetables first I think and
then give the rest to the food pantry. I don't know, that's just me. (Personal
communication, July 6, 2013)
Although the objective of feeding children first is clear in Ms. Gina’s and Farmer
Anne’s interviews, the notions disseminated by Farmer Anne about feeding the whole
community and providing a hub for community farming are not high on the list of
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priorities for Ms. Gina. Ultimately, it seems as though providing avenues towards better
health for children through gardening and cooking education rings true for Ms. Gina and
Lento Vitto as well.
Reconnecting with Natural Systems. For Ms. Gina, cooking is a “natural extension of a
human activity” and does not need to be made more complicated than that. For example,
when cooking something as simple as carrots, a person does not need complicated or
expensive tools to cook healthy food or “some mysterious spices that people think are
magical fairy dust that comes from the sky and lands on these carrots,” and anyone who
believes that is simply misguided and in need of food education. “All that is just BS to
convince you that it’s hard to put a carrot in a pot, boil it, and then eat it. It just makes me
so angry” (Personal communication, July 6, 2013).
Ms. Gina is passionate not only about carrots but also about the need to encourage
and empower teachers to cook with their students because she gets far more resistance
from teachers in regards to the cooking part of eating than the gardening part:
The main thing that I hope for the teachers is that they can see -- I focus a lot on
the cooking part, and it's hard because the teachers are more resistant to the
cooking than the gardening. But the main thing is I hope they see it as a natural
extension of a human activity. It's just the same as talking and breathing and all
the other things humans do, that it's no different, and that it's easy and it's fun and
that they can be in control and not feel panicked about it, mainly that it's an easy
and it's a fun thing for them to do. And it helps their students with ideas about
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inquiry and discovery and paying attention in their surroundings. (Personal
communication, July 6, 2013)
Instill Ideas. When I inquired about what she wants her students (adults and children) to
walk a way with after attending one of her lessons, Ms. Gina concluded that she hopes
her students gain a basic understanding of food:
I just want to have them have a basic sense of how the whole thing works, like
where food comes from, what kind of a thing does it grow on? How can you tell
when it’s ready? And things that have a lot of vegetables in them can taste really
good. (Personal communication, July 6, 2013)
Further, I asked Gina to tell me her thoughts on the benefits of teaching children
to garden and cook while they are at school:
Well, I think it makes them more curious about the outside world, outside their
own heads. I think it gives them a reason to appreciate and take care of plants and
other living things because they have an invested interest in them so they can eat
them basically. I think it allows them to make connections between different
disciplines. And I think cooking is really important because I think it’s like a
continuous experiment, and they get to see what the results are in the physical
world of some things that they have actions on. (Personal communication, July 6,
2013)
I asked Ms. Gina to talk to me more about what she meant by students having “actions
on” things:
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So there aren’t a lot of things where kids make things and they see what the result
is with their effort, that they actually can change physical properties, you know
what I mean? Mostly in school they deal with abstract things and reading. At least
in school, there are not that many things where they poke something and then
they’re like, “Oh, look what happened when I did that.” So [cooking] allows them
to see the consequences of their actions on the world. (Personal communication,
July 6, 2013)
Interestingly, without any prompting from me, in one of the vignettes above, Ms.
Gina spoke about students having an “invested interest” in plants and appreciating and
taking care of plants for eating purposes. Ms. Gina’s remarks reminded me of a passage
in The Challenge to Care by Noddings (1992, 2005a) regarding Ms. Gina’s intentions
and her insistence on connecting gardening with preparing and eating healthy foods:
The connection to nutrition is obvious. Many children today do not learn how to
cook vegetables so as to preserve their nutrients, nor do they learn what nutrients
are available in plants. For both boys and girls today this knowledge is essential. I
think here of the wise teacher in To Sir With Love who sensibly taught his innercity students how to make a salad. (p. 133)
Curricular Dimension. As Ms. Gina and I discussed the woes of healthy eating and lack
of cooking education in local schools, I wanted to ask her whether or not she uses a
specific curriculum to guide her teacher development and/or afterschool activities with
students. When I asked her about the curriculum she utilizes, she informed me that she is
essentially creating her own:
I try to use mine now so I can teach it in professional development workshops and
have teachers use it more. But the main things I use are -- well I've looked at this,
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although I haven't used specific ideas from it a lot, but you know that Grow Lab
one, the famous one. Oh, the thing that I have used a lot, although I add to it, is
that one called "Botany on a Plate" from the U.C. Berkeley Botanic Gardens. It's a
thing where you investigate a botany group like bulb plant parts. So one chapter is
about roots, and then you draw these different kinds of roots, and you dissect
them and do observations on them and stuff…So I have a whole thing. I haven't
finished writing it yet, but I combine that idea with recipes. So it's a curriculum
like, for instance, one chapter is about leaves, so it will have all these things about
what leaves do in the plant and all this kind of stuff, and then there will be recipes
that go with it. (Personal communication, July 6, 2013)
As a teacher and gardener myself, Ms. Gina’s curriculum design ideas made
perfect sense to me. If teachers want their students to learn about the parts of plants, why
not learn about the parts from a scientific perspective and an eating perspective as well?
As humans, we eat the seeds, roots, stems, leaves, and flowers of plants, so it makes
sense to learn about the parts and how to prepare them as well. I really enjoyed Ms.
Gina’s candor and humor this morning and looked forward to walking over to her house
to peruse some of the books she uses to create her own edible garden and cooking
curriculum.
Pedagogical Dimension. Before heading over to Ms. Gina’s house, we spoke about how
she likes to conduct her gardening and cooking lessons. I wanted to know something
about her teaching style, or “personal signature,” (Eisner, 1998, p. 79) and how she runs
her lessons with her elementary students:
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For kids it’s just really about action. Me, personally, I teach second and thirdgraders mostly. So the main thing I try to do is give them an instruction that lasts
like five minutes and then let them do it. It’s not too much talking. I try to just
have them be active most of the time, and then they’ll draw a conclusion. They’re
all excited about it and like it. I try not to get in the way of their excitement
basically, but still have them be safe. It’s a real balancing act. (Personal
communication, July 6, 2013)
For Ms. Gina, like most gardeners in Colorado, the season of the year greatly
dictates time spent in the garden with students. When I probed further for information
about how she and her students spend their time in the garden, she replied:
So these are the things it depends on what time of year it is. So in the springtime,
usually before you can plant anything, I take a couple of times to have the kids
figure out where the schoolyard is, where’s the sun, what part of the garden is
sunny, draw maps and get used to the garden. Then I have another [lesson] where
they figure out about soil and if they can tell if their soil is sandy and all that. And
then we also like to see if anything’s happening to the compost. Then they start
planting things, and what I do is I have a cooking class geared towards the
gardening class. So the first week maybe we’ll plant potatoes because we plant
those early, and then we make potato salad or something else…Or we plant all the
root vegetables, and then we have a root vegetable tasting and they see all the
different kinds of root vegetables or something, or we plant lettuce and then they
have a salad dressing class where they make their own salad dressing…In the fall,
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it just depends on what is ready to go. So obviously they start by harvesting
something, and then we go and make something. Really all of my gardening
classes, the point of them is the cooking part. (Personal communication, July 6,
2013)
Adding some context here, Ms. Gina gears her garden lessons toward cooking
because cooking is always her fundamental goal, which is different than Farmer Anne’s
goal. Just like Farmer Anne’s lessons and approach to teaching would look different than
a typical indoor classroom teacher’s lessons might, Ms. Gina’s garden lessons ultimately
end up in a pot or in an oven, and therefore, her personal style or stamp would differ from
a classroom teacher or a farmer as well. Not only would different human beings teach the
same edible gardening curriculum or farm education lessons differently, each edible
garden or farm location requires different teaching adaptations and skills as well.
Cloister Carrots:
6 or 8 large carrots
1 quart milk (or use the powdered milk equivalent)
1 cup raisins
½ cup blanched, slivered almonds
2 tablespoons brown sugar
Wash and scrape the carrots; cut in very thin slices. Pour the milk in a pot, add
carrots, raisins, almonds, and the brown sugar. Bring to boil and then simmer for
1 hour, stirring occasionally. Serve hot in the winter, or chill and serve cold in the
summer. Makes 6 to 8 servings. (Boulding, Avila & Pearse, 1976, p. 72)
July 2013
Monday, July 8, 2013, 8:00 AM-12:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Day 1 of Farm Camp
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People to Meet: Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda – the Farm Camp educators and meet the
Farm Campers
Today’s High Temperature: 96º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 63º F
Interesting Fact: “Borage flowers can be prepared in an infusion and served as cold or
hot tea.” (Burpee Home Gardens, 2014)
This morning marked the first day of Farm Camp, and I was anxious to get to the
Eco School to meet the campers and the teachers. I arrived a few minutes early in hopes
of meeting Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda, the Farm Camp teachers for the week. Mr.
Josh Brown was supposed to assist with the camp activities as well, so I thought I might
run into him this morning, too. As I parked the car and walked over to the farm, a
familiar figure stood out in the distance – Farmer Anne. Incidentally, I refer to her as
Farmer “Anne” because on the first day of Farm Camp, she wore her hair in two long
braids with a straw hat to shade her from the sun. Immediately, I thought of the books I
read as a child, Anne of Green Gables by L.M. Montgomery (1908) and smiled to myself.
Even though Farmer Anne wore Teva sandals and olive green shorts with a red and white
striped tank top today (not typical wear for the Anne of the storybooks), the image was so
strong in my mind, the name stuck.
I greeted Farmer Anne as I approached the brightly-painted yellow shed where
she stood chatting with another woman (wearing shorts, T-shirt, and tennis shoes with a
baseball hat) I was not yet familiar with but assumed must be one of the Farm Camp
teachers. Turns out it was Ms. Rebecca, so she and I exchanged smiles and polite
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greetings and almost immediately after those brief exchanges, Ms. Amanda came
bounding up the gravel walkway to join us in the shade. Ms. Amanda (wearing a bright
green tank top, shorts, sandals, and assorted brightly-colored, clanging bracelets) and I
exchanged a few emails in the last few days, but we had yet to meet face-to-face, so I was
thrilled to meet all of the Farm Camp educators this morning. I discovered that Josh
Brown would arrive later in the morning. After interviewing Farmer Anne and the farm
interns the previous Friday, I knew today’s topics centered around the notion of what
farmers do on a farm, as well as how and where this particular farm situates itself in the
world. I was eager to meet the campers and get this show on the road.
The following detailed account of the day’s activities provides examples of both
the curricular and pedagogical dimensions of Farm Camp. In addition, I provide insights
into the operationalized intentions of Farmer Anne and the two Farm Camp educators,
Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda.
8:00 AM Welcome Activity
The first activity of the morning, while campers
arrived, was art – painting with natural materials.

Figure 4
Strewn about the shaded picnic table, underneath the pergola, I saw used, plastic yogurt
cups filled with different paint colors, wildflowers, potato halves, radishes, and greenstemmed and white-flowered plant I was not familiar with at all. I made a mental note to
ask someone about that particular specimen a little later. As the campers arrived, they
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were free to make their own designs with the available materials. I noticed that it was not
as easy as it looked however because the paint tended to glob onto the radishes and make
a blob on the paper and most of the wildflowers were too flimsy and did not hold up once
they were dipped in the paint. Never fear though because so far, the few campers that
arrived before 8:00 AM did not seem to mind at all. I think paint is universally fun for
kids, especially when it gets messy.
The first student to arrive this morning was Brittany, a freckly redhead with a
baseball cap, water bottle, and tube of her own sunscreen. “Smart girl,” I thought to
myself. There was not a whole lot of shade to be found out here and the day was only
going to get hotter. Local meteorologists predicted 96º as the day’s high temperature, so I
bedecked myself with sunscreen, sunglasses, and baseball hat as well, and I made certain
I brought plenty of water for maximum hydration. Brittany’s grandmother dropped her
off at Farm Camp this morning, so I chatted for a few minutes with her, telling her about
my study, and as she waved good-bye to her granddaughter, she wished me well with my
research this week. While Brittany set to work painting with some wildflowers, I
introduced myself to her, discovered she will be a 4th grader in the fall, and asked her
why she came to Farm Camp this week.
She responded, “It’s really close to my house. I like farming.” I immediately
thought to myself, “Well, this is a great start.” The rest of the Farm Campers arrived in
rapid succession, so I was not able to talk to them individually this morning, but I made
sure to smile at all of them and welcome them to camp. Also, I watched intently as the six
campers made their natural creations and laid them out to dry in the sunshine.
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8:30 AM Name Game
At precisely 8:30 AM, Ms. Rebecca wrapped up the painting-with-nature activity
and directed the six campers to standup and join her in a circle near the picnic table. She
introduced the Name Game, an icebreaker activity designed to create camaraderie among
the campers. According to Ms. Rebecca, each person in the circle needed to “think of an
action and an adjective to describe yourself.” She acted out an example for everyone first
and in turn, everyone had to remember the action, adjective, and name of everyone in the
circle and then add his or her own action + adjective + name as well. The campers clearly
did not know each other and were very shy during this first activity, but I was glad to see
Ms. Rebecca make an attempt to not only get to know the students herself but also allow
the campers to get to know each other in a silly, non-threatening activity. I appreciated
that Ms. Rebecca took time to establish a sense of community, and subsequently care,
this morning.
Five new campers arrived at 8:39 AM and were immediately welcomed and
encouraged to join in the Name Game activity. As far as I could tell, there were eleven
total campers at this point and some of them seemed to know each other and some clearly
did not. I was anxious to chat with them more to find out the scoop. For the purposes of
this study, the eleven campers are: Tabinda, Yasra, Hamiz, Brittany, Chloe, Kalila, Daib,
Rafael, Insar, Cala, and Ismat5. As I got to know them throughout the day and even
throughout the week, I learned much more about each of the students and their
backgrounds. It appeared as though Ms. Rebecca knew some of the students already but
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5
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For this study, all names of participants and locations have been changed per IRB guidelines.
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not all of them, and Ms. Amanda was meeting all of them for the first time, as was I.
Right away, I noticed that Hamiz and Yasra, two boys who clearly knew each other well,
were quite familiar with Ms. Rebecca and proceeded to talk and giggle throughout the
rest of the Name Game activity. She did not seem to mind their noise, but I wondered if
they would become disruptive later.
8:49 AM What do farmers do?
The Name Game activity ended, and it was time to jump into the day’s agenda:
“What do farmers do?” Kids gathered around the picnic table and shared ideas to answer
Ms. Rebecca’s query. Insar had lots of ideas while Hamiz had his head down on his arm
on the table and seemed uninterested. At this point, I surmised that Insar, Hamiz, and
Yasra must be related and estimated their ages at 10, 11, and 12 respectively. Campers
offered ideas such as “grow food, sell food, and plant seeds.” After this brief introduction
to farming, Ms. Rebecca introduced Farmer Anne to the group and the two adults quickly
went through some rules on the farm:
1. Listen to directions
2. Walk only on the pathways between the rows
3. The farm is “not a playground” so walk at all times
4. Only eat what Farmer Anne and Ms. Rebecca give you
9:00 AM Farm Tour
Following the discussion about the rules, a farm tour commenced. All of the
campers set forth on the tour with Farmer Anne at the helm. Some of the older campers
went along a bit begrudgingly but went along with the tour just the same. She lead them
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around a row of peppers and explained that “peppers get sun burned” so that was why she
and the farm interns put the thin row cover material on top of the peppers to keep them
covered during the hot summer.

Figure 5
I did not know that little tidbit, so I made certain to jot it down in my notebook. Yasra
clearly thought it was interesting as well because although he seemed rather aloof and
uninterested at the start of the tour, he moved a little closer to the group with the mention
of scorched peppers. At that time, I introduced myself to him and asked him if he knew
that the peppers could be sunburned and when he admitted that it was new information
for him, I asked him if he went to the Eco School. He informed me that he did but was
going to high school in the fall. I thought, “Ah, he must be 13 or 14 years old then.”
Much to everyone’s delight, Farmer Anne instructed us to pluck some peas right
off the vine and munch on them. Yasra and I both agreed that the peas were delicious, so
we proceeded to pick some more. After a few minutes of indulging our taste buds,
Farmer Anne directed us toward the rows of corn nearby and briefly spoke about pollen
tasseling. Then, it was on to the herb garden! The campers and I sampled fresh mint,
tarragon (tasted like licorice), comfrey and borage. Apparently, you can eat the flower of
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the borage plant so that really intrigued the campers.
There were lots of “tasters” for the borage.!

Figure 6
We also saw tomato plants, potatoes, and carrots. Farmer Anne instructed the group to
examine the plants with the white flowers (Aha! Those were the mysterious plants from
this morning’s art activity) because they were actually carrots in their second year of
growing. She informed all of us that she saves the carrot seeds from the white flowers
that only grow in the second year, not the first.
Then, we moved further down the carrot row, where Rafael, the youngest camper
at 6 years old, declared, “I like carrots!” Several of us smiled at his exuberance, and I
took that moment to inch closer to Tabinda, the eldest camper, a tall teenager of 16 years.
She and I were examining and sampling some dill plants when she suddenly exclaimed,
“dill pickle!” The light bulb went on for Tabinda that dill leaves provide the flavor for
dill pickles, and she and I both smiled at her epiphany. I could not help but think to
myself, “This is great! This is exactly what I came to see. Literally, this young person
made a connection from the real world to the natural world, and I was here to see it. Yes,
dill pickles come from the herb, dill!” Hearing our shared excitement, Insar, one of
Tabinda’s younger brothers informed us, “The plants are cool. Some of them taste
horrible!” Tabinda and I smiled and agreed with him.
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9:15 AM Where in the world is Grow Urban Farms?
After the successful farm tour, Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda instructed the kids
to sit around the picnic table again, largely because it was the only shady spot. The sun
crept its way into nearly every other nook and cranny on the acre of farmland, and alas, I
noticed that even the shade provided by the pergola and the yellow shed was shrinking at
an alarming rate. While Ms. Rebecca and some of the students shared what they learned
from the tour, Hamiz returned to his previous “learning” position with his head on his
arm on the table, but now he added something new to his pose. He proceeded to dig a
hole with his feet under the table, and it was not until dust arose from underneath the
picnic table that Ms. Rebecca asked him to stop.
At this point in the morning, I wondered if this is a typical strategy utilized by
some of these students. Some of the students, especially the two older boys, Hamiz and
Yasra, appeared to immediately checkout once they sat at the picnic table for the guidedlearning portion of the lessons. It wasn’t two minutes after the students gathered around
the picnic table, when Hamiz put his head down and began digging in the gravel with his
feet. I made a note to observe their behavior closely
throughout the week. I suspected there might be trouble
brewing with these boys.

Figure 7
To further the discussion of locating GUF on a map, Ms. Rebecca inquired aloud to the
group, “What are some different features of a map?” There were some responses from the
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campers, especially Insar, which surprised me because he seemed rather off task nearly
all of the morning but clearly he knew what was happening around him. I suspected that
he was quite bright and made a note to talk to him later. After a brief map discussion, the
campers were divided into two groups: map makers and sign makers. The map-making
group consisted of six kids: Yasra, Daib, Insar, Brittany, Cala, and Kalila. Because
Tabinda was 16 years old, she took on the role of camp counselor for many of the week’s
activities. I do recall that during her interview, Farmer Anne mentioned that some of the
older students would be asked to take on roles as counselors and helpers for some of the
younger campers. It appears as though Farmer Anne’s intentions were realized during
this map creation activity. The campers were tasked with creating one large map of the
farm, using beans glued onto a piece of plywood to create the map.

Figure 8

Figure 9

I brainstormed some ideas with the kids about parts of the farm that should be included
on their map, and the campers came up with the following: rows of carrots, peas,
eggplant, squash, sunflowers, cauliflower, tomatoes, sheds, pathways – “important where
people step,” seating areas, large mounds of dirt with plants, and the compost pile.
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The second group of campers painted nature signs: Chloe, Ismat, Rafael, and Hamiz. The
blank, wooden canvases would be nailed to posts and serve as markers for different areas
on the farm. Farmer Anne directed the four students
to select one of the following choices: 3 Sisters –
corn, beans, and squash; Strawberries; Sunflowers; or
Dragon.

Figure 10
By about 10:15 AM, the campers were in desperate
need of a change in activity. To quote my field notes
verbatim, “Kids are going off the rails.”

Figure 11
It was definitely time for something new. Truthfully, the campers worked on the map and
the signs quite diligently for about the last 45 minutes, and I was quite impressed with
their efforts. Again, painting and now large-scale gluing activities were popular with the
Farm Campers.
10:30 AM Break & Snack Time
After a bit of bean cleanup and the signs were set out to dry in the sunshine, there
was a brief bathroom and water break inside the school, which much to my dismay, had
no conceivable air conditioning devices, so there was no reprieve from the hot, summer
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sun. Alas. I assisted Ms. Amanda and Ms. Rebecca by taking a group of students to the
bathroom so Ms. Rebecca could prepare snack for the students. I saw a large watermelon
appear from the shed and when the students and I returned from the bathroom, most of it
was sliced and ready for snacking. Farmer Anne harvested several sprigs of mint to
compliment the watermelon snack, and she asked the campers to pluck the leaves from
the stems, rip them into small pieces, and sprinkle the leaves atop the watermelon pieces.
Several of the campers seemed rather unsure about the idea because they were not thrilled
with the flavor of the mint this morning. I recalled Insar’s reaction to the mint earlier that
morning when he spat it on the ground but most of the students politely did as Farmer
Anne requested. Although, Hamiz and Yasra did not seem interested in helping prepare
the mint and watermelon snack but were alerted by Ms. Amanda that if they did not help,
they could not share in eating the snack. Thus, the two brothers immediately joined in the
preparation.
Well, the watermelon and mint snack was a huge success. Although, most of the
campers picked off the mint and only ate the watermelon, but I was thrilled to see all of
the campers reveling in their small harvest and sharing snack together as a group. The
campers laughed and chatted while they hungrily grabbed for more and more pieces of
the sweet, pink fruit, and I so enjoyed watching them, I scarcely had one bite. I thought to
myself, “See, this sharing of the harvest together idea is working. Alice Waters was
correct, and so was I. I knew this was a good idea. It is so important for the students to
share the harvest, and it is so much more meaningful to them. It would have really been
something if the students harvested the watermelon from the farm, but grocery store
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watermelon and GUF mint are steps in the right direction.” I was quite proud of myself in
that moment. What’s that saying about pride coming before the fall?
10:42 AM Transplants
Ms. Rebecca posed the question, “Should we take some of these kids and
transplant?”
“Yes,” I said, thinking I would love to observe some of the campers transplant
seedlings into the ground. Ms. Amanda held up her palm and announced to the group,
“Gimme 5,” in order to get the kids’ attention, and all eyes moved to look at her. After
short discussion about transplanting seedlings and completing the map from the morning,
Yasra, Insar, Hamiz, and Brittany joined Ms. Amanda in transplanting squash seedlings.
She spoke very kindly to the campers about the plants’ fragile root systems, handling the
seedlings gingerly, and advised them to break up big chinks of soil before placing the
seedlings in the freshly dug holes. Hamiz suddenly announced, “I call the water.” That
proclamation was immediately followed by his younger brother Insar, “Me too!” Ah,
brothers.
The remaining campers gathered around the picnic table and continued to glue
beans onto the plywood; however, with some new campers involved in the activity, there
was some discussion about proper bean gluing. Luckily, Tabinda was there to coach the
new arrivals.
11:06 AM Trees
The campers completed the transplanting activity, and it was also time to pick up
the beans again. Ms. Rebecca announced, “Have a seat and gimme 5,” and the eleven
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campers dutifully gathered around the shaded picnic table again. I wondered if Hamiz
would continue his archaeological excavation of the gravel underneath the table. He did.
Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda led a discussion about different kinds of trees, tree
farms, and parts of a tree, as well as there was also some talk about why there is even a
need for tree farms. Again, Insar provided the most ideas while most of the other campers
just seemed happy to be sitting in the shade. To get the students moving again, Ms.
Rebecca assigned “parts of a tree” to each student and then they all acted out their parts
as a group. I rather enjoyed watching the campers play their parts even though the
activity was clearly beneath Yasra, but he begrudgingly complied. For the purposes of the
tree activity I observed, I provided the campers’ names, their tree parts, their actions, and
their sound effects. The sound effects are in quotations because that was what Ms.
Rebecca instructed them to say or utter. Keep in mind that all of the noises and actions
took place simultaneously in-round actually, and although the very young students
enjoyed the activity, several of the older middle school-aged boys were quite bemused. I
had to laugh. I couldn’t help it.
•

Ismat – heartwood “I am strong.”

•

Chloe, Cala, Hamiz – roots “Slurp really loud”

•

Insar, Brittany – xylem “Carry the water up – weee!”

•

Yasra, Kalila, Daib, and Rafael – cambium “Make food and bring it down.”

Shortly after the tree activity, there was some discussion about “General Sherman, the
oldest tree,” (Actually, General Sherman is the world’s largest tree and not the oldest) but
I was not certain which camper brought it up because there was quite a lot of frivolity as
!
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everyone headed back to the picnic table. I did, however, hear Ms. Amanda’s response to
the group of campers about General Sherman, “He’s older than Jesus.”
My first inclination was, “Yikes, most of these kids are Muslims.” However, after
some reflection, I remembered that Jesus is one of the prophets in the Koran, so Ms.
Amanda’s comment did not seem quite so odd. No one seemed to raise an eyebrow, but it
might be interesting to note that Tabinda shared information with me earlier that morning
about her siblings -- Yasra, Hamiz, Insar, and Cala, and her cousins: Kalila, Daib, and
Ismat -- were all Muslims, and that was why she, Kalila, Cala, and Ismat wore hijabs to
Farm Camp today.
Hijab: (n.) the traditional covering for the hair and neck that is worn by Muslim
women (Hijab, n.d.)
A brief explanation of the 11 campers follows:
Name / Age

!

Rafael / 6
Chloe / 8
Brittany / 9
Daib / 7

Attended Eco School
2012-2013?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Ismat / 8

No

Kalila / 9

No

Cala / 8

No

Insar / 10

No, but will next
year

Hamiz / 12

Yes
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Fellow Farm Camper Relation?
No
No
No
Siblings: Ismat & Kalila
Cousins: Cala, Insar, Hamiz,
Yasra, Tabinda
Siblings: Kallia & Daib
Cousins: Cala, Insar, Hamiz,
Yasra, Tabinda
Siblings: Ismat & Daib
Cousins: Cala, Insar, Hamiz,
Yasra, Tabinda
Siblings: Insar, Hamiz, Yasra,
Tabinda
Cousins: Daib, Ismat, Kalila
Siblings, Tabinda, Yasra, Hamiz,
& Cala
Cousins: Daib, Ismat, Kalila
Siblings: Yasra, Tabinda, Insar,
& Cala
Cousins: Daib, Ismat, Kalila

!
Yasra / 14

Yes, but will go to
high school next year

Tabinda / 16

No

Siblings: Tabinda, Hamiz, Insar,
& Cala
Cousins: Daib, Ismat, Kalila
Siblings: Yasra, Hamiz, Insar, &
Cala
Cousins: Daib, Ismat, Kalila

Table 4.1 Farm Campers
11:23 AM Reflection activity/Journal/Badge making
The morning was quickly drawing to a close as we approached the final activity
for the day, reflections via journaling and badge making. I recalled that Farmer Anne
spoke quite excitedly about the prospect of sewing the equivalent of Farm Camp merit
badges onto straw hats that the campers could take home at the end of the week, so I was
delighted to see Farmer Anne and Ms. Rebecca emerge from the yellow shed with childsized straw hats, skeins of colored yarn, scraps of fabric, small squares of brown burlap,
large, and plastic needles, as well as a stack of little journals for the campers.
Ms. Rebecca informed the group about the final activity for the morning, the
“Getting to know the farm” badge making activity, and each student received a “square
piece of burlap and a bunch of different color string” in which to complete a badge. To
start, Ms. Rebecca encouraged the campers to “draw something on the fabric that [they]
learned or liked today with a crayon. Then use thread to sew the design.” I was not sure
how everyone would react to the badge making, but after some guidance for the younger
campers, Rafael and Daib specifically, the other students jumped right in and sewed a
badge. In fact, the badge making and subsequent pinning the badges to their new straw
hats went so well that no one really seemed that interested in drawing or writing anything
in the journals. Maybe tomorrow.
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As camp ended for the day, parents,
siblings, and grandparents arrived to escort their
campers home for the afternoon, and much to my
delight, I saw Mr. Josh Brown, the Eco School’s
Sustainability Coordinator, saunter up the gravel
walkway toward the group.

Figure 12

He greeted everyone and inquired about the first day. I did have one question for him, so
I was glad to see him. I surmised that he was probably in the Eco School building that
morning and came out at the end of camp to check on things and as it turned out, pick up
his own child from Farm Camp. I really wanted to ask him about the baby chicks that I
saw incubating last March because I did not see them on the farm today. I did observe a
constructed chicken coop but no chickens. Fearing the worst, I quietly asked about the
chickens, and Josh informed me that sadly, all of the chicks died that spring. “Oh no,
that’s too bad,” I lamented. Perhaps it was pasty butt. Sadly, the chicken coop remains
empty.
A Summation of the Day’s Events. All in all, I was pleased with the first day of Farm
Camp. I very much enjoyed meeting all of the campers, as well as the two teachers. Even
though the temperature soared into the 90s today and the trend was expected to continue
throughout the week, I appreciated that the majority of the day’s events took place in the
shade and most of the students brought water bottles to camp today. Students refilled
their water bottles during the mid-morning break as well.
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I felt as though the farm curriculum engaged the majority of the students and
wondered if Yasra and perhaps even Hamiz would be encouraged to take on leadership
roles for the remainder of the week. Tabinda was very helpful with the younger students
today, so perhaps those two boys would be interested in helping. In her interview, Farmer
Anne intended to have some of the middle school students act as camp counselors, and
considering Yasra and Hamiz’s tendencies to let their minds wander, it would probably
benefit the boys, the teachers, and the other campers if Yasra and Hamiz felt engaged and
challenged throughout the camp.
After the campers left the farm, I chatted with Farmer Anne, Ms. Rebecca, and
Ms. Amanda about their thoughts on the day and what they planned to do tomorrow. I
discovered that Ms. Rebecca is an Early Childhood Education (ECE) teacher at the Eco
School, as well as an after-care employee providing homework help for some of the
students, so she did know Yasra, Hamiz, Chloe, and Brittany from interactions at the Eco
School. The three adults seemed pleased with the day and made sure they had all of the
supplies ready for tomorrow. Soil Science tomorrow! I asked Ms. Rebecca if I could have
a copy of her lesson plans for the week, and she agreed to email them to me. Thus, I
headed home for lunch.
General Rule for Herb Teas: Pour boiling water over a few sprigs of any herb,
cover, and let stand 3 to 5 minutes. Generally 2 or 3 sprigs are used for a small pot
(2 to 4 servings). Since different plants have different properties, experiment with
the proportion of leaf to water and time of steeping to get the flavor and strength
you prefer.
Mint Tea: Mint is easy to grow in any sunny corner of the garden or indoors. It
can be used fresh or dried; the flavors of each are slightly different, so try both. In
the case of all fresh leaves used to make herb tea, cut up the leaves before pouring
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on the boiling water since more flavor is released. (Boulding, Avila & Pearse,
1976, p. 123)!
Tuesday, July 9, 2013, 8:00 AM-12:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Day 2 of Farm Camp
People to Meet: Will there be any new campers?
Today’s High Temperature: 97º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 67º F
Interesting Fact: “The world’s tallest-growing tree is the coast redwood (Sequoia
sempervirens), which grows along the Pacific Coast of the United States, mainly in
California. Interestingly enough, it’s not the world’s oldest-growing tree; that award goes
to a bristlecone pine (Pinus aristata)” (Better Homes and Gardens, 2014).
The morning of the second day of Farm Camp dawned, and I looked forward to
seeing those eleven little faces again and observing the campers interacting on the farm
together. So much happened the day before, so I wanted to make certain to speak with the
campers individually and get to know them better. Essentially, my quest for day two
centered upon establishing a sense of care with the campers and teachers as well. It felt
important that I take the time to learn and remember their names, ages, whether or not
they were related to other campers, and something about each child’s story. I wondered if
there would be time for another Name Game activity or something similar at least
because that would be an opportune time to establish a sense of community.
When I arrived at the GUF site this morning, Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda
greeted me with smiles and inquired whether or not I had any extra sunscreen. Ms.
Rebecca forgot hers that morning. Actually, I brought two different bottles of sunscreen
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each day of camp, one for the face and one for the rest of me, so I was happy to share.
Soon after the sunscreen application commenced, several campers began to appear. Josh
Brown arrived to drop-off his child and remained at the shaded picnic table to chat with
the two Farm Camp teachers. Farmer Anne soon arrived as well. There was no specific
welcome or art activity this morning, so campers pretty much just sat quietly while
awaiting everyone’s arrival.
8:15 AM Scavenger Hunt
After all of the Farm Campers were accounted for, it was time to begin the first
activity of the day: a farm scavenger hunt. Campers paired up or worked in groups of
three to complete the hunt. I worked with Rafael because he was only 6 years old and
could not read the sentences. He and I grabbed a worksheet with a few crayons, and
headed out to hunt. We searched for the answers to the following queries:
•

Locate two animal tracks and draw them in the space below:

•

Find something pink, blue, yellow, and white. What is it?

•

Locate an animal habitat. What animal lives there? Draw that habitat below:

•

Where is your favorite vegetable located on the farm?

•

Find the mint that we learned about yesterday and bring one leaf to Farmer Anne
or Ms. Rebecca.

!

•

Find the tallest flower on the farm. Where is it located?

•

What is green and shaped like a smile?

•

What is brown and long?

•

Find two weeds and draw them below
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I must admit that I was rather terrified by what creatures might construct a habitat
on the farm, and I just hoped and hoped there would not be a rat or a snake homestead
anywhere in my sightline. I swore to uphold my composure for Rafael’s sake if such
creatures truly did inhabit the farm, but I crossed my fingers all the same. Also, I could
not stop myself from thinking, “brown and long? The possibilities are nearly endless, and
I have to keep my thoughts clean here.” Rafael and I had an amiable time hunting for
answers to the clues. I read them aloud to him and he literally sprinted off in search of the
answers. My only saving grace was that running was not allowed on the farm, so after I
read each clue, I gently reminded him to walk to find it. He was a cheerful little guy, but
as I learned a little later in the morning, he actually had an ear infection and a cold, so he
was a little under the weather. He still approached the scavenger hunt with gusto though.
After about fifteen minutes, Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda called for all of the groups to
return to the picnic table and even though Rafael and I were nowhere close to completing
the questions, we moseyed over to join the other campers. Ms. Rebecca said, “Give
carrots,” and waggled her fingers at us, informing the campers that instead of “Gimme
five,” she would now ask them to “Give carrots” when she needed their attention. I
remembered our discussion yesterday afternoon when I learned that Ms. Rebecca is an
ECE teacher, so the carrot idea made some sense. I was not sure how Yasra or Hamiz
would react, but they did not seem to mind.
8:40 AM Soil Scientists
All of the campers shared their scavenger hunt findings, and by the way, Rafael
and I only found fuzzy bunny habitats. My concern was unnecessary. Once the sharing of
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clues ceased, campers recycled the papers in the large, blue recycling bin located near the
red shed and settled back at the picnic table. It pleased me to see the paper recycling
efforts and remembered that, of course, the kids would automatically know to recycle
paper at the Eco School, and I briefly thought about Nel Noddings and her Centers of
Care, specifically care for animals, plants, and the Earth (Noddings, 1992, 2005a).
The big curriculum idea for the day was most certainly soil science, and there was
some talk this morning before camp about creating “soil milkshakes.” I was intrigued.
With the campers seated around the picnic table, underneath the pergola, Ms. Rebecca
inquired, “How does compost help soil?” Chloe and Brittany, Eco School students,
certainly had some knowledge about compost and its benefits for soil. The rest of the
students did not offer much compost insight. Even Insar was not sure what it was, and
even though I was quite certain Hamiz and Yasra knew exactly what it was, they both
remained mute. Have no fear, though, because the soil science lessons today were
designed to enlighten the campers about the benefits of soil amendments, i.e. compost.
However, my hopes and dreams for the idea that this lesson would illuminate the
campers’ clouded minds to the mysteries of compost were soon dashed once Ms. Rebecca
commenced with a discussion about the “hummus” in the soil and how beneficial the
“hummus” can be. Oh dear.
What was I to do? The humus, organic matter, in the soil is very important and
adds to the loam of the soil, but alas, hummus is a dip or spread made from garbanzo
beans. I was torn at that moment about whether or not I should say anything. At this point
in the week, I was a participant observer, sure, but I was not the teacher by any means,
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and taking a group of students to use the bathroom or partnering with a kindergartner
during a scavenger hunt hardly made me a soil expert. I decided to silently survey the
campers and look for confused or concerned faces. Not one. Not one of the 11 campers
seemed concerned or confused by the term, so in my mind, I thought (a) they weren’t
really paying attention to Ms. Rebecca’s lesson or (b) they never knew the term to begin
with and therefore, did not realize the mistake. Hmm…I decided to let it go and focused
on the next part of the soil science lesson.
Because the campers did not seem too impacted by the hummus incident, Ms.
Rebecca and Ms. Amanda went on to explain the “soil milkshake” activity. Before
handing out the large, glass mason jars, measuring cups, and trowels, there was a brief
discussion about trowel safety and the importance of walking on the farm, especially with
large, glass objects, and the campers broke into pairs to collect two cups of soil from five
different locations around the farm. Upon Ms. Rebecca’s decree, the groups set out to one
of the following locations: the soccer field, one of the two compost piles on the farm, the
chicken coop (alas, no chickens), a location along the back fence, and an unused garden
bed. Once they collected the soil, campers gathered around the garden hose to add some
water to the mason jars to create the “milkshake” effect. Farmer Anne posted herself at
the hose to insure that the jars were not over-filled and to help make sure the lids were
screwed on tightly. Each child had a chance to shake a jar, and then, they set the jars on
the yellow shed’s window ledge to settle. If all went well, the soil would separate into
different parts, so while the campers waited for the settling to occur, Ms. Amanda called
them over to the shaded picnic table to discuss Earth’s water and land.
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She held an apple in one hand and a knife in the other. Ah, it was the old fresh
water versus usable topsoil with an apple demonstration. I always enjoyed this sort of
demonstration, but looking around at the faces of the campers, they were clearly not
interested. In an effort to engage the campers more, Ms. Amanda posed the question,
“How does soil become unusable?” Chloe and Brittany offered a few ideas, but there was
not much interest from anyone else at the table. Hmm, I supposed it was rather abstract
for the younger students, kindergarten through second grade, and it was certainly possible
that the older students, third through eighth grade, already saw this sort of demonstration
before today. This was an example of a common occurrence in teaching; sometimes a
teacher plans what she thinks will be an engaging lesson, but students do not always feel
the same way. From a pedagogical perspective, sometimes it is just best to wrap it up and
move on to something else, and that is what Ms. Amanda did. Seeing that the apple was
not a big hit with the campers, she directed their attention back to the jars of dirt to
observe any changes. There was some discussion about the different locations having
different types of soil and therefore different colors. Again, Chloe and Brittany had a lot
of background knowledge and pointed out that “organic matter floats.” Ms. Rebecca
mentioned something about the sand, silt, and clay in the soil and “when there is a good
ratio of all three,” that creates what is called loam. I wondered if the younger students and
the non-Eco School students had any notion of silt but thought the explanation might
come up later in the day.
While the campers sat at the picnic table, sunlight continued to creep closer and
closer and the shaded area underneath the pergola began to shrink, the soil discussion
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moved to erosion. From my own experiences as an elementary school science teacher, I
would have been shocked to find that any of the students under ten years old knew much
about erosion, but these were Eco School students, so I kept my fingers crossed for Ms.
Rebecca. As it turned out, the erosion lesson was a lot of fun and a huge academic
success. The campers had a wonderful time and complained when it was time to clean up.
The Farm Campers held “soil races” to see what types of soil, containing what types of
materials, held up best in rain or flood situations.
To begin the erosion experiment, Ms. Amanda and Ms. Rebecca each took a
plastic flat and filled it with one of two things: soil from the compost bin or a slab of sod.
The two teachers stood side by side, each with a full watering can in one hand and tilted
their flats so the water would “run downhill.” The object of the erosion experiment was to
observe what happened to the soil when the teachers “poured water down the slope.”
Naturally, the flat with the slab of sod held the soil in place much better than just the soil
alone. The campers were intrigued by the competitive spirit of the activity and were quite
excited when it came time for them to create their own erosion-proof flats. The campers
broke into teams of two or three and, with trowels in hands, trotted off to gather soil from
the compost bin and other materials from the farm that would “reduce erosion on their
own property.” Ms. Rebecca told the campers to gather sticks for “trees, roots, or bushes”
and Farmer Anne provided some straw from a nearby bale for added flora. Several
groups also returned to the picnic table with small rocks to divert water and some dead
weeds as well. As the groups worked on their flats, Ms. Amanda reminded them that the
“plants slow down the water,” so several of the groups immediately added more straw
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and sticks to their flats. Once the flats were ready for testing, two teams at a time tested
their materials and the “soil races” commenced. The teachers added water to each flat at
the same time, and the campers cheered loudly for their own flats, hoping that their water
run-off would be the cleanest and therefore, proving the significance of their team’s
erosion-proofing techniques. Please, see some of their “properties” below:

Figure 13

Figure 14

The campers really enjoyed the erosion activity, and once it was over, each team dumped
their materials, minus the rocks, back into the compost pile.
At some point during the erosion activity,
representatives from the school district arrived with a
video camera and microphone to record some of the
Farm Camp activities and interview a few students.
Figure 15
The district representatives filmed a few of the “soil races” and afterwards, Brittany,
Chloe, and Insar gave brief interviews, talking about Farm Camp. I was not at all
surprised that those three students were selected for the interviews because Brittany and
Chloe clearly posses a wealth of background knowledge on the subject of farming at the
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Eco School and Insar is just plain fun to talk to and has a terrific attitude about learning
new things.
While those three campers gave interviews, the other campers assisted Ms.
Amanda and Ms. Rebecca in putting up a large, white canopy to extend the shady area
next to the pergola. I took the time to ruminate on the erosion activity and the notion of
care. From a perspective of care for animals, plants, and the Earth, the previous activity
definitely offered the opportunity and promoted the concept of care (reread this center of
care to be more eloquent). Preventing erosion to conserve usable soil is an example of a
care-promoting lesson and, although not specific to this Farm Camp, such a lesson could
be utilized in other locales as well.
9:45 AM Mushroom Talk
After the district representatives vacated the farm premises, Farmer Anne
produced a propane grill from a storage closet and Ms. Rebecca called everyone over to
the picnic table to discuss the importance of mushrooms. She had an impressive
portabella specimen to show all of the campers, as well as some smaller, white ones. The
students were clearly excited to see the grill and even though most of them did not seem
impressed by the portabella, they did enjoy touching the gills underneath the mushroom
cap. It was apparent that not all of the students had ever investigated such a large
mushroom before, and even though most seemed reluctant to eat it, they were intrigued
by its anatomy. Ms. Rebecca taught the campers about mushroom parts: cap, stem, gills,
and mycelium.
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Meanwhile, from a canvas bag, Ms. Amanda also produced red and green
peppers, onion, and fresh ears of corn, as well as plastic knives and a cutting board. Much
to my pure delight, Ms. Amanda allowed several of the campers to help prepare the day’s
snack of grilled vegetables and mushrooms. Daib helped cut the red peppers, Kalila cut
the green peppers, and Rafael unwrapped the package of white mushrooms. Ms. Amanda
kept a watchful eye on Daib and Kalila while they chopped the peppers, but because the
knives were plastic, there was not much discussion about knife safety. Also, both Daib
and Kalila assured Ms. Amanda that they regularly help their mom chop veggies at home,
so they were experts. While the snack preparers toiled away, I casually asked Chloe if she
liked being on the farm, and when she replied, “Yes,” I asked her what it was about the
farm that she liked. She replied, “We get to learn and be in nature.” Ah, despite the heat
and the constant threat of sunburn, she still seems to like the idea of being outside and
learning. Interesting.
Apparently there was some sort of snafu with the grill, and Farmer Anne and Ms.
Amanda endeavored to fix it; however, the propane tank was nearly empty. Everyone
agreed that it would take too long to drive to get a new one, so fingers were crossed,
chopped veggies were wrapped in aluminum foil, and the grilling commenced.
10:00 AM More Compost Talk
Ms. Rebecca led the campers in a discussion about compost while everyone
waited for the grilled veggies. She and the campers discussed hot bins, cold bins, and
worm bins, or vermicomposting. Again, students from the Eco School had the most
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background knowledge and led the discussion, but I feel it was beneficial for the non-Eco
School students, Daib, Kalila, Ismat, Cala, and Insar, to hear the new vocabulary.
10:15 AM Diary of a Worm
According to the lesson plans I received from Ms. Rebecca, the snack was to take
place right after the compost bin talk, but as is sometimes the case in education, things
changed and the schedule was rearranged on the fly. While the veggies continued to
cook, Ms. Rebecca conducted a read aloud of the picture book, Diary of a Worm, by
Doreen Cronin (2003). From my own teaching experience, this book is quite funny and
full of garden puns. As Ms. Rebecca read the book to the campers seated at the picnic
table, I realized that although she did a fine job reading the story, only Chloe and Brittany
seemed to get the jokes and puns. When Ms. Rebecca read the page about the worm
Hokey-pokey dance (or lack thereof), I expected the campers to laugh, but only Chloe
and Brittany chuckled. “Oh,” I thought to myself. It dawned on me that this particular
book was funny for the two Caucasian students, but the other nine students from differing
cultural backgrounds did not find the book nearly as humorous. Of course, the pictures
were enjoyable, and it was funny to think about a worm writing in a diary, but there was
clearly a cultural disconnect with nine out of eleven children present at the Farm Camp.
From a curricular and pedagogical stand point, perhaps this book was not a
practical choice for this particular group of children; however, because I am familiar with
teaching compost lessons, there are not a lot of kid-friendly, culturally-aware options
available for teachers on this subject. After observing this group of campers, the next
time I read Diary of a Worm, to enhance students’ understanding of the book, I will poll
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the students to find out if they know anything about the Hokey-pokey. Depending on
their responses, we may need to perform a quick Hokey-pokey dance together, and even
though it might seem silly, leveling the learning playing field for students from culturally
diverse backgrounds is one step in the direction of culturally responsive pedagogy (Nieto,
2003). Again, none of the campers complained about a lack of Hokey-pokey
understanding, but it was unlikely that any of these campers would question Ms. Amanda
or Ms. Rebecca, or me for that matter. These campers were polite and respectful to
adults, so questioning a teacher seemed incongruous.
10:22 AM Mushroom Snack and Treasure Hunt
Finally, Farmer Anne and Ms. Amanda announced that the mushrooms were
ready. The campers seemed quite excited and eager to gobble up the grilled masterpiece
until they laid eyes on the unsealed pouch of aluminum foil. Disappointed looks
abounded because the mushrooms were only slightly cooked passed raw, and raw
mushroom slices were definitely not a good way to entice children into trying new things.
Essentially, the mushrooms did not go over very well at all, and even I was not too keen
on sampling them. Raw mushrooms and I do not get along, so I could hardly blame the
campers for steering clear of them as well. Luckily, however, on the GUF farm, there is
no waste because any leftovers were simply tossed in a nearby compost pile. Actually,
while everyone stood around the compost pile, Ms. Rebecca took advantage of the
situation and talked to the campers about the “four components of compost – air, water,
nitrogen, and carbon.” Unbeknown to the campers or myself, during the read aloud book,
Farmer Anne quietly placed several items around the one-acre farm for a compost
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treasure hunt. The campers seemed excited to hunt for examples of the four components
of compost mentioned above. In just a few minutes, the campers returned with swatches
of blue, white, green, or brown fabric. The campers decided that the four colors must
match the four components of air, water, nitrogen and carbon, and they appeared to enjoy
the hunt while they waited for the veggies to cook on the grill.
10:51 AM Grilled Veggies
Well, it took an hour, but the veggies were ready at last. Still leery from the
mushroom debacle, the campers approached the second aluminum foil pouch with
trepidation, but once the vegetables passed the campers’ sight and sniff tests, forks from
all directions hungrily stabbed at the steaming produce. Everyone had a chance to sample
some of the grilled veggies, and I complimented both Daib and Kalila on their excellent
chopping skills. Because Kalila seemed to enjoy my compliment, I took the opportunity
to ask her what she thought about Farm Camp so far. She informed me that she liked
“doing the activities on the farm.” While I spoke to Kalila, Insar, the ever-observant
fellow, said to me, “You didn’t eat a thing!” I was rather shocked that he said something
about it, but I informed him that I brought my own snack today and didn’t want to
prevent anyone from getting enough food. He seemed satisfied and continued to eat a
succulent green pepper slice.
11:05 AM Worm Bin
“Gimme carrots,” announced Ms. Rebecca after the campers threw all of the
gnawed corncobs in the compost pile and returned to the picnic table. After a few
moments of noise, she said, “Yasra, I need you to be listening,” and Rafael needed some
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redirecting to stay focused as well. While Ms. Rebecca handed out magnifying glasses to
the “good listeners,” I wondered if there was another way to engage Yasra.
It was time to investigate the Red Wiggler worms housed in an old refrigerator
retrofitted to accommodate the worms’ needs. As one can see from the pictures below,
the worms make their home out of shredded paper and dead leaves, as well as the
occasional vegetarian food scraps from Farmer Anne and the GUF interns. To keep air
flowing throughout the freezer and refrigerator sections, Farmer Anne keeps a large rock
in place to prevent the doors from closing entirely. I thought it was quite an impressive
piece of recycled engineering; however, an old refrigerator lying on its side is not
practical for most schools and personal gardens, but here on the farm, it worked
beautifully. Again, context is everything. The worms were not universally accepted by
the campers at first, but after a few dropped worms and some patience on the parts of Ms.
Rebecca and Ms. Amanda, all eleven campers eventually warmed up and agreed to hold a
worm or two in their hands. However, with the realization that there might be evidence of
“worm poop” on their hands, thanks to Insar’s keen observation skills, most of the
campers decided it was time to put the worms back inside the refrigerator. See the
refrigerator worm bin below:

Figure 16
!

Figure 17
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I had to wonder whether or not such an activity as the Red Wiggler worm observations
aided in promoting an ethic of care for all creatures, great and small. I hoped that these
campers would be more inclined to take time to care about animals in the future, but I do
not know if the threat of “worm poop” would ward them off too much. However, I must
believe that the sum of all of these Farm Camp lessons and sustainability themes from the
Eco School will have some sort of noticeable impact on these children’s ability to care in
the future.
11:15 AM Reflections and Badges
Before handing out the materials to make soil science badges, Ms. Rebecca and
Ms. Amanda asked the campers to talk about their favorite parts of the day. Just about all
of the campers mentioned how much they enjoyed the scavenger and treasure hunts, as
well as the erosion races. Brittany offered, “I learned the layers of dirt.”
Insar added, “I learned when worms get scared, they might poop on you.” Ah,
Insar. He made me smile.
For the badge activity, all of the campers used crayons to sketch their designs and
then proceeded to create their soil badges. While everyone worked, I could not resist the
urge to chat with Insar about what he thought about Farm Camp thus far. His quick
response was, “It’s fun!” In response to his favorite part, he told me, “We can go out and
look at new plants and eat them.” When I asked him about his favorite plant to eat, he
eagerly replied, “Those peas!” He also told me, “I have a garden at my house with
tomatoes, lettuce, and hot chilies – the red ones.” Insar and I spoke a little more about the
pros and cons of hot peppers, and then, his brother, Hamiz, joined our conversation.
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Hamiz seemed interested in participating in a brief interview for my research, so while he
and the others finished their badges, I interviewed him.
11:40 AM Hamiz’s Interview
July 9, 2013, 11:40AM
Itinerary for the Day: Build rapport and interview Hamiz
People to Meet: Hamiz, Farm Camper, 6th grader
A Little Background Information
I could not tell Hamiz how much I enjoyed observing him, and his family
members for that matter, for the last two days, but I did want to help him feel comfortable
talking to me and build rapport with him before starting the interview. Hamiz was not
comfortable with the digital recorder, so I took feverish notes while he spoke to me.
Because Hamiz was really the first student I interviewed, I wanted to get a little
background on his family. Tabinda told me about siblings and cousins, but I wanted a
little more information. First, I asked Hamiz about attending the Eco School. He told me
that last year was his first year at the school, and he attended sixth grade.
Fresh Food Tastes Better. After a little background information, I asked Hamiz to give
me his thoughts on farming and eating the harvested produce in the Eco School cafeteria.
He commented, “I think it’s better than food you get from trucks or from the factory…
I’m not a fan of lettuce [but] it’s better at everything, better taste, and fresh” (Personal
communication, July 9, 2013). Knowing something about the Eco School’s sustainability
curriculum, Hamiz’s mention of delivery trucks and processed foods from factories did
not surprise me at all. Continuing along the same cafeteria path, I asked Hamiz how he
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felt about eating the GUF food in the school cafeteria? “I think it’s good for the kids,” he
replied.
“Why?” I asked.
“It’s healthier than the food brang from half way across the US and also the food
is homemade fresh,” Hamiz answered. Essentially, what I learned from Hamiz was that
aside from the horrors of lettuce inflicted upon him on the school’s salad bar, he fully
supported the GUF farm and enjoyed the “homemade fresh” taste of the food in the Eco
School cafeteria.
When I asked him to tell me something about working on the farm last year in
sixth grade, he informed me that his class mostly worked in the sixth grade garden plots
and not on the one-acre farm as much. He mentioned, “Everyone was assigned one job,”
and even though he “wanted to pick some grapes,” he did “lots of watering.” I recalled
that he wanted to water the squash seedlings during yesterday’s transplant activity, so I
imagined he had plenty of practice watering the garden last year. Hamiz told me about
the plants in the sixth grade garden, “We had a few beans. We had some lettuce in the 6th
grade garden” (Personal communication, July 9, 2013). There is the mention of the
lettuce again. Clearly, Hamiz has an aversion to the leafy vegetable.
I asked Hamiz to tell me some of the steps for picking the fruits and vegetables in
the garden, and he told me that “for the onions, you have to dig under, all the way
around.” Personally, I have yet to tackle onions in my own garden, so his digging under
tip might come in handy for me someday. Thanks, Hamiz.
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Insar and Yasra seemed intrigued by Hamiz’s interview, and even though there
was no time left today, we all agreed we could talk some more tomorrow. These campers
were absolutely charming. I looked forward to interviewing more of them soon.
A Summation of the Day’s Events
With such a vast difference in ages present at the Farm Camp, ages 6 to 16, it was
incredibly difficult to offer age-appropriate lessons at all times. Therefore, I must
commend the educators here this week for trying their best. Initially, I know the plan for
Farm Camp was to “provide academically grounded, farm based learning opportunities
and outdoor activities for students entering grades 3 – 8,” (Grow Urban Farms, personal
communication, April 20, 2014) but with cost constraints for Eco School families and
competition from other day cares and summer camps, the Eco School Farm Camp
allowed all interested students to participate. Thus, I did see a constant struggle to engage
all of the learners all of the time. If the vocabulary and activities became more complex,
the younger children were disengaged and frustrated; however, if the activities became
too juvenile and less complex, the older students lost interest and disrupted the lessons. It
is a perpetual conundrum indeed, and it is no wonder that the days of the one-room
schoolhouse are long gone. I made a mental note to talk to Ms. Rebecca and Ms.
Amanda the next day about any struggles they perceived with accommodating all ages in
their lessons.
July 9, 2013, 1:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Gather information about Ms. Amanda’s intentions for Farm
Camp and information regarding her position in the school district
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People to Meet: Ms. Amanda, Farm Camp Teacher and the Garden and Youth Education
Assistant for the Eco School district’s Sustainability Office
Today’s High Temperature: 97º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 67º F
Following Farm Camp, Ms. Amanda, Farmer Anne, and I went to lunch together.
Ms. Rebecca could not join us because she had another job every afternoon after Farm
Camp. That fact impressed me greatly because I needed a nap every day after Farm
Camp, so I could not imagine how she had the energy to go to another job. Anyway, Ms.
Amanda, Farmer Anne, and I set out to find a local restaurant specializing in authentic
Mexican-style sandwiches, tortas. Despite the restaurant’s less than stellar strip-mall
appearance on the outside, the inside’s brightly painted walls, delicious smells wafting
from the kitchen, and blasting air-conditioner enticed me greatly. After a morning of
dusty, sweaty observing, I was ready for some AC. The three of us ate happily and
casually chatted about Farm Camp and some of the camper’s humorous personalities as
well. Farmer Anne had to eat and run back to the GUF farm to prepare for the CSA
harvest on Wednesday, so after her departure, Ms. Amanda and I proceeded with the
interview. Ideally, I wanted to interview Ms. Amanda before Farm Camp began, but
because Farm Camp went from a six-week window to just the one-week, I took what I
could get.
A Little Background Information
Ms. Amanda is the Garden and Youth Education Assistant for a local school
district’s Sustainability Office. Before taking on that job, she “was living in [western
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Colorado] and working in school gardens… running after-school garden programs,
summer camps, doing in- classroom workshops and demonstrations, and at the local
interactive science center for kids as the garden director there” (Personal communication,
July 9, 2013). When she left western Colorado and the strong “local food movement
down there” to look for a job locally, Ms. Amanda came across the school district’s
website and information regarding the Sustainability Office, “And I was like, ‘Hey, let’s
meet. I want to talk to you about my skills and what I can do, and where I feel like your
office could really use some work.’ So I kind of created the position” (Personal
communication, July 9, 2013). I certainly got the feeling that Ms. Amanda was a selfstarter and extremely confident in her garden and farm skills. I appreciated her assurance
and looked forward to her interview.
Intentional Dimension. While conversing with Ms. Amanda, I noticed commonalities
among all of the adult participants I interviewed thus far. Some shared themes began to
emerge. However, Ms. Amanda is more of a combination of themes from Farmer Anne
and Ms. Gina because she seems to stride between both of their edible garden and farm
education philosophies. For the following vignettes, it is important to note Ms. Amanda’s
ideas supporting the empowerment of her students in the garden. From her point of view,
the garden or farm becomes a place to empower students with new knowledge and new
learning opportunties as well.
Self-Discovery. After discussing some background information and learning about Ms.
Amanda’s quest for self-discovery while pursuing her undergraduate degree,
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So I kind of created my own major. At first I started studying anthropology, and I
got really into ethnobotany. That kind of took me into the sustainable agriculture
world, because I wanted to learn more about how I could do that in my own
backyard. (Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
I asked Ms. Amanda to tell me how her students spend time in the garden when she leads
garden and youth education lessons:
I want there to be those moments where [students] can decide…I think that one of
the awesome things about gardens is that there isn’t this teacher standing up at the
front of the classroom saying, ‘This is how it is.’ It’s like the garden provides this
environment where kids can kind of make those discoveries on their own.
(Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
Ethnobotany: (n.) The scientific study of the traditional knowledge and customs
of a people concerning plants and their medical, religious, and other uses
(Ethnobotany, n.d.)
Wanting to know more about her garden story, I asked Ms. Amanda what led her
to garden education, how she gravitated toward the idea. It is interesting to note that Ms.
Amanda is not a certified teacher, but she specifically situates herself in the realm of
school gardens. She could work in a plant nursery or for a botanical garden, but she
chooses to work with children and gardens:
So growing up, my dad had a garden, and that was really influential. And I didn’t
even know that at the time; spending time in the garden with my dad, obviously I
really enjoyed it, but I didn’t realize how much I enjoyed it until I kind of left
home and I was in [Colorado] and trying to start gardens on my own, at whatever
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house I was renting. And I’d call my dad and be like, “Dad, what do I do? It’s not
taking, or my tomato leaves are yellowing.” And he’s like, “Oh, you’ve got to pee
on them.” So that experience, having that as a child, I think just kind of ingrained
something in me – just always wanted to be in a garden… Not only for me to be
in a garden, but to allow other kids to have that. I feel like, if other kids have that
experience that I had, they would have a better appreciation for food or where it
comes from, or maybe have a better relationship with their parents or whoever
that person was for them – that older leader in the garden. (Personal
communication, July 9, 2013)
Although I cannot speak to the need to urinate on one’s tomatoes, I certainly
appreciated Ms. Amanda’s story about the importance of having an adult role model
paving the way for her positive experiences in a garden. Gardening with her father at a
young age left a lasting and enjoyable mark on Ms. Amanda, and she wanted to facilitate
that same feeling for her students. Thus, spending time in a garden as a child with a
caring adult offers opportunities for a carer and a cared-for to build a caring relationship
and engage in modeling, dialogue, practice, and confirmation (Noddings, 1992, 2005a, p.
22-24), key ingredients for care.
When I asked Ms. Amanda what she gets out of her involvement in school
gardens, she talked about her love of children:
I’m interacting with kids because I love them to death. I’ve always loved kids; I
loved babysitting when I was younger. They keep me young, and they keep me
honest. So I love interacting with kids; I love that I feel like I’m making a
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difference when I find that it’s so easy to just get bogged down by the grind.
(Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
Thus, the joy of interacting with children is a huge part of Ms. Amanda’s passion, not just
the desire to feed communities like Farmer Anne or to feed the students she works with in
her classes like Ms. Gina; however, feeding children healthy foods and empowering them
to make healthier choices are also part of Ms. Amanda’s school garden story.
Better Health. While discussing her intentions for her students and some ideas she hopes
her students take way from her garden lessons, Ms. Amanda mentioned some of the same
themes voiced by Farmer Anne: children’s lack of understanding about the growing cycle
of plants and confusion about how plants grow from seeds and end up on plates or in the
cafeteria. She specifically spoke about those pernicious baby carrots, “[Kids] don't know
where that [carrot] came from. Some of those kids still don’t know that carrots come out
of the ground; they’re not like these little itty-bitty things” (Personal communication, July
9, 2013). With more baby carrot talk, I realized that I stumbled onto a hot-button issue
because both Ms. Gina and Ms. Amanda exhibited baby carrot rage in their interviews.
Farm Camp activities entered the conversation with Ms. Amanda when she spoke
about the disconnect and confusion for kids surrounding the process of growing food,
harvesting it, and sharing it together in a school cafeteria or even during snack time at
Farm Camp, “It’s a part of the whole process, too, growing it from seed to table. There’s
that step in-between, harvesting and getting onto the table, I think that a lot of people are
missing; because they want to make it easy for kids, they want to make it fun” (Personal
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communication, July 9, 2013). I asked her to tell me more about the missing step she
mentioned in the process, and Ms. Amanda used salad preparation as an example:
Like, ‘Oh, I’ve got this big salad – I picked all this for you guys out of the
garden.’ And it’s like, ‘Go let them do that.’ Yeah, I think that food that you
have to work for, it always ends up tasting so much better, and you appreciate it
so much more. (Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
After listening to Ms. Amanda’s example, I replied, “It’s the blood, sweat, and
tears, not just the rip of the package,” that kids can experience in an edible garden or
school farm.
Ms. Amanda responded:
Again, it brings everything full-circle, and yeah, nothing tastes better. That’s
when you really start getting those kids to appreciate a whole food plant-based
diet… when they eat that tomato, when they eat those greens that are still crisp.
They will eat more greens later on in life if they’ve eaten good greens that they’ve
grown. (Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
With Ms. Amanda’s words, I could not help but think about long-term implications for
exposing students to farm-fresh produce in school cafeterias. If children discover that
they actually enjoy crisp, farm-fresh greens or juicy, vine-ripened tomatoes, perhaps they
will yearn for them at home and in the future as well. Such implications for improving
children’s long-term health are worth cultivating.
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Echoing an idea Hamiz mentioned in his interview during Farm Camp, Ms.
Amanda also talked about improving the health of the planet by growing more food
locally and shipping less:
So realizing the kind of system that we are supporting as people when we don’t
prepare our own food is huge. For kids to understand that all these trucks all over
the place are shipping food all over the country, when we could pick it and do that
here, and imagine how much better our planet would be. (Personal
communication, July 9, 2013)
Farmer Anne touched on her interest in supporting a local-food economy, but her
perspective centered on local food for healthier communities, where Ms. Amanda’s point
of view centers upon local food for a healthier planet. Both perspectives target healthier
food as the ultimate goal, but there is some variation in the reasoning for reaching that
final goal.
Instill Ideas. Probing further into the Intentional Dimension, Ms. Amanda and I
discussed her interest in establishing positive garden experiences for her students and the
Farm Campers as well. Referring to the state of the U.S. in 2008 with the economic
downturn and the war in the Middle East, Ms. Amanda decided to remain optimistic and
find ways to offer her students some opportunities for change:
Okay… Be more optimistic. And then I realized that I think the only way that we
can really change is if we introduce [gardening] to kids, at a young age, and bring
them up into the world having this knowledge and appreciation for it… And the
garden is such an amazing tool. The stuff that I’ve taught out of a garden – you
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could teach anything in a garden…And once that kind of clicked in my head, I
realized that gardens and kids will save the world, and I just kind of put every bit
of passion and energy that I have into making that happen. Yeah. (Personal
communication, July 9, 2013)
I asked Ms. Amanda about her involvement with edible gardens specifically
because butterfly and flower gardens are common in local schools as well:
Well, obviously nutrition is what everybody’s going to say. But I think that the
food aspect, it becomes so much more tangible; and [students] really can connect
to it, because you eat three times a day. And if this kid has planted this seed,
watched it grow, and then it’s on their plate – something magical happens that
doesn’t happen when they look at a flower. (Personal communication, July 9,
2013)
I could not help but think back to Ms. Gina from Lento Vitto because she also
talked about the importance of food not just gardening. Originally, when I began thinking
about this research project, I knew I needed to observe and learn more about edible
gardening as well because I think there is something special about growing food with
children and eating it together. Alice Waters based her Edible Schoolyard project (Chez
Panisse Foundation, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2008d; Waters, 2008) on such notions of
growing and preparing the food for eating as well. Ms. Amanda spoke more about her
original interest in edible garden education and the importance of educating children
about food:
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I can talk about the obesity rates, and of course that’s something that gardens can
solve, and I see that happening. But originally why I got into gardens, growing up,
it was never about education. My dad wasn’t like, “I’m going to teach my
daughter botany out of my garden.” It was because my dad’s kind of a foodie.
Both my parents are; they’re huge foodies. They love to cook, and we would
make unbelievable pestos – and it was because my dad loved food, and I think
that’s why I originally was growing in [Colorado], because I wanted to taste that
kind of tomato that my dad had. And then that light bulb went off: “Oh, I should
be using this as a teaching tool.” So yeah, originally it was because I’m a foodie.
(Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
Foodie: (n.) a person who enjoys and cares about food very much (Foodie, n.d.)
Again, I found it interesting that Ms. Amanda mentioned the importance of an
adult mentor, her father, in the garden affecting her appreciation for gardens in adulthood.
Noddings (1992, 2005a) comes to mind because she embraces the significance of
establishing trusting relationships with children (p. 36). Simply, “Students will do things
for people they like and trust,” (Noddings, p. 36) so affirming experiences in a school
garden or farm with trusted adults can result in short term task completion in the garden
and gardening skills’ development, as well as the possibility of long term enjoyment in a
garden, too. With that enjoyment, the goal of instilling healthy eating mindsets comes
into play as well.
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Nearing the end of our discussion about intentions and ideal learning outcomes
for her students, Ms. Amanda expressed a need to make positive impacts on children’s
lives through her garden education with an intriguing motto for her life:
So even if I am waking up early and getting into my car sometimes to drive to
work, which really bothers me – if I’ve got a wheelbarrow in the back of my car,
then I feel a little bit better about it. I feel like if my handprint is bigger than my
footprint, so to speak – my carbon footprint – then I feel like I can walk with a
little bit of pride. (Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
Optimism, in the belief that her work with children and school gardens and farms does
some public good, keeps her going, “So in order for me to not really get down on myself
and down about the state of things, I make sure my handprint’s bigger” (Personal
communication, July 9, 2013).
Reconnecting with Natural Systems. Wrapping up our discussion about intentions and
her involvement in the local school garden movement, Ms. Amanda and I chatted about
the need for students to make connections in their learning, especially connections in the
natural world:
Well, originally why I got into it was: I wanted them to have that experience that I
had as a child. I feel like every kid deserves to have those magical moments in a
garden. But also, I hope that they’re learning something. As much as I had those
moments in the garden, it wasn’t a part of my schooling. When I was in biology
class, my biology lab in high school, we didn’t have a garden that we had access
to. So I really hope the kids are learning about the natural environment, because
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not enough kids are. Not enough people understand just the basic systems that
support life. And if we lose touch with those, then we’re going to really be in
trouble… A lot of what I feel like I missed out on in my schooling was systems
thinking. You learn a little bit of this and a little bit of that, and for some reason,
connections – it’s very hard to make for [the] young brain. But I feel like in a
garden, it’s really easy to not only make those connections, but kids see the
connections. They see a bee on a flower, and then later on, they see fruit growing
on that flower, because it pollinated. So I think systems, natural systems, is
something that I’m always trying to stress. (Personal communication, July 9,
2013)
Curricular Dimension. Following our discussion about Ms. Amanda’s intentions for her
students in the garden, we moved to the issue of curriculum. I knew from Farmer Anne’s
interview that Ms. Amanda played a large role in developing the Farm Camp curriculum,
so I wanted to know more about her involvement. When I inquired whether she uses a
specific curriculum for her teaching, she responded:
I will always and forever love Life Lab. It’s my Mecca…They’ve matched the
standards; they’ve got some really good science-based activities. They’ve also got
really good stuff for the younger kids, craft-wise, introducing very basic concepts
of science through crafts and gardening. Who else? Yeah, Life Lab. I mean,
Edible Schoolyard, they’re okay, but Life Lab is unbelievable. And then I’ve just
used what my mentors did. So really small stories, little tips and tricks that I’ve
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just picked up from them. Yeah, but Life Lab is the one, the number one.
(Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
Speaking about Farm Camp earlier in the day, Ms. Amanda mentioned her
satisfaction with the worm bin activity, “Yeah, I was surprised by how well worms went
today.”
I replied, “Some of them weren’t so keen, but I think if they had a couple more
tries, it would be [fine].” Harkening back to Noddings (1992, 2005a), in order for
children to develop an appreciation for the plants, the animals, and the Earth, they need
access to such materials. Thus, one way to encourage adults to care for the plants, the
animals, and the Earth is to offer opportunities for children to develop such care-centered
approaches to small creatures like the Red Wiggler worm.
Before moving on to questions regarding Ms. Amanda’s pedagogical pursuits, I
asked her if she perceives any drawbacks to school gardens or farms, and Ms. Amanda
definitely had some strong words for anyone opposed to such an idea:
Literally there is not one drawback. I can see how some people would be like,
“Oh, why do you want to teach kids to farm? We’ve moved away from that. We
have machines for that. We’re above that.” You know what I mean? But that is
totally not what I think whatsoever, and anybody who says that is ignorant, quite
frankly. There is not one drawback. There is nothing bad you can say about
school gardening. It’s bringing kids outside; they’re connecting with not only
their food but also the natural environment. They’re working together to cultivate
life. You can teach science, history, English, math, creative writing, art, physical
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activity, economics, even. There’s nothing. [Laughs] (Personal communication,
July 9, 2013)
I certainly appreciated Ms. Amanda’s zest for school gardens, and her fervent
decree reminded me of some of the implications for school gardens and farms, and the
words of Noddings (1992, 2005a) sprang to mind as well.
Pedagogical Dimension. Because Ms. Amanda and I were not able to meet prior to Farm
Camp, I had the opportunity to observe her teaching the Farm Campers for two days;
however, I wanted to know more about her perspective on her teaching style and
preferred lesson style, “Okay. Ideally, I love for them to come in, have a small kind of
what I would call a “Wow” activity: And that is, most of the time, some sort of
demonstration or experiment on my part.” I recalled the apple demonstration from the
morning but asked Ms. Amanda to provide an example for a future Farm Camp lesson:
Going out into the garden and then seeing it, weeding it, doing some sort of what I
call “around the farm” activity. And then a story, a craft, a song, something like
that, artsy; and then some other sort of planting. Yeah, planting or weeding.
(Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
At the mention of weeding as part of her lessons, I had to inquire more on her
thoughts on the subject:
That’s always something that I’ll say at the beginning of a camp or a class: This
really shouldn’t even be called a garden camp, or a garden class. It should be
called a weed camp, because that’s what we do, as gardeners. That’s why they
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call it fishing; they don’t call it catching. There’s work that goes on behind the
scenes that you don't know about. (Personal communication, July 9, 2013)
I had to laugh: weed camp. The idea of a weed camp, especially in Colorado, made me
smile. I wondered how the enrollment of campers might change with weed camp. I feared
that weed camp would bring the wrong kind of attention to GUF and the Eco School, but
I sniggered just the same and thanked Ms. Amanda for her time. We parted ways and
looked forward to seeing each other at Farm Camp the next day.
Wednesday, July 10, 2013, 8:00 AM-12:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Day 3 of Farm Camp
People to Meet: I wanted to interview some students today, but no such luck.
Today’s High Temperature: 93º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 58º F
Interesting Fact: First full day of Ramadan in the United States
Meteorologists predicted that the day’s high temperature would only be 93º F,
which seemed quite refreshing compared to yesterday’s high of 97º F; however, without
much shade on the farm, it was still quite warm. Naturally, I brought my typical Farm
Camp gear: hat, sunglasses, two types of sunscreens, and water. When I arrived at the
GUF site on Wednesday, Ms. Rebecca directed me to a new location at the south end of
the farm, next to the wooden fence separating the farm from neighbor’s backyards.
Wednesdays are Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) days on the farm, so the farm
interns – George, Emily, Jacob, and a teenager named Jebril – arrived to help Farmer
Anne harvest ripe produce for distribution. As a result of the harvesting and washing
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needs of the produce, Farmer Anne needed to commandeer the typical gathering space
underneath the pergola. That was where the fruit and vegetable washing, weighing, and
distributing took place. Thus, Farm Camp moved to a wooden picnic table shaded by a
large tree. Even though I did not trust that the tree would provide enough shade for all of
Farm Camp, I hoped for the best.
Only ten campers made it to camp this day, as Chloe had a prior engagement.
Josh Brown joined us for the entire morning, and he and I had a chance to chat about a
few things, which I enjoyed. Because today’s theme centered around Finding Fauna on
the farm, I brought a deceased wasp specimen to share with the campers, but alas, it blew
away in a strong wind before I could share it with anyone. Oh well.
8:00 AM Weaving Activity
For today’s arrival activity, the lesson plans called for radish and herb harvesting
for the CSA pick-up, but because the farm interns were already busy at work harvesting
madly, Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda opted for a weaving activity. The campers really
seemed to enjoy the weaving. I could not believe how quiet everyone was and how
engaged they were. There was virtually no sound coming from any of the campers,
except for Tabinda assisting Daib with the weaving and Insar asking Ms. Rebecca for
some scissors. I added weaving to my growing list of popular Farm Camp activities,
which already included painting, gluing, and scavenger hunting. Weaving went so well,
the activity continued until 8:45 AM.
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8:45 AM Helpful versus Harmful Bugs and Insect Hunt
The activity began with a brief discussion about the types of bugs found on the
farm. Campers mentioned several common insects, such as grasshoppers, bees, and flies.
As soon as campers saw the magnifying glasses, I felt the excitement in the air. An insect
scavenger hunt was near. Ms. Rebecca instructed the campers to pair up and using
magnifying glasses and clear, plastic bug-collecting boxes, to collect bugs from around
the farm. Of course, this activity created quite a buzz, and the campers scurried off to
stealthily capture some unsuspecting six-legged arthropods. One might imagine that some
groups had more success than others with the actual insect collection; however, the
scavenger hunt went very well and the campers exhibited much excitement and
engagement. It went so well that no one even complained about the heat. I meandered
around the farm observing each group’s bug and watched as groups excitedly showed
their prizes to Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda. Yasra managed to collect a large, green
grasshopper that delighted all of the other campers. After 20 minutes of hunting, Ms.
Rebecca called everyone back over to the new picnic table to discuss and share their
collections. There was a collection of insect-identification books available on the picnic
table, and some of the campers attempted to identify their specimens. Yasra seemed very
interested in the brightly colored photographs and insect descriptions in the books. Once
every group had a chance to share, the campers released all of the insects, much to the
chagrin of Rafael and Daib who very much wanted to keep their new buggy friends.
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9:25 AM Camouflage
Ms. Rebecca inquired of the campers, “Why are bugs hard to find?” Many of the
campers seemed to know about camouflage and different ways insects and other animals
blend in with their environments. The camouflage discussion went quickly, and there was
time for a game before taking a bathroom break. Thus, Ms. Rebecca rounded up the
campers and headed over to one of the Eco School’s playground areas. To play the game,
Hawk, Hawk, Hawk, Ms. Rebecca selected one camper to be the hawk and the rest of the
campers were grasshoppers. The hawk stood in one place in front of the large jungle gym
apparatus and looked for grasshoppers trying to hide behind anything they could find, as
long as they stayed in the vicinity of the jungle gym. If the hawk spotted a grasshopper,
he or she called that grasshopper’s name, resulting in elimination from the game. Thus,
the object of the game was to stay hidden from the hungry hawk.
The campers seemed to have a great time with this camouflage game; however, it
was quite obvious that not all of the campers knew each other’s names yet. Luckily, once
Ms. Rebecca realized that fact, she stepped in to help the hawks recall the names. I
wondered if another Name Game activity might help the campers remember each other’s
names. I also thought about this situation as an opportunity to establish a sense of care for
the group. The campers had fun together for the last two days, but there was not a strong
sense of community yet. I hypothesized that because eight of the campers were family
members, it probably appeared as though everyone knew each other, but for campers like
Chloe, Brittany, and Rafael, the other eight students were strangers. The game this
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morning did a lot to help the campers get to know each other better, so that was great to
watch.
9:45 AM Bathroom Break
As per our daily routine, I escorted any campers in need of a bathroom break or water
refill to the bathrooms inside the Eco School while Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda
prepared snack or stayed with the rest of the group. Everything went smoothly until Cala
innocently took a sip of water from a water fountain in one of the hallways. The next
thing I knew, Insar announced, “Oooohhh, mommy said, ‘No!’” I turned to look at Cala,
believing she must have committed some terrible atrocity against one of her siblings, but
all I saw was a look of terror on her little face and her brothers Insar, Hamiz, and Yasra
staring at her. Immediately, I asked the campers what went wrong.
“What happened?” I asked the group at large.
Yasra informed me, “Ramadan started today.” Oh dear. Cala forgot.
All I could think to do was ask more questions about the rules for eating and
drinking during Ramadan. Knowing a little bit about Ramadan from learning about it
from former students and their parents, I wondered why Cala, an 8 year old, had to abide
by the fasting rules. After the boys continued to harass Cala about the water fountain
incident, I firmly told them to leave her alone and ushered everyone back outside.
Ramadan started today. How did I miss that?
Ramadan: Ramadan is the ninth month of the 12-month Islamic calendar, which
is lunar and based on the phases of the moon. The lunar calendar falls short of the
solar calendar by 11 days. As a result, Ramadan doesn’t start on the same date
each year and instead passes through all the seasons. Ramadan is celebrated as the
month during which Muhammad received the initial revelations of what became
the Quran…. During Ramadan, Muslims fast from dawn to dusk each day. They
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are supposed to avoid eating, drinking, smoking and sexual activity, as well as
unkind or impure thoughts and words, and immoral behavior. Ramadan is a time
to practice self-restraint and self-reflection. Fasting is seen as a way to cleanse the
soul and have empathy for those in the world who are hungry and less fortunate.
Muslims go to work and school and take care of their usual activities during
Ramadan; however, some also read the entire Quran, say special prayers and
attend mosques more frequently during this time… All Muslims who have
reached puberty and are in good health are required to fast. The sick and elderly,
along with travelers, pregnant women and those who are nursing are exempt,
although they are supposed to make up for the missed fast days sometime in the
future or help feed the poor. (History.com Staff, 2010)
10:10 AM Pea Harvesting
At the mention of harvesting peas for the CSA, my interest rose because
harvesting food together and sharing the harvest with the larger CSA community seemed
to align perfectly with my rationale for my research project. In a perfect, caring
environment, students should plant, harvest, and eat the harvest together with their
classmates and teachers. I think I hoped for something profound to happen while we
harvested those peas. I expected my whole research project to center upon this one event:
the harvest. Well, I must admit that the following events certainly impacted my research
but not in the way I originally thought.
For the harvest activity, I situated myself
next to Insar because we had such a fun time
sampling peas on the first day of Farm Camp, and
I wanted to observe his reaction to the burst of
flavor again today.
Figure 18
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Before harvesting, Farmer Anne gave everyone a quick tutorial on the proper way to
harvest peas off the vines. In essence, “Hold the stem with one hand and pull with the
other.” Using two hands prevents one from accidentally pulling-off whole parts of the pea
plant. Everyone tried the two-hand method for a few minutes, but I noticed that the
youngest harvesters soon gave that up and proceeded to pull pea pods, leaves, and stems
in equal parts. Oh dear. I hoped Farmer Anne did not notice. At some point during the
pea pod harvest, Insar popped a few delicious pods into his mouth, and the chastising
from his siblings immediately commenced. Yasra reminded him in that not-so-gentle
older brother style, “You ate the peas! Mommy said, ‘No!’” Insar looked horrified, and
the commotion drew the attention of the other campers.
“Wait,” I thought. Harvesting peas was not supposed to cause pain to these
children. None of the books or peer-reviewed articles I read about school gardens and
farms ever mentioned anything about the potential consequences of pea harvesting or any
type of harvesting for that matter. What was happening here? I needed to talk to the
campers and find out.
Despite the pea pod incident, harvesting was a popular event with the campers
and continued for nearly 30 minutes. Even though Rafael and Daib mangled a few plants,
the campers picked plenty of peas for the day’s CSA.
Regarding fruits, Yasra and I had an interesting discussion about the difference
between fruits and vegetables. He and I talked about how people eat many fruits like
vegetables, such as tomatoes and cucumbers, but we were not totally clear on the
differences. Thus, we sought advice from the expert, Farmer Anne. “If the ‘fruit’ of the
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plant started from a flower, it’s a fruit,” she informed us. Yasra and I thought about her
words for a moment, and we both agreed that if a plant has flowers, it must be a fruit.
Examples to fit our theory include: peas, squash, tomatoes, cucumbers, and pumpkins.
Yasra and I felt proud about our new understandings about the world of fruits and
vegetables.
10:39 AM Snack Time – Make your own insect
Because the theme for the day involved insects on the farm, the lesson plans for
today’s snack called for “ants on a log and create insects with food (cucumber or radish
slices, celery, peelings, cream cheese, and raisins to decorate wings.” Sounded delicious.
I remembered Ms. Rebecca remark to Farmer Anne and Ms. Amanda yesterday before I
left that she would buy some peanut butter for today’s snack. Oh boy. No one prepared
for what happened next…
Innocently, Ms. Rebecca opted not to bring peanut butter, fearing peanut allergies
among the campers, so she only had cream cheese. She also had blueberries, grapes,
celery, cucumber slices, and strawberries. All of the fruits and veggies looked enticing
and Rafael, Brittany, Daib, Ismat, and Kalila eagerly accepted the task of creating their
own insects out of the fresh produce, using cream cheese to stick parts together. Rafael
made a spider. I did not have the heart to mention that spiders are not insects. Cala did as
instructed and began creating her own edible insect, but her brothers criticized her greatly
about eating anything. Finally, she told them she planned to save her insect for dinner.
This was a tricky issue because thinking she made the right choice to avoid possible
peanut allergies Ms. Rebecca only brought cream cheese to camp, but cream cheese
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would not survive several more hours sitting outside, even in the shade of the trees. Thus,
Cala’s plan for saving her insect for later in the day appeared moot.
Incidentally, Tabinda was very tired today, and I worried about dehydration
because she fasted Monday and Tuesday as well, with no water during those hot, hot
summer days. I thought Ramadan began today, Wednesday, but Tabinda chose to begin
fasting on Monday. I was not certain why, but I did not want to question too much. I felt I
treaded on shaky ground, asking too many questions about the campers’ religious beliefs,
so I decided to keep the conversation casual. Insar and Hamiz continued to harass Cala
about her insect, so after she began to cry, she moved to the second picnic table to sit
with Yasra and me. Insar gave up on harassing Cala and started chowing down on fruits
and veggies. Cala gave him some grief. Then, Yasra explained to me that children under
age 15 could choose to participate in the fasting or not.
While the others completed and ate their fruit and vegetable insects, Cala, Yasra,
Insar, Hamiz, and I ended up having an interesting discussion about Ramadan, Eid, and
their favorite foods for Eid feasts, samboosas. Yasra was very engaged and open to
talking with me about food. Beef and onion samboosas were his favorite, and all of the
campers seated at the picnic table with me agreed that the chilies their mom uses in the
samboosas were really delicious. They also liked jalapeños. Yasra informed me that their
“dishes aren’t as hot as Mexican food though.”
11:00 AM Drought in Colorado
Actually, I missed the drought discussion because I chatted with Josh Brown at
another picnic table while Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda led the discussion
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11:15 AM Natural Bug Spray
Apparently, the farm’s turnips and radishes suffered from a flea beetle infestation,
so the campers learned to create their own version of natural pesticides. Using garlic,
cayenne pepper, and vinegar, Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda instructed the ten campers
about concocting natural yet effective pesticides. Ms. Rebecca had several spray bottles
available, and Ms. Amanda produced a garlic grater. Soon enough, a familiar aroma filled
our nostrils. Not surprisingly, Insar had to taste the cayenne and after much coughing and
spitting, he seemed satisfied with the pepper’s power.
A few moments after Insar’s cayenne pepper experience, Kalila added some
cayenne to her sprayer, rubbed her eye, and got some cayenne pepper in her eye. Oh dear.
While Ms. Rebecca assisted Kalila in pouring water in her eye to flush out the pepper,
Daib proceeded to do exactly the same thing with his cayenne pepper-coated fingertips.
Thus, Ms. Amanda helped him flush out his eye with water as well. Despite the cayenne
pepper causalities, the campers enjoyed making the pesticides and reveled in spraying the
flea beetle pests crawling all over the turnips. The phrase, “Death to flea beetles!” came
to my mind, but I refrained from sharing that thought with anyone else. Evidence of flea
beetle damage on the radishes is pictured:
Figure 19
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11:45 AM Badges
As the end of day three drew near, the campers chatted happily and sewed their
burlap squares with images from the day. There were several insects and a spider or two
as well. While the campers completed their badges, Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda talked
about their plans for the next day’s activities. They talked about necessary supplies for
Thursday. While the two talked, a few adults walked over to pick up their campers.
After all of the campers left for the day, Ms. Amanda mentioned to me that she
thought more about some of the questions from our interview the previous day, and she
wanted to talk more about my question about teaching students to care. Thrilling! She
actually reflected on the interview and wanted to talk about care and school gardens.
Outstanding!
12:00 PM Brief Follow up with Ms. Amanda
Ms. Amanda thought more about my care question: Do you think teaching
students to care is an aspect of your edible garden teaching? If so, how? She wanted to
share some thoughts about her experiences in college when she “became more involved
in her community.” There was something she felt inside of her that told her to get
involved and care for the “700 people going hungry everyday in [the] town.” She
“needed to feel that change…[of] feeding somebody.” Ms. Amanda wanted to care for
other people and care for her community. That sense of care developed in college for Ms.
Amanda and is most likely what led her to her current position in the school district and
to assisting with the Eco School and GUF Farm Camp this week.
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A Summation of the Day’s Events
I could not believe what I witnessed! Again, no one mentioned bullying behaviors
and peer pressure over snack time in any article I ever came across! Alice Waters had
some explaining to do. I took pages and pages of sunscreen stained field notes during
snack time today. Culture meets intentions: I could not help but think of all of the
literature on school gardens and how they improve the poor diets of this country’s
children (Hazzard, Moreno, Beall, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2011), how growing fruits and
vegetables in a garden increases the likelihood that children will try new garden produce
(Lineberger & Zajicek, 2000; Morris, Briggs, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2000; Morris,
Neustadter, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2001; Morris, & Zidenberg- Cherr, 2002; McAleese &
Rankin, 2007), how studies show working in school gardens can increase children’s selfesteem (Ogorzaly, 1996; Waliczek, Bradley, Lineberger, & Zajicek, 2000), how
important it is for minorities to have access to fresh, wholesome foods (Childs, 2012),
and yet, here I was, watching poster children for immigrant families from low
socioeconomic backgrounds refusing to eat fresh, farm produce. As a person living in the
United States, bombarded by pictures of starving African children on the television for
decades, I felt conflicted. Surely, these African American children wanted to eat this
food. It is so healthy for them. Why won’t they eat the food?
Ah, but I forgot about culture. I put my White American cultural values first and
forgot to think about their perspectives and worldviews. It took some time and reflection,
but I needed to revamp my rationale for this research study. Yes, school gardens and
farms are terrific opportunities to increase children’s knowledge and understanding about
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healthy foods and cooking; however, we (teachers, administrators, volunteers, farmers,
and graduate students) can never forget about the diverse cultural backgrounds coming to
the lunch table. Culture supersedes pea pods, strawberries, CSAs, and cafeteria salad
bars. This event taught me to take a step back and remember culture. Culturally
responsive pedagogy roared to life today, and luckily, I was there to witness it.
From a care perspective, today’s events offered several opportunities for honest
dialogue about food, culture, and family traditions. Even though there were instances of
bullying and peer pressure among siblings, it was fascinating to watch culture meet good
intentions. I had the opportunity to speak with Josh Brown about the snack incident, and
he offered a unique perspective as an administrator, “[ES] has large Jewish and Muslim
populations. The Jewish families are more vocal and apt to alert the school about
holidays but Muslim families are far less vocal” (Personal communication, July 10,
2013). He and I speculated that their silence might stem from a lack of English language
skills, and I made a mental note to ask Farm Camp teachers to reflect on today’s events
during subsequent follow-up interviews.
Finally, the day’s events also led me to wonder about the varieties of plants grown
on the GUF site. Are they culturally reflective of the school’s population? After speaking
to Mr. Brown and Farmer Anne about my seed selection query, I learned that ultimately,
it comes down to two questions: (a) will the students eat the food in the cafeteria and (2)
will the food sell at the markets or CSAs? If the answer is no to one or both questions,
then that seed will most likely not be planted. It is worth trying new fruits and vegetables
in the hopes that people will learn to enjoy them because that is part of Farmer Anne’s
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mission, “to introduce people to their new favorite vegetable,” but ultimately, in order for
the farm to thrive, someone has to pay for the food.
Samboosa Recipe
2 ½ lbs. cooked, minced beef
2 lbs. sautéed chopped onions
2 bunches fresh corander
2 cloves garlic
2 teaspoons loomi
2 green chilies
Salt to taste

1 tablespoon bezar
1 tablespoon turmeric
½ teaspoon cinnamon
½ teaspoon cardamom
1 cup peas (frozen)
1 packet samosa wrapper
Oil for frying

Mix all ingredients together and taste for seasoning and adjust accordingly. Put a
little of the mixture into the middle of a samboosa wrapper and fold over tightly.
Seal the edges with beaten egg. Fry in hot oil and drain on a paper towel. (Al
Mahmood, 1997)
!
Thursday, July 11, 2013, 8:00 AM-12:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Day 4 of Farm Camp
People to Meet: I would like to interview some campers today.
Today’s High Temperature: 100º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 64º F
Interesting Fact: “Archaeologists have uncovered evidence that grapes were grown to
make wine about 8,000 years ago in Mesopotamia (today’s Iraq), although the ancient
Egyptians were the first to record the process of making wine about 5,000 years ago”
(Better Homes and Gardens, 2014).
With all of the excitement from Ramadan yesterday, I was unable to interview
any campers, so I hoped to interview a few today. Checking the weather information
before heading over to the Eco School, I realized the meteorologists predicted a high of
100º F today. Immediately, I worried about the fasting campers. With little shade and hot
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temperatures, dehydration was definitely a concern. I trekked out to the farm and hoped
for the best. On board for the day: Roots and Shoots.
Just about all of us, campers and I, arrived about 8:15 AM this morning. It might
be from three days in the hot sun, but everyone moved really slowly this morning. Hamiz
and Yasra practically fell asleep at the picnic table this morning. At 8:30 AM, Ms.
Amanda began yoga stretches with any interested campers in an effort to get some blood
flowing. Personally, I developed an impressive and disgusting heat rash on my face and
neck over the last three days. It felt like scales or tiny pimples all across my face – even
my ears. Benadryl did not seem to help, and to top it off, I forgot to wear my comfortable
shoes to the farm. Instead, I wore flip-flops and already dirt covered my toes. Oh, the
pain, but I pressed on because the fate of my dissertation depended on it.
8:00 AM Leaf Rubbings
For the few students who arrived at 8:00 AM, the Farm Camp teachers set up leaf
rubbing materials, and as more and more campers ambled up the gravel walkway to the
shaded pergola, they began their art projects. As mentioned above, Hamiz and Yasra
were too tired to participate in the leaf rubbing activity, but I did notice that Hamiz and
most of the other children did bring water bottles today. I breathed a sigh of relief and
wondered what would happen with snack today.
8:40 AM Plant Cycle and Nutrient Race
After yoga, most of the campers seemed more alert. Because today’s lessons all
centered around plants and their parts, Ms. Rebecca talked to the campers about the life
cycle of a plant, a little bit about how it grows, and the types of nutrients a plant needs to
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grow. To get the campers moving, the two teachers introduced a Nutrient Race game.
This activity was well received by the campers. Ms. Rebecca placed a hula-hoop on the
ground with colored squares of fabric inside the circle. The colors represented the needs
of plants: nutrients, such as nitrogen and carbon dioxide; soil; sunlight; and water. In
groups of 4 to 5, campers grabbed the colored squares at the same time and discussed the
health of their plants at the end of the grab. For example, with everyone scrambling to
grab squares, some campers did not have any water or sunlight, so their plants could not
survive. Some campers grabbed all of the soil squares but had to nutrients, so their plants
had poor soil, even though there was plenty of it in their hands. The game was a success
and the campers seemed to understand and articulate what sorts of problems might arise
without the proper needs of their plants.
8:53 AM Plant Parts Scavenger Hunt
Oh, boy. A scavenger hunt! These campers loved scavenger hunts. After the hulahoop extravaganza, Ms. Rebecca introduced some new plant vocabulary and taught a
brief lesson about plant parts. The campers seemed to know about the roots, stems, and
leaves, so Ms. Rebecca talked about the parts of a flower as well. Hmm, I was quite
certain she confused the pistils and the stamens, but I needed to double check. After the
short vocabulary lesson, the campers walked away to search for examples of plant parts.
Before I joined the campers in their hunts, I noticed Josh Brown and Phillip
Carter approach from the direction of the Eco School. Thus, I missed the scavenger hunt
because I chatted with Mr. Carter and Mr. Brown instead. They inquired about my
research progress and whether or not I enjoyed my Farm Camp observations thus far. I
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assured them that despite the weird heat rash I developed, I enjoyed myself immensely
and gathered a lot of useful information. Also, everyone on the farm was incredibly kind
and the campers were delightful as well. The two administrators stayed for s few more
minutes, chatting together, and I waited for the campers to return from their scavenger
hunts.
9:15 AM Scavenger Hunt Discussion
Because I missed the actual hunt, I relied upon the debrief portion of the activity
to gauge its success with the campers. Normally, the campers returned from a scavenger
hunt activity overwhelmed with excitement, ready to gab about their findings; however
today was different. Frankly, the campers just were not feeling it and were not engaged in
the discussion at all. Insar and Cala were off task and talking to each other instead of
listening. Ismat, who usually sits quietly and listens to everyone, decided to flip crayons
into her straw hat. The crayons were left on the table from the morning’s leaf rubbing
activity. Daib brought a beaded necklace to camp this morning and played with it
throughout the entire discussion.
Hmm, something was different today. My teacher sense told me so. A few things
came to mind. Possibly, the campers felt more comfortable with each other and the
teachers, so they relaxed their behaviors and were not as respectful. In the education
world, some might say, “The honeymoon period was over.” Also, with several of the
students fasting for Ramadan, the lack of attention and focus could stem from
dehydration or hunger. Finally, I postulated that the new behaviors could have been
because the campers were tired. Brittany was the only camper who arrived on time this
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morning, so perhaps everyone else needed more rest. I made a mental note to stay alert
and try to determine the root cause of the change in the campers.
9:21 AM Read Aloud
Observing their behaviors, Ms. Rebecca sensed something strange as well. Thus,
she went with Plan B. Even though there was nothing written about a read aloud book on
the lesson plans, Ms. Rebecca followed the flow of her students. From a pedagogical
perspective, she sensed something was off with her campers and altered her curriculum to
suit their needs for the morning. Observing their lethargy this morning, both Ms. Rebecca
and Ms. Amanda tried different activities to engage the students: yoga and a scavenger
hunt; however, in the end, a calming read aloud seemed like the right course of action.
Unfamiliar with the book selection, The Vegetables We Eat by Gail Gibbons (2007), I
eagerly observed the campers’ reactions to the story. Some students listened intently,
while others – Hamiz and Yasra – nearly fell asleep at the table; however, at the end of
the book, the campers appeared ready to start again. Incidentally, I rather enjoyed the
book myself and endeavored to buy a copy for myself to use in my own class.
9:31 AM Plant Parts’ Song
Ms. Amanda taught the campers a song about plant parts, complete with hand and
body motions. To the tune of Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes:
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Roots – touch your feet

•

Stems – touch your knees

•

Leaves – hands and arms outstretched to symbolize branches

•

Flowers – arms together in front of you
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Fruit – clasp hands together in front of you

•

Seeds – separate hands and wiggle fingers to symbolize falling seeds

It took several attempts for all of the campers to remember the words and the motions,
but after several tries there were smiles on their faces and it looked as though the plant
parts’ song revived the sleepy campers once again.
9:35 AM Inside of a Stem
Ms. Jessica talked briefly about xylem and phloem, drew a quick diagram on the
rolling dry-erase board, and moved into a discussion about transpiration. She queried,
“How much water does a plant produce or give off?” The campers appeared rather
stumped by her question, which as it turned out was the hook to get them interested in a
transpiration experiment. It was certainly obvious that Ms. Jessica and Ms. Amanda were
full of ideas and lessons to interest their students in science. I quite enjoyed all of their
activities and their boundless energy. Even if some of the information was a little bit off
the mark, they both made up for it in enthusiasm and new ideas about approaching garden
and farm science lessons.
While Ms. Jessica led the transpiration lesson, Rafael began slapping Ms.
Amanda on the arm. After the second slap, she stopped him, crouched down to look him
in the eyes, and told him, “It’s not nice to slap people. It hurts my feelings.” I thought
Ms. Amanda handled that situation with Rafael in a caring manner, using gentle, ageappropriate dialogue, and I wondered if his behavior would improve as a result of their
interaction. Again, this type of behavior was new for Rafael, and I recalled our scavenger
hunt from day two of Farm Camp and his pleasant demeanor. My teacher instinct told me
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he felt more comfortable with Ms. Amanda now and wanted some of her attention today.
I decided to observe their interactions more carefully and look for more care
opportunities.
After the slapping incident, Ms. Rebecca led the campers over to a tree with leafy
branches. With assistance from the campers, she tied a clear, plastic bag around one of
the branches. Throughout the day, the campers were to observe what happened inside the
bag. Ideally, water droplets would collect inside the bag, indicating transpiration taking
place. Walking back from the tree to the shaded picnic table, Insar asked, “Can we walk
by the peas?” He pulled a couple pods to eat and smiled as he ate them. No one
mentioned his act of eating, so I wondered if fasting for Ramadan was postponed until
after Farm Camp. Back at the picnic table, Insar and Cala practically fought over a water
bottle (ah, siblings), so it seemed as though they were no longer fasting. Knowing how
friendly and open the campers were yesterday, I thought that it would be okay if I asked
them about fasting, so I decided to do so if the opportunity arose.

Figure 20
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9:45 AM Xylem Experiment
For this experiment, Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda had several celery stalks, a jar
of water, and a tube of blue food coloring. Each camper had a chance to add a drop of
food coloring to the water, so the water was very dark blue. There would not be any
trouble observing the water’s trip up the celery stalk. During the food-coloring portion of
the experiment, Josh Brown approached the group of us. Yasra and Hamiz continued to
doze in their seated positions, and frustrated with their lack of participation, Ms. Jessica
asked Josh Brown to take the two boys with him. I wondered if their lack of enthusiasm
resulted from dehydration, perhaps they did not eat enough for breakfast that morning, or
quite honestly, perhaps they just stayed up too late the night before. Because I was not
certain what caused their lethargy, I silently wished them well as they walked away with
Josh Brown. I felt certain that he would ascertain the issue and help them in any way that
he could.
9:50 AM Sunflower Observation
Apparently, Farmer Anne loves sunflowers, so she allows them to grow in
abundance on the farm. They reseed naturally, and for the most part, she allows the seeds
to grow wherever they land. Thus, there were plenty of sunflower specimens available for
observation. The campers were quite enamored with the large flowers and chatted
excitedly about the different parts of the flowers. While the campers viewed the
sunflowers, I chatted with Ms. Amanda about Yasra and Hamiz and the behavior changes
in several of the campers. Before we could get very far with our discussion, Insar
announced to all of us, “You should see my new clothes for Eid, man. I got skinny
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jeans!” I could not stop myself. I had to laugh. Insar was so animated and funny about his
new skinny jeans, and the rest of the campers enjoyed his skinny jeans’ story so much,
they all laughed, too.
At some point during the sunflower inspection, Ms. Amanda mentioned that seeds
are like babies because there are baby plants inside each seed. That simple seed comment
led to a whole new discussion about babies. Cala announced, “My mom had a baby that
died.” Ms. Amanda and I exchanged sorrowful looks. Chloe told a story about her
neighbor’s high blood pressure during a pregnancy. Oh dear. I was not certain I was
ready for where the discussion headed, but luckily, Ms. Amanda was very kind and spoke
to Cala about how lucky her mom was to have her and her siblings.
In my field notes, I wrote in the margin: care opportunity. Even though the
students observed sunflowers and their seeds, they made connections to other areas in
their lives: babies, pregnancies, death, motherhood, and health issues. With caring adults
around to guide them, Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda, these campers were allowed to
verbalize those connections and received kind feedback about their stories. No one told
them to stop talking or that their ideas were not valid, so a sense of community and
openness occurred during a simple sunflower observation activity. Without intending to
do so with their sunflower lesson, the Farm Camp teachers built caring relationships with
Cala and Chloe this morning. I thought, “I knew this could work!
10:05 AM Lettuce Harvest
Feeling a little uneasy about harvesting because of yesterday’s pea pod incident, I
asked Cala if she could eat snack today. She replied, “Yes, and I drank water.” Oh good.
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Farmer Anne and Ms. Rebecca escorted the campers over to a row of lettuce and Farmer
Anne instructed the campers on the proper way to cut the lettuce, as well as which lettuce
they could cut. Because lettuce is really best suited for cooler weather, this crop neared
the end of its usefulness and tastiness on the GUF farm. Thus, it was no longer a viable
CSA crop and available for Farm Camp snacking.
While the campers cut the lettuce leaves with their scissors, I casually spoke with
Brittany and Insar knowing they were the same ages. Brittany informed me that there
would be “two 5th grade classes at [the Eco School] next year,” and Insar mentioned, “I
am going to [the Eco School] next year.” Lettuce harvesting ended, so I did not have a
chance to question Insar further about his feelings about changing schools for 5th grade,
but I figured I could talk to him later.
10:15 AM Bathroom Break
On our way to the bathroom, I had an interesting discussion with Kalila. I asked
her if she liked Farm Camp, and I asked her if she ever thought about going to the Eco
School. Kalila replied, “Yes, because the kids at my school are mean.”
“Why?” I asked.
“You don’t even want to know,” she told me as we continued to walk together.
“Is it because you cover your hair?” I asked, thinking the mean kids might say
something about her hijab.
“Yes, and they make fun of my last name,” Kalila responded.
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“Oh. What is your last name?” I asked. At this point, I cannot reveal her reply;
however, after speaking to Kalila, she definitely felt bullied by several of her classmates.
I asked her, “Are there other kids at your school that cover their hair?”
Kalila answered, “Not that many.”
Attempting to comfort her hurt feelings, I said, “Ah, well sometimes when kids
aren’t used to seeing something they don’t understand, their reactions are to make fun.
It’s not nice. It’s cruel. I’m sorry that happens.” I cannot say whether or not our
conversation eased her discomfort, but I hoped it might help her to converse with an adult
about her problems. I found out later in the day that Kalila, Daib, and Ismat attend their
local school and not the Eco School. Per my conversation with Josh Brown yesterday, I
learned that the Eco School has a growing population of Muslim students, so I
understood why Kalila wanted to attend and see other kids like her and her siblings.
10:25 AM Snack
Upon our return from the bathroom, it was time for snack, and I saw Chloe
cutting carrots for the salad. I also saw campers adding powdered Gatorade to their water
bottles. Ms. Rebecca assured them that the Gatorade would “increase electrolytes,” and
the campers seemed intrigued by that idea, even though I was certain they had no idea
what that meant. Watching the campers guzzle the Gatorade water, including Hamiz and
Yasra, calmed my dehydration worries. Fearing a repeat of yesterday’s snack fiasco, Ms.
Amanda wisely inquired, “Who’s able to eat today?” Almost all hands shot up in the air,
so I imagined that Insar and Cala must have discussed and devised a plan for snack with
their family the previous evening. Tabinda was still fasting and although Hamiz and
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Yasra drank some water today, I was not certain they were eating snack today. The
campers feasted on fresh-cut lettuce, carrots, radishes, sliced apple, and Ms. Amanda’s
homemade olive oil and balsamic vinegar dressing.
Cala proclaimed, “It’s really good!” I must say that each camper tried some of the
salad, even if he or she was not immediately enthralled with the flavors. In the end,
Rafael preferred his goldfish crackers that his mom packed for snack. At least he tried the
salad before he chowed on the goldfish. Research only offers evidence that school
gardens increase the likelihood that students will try new vegetables (Lineberger &
Zajicek, 2000; Morris, Briggs, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2000; Morris, Neustadter, &
Zidenberg-Cherr, 2001; Morris, & Zidenberg- Cherr, 2002; McAleese & Rankin, 2007).
No one claims the students will like them or choose them over goldfish crackers. Daib
did not care much for the lettuce because it was bitter, and Cala did not like the radish.
She did try it, but that radish went straight to the compost pile.
Snack was a source of pure joy again today. Harvesting, preparing, and sharing
the food together allowed the opportunity for lots of discussion and chatty campers again
this morning. I was happy to see smiles and happy faces.
10:55 AM Save our Seeds Activity
Although the seed saving activity seemed like another fun lesson, Yasra, Hamiz,
and Tabinda seemed interested in sitting in the shade and agreed to interviews with me
this morning. Thus, I spent the last hour of Farm Camp interviewing the three oldest
campers, and luckily for me, I had a chance to interview Brittany as well. Busy day!
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The following four student interviews indicate a full-circle of care at the Eco
School. Interviewing and observing caring adults (the carer), at the farm, school, and
district levels offer plenty of information regarding intentions and ideas about edible
gardening and farming but hearing from the students (the cared-fors) brings the idea of
care theory to complete fruition.
July 11, 2013, 11:00 AM
Itinerary for the Day: Build rapport and interview Yasra
People to Meet: Yasra, Farm Camper, 8th grader
I gathered a little information from Yasra over the last four days, but I wanted to
make certain that my information was accurate. Yasra attended the Eco School for the
last three years, 6th grade through 8th grade, so he essentially opened the school. The Eco
School opened its doors in 2010, and Yasra was in the first 6th grade class ever offered at
the school. Thus, I really wanted to hear Yasra’s perspective on the Eco School. I asked
him why he chose to go to the Eco School.
Yasra replied,
Well, I came to it because that’s when the school began, because I pretty much
helped get it started. And also because they [Eco School administrators and
teacher leaders] said that students get to be leaders: The 6th graders get to be
leaders, all the way to 8th. (Personal communication, July 11, 2013)
“How did you hear about it?” I asked.
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He responded:
Well, first I had to go to it. I was checking the possibilities for middle school, so I
was seeing which school I should go to. I found this really good school, but then I
wanted to look for one more, and I found [the Eco School]. They said we were
going to become leaders, and we were going to help build the school, and they
allowed us to pretty much put our opinions – which helped create the school,
which helped make it into what it is right now. (Personal communication, July 11,
2013)
I asked Yasra about his other choices for middle school that interested him, but he could
no longer remember their names. Realizing that the Eco School was most likely not his
home school, I wondered how he got to school everyday, “Do you live close by, or do
you have to take a bus here?” Yasra informed me that he took the city bus to get to the
Eco School. I wanted a little more clarification on the type of bus he took, so I inquired,
“You took [the city bus] to come to school here, every day?”
“Mm-hmm,” he replied.
“And what if you had gone to your local school? Would you have walked, or
taken a school bus?” I questioned.
“Walked,” was his only reply. I began to understand more about Yasra and his
commitment to the Eco School.
I had to ask one more question, “You could have walked to your school, but you
chose this school and took the [the city bus]?”
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Again, Yasra replied, “Mm-hmm.” I was certain he wondered why I continued to
ask him about the bus ride to school, but I wanted to understand that he chose to attend
the Eco School, even if it meant he was responsible for taking public transportation by
himself each morning, when his siblings attended the local school and most likely walked
together in the mornings and afternoons. Once he cleared up the transportation issue for
me, we talked about spending time in the school garden or on the farm. I wanted to know
how much time he and his classmates spent and what activities they did in the garden or
on the farm.
Yasra replied, “Well, I spent a lot of time out here because I was interested in
botany.”
“Tell me about that. What about botany interests you?” I wondered.
“Well, before, I didn't really think of plants, but when I got to [the Eco School], it
allowed me to discover a whole other part of me.”
I asked, “What is it about plants that you like?”
Excitedly, Yasra replied, “Well, they pretty much can do a whole lot of things –
like create oxygen, create homes for lots of animals – and they’re pretty much
everywhere. And they’re just amazing; plus, I always
want to discover even more.” Thinking he might have
an interest in botany, agriculture, or science in the
future, I asked him if he thought about persuing a
career with plants someday.
Figure 21
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Yasra seemed interested in botany, and one particular aspect of the job caught his
attention, “I heard that botanists get plane trips to discover new plants.” Ah, the idea of
travelling to far-off places and discovering new plant species interested him greatly. I
mentioned that he could possibly name a new species after himself, and that captured his
attention as well, “So if I discover a plant that had almost gone extinct, say, at the
Jurassic times, can I name it?” I responded, “Absolutely. If you are the first to really and
truly discover something, you can name it.”
“Cool,” he said. After our botany discussion, we talked more about life at the Eco
School. I sought information about harvesting the fruits and vegetables on the farm, and
Yasra reminded me that the GUF farm was not established when he began his 6th grade
year, “Before, there wasn’t a farm here; it was just a field, this whole place. So we didn’t
even use this place at all.”
Pointing to some garden beds closer to the school, beyond the farm fence, Yasra
continued, “We just used it over there. And yeah, that’s where we built our first garden.”
I asked Yasra to tell me about harvesting fruits and vegetables from those 6th
grade garden plots. He told me, “The thing was, we didn’t pick out much, because we
didn’t have a lot of plants to pick out.” A commemorative sign designating the first 6th
grade garden plot is below:
Considering the small size of the classroom garden plots, I understood why there
was not much harvesting taking place during his first couple years at the Eco School, so I
asked, “What about when the farm came?”
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Yasra explained, “So when the farm came, then that gave us a whole new kind of
discovery. Plus, the food that we get from these plants from the [farm] is given to us, to
the cafeteria.”
“How do you feel about that?” I questioned, referring to his feelings about eating
food from the GUF farm in the cafeteria.
Convincingly, he replied, “the food in the cafeteria tastes a lot better,” and I
remembered Hamiz mentioned how much better the farm food tastes as well. Having
sampled some of the farm produce, peas especially, I had to agree with both boys.
Out of curiosity, I asked, “What types of things do you eat in there?”
Uncertain, he answered, “Peas, a lot of stuff. I don't know – most of the stuff that
grows here…the salad bar.”
Further, I asked him, “What do you think you’ve learned from gardening,
farming, harvesting, and eating the produce in your school cafeteria?”
More confident in his response,
Well, before, I tasted a tomato from the stores; they didn’t taste well. Then I got
to taste tomatoes over here; I didn’t feel confident till I’d eaten them. And that
made me think that this is amazing. Growing plants is a healthier, easier way, and
they taste delicious. (Personal communication, July 11, 2013)
Wanting to get a big-picture understanding of his Eco School experience, I asked
Yasra, “If someone asked you to describe your experience here, what would you say?”
Well, I’d say it was a thrill ride. Since the first day of school – I wasn’t sure of it,
for the first couple of days until I’ve gotten further into it. Then it started to come
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together, and I felt proud, and it was amazing. We’ve even got solar panels now.
(Personal communication, July 11, 2013)
It was clear to me that Yasra was so proud of the time he spent at the Eco School and on
the GUF farm. His middle school experiences really seemed to make a positive impact on
his life. Because he will no longer attend the Eco School, I asked him to tell me about his
hopes for high school. Neither one of us knew for certain if his new high school had a
school garden, but he thought it might.
“Do you think you’ll be active in the garden?”
Wavering on this idea, Yasra answered, “I’m more interested in kind of a new
kind of plants – more like jungle kind of plants… I’m wondering how we could use
plants to solve some of the problems we have right now.”
“Such as?” I wondered. He postulated:
Let me see. Hunger… If you’re capable of creating a serum that makes plants
grow faster without having any of that gross toxins, then we’re capable of creating
a lot more trees. So then the carbon dioxide can be soaked [up] in Africa, turned
into oxygen, so then it wouldn’t be as hot there anymore. And then I heard algae
cleans up the water; maybe we could create a lake there, and get a filter, to be able
to drink from. (Personal communication, July 11, 2013)
At that point, I could not stop myself, I had to acknowledge Yasra’s thoughtful,
caring ideas, “Interesting. I hope that I hear from you later in life. I think I’ll turn on the
news and there you’ll be, solving the world’s problems with algae, with plant serums. I
think that’s excellent.”
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Shyly, he replied, “Thank you.”
Nearing the end of our interview, I only had one more topic to cover: Farm Camp.
I asked Yasra, “Why did you come to Farm Camp?”
He said, “When they said that they were going to talk about how plants worked, I
was interested… I just needed to know how to make plants grow faster, the natural way.”
After a moment of contemplation, he added, “Oh, and another thing. So I’ve found out
that some people are capable of curing diseases with plants.”
“Absolutely,” I said.
Yasra replied, “So I was hoping I could get some information from plants – like,
what are plants capable of doing? Then I could maybe build up a serum that would be
able to cure diseases… And even make hair cleaner, and pretty much improve
everything.”
“Sure,” I responded, in awe of this teenager seated across from me at the shaded
picnic table, underneath the pergola. I thanked Yasra profusely for his honesty and
willingness to help me with my study, “Well, thank you so much for your time.”
“You’re welcome… Happy to oblige,” he replied.
During the entire interview with Yasra, I kept thinking to myself, “Man! This kid
is great! He is just really something. He is living proof that not all middle school students
are problem children. Sure, he gave Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda a run for their money
a few times this week, but this kid is special. He really cares about his education and as it
turns out, he is really interested in plants.” The Eco School brought out something in him
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that may have gone unfounded at a typical middle school. I really enjoyed meeting Yasra
this week. He gave me hope for the future!
After reflecting on Yasra’s words and ideas when he eluded to adult concepts
such as better tasting and healthier foods in the cafeteria, scientific discoveries to cure
diseases and filtering water, and caring for other Eco School students by becoming a
leader and paving the way for younger students, I recalled something from Noddings
(1992, 2005a), “As young people learn how to discern and accept care, they can
gradually learn also to care for others” (p. 103). In essence, Yasra’s experiences and
opportunities while attending the Eco School and interacting with the school garden and
GUF farm seemed to epitomize Noddings’ words.
Additionally, Yasra’s interest in curing diseases resulted from learning about and
working with plants in his school garden and farm, a natural consequence of gardening
and farming according to John Dewey (1916):
As students grow mature, they will perceive problems of interest which may be
pursued for the sake of discovery, independent of the original direct interest in
gardening problems connected with the germination and nutrition of plants, the
reproduction of fruits, etc., thus making a transition to deliberate intellectual
investigations. (p. 200)
Natural Shampoo Recipe
1/4 cup coconut milk
1/3 cup Liquid Castile Soap
1/2 teaspoon Vitamin E oil
20 drops of Essential Oils of choice
For dry hair: add 1/2 tsp. olive or almond oil (optional)
Combine all ingredients in an old shampoo bottle or jar of some kind (pump soap
dispensers and even foaming dispensers work well for this. If you use a foaming
dispenser, add 1/4 cup of distilled water). Shake well to mix. Keep in shower for
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up to a month. Shake before each use. Use about a teaspoon every time you
shampoo.
If you use a foaming dispenser, it also makes a great shaving cream - just dilute
with 1/4 cup distilled water. (Wellness Mama, 2012)
July 11, 2013, 11:20 AM
Itinerary for the Day: Brief follow-up interview with Hamiz
People to Meet: Hamiz, Farm Camper, 6th grader
Even though I interviewed Hamiz on Tuesday, he wanted to share some more
information with me, so I was happy to speak with him. Now that I understood that the
Eco School was not his home school, I asked him why he wanted to attend classes at the
Eco School.
Hamiz answered, “I don’t exactly know why.”
I inquired, “Was it because [Yasra] was here?”
“Yeah,” he said. Hamiz told me about the following school year when he will be a
7th grader. He informed me that he received an invitation to attend another local middle
school, specifically designed around the sciences and technology. “Actually, they invited
me,” he said, but he would rather stay at the Eco School. When I asked him why he
wanted to stay, he replied, “Because the food doesn’t come from a far away place.”
Interesting. Even though Hamiz received an invitation to attend another school, he chose
to stay at the Eco School because of the food. I was not certain if that information was
profound or just the words of a growing, hungry teenager, but I appreciated Hamiz’s
honesty all the same.
July 11, 2013, 11:25 AM
Itinerary for the Day: Build rapport and interview Tabinda
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People to Meet: Tabinda, Farm Camp helper, 10th grader
As Hamiz and I completed our interview, his older sister, Tabinda, approached
and offered to talk to me as well. Even though Tabinda never attended the Eco School,
two of her brothers did, and I was curious to find out some more information about her
family. Additionally, Tabinda’s interview symbolizes care theory and the idea that caring
for others stems from learning about and being cared-for first.
We began the interview talking about high school, and Tabinda told me about
choosing to leave her local high school to attend a smaller, charter school specializing in
expeditionary learning concepts. Tabinda said,
I went [there] because my brother went there, and I didn’t want to go to a school
where I had a lot of friends. Because all my friends were going to go to [Smith],
and I didn’t want to go there. I guess I wanted a new start, because I couldn’t deal
with the drama and everything. I just wanted to change myself, because I was
someone else. [Laughs] Let’s just say that. (Personal communication, July 11,
2013)
Intrigued, I replied, “Oh, interesting… Was there a lot of bullying, or mean girl
stuff?”
“Yeah, there was a lot of bullying, mean girls, mean guys – making fun of my
name. Because in Africa there’s a tribe [that] sounds similar. But then they’ll make fun of
me, so I would get really aggressive,” she answered. I remembered Kalila’s conversation
earlier that morning, where she mentioned that kids at her school made fun of her name,
too.
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Incredulously, I remarked, “You, aggressive?” I could not believe it. Tabinda
seemed practically serene. She was so patient and kind with the youngest campers this
week, but constant tormenting changes a person.
Laughing it off, she replied, “Yeah.”
Curious about her experiences, I inquired, “Do you think they made fun of you at
all because you cover your hair, or anything like that?”
Tabinda informed me, “No, most of the boys were Muslim.” We both considered
that fact for a moment and decided those mean boys probably thought she was cute and
that was the reason for their behavior. We really did not have any other explanation, so
we moved on to other subjects: family and farming.
Tabinda told me a little bit about her family emigrating from an African nation to
the Unites States in 2004, when she was “7 or 8” years old. Not wanting to push her too
much, I only asked her if she or her family spoke any English when she arrived in the
United States. Tabinda replied, “No… Yeah, we came anyway. Because we were in –
what is it? I just forgot the camp. Just give me a second. We were in one of the camps.”
“A refugee camp?” I asked.
Tabinda replied, “Yeah, it was a refugee camp.” Fearing that following that line
of questioning would get too personal, I returned to the interview protocol in front of me.
“Let’s get back to farming and gardening,” I suggested. Tabinda and I talked
about her involvement in a local non-profit group that provides farm produce to
immigrant and low-income families. I asked Tabinda how she got involved with the
organization.
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She replied, “So that started with Jebril’s family, and then my big brother and
sister joined it. And then I kept hearing about what they were doing and then I wanted to
join, so I joined in 8th grade, 9th grade.” Jebril, one of the GUF interns, harvested food for
the CSA on Wednesday, and as I discovered through talking with Tabinda, often
volunteered there at the GUF site as well. In fact, he arrived at the farm while I
interviewed Tabinda. Alas, I did not have the opportunity to interview Jebril because he
was only 16 years old and required a parent’s signature for approval. Too bad.
I asked Tabinda about the work she and the other volunteers do at the farm, and
she informed me, “We do farming. It basically started because the – I want to say –
immigrant kids wanted food, so it was another way to give food to families, so they don’t
have to worry about food that much.”
“Right,” I offered.
Tabinda continued:
And then it went to us giving food to [a local] Café. There’s a [café], and it’s
really cheap, and homeless people go there and buy food. It’s not like $5 for a
meal. And so we started giving the food to [the] café, and then it just evolved into
different people, and more diverse…Yeah. So we farm there. We – what do I
want to say? We take care of animals; you know, from goats we can get milk. So
if we want milk, we have to take care of that goat, right? So that’s what we kind
of do because we want things from the animals. (Personal communication, July
11, 2013)
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At hearing Tabinda’s words about the goats’ milk, I immediately jotted down,
“Care!” in my field notes. Ultimately, Tabinda pointed out that if people want milk from
the farm goats, someone must care for the little goats first. Care for animals is one way to
promote care that may transfer to care for other people and living organisms as well.
“What do you think you’ve learned from gardening, farming, and harvesting?” I
wondered.
Tabinda thought for a moment and replied:
Well, my ancestors came from a growing environment, so I kind of feel like I’m
taking the steps of them, of my ancestors, but just a little bit different. And it’s
just good community service. [Laughs] Because I love doing community service.
Also, I don’t know; it’s not something everyone would want to do, to grow food. I
mean, some people would, but not everyone would want to do that. (Personal
communication, July 11, 2013)
I remarked, “Sure. It’s hard work.”
“So I like it. I really do,” she said. I thanked Tabinda for her time and willingness
to share her story with me.
The realization hit me that possibly as many as five of the Farm Campers once
lived in a refugee camp for at least some part of their young lives. That realization was
definitely beyond the scope of my research project but certainly added some perspective
for me. Despite childhoods filled with uncertainty and perhaps constant fear, these
children were bright, caring, and compassionate. They all seemed to share interests in
gardening as well.
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July 11, 2013, 11:46 AM
Itinerary for the Day: Build rapport and interview Brittany
People to Meet: Brittany, Farm Camper, 4th grader
Brittany started at the Eco School at the beginning of 2nd grade and will be a 5th
grader in the fall. Although Brittany agreed to an interview, she was not thrilled with the
digital recorder, so I zealously wrote down everything she said. To get her talking to me,
I asked her to tell me about how she and her classmates gardened or farmed at school.
“We go out here a lot for education for sustainability,” she said. There was that
notion of sustainability again. I wanted her to tell me more about that idea.
I questioned, “What does sustainability mean to you?”
After a moment to think, Brittany replied, “Sustainability means to me…it
means…keeping a balance between nature and humans and when you’re being
sustainable, you’re keeping a balance” (Personal
communication, July 11, 2013). I thought she stated
that beautifully.
“How do you feel about eating your [farm]
harvests in the school cafeteria?” I asked.
“I think it’s cool because I know that it’s not
being shipped from somewhere else and it’s not
polluting or contributing to polluting,” she replied.
Figure 22
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I recalled hearing similar statements from Hamiz and Ms. Amanda during their
interviews. Sustainable agriculture and reduced shipping distances were recurring themes
for those associated with the Eco School, which made perfect sense considering their
school’s mission statement to prepare “all learners to lead the way toward a sustainable,
bright and green future” (Eco School website).
“What do you think you’ve learned from gardening, farming, harvesting, and/or
eating the produce in your school cafeteria?” I asked.
Brittany responded, “How I can do stuff at home too, like help my garden at
home.” Finally, I wondered if there were any bad parts about gardening or farming at
school, and Brittany informed me, “The sun is beating on you so you have to be careful
about that, but other than that, it’s pretty good.” By the way, today was Brittany’s last day
of Farm Camp, so I made certain to thank her for her time and wished her a happy
summer. Her thoughts on sustainability reminded me of something I saw hanging on a
wall inside the Eco School regarding a yearly Harvest Festival.
Before leaving for the day, Ms. Amanda taught the campers a song about insects
because there just was not enough time to present it yesterday. Again, to the tune of
Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes: Head, thorax, abdomen, 6 legs, 2 antenna,
exoskeleton. I envisioned campers singing that song all the way home and feared I might
do the same thing. It was a catchy tune.
A Summation of the Day’s Events
What a long, hot day! Enduring understandings from the day included the concept
of care as seen from the children’s perspective. None of the children I interviewed
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explicitly talked about the care they received from their teachers at the Eco School but
evidence of it existed in their interview responses. For example, as a result of his
experiences at the Eco School, Yasra would like to use plants to cure diseases or abolish
hunger throughout the world, which provides evidence of caring for distant others
(Noddings, 1992, 2005a). Hamiz and Brittany showed evidence of care via their
emphases on sustainability and the importance of supporting the local food movement,
which supports Noddings’ notion, “Regarding plant life as a center of care intimately
related to other centers of care gives us an opportunity to appreciate and criticize human
interactions as well as human relations to plants” (1992, 2005a, p. 132).
Friday, July 12, 2013, 8:00 AM-12:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Day 5 of Farm Camp
Today’s High Temperature: 95º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 67º F
Interesting Fact: “From a botanical standpoint, avocados and pumpkins are fruits, not
vegetables, because they bear the plants' seeds. Rhubarb, on the other hand, is a
vegetable” (Better Homes and Gardens, 2014).
It was the last day of Farm Camp, and I had mixed emotions. On the one hand, I
really enjoyed getting to know the campers and the teachers, so I would miss not seeing
them every day; however, on the other hand, I was not certain I could survive any more
days, basking in the sun. My strange rash continued to spread. I deduced that the
sunscreen caused the irritation, but without sunscreen, I would become a crisp, miserable,
and red lump. Thus, the only thing for me to do was wallow inside my house while
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enjoying the thrill of modern, indoor air conditioning at the camp’s conclusion. Despite
the uncomfortable state of my skin, I traveled to the farm and looked forward to spending
a few more hours with the Farm Campers. Today’s agenda called for Wonderful
Weather, and I heard a rumor that there might be a Slip-and-Slide, if the weather
permitted of course.
8:00 AM Watering the Crops
For the last day of Farm Camp, instead of beginning with a craft activity, campers
assisted Farmer Anne in watering the crops this morning. Most crops received water from
irrigation drip-lines, but there were several areas on the farm that were still not irrigated.
Thus, armed with watering cans and a nearby hose, Farm Campers set to watering those
thirsty plants, including the squash seedlings some of the campers transplanted on
Monday. Because there were not enough watering cans for all of the campers to use at the
same time, they took turns. Hamiz, Insar, Yasra, and Tabinda sat at the usual shaded
picnic table and waited for their turns. While waiting, they had quite a lively discussion
about African languages. Tabinda informed me that each of them speaks at least one
African language and a few of her siblings speak more than one, including: Maay Maay,
Somali, and Kizigua. Well, the boys at the table this morning were absolutely hysterical,
thinking about African click languages. Yasra tried to make a few clicking sounds and
Hamiz and Insar burst into guffaws. I was not certain what brought on the discussion or
that it was entirely appropriate, but they ceased their revelry once Mr. Josh Brown
approached the table.
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8:40 AM Freshwater on Earth
Once the campers completed the day’s watering task, they settled around the
picnic table, and Ms. Rebecca greeted them, “Good morning everybody. Did everyone
have fun this week?” The campers followed her query with lots of head nodding and
smiles. Ms. Rebecca began her lesson on the availability of freshwater on Earth, “97% of
all water is salt water.” Insar, Hamiz, and Yasra were quite rowdy this morning, which
was a far cry from the lethargic moods yesterday. Although it was nice to see that they
were back to normal, Ms. Rebecca seemed frustrated by their talkative behavior because
their talking distracted several of the younger campers. She mentioned to Insar, “Insar, do
you see how that behavior affected some of the younger kids?” Agreeing that his
behavior was not appropriate, Insar focused his attention on the lesson and the two other
boys remained quiet as well.
With the attention of all of the campers, Ms. Rebecca continued her freshwater
lesson, discussing ground water, contamination, and water pollution. She asked the
campers, “What are some things in the water that make it yucky?” Catching them by
surprise, Ms. Rebecca called upon Ismat and Daib to offer their ideas about “yucky”
water. Ismat and Daib remained quiet the entire week, rarely ever offering any ideas to
the larger group of campers, so they seemed shocked by Ms. Rebecca’s question and
simply shrugged their shoulders. As a teacher myself, sometimes it is difficult to engage
some of the shy, quiet students, but since they have ideas as well, sometimes a teacher
must offer them opportunities to share as well.
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8:56 AM Water Cycle
To begin the new discussion, Ms. Rebecca asked, “Why do farmers care about
rain?” Several campers shared ideas, especially Insar who had plenty of good ideas. After
the brief discussion, Ms. Amanda appeared with a glass mason jar filled about halfway
with hot water, a plate, and some ice cubes. She positioned the plate on top of the jar and
placed several ice cubes on the plate. While the campers waited for condensation to
occur, Ms. Rebecca talked to them about the water cycle: evaporation, condensation, and
precipitation. After several minutes, condensation appeared on the bottom of the plate,
followed by precipitation back into the jar. True to form, Ms. Amanda had another song
to share with the students, this one about the water cycle. I learned to anticipate and look
forward to Ms. Amanda’s exuberant teaching style and wrote down all of her songs, just
in case I ever embraced my inner songstress. To the tune of Oh my Darling, Clementine:
Evaporation, condensation, precipitation on my mind.
That is just the water cycle, and it happens all the time.
As usual, the song took a few rounds to get everyone involved, but after the third time
through, all the campers sang along and enjoyed themselves.
9:14 AM Weather Station
Following the Water Cycle song, students gathered around the picnic table again
and Ms. Rebecca presented the big project for the day: creating a weather station.
According to the lesson plans, Farmer Anne wanted students at the Eco School to keep
track of weather patterns and tasked the Farm Campers with creating a weather station.
The station needed to keep track of daily temperature; wind direction; wind speed;
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precipitation; and the station needed a way to record all of that data, so Farmer Anne
provided the campers with a weather journal. Essentially, the teachers divided the
campers into small groups, and they designed posters for their ideas about the new
weather station.
My group for the morning—Tabinda, Daib, Rafael, Hamiz, and Yasra—had
trouble coming up with ideas at first. Even though Ms. Rebecca, Ms. Amanda, and
Farmer Anne provided some photos to help generate ideas, there was not a lot of action
taking place. Tabinda and I decided to use our smartphones to generate some ideas.

Figure 23

Figure 24

She found information about windsocks, and I tackled anemometers. I found some easy,
do-it-yourself steps to build an anemometer, which interested Hamiz and Yasra, but Daib
and Rafael were totally uninterested in the weather station idea and chatted animatedly to
each other instead. Once we had some ideas for weather station designs, Tabinda took
charge of creating our poster.
10:10 AM Share Designs
Ms. Rebecca called everyone back to the shaded picnic table, and each group had
the opportunity to share a poster. To encourage a positive dialogue about the posters, Ms.
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Rebecca asked the campers, “What else do you guys really like about their design?”
Farmer Anne watched the poster presentations as well and seemed impressed with the
campers’ ideas. Ms. Rebecca informed us that after snack, we could build a few of the
designs, if we were able to locate the supplies around the farm. I sensed a found-object
scavenger hunt approaching.
10:20 AM Snack
For the last day of Farm Camp, the teachers brought popsicles for all of the
campers. I must admit that I had one, too. Poor Hamiz, he really wanted to eat a popsicle,
but he was fasting. Insar, his oh-so-supportive younger brother, reveled in his ice-cold
treat and said, “It’s a want to, not a have to.”
However, Hamiz informed him, “Mom said I have to today.” No one said another
word about fasting or popsicles, but Hamiz did look rather depressed. Once everyone
finished their snacks, they added their sticks to the compost pile and threw their paper
wrappers in the blue recycle bin.
10:45 AM Rain Gauge
After the popsicle snack, campers broke into small groups to create different
aspects of the weather station. I joined forces with Cala, Rafael, and Chloe. They chose to
build a rain gauge because Farmer Anne informed them that there was “a bag with old
water bottles that [they] could use to make the rain gauge.” Once the group of campers
located the bag of old, dusty bottles and I wiped away all of the spider webs, they
selected a blue bottle and asked Farmer Anne for a measuring cup. Chloe also borrowed a
black sharpie from Farmer Anne “to mark the ounces on the outside of the bottle.” Using
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the plastic measuring cup as their guide, each of the three campers took turns slowly
poring water into the blue bottle, an ounce at a time. Then, they took turns marking the
rising water line with the appropriate measurement: 1oz., 2 oz., 3oz, and so on.
Eventually, the water reached the top of the blue bottle, and their rain gauge was ready
for Farmer Anne’s inspection. She seemed pleased with their creation and promised to
use it in the future. I cannot say if the rain gauge ever made it out to the farm, but I do
know that those three campers enjoyed the experience of creating the gauge from found
objects around the farm, and ultimately, they learned something new about measuring
precipitation. It was a fun learning activity.
11:30 AM Slip-n-Slide
The moment the campers waited for all morning finally arrived: the Slip-n-Slide!
Farmer Anne attached several garden hoses together and using water from the farm
spigot, set up the slide on the Eco School’s soccer field. The campers lined up and took
turns running and belly-flopping onto the slide. After a few trips down the yellow slide,
Cala announced, “This is fun!” All 10 campers seemed thrilled with the water sliding
activity, and I added Slip-n-Slide to my growing list of favorite Farm Camp activities,
including: painting, gluing, weaving, scavenger hunting, and now water sliding. “Best
camp ever!” Cala shouted as she scampered back to the end of the line to zoom down the
slide again. Cala’s reactions summed up Farm Camp’s last activity perfectly.
11:55 AM Closing Meeting
After about 25 minutes frolicking with the Slip-n-Slide, Ms. Rebecca called all of
the campers back over to the shaded picnic table, underneath the pergola, for the final
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time. Draped in towels and dripping with water, the campers wandered back over to the
table and sat down. Ms. Rebecca required all of the campers to do two things: (1) “Tell us
your two favorite things about camp,” and (2) “Shake hands with [Ms. Rebecca, Ms.
Amanda, Farmer Anne,] and Ms. Shannon.” Hearing my name, I jumped to attention and
happily shook hands with all of the Farm Campers. Curious, I listened closely to
everyone’s favorite Farm Camp activities as well:
•

Rafael: “finding bugs and worms” – Spoken like a true kindergartener.

•

Chloe: “getting to be in nature and making the weather station” – That’s Chloe,
the studious camper.

•

Cala: “Slip-n-Slide and finding those bugs” – A fan of the scavenger hunt, I see.

•

Daib: “Slip-n-Slide and sewing things” – That is great to hear because sewing was
new to him this week.

•

Ismat: “Slip-n-Slide and knitting” – I think she meant the weaving activity that
everyone enjoyed on Wednesday.

•

Hamiz: “Slip-n-Slide and being taught new things” – So polite, that Hamiz.

•

Insar: “Slip-n-Slide and knitting” – That surprised me because I thought for sure
he would mention the peas.

•

Kalila: “painting the weather cycle and Slip-n-Slide” – I knew someone would
mention the painting.

•

Tabinda: “helping out and helping the farmers harvest the peas” – I knew it! I
knew someone would mention the peas!
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•

Yasra: “today about the water and catching insects” – Another fan of the
scavenger hunt, as well as a fan of science. I was not surprised.
Well, that was it. That was the end of Farm Camp. After talking about their

favorite things and shaking hands with the adults, the campers gathered up their
belongings—including their straw hats with badges pinned on—and headed their separate
ways. Farmer Anne headed back inside the yellow shed to catch up on some emails, Ms.
Amanda loaded up her bag and walked to her car, Ms. Rebecca and I chose a time to get
together the following week to complete an interview, and then she and I walked to our
cars as well. I gathered all of the curricular, pedagogical, and caring aspects as possible
from Farm Camp for the last five days, so I waved good-bye to the Eco School and the
GUF site and drove home to peruse my field notes and take a nap.
Tuesday, July 16, 2013, 2:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Gather background information about the Farm to School
initiative and cafeteria protocols for consuming school garden and farm produce
People to Meet: Audrey Walker, School District Dietitian & Farm to School Coordinator
Interesting Fact: “Iowa ranks first in the nation in corn and soybean production.” (Iowa
Farm Bureau, 2014)
Instead of meeting for coffee or meeting over a meal, Ms. Walker and I met at her
office and found a quiet conference room inside the district warehouse, storing countless
school supplies and surprisingly, where farm-fresh produce deliveries are made as well.
Many months before this interview, in my efforts to learn more about the local school
garden opportunities and Farm to School movement, I attended a school garden
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symposium on February 23rd, 2013 and actually heard Ms. Walker speak to the attendees
about her efforts to work with local health and safety inspectors to create protocols for
offering school farm produce in school cafeterias. After briefly speaking to her and
receiving her business card after the workshop, I knew it would become imperative for
me to speak to Ms. Walker regarding my upcoming research study, so five months later
she agreed to be part of my study.
A Little Background Information
An Iowa native who grew up on a working dairy farm, Audrey Walker certainly
understands the intricacies of working on and maintaining a farm. Currently, Ms. Walker
is the school district’s Farm to School Coordinator. She explained, “I’m in the Food and
Nutrition Services Department, also called Enterprise Management. And that includes
school supplies, fixed assets, warehouse, and distribution. But food service is the area I’m
in” (Personal communication, July 16, 2013). Ms. Walker’s interview was quite different
from the previous participants because she does not directly work with students, but she
provided invaluable information regarding the school district’s budget, food purchasing
procedures, land usage information, curriculum plans, and future garden and farm
initiatives in the district. Regarding her specific department and its purpose, she told me,
“What we do is ask [schools] ‘how can we get into the cafeteria?’ – the logistics on our
end. And then we work with a couple school farms, which I call farms because they’re
half acre or bigger.” Ms. Walker works directly with the Eco School because the GUF
farm is an acre of land.
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Curious about other farms in the district, I asked Ms. Walker not only about
current school farm usage but district plans to construct more farms in the future:
The Colorado Health Foundation funded a feasibility study, and they looked at the
number of acres that were available after looking at sports and, you know,
playground space and that sort of thing, and they determined that there [were] 18
acres potentially that could be used throughout the district. Again, you know,
we’re not going to take over all those acres tomorrow. It’s working with the
school. It’s working with our budget. Because, you know, like [Smith], we are
actually covering the cost of the seeds. We are paying the farmers for their labor. I
mean we have to look at those things too. (Personal communication, July 16,
2013)
Ms. Walker informed me that there are numerous school gardens across the
district but really only four large-scale school farms, so because the school farm is still
relatively new for the district, the school farm idea is considered a “pilot program:”
And this is a pilot. So we want to see that this model be sustainable down the
road. You know, if we’re paying $5 a pound for produce with this model and then
$1 from our normal vendor, that’s probably not sustainable. That’s not the best
use of taxpayer tax dollars. So we definitely want to make sure that we come to a
happy medium where we can, you know, support these great farms on school
grounds, but then also be financially viable at the end of the day. (Personal
communication, July 16, 2013)
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Hearing Ms. Walker mention tax dollars, I wondered how the district funds the
school farms, pays for farmers and seeds, and handles the buying and selling of produce
in the school cafeterias. She began with information on school lunch reimbursement and
government funding:
We sell school meals, right? And some kids qualify for free, reduced price, and
some are paid. Paid meals, that cash goes to us, obviously, to support the
program. If an adult pays, that goes to us. If we sell à la cart, which we really
don’t do at elementary, but even if a kid buys a milk, that’s what’s considered à la
cart. At high school, we’ll sell baked chips and water, basically. That’s all we can
really sell. And so that money would also go to us. We have the other source of
income, obviously, is federal reimbursement. We get more reimbursement for free
and reduced meals than for paid. And it’s in the neighborhood of like $2.70
something for free meals… But anyway, that has to cover our staff, our labor, our
worker’s comp. You know, if equipment breaks, we pay for that, things like that.
So also out of that budget then we are able, through USDA, to buy seeds and
things like that. And since we’re not farmers, we also hire the labor, the farmer.
(Personal communication, July 16, 2013)
Thinking back my time at Farm Camp and talking to Farmer Anne about how she
chooses seeds for planting on the farm (She chooses plant varieties that students will eat
in the cafeteria or that will sell at the farmer’s market or CSA.), I asked Ms. Walker how
other schools choose their seeds for their gardens or farms. She informed me:
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So with school gardens, it’s totally up to the school... And they decide what they
want to plant… What we ask them in the spring is to talk to the kitchen manager
and see what the [managers] could use if they want to do garden-to-cafeteria, then
we can buy more of their [produce.] If they’re going to plant chard, mustard
turnip greens, kale, things we don’t have a lot of recipes for, it’s going to be really
hard for us to work with [the schools.] But they may also if they’re doing the
farmer’s market, they may, you know, plant things that their farmer's market
customers want. And that’s certainly awesome too… When we’re working with
the gardens though, I think it’s more the [kitchen] manager has to be really hands
on in working with our garden leaders so they are utilizing their produce first.
And they can still order things from the warehouse.
(Personal communication, July 16, 2013)
When Ms. Walker mentioned “the warehouse,” I wondered if she referred to the
building in which we sat or if there was another warehouse somewhere else. She
informed me that even though there are isles and isles of school supplies in the
warehouse, where I stood was also the produce hub for the district. She explained:
We have a produce distributor that we work with that we also get produce from.
And that actually has been a good partnership. We went back and forth many
years trying to source more locally, but our best partnership really is with our
distributor. If we had 50 farmers come into the back, we wouldn’t be able to get
anything else done… And how would we ensure food safety? That’s what our
distributor does for us. We say, “I want peaches local. I want pears local. I want
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local zucchini through October. I want butternut squash local through November,
December, as long as it’s stored.” You know, these are the things we want. They
go out and find it. (Personal communication, July 16, 2013)
Looking around the warehouse, with only one main driveway and one main
loading dock, I definitely understood what a logistical nightmare it would be to have
many different farmers arriving on a daily basis to deliver their food stuffs. It would not
work. Considering how far the district progressed in just the last few years toward
scratch-made food in the cafeterias, local food sourcing, and school farms, I began to
appreciate the enormity of the task.
Ms. Walker mentioned recipes, so I wanted some more information about the
school cafeterias and ways in which they utilize the school farm produce, “So you
provide the kitchens with recipes. It’s pretty much scratch-made now?”
She replied, “So yes, and we have a standardized menu district wide.” I asked her
to elaborate more on the district-wide recipes and how the kitchen managers prepare the
meals:
[Schools] have all the same so elementary, K through 8, same menu. They are
provided with the recipes. [Kitchen managers] have a computer system where
they can order and they can say, “I need 100 servings of ratatouille and 50
servings of zucchini bread,” and it’ll generate an order for them. So they kind of
project based on what the kids like. Like, kids at the [Eco School], they love
peanut butter and jelly. That’s really all they want to eat. And they eat a lot of
vegetables too. (Personal communication, July 16, 2013)
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For some reason, thinking about all of those Eco School campers I met the previous week
eating tons of peanut butter and jelly sandwiches made me chuckle. Oddly, no one
mentioned eating PB&Js during our interviews. I wondered what Brittany, Hamiz, and
Yasra would say if I asked them about their peanut butter and jelly consumption. Hmm.
Intentional Dimension. Even though Ms. Walker does not often interact with students,
her decisions directly impact them. Thus, I wanted to gather some information regarding
Ms. Walker’s intentions for the students in the school district, as well as the students at
the Eco School. Interestingly, she mentioned some of the same themes as Farmer Anne,
Ms. Gina, and Ms. Amanda. Namely, she talked about empowering students to make
healthier eating choices, giving students opportunities to reconnect with natural growing
systems, and instilling better health habits.
Empowerment. Ms. Walker talked about her experiences with children making recipes
from garden produce and sharing it with others during an annual Colorado Proud event:
On Colorado Proud days, we have those kids there and they’re making the recipe
and they can answer questions and they can tell these people from the
community… And they’re really empowered to take this on. Like “we made this.
We like it because it has this and this.” Or we need to tweak it. You know, it’s
kind of fun to hear that, that they’re taking ownership of not only their school
garden products, but then this vegetable recipe that they’ve just made. (Personal
communication, July 16, 2013)
Where does food come from? A common thread among all of the adult participants in
this research study certainly includes the idea that children (and some adults) lost touch
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with the growing process and do not understand where their food comes from. Food does
not magically appear in the grocery store, but many children seem fuzzy on the process.
Ms. Walker spoke about her objectives to change that through school gardens, farms, and
education as well:
Well, the thing that I want them to learn is where the food comes from. I mean I
think going back to that, because again, you and I grew up that way, but kids
don’t always know where their food comes from. And I think it’s important that
they know, wow, this was grown in your school garden, you know, educate on
that. (Personal communication, July 16, 2013)
Furthering her objective, Ms. Walker informed me that all elementary schools in
the district have salad bars with fresh produce for the students each day. Additionally,
schools with gardens or farms have signs next to the salad bar indicating which fruits and
vegetables came from their own gardens and farms each day:
We have a sign, the garden leader tells the kitchen manager, the kitchen manager
writes on [the sign]. “Cilantro, cucumbers, and tomatoes from your garden.” I’d
like to have them update that as much as possible. And we do signs for the farm.
“This is what’s coming out of the farm this week and this is when it was picked,”
just so people know. And I try to do a little picture of it. So the kids know where
it’s coming from and it’s not California somewhere and they have no idea.
(Personal communication, July 16, 2013)
As a nutritionist, Ms. Walker is keenly aware of the need to create healthy eating
habits and life long healthy choices among the children in the school district and not
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simply selecting a few cherry tomatoes off of the school’s salad bar; however, instilling
lifelong changes in eating will not happen overnight, according to Ms. Walker, but she is
excited about the possibility of change:
But it’s definitely important, I think, for them to learn… It’s got to be like a
behavior, not a command, but something succinct that says this is what we want
you to get out of it. You know, with Colorado Proud Day, these products are
local. This is what I want you to know. So eat these items today…And it’s just
amazing what education and excitement around something can do for
consumption as well as, you know, excitement around fruits and vegetables. And,
you know, how exciting, they’re excited around fruits and vegetables. That’s why
I come to work in the morning. I don’t know about you. But it’s pretty cool… I
mean I think anytime you can get a kid excited about a fruit or a vegetable…
That’s why I’m in nutrition. I want them to be excited. (Personal communication,
July 16, 2013)
Curricular Dimension. Wrapping up the interview with Ms. Walker, I asked her to talk
about the kinds of curriculum (if any) used in the district for school gardens or farms
because I was unable to pinpoint any particular standardized curriculum thus far. She
stated there is not a standardized curriculum and the district currently depends on outside
groups to create and deliver garden and farm curriculum,
So we actually rely heavily on [Colorado City Gardens] and [Lento Vitto] to
provide garden curriculum. I think that’s been a great partnership for us... Right
now [Colorado City Gardens] and [Lento Vitto] are great because they promote
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fruits and vegetables and garden education and that sort of thing. (Personal
communication, July 16, 2013)
Additionally, Ms. Walker mentioned the possibility of a district-wide curriculum in the
works in the near future, and Farmer Anne mentioned the same concept in her interview:
So in a partnership with [GUF], [our district’s] food nutrition, and the [Eco
School], they’re supposed to be developing a curriculum that will tie the farms
hopefully to the kids, so they see that okay, we’re using the farm produce and this
is what’s being grown out here. And they’ll have a science component, hopefully.
And that’s something that we want to pilot, not just at [the Eco School], but then
we take it to hopefully [Smith], or [Bailey], or [McGowan] and then we’ll pilot it
there. And that’s with our USDA grant. (Personal communication, July 16, 2013)
Because Ms. Walker does not directly teach students, we did not discuss
pedagogy. I recognized the wealth of knowledge gleaned from her interview and thanked
her profusely for her time that afternoon. Gathering information on the inner-workings of
the school district helped me understand more about the GUF farm and the Eco School’s
cafeteria as well. Now that I understood district-buying practices, I really wanted to
explore health and safety protocols, and luckily for me, Mr. Michael Nolan, the district’s
health and safety protocol expert, agreed to meet with me.
Wednesday, July 24, 2013, 10:30 AM
Itinerary for the Day: Gather background information about the local Farm to School
initiative
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People to Meet: Michael Nolan, Director of School Garden Programs at Lento Vitto
USA
Today’s High Temperature: 85º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 59º F
Interesting Fact: “Poinsettias, natives of Mexico, were brought to the United States in
1825 by the first U.S. minister to Mexico, Joel Poinsett, for whom the plant is named”
(Better Homes and Gardens, 2014).
For today’s interview, Mr. Nolan and I met at a popular, local eatery known for its
1970s/1980s décor and its tasty jam flavors. Mr. Nolan was in a casual mood this
morning, wearing a baseball hat, T-shirt, shorts, and sneakers. I believe he was planning
some home improvement projects later in the afternoon. We discussed the local Farm to
School initiatives over coffee and a little breakfast. Mr. Nolan is one of the leaders in
both the local and the statewide efforts to bring not only local farm-fresh produce from
farms around the state of Colorado to school cafeterias, but he is also one of a small
group of people spearheading the cause for farm-fresh produce from school gardens and
school farms into school cafeterias. Thus, I felt as though it was imperative that I
interview him, and luckily, he was willing to speak with me.
A Little Background Information
Incidentally, Mr. Nolan also spoke at the school garden symposium on February
23rd, 2013, along with Audrey Walker, so I knew then that I had to somehow get him to
participate in my research study because he had invaluable knowledge about the Farm to
School movement. Officially, Mr. Nolan is the Director of School Garden programming
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for Lento Vitto U.S.A., and prior to that position, he was the Project Director for the Seed
to Table program for the local Lento Vitto organization for 12 years. Additionally, Mr.
Nolan is a member of the Colorado Farm to School Task Force, and he is a “district
partner on several grants and projects, specifically around the school cafeterias, local
purchasing, and the school farm projects” for the local school district in which the Eco
School belongs. Before getting into school gardening and Farm to School initiatives, Mr.
Nolan was a research fellow in psychology and before that, he worked in the culinary
community. Mr. Nolan began his school garden efforts in 2001 as a parent volunteer at
his child’s elementary school:
I also have 25 years of culinary experience, working as a chef and such, so I
offered to do some cooking classes with the kids, tied to their chapter books and
during those cooking classes we would talk to the kids about where the food
comes from, and how it’s grown and things, and there didn’t seem to be a lot of
knowledge around that. So I got permission to start a garden…and specifically it
was a simple garden at that time. My daughter was in kindergarten, so I focused
on the kindergarten students. A salad garden in the spring and a basil, tomato
harvest in the fall. It became very popular. (Personal communication, July 24,
2013)
Intentional Dimension. It is probably important to note that Mr. Nolan’s name came up
in many conversations leading up to my research project and during several interviews
for my research project because he is very well known in the local school garden
movement. Therefore, he is often called upon to present at workshops and school garden
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symposiums nationwide. I felt quite privileged when he agreed to an interview. He and I
spoke about both the local school garden movement and the broader implications for
school gardens, farms, and Farm to Table initiatives for schools as well. Although his
current endeavors do not leave room for teaching students directly, he called upon his ten
years of school gardening education for this interview. Additionally, he spoke at length
about his intentions for encouraging schools to get involved in the garden and farm
movement.
Similarly to Ms. Gina, Mr. Nolan spoke about the importance of gardening and
cooking with children and endowing them with the knowledge to grow food and cook for
themselves. It was largely the lack of student knowledge about the process of growing
and preparing food that led him to school gardens in the first place. Thus, we began our
garden discussion with a conversation around intentions and ended up talking about
empowerment.
Increasing Their Knowledge Base. Regarding students in the garden, I asked Mr.
Nolan, “What do you intend for them to do?” as a result of his garden lessons.
Mr. Nolan had several ideas to share, “to be informed, to be knowledgeable, to
share, to be leaders. If there is a discussion on food and food culture at home or in their
classroom, they will have some skills and knowledge to share.”
In response, I asked Mr. Nolan to “Talk a little bit more about the sharing.
Sharing in food, or sharing ideas?”
He clarified:
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Well, definitely sharing knowledge. I think everything starts with knowledge. I
got into cooking as a 15-year-old when I got my first real job at the local country
club back home. And I quickly got involved in food preparation in that country
club, and cooking on a line. And I quickly discovered that if you know how to
cook and handle food well, you’ll make a lot of friends. (Personal
communication, July 24, 2013)
Actually, I remembered that Ms. Amanda revealed the enjoyment she receives
from feeding her friends as well when she said, “There’s nothing that I enjoy more than
feeding my friends, and inviting them over for dinner.” As a person who does not cook
very much and is often baffled by all of the cooking shows on television and cooking
gadgets in the stores, I respect people like Mr. Nolan and Ms. Amanda who enjoy
cooking and sharing food with their friends. I wondered how Mr. Nolan went about
increasing the students’ knowledge bases around cooking and food preparation, and I
thought that if I picked up some cooking tips during his interview that would be fine, too.
Mr. Nolan provided details for his lessons designed to teach students about
cooking and also offer the students power over their final products:
I’ll take a class and divide them up, probably into four groups, so that smaller
groups are working on the same recipe. But I allow them to have variations. If
they want it a little sweeter, if they want it a little more sour, you know, whatever.
If they want to go pick some herbs and add it to their dish, that’s great, go out and
pick some herbs. I want them to be in control of the final product. (Personal
communication, July 24, 2013)
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Further, I asked Mr. Nolan, “What do you think of the benefits of teaching
students to prepare and share the food?
Oh, the benefits, right. Well, on the preparation side of things, it goes back to
being active participants in their food choices. You may want to eat healthy, but if
you don’t know how to take that mango and get its flesh out, you’re not going to
benefit from that mango. (Personal communication, July 24, 2013)
While Mr. Nolan talked about the mango, I thought to myself, “That is so true! I buy
mangoes all of the time, but they always rot on my kitchen counter because I cannot cut
them properly.” Mr. Nolan brought up an interesting idea. Without directly teaching
children how to prepare healthy food, it is less likely that they will eat healthy foods
outside of school. This was a big idea here because even though there is currently a push
for schools to offer healthier lunches in schools (Obama, 2012; USDA, 2012), I am
unaware of the same push to offer food preparation lessons in schools. Mr. Nolan’s words
made me ponder the futility of improved national school lunch standards without food
preparation education going hand in hand. While I silently mused about mangoes and
school lunches, Mr. Nolan continued:
So giving kids as many hands-on experiences in preparation of food will make
them more active in their food choices. Parents are afraid to bring kids into their
kitchen at home, because they don’t feel it’s a safe environment, so we’re trying
to knock those walls down a little bit. Give kids some basic skills, give parents the
confidence that the kids can do simple tasks in the kitchen, and that becomes now
a family act and that supports them. (Personal communication, July 24, 2013)
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Thus, in addition to increasing the food and cooking knowledge base for students,
Mr. Nolan suggested that such new skills could transfer over the students’ home
environments as well, which was one of the long-term goals suggested by all of the adult
participants interviewed for this study: Farmer Anne, the GUF farm interns, Ms. Gina,
Ms. Amanda, and Mr. Nolan. Such a notion of expanding a child’s knowledge base to
include experiences in gardening, farming, harvesting, and cooking in school
spearheaded this dissertation, so I wanted to hear more about Mr. Nolan’s ideas on such a
concept.
Increasing Their Sphere of Influence. Intrigued, I asked Mr. Nolan to expound on his
ideas about the benefits of teaching students to prepare and share food with one another
or their communities as well. He explained:
Sharing of the food… So you look at [Lento Vitto’s] three main programs,
education, Garden to Cafeteria, and Farmers’ Market. [With] education, the kids
are learning to cook for themselves, to feed themselves, okay? In the Garden to
Cafeteria program, they are learning that they can grow food that’s healthy, to
feed their classmates. So they’re sharing their efforts, and what they produce, with
their classmates. That’s a very powerful message for an urban kid, who’s never
had the opportunity to share food with anybody before. “I can now grow it, I can
harvest it. The kitchen respects it, and feels it’s of value. By being paid for it –
[the school district] actually pays us for that food from the garden. I can see it on
the salad bar, and I see my friends wanting to choose my cherry tomatoes,” or
something like that. How more powerful can that be? And then, in the Farmers’
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Market program, the kids who work the farm stands see that the community value
is there for it. See the same customers coming back, week after week, wanting to
pay good money for their food. Asking, “Do you still have strawberries for us,
when will the corn start?” and things like that. It’s a valuable lesson in that they
[the students] are now sharing their work and their efforts with the community. So
their influence, their sphere of influence, has now reached out into the
community. For a fifth grader, who may not have those opportunities from home
and everything, it’s a powerful weapon… Food is powerful. (Personal
communication, July 24, 2013)
Mr. Nolan’s words surrounding a child’s “sphere of influence” expanding because
of learning about and sharing food with others struck me. As of yet, none of the other
participants referred to their work with children and gardens or farms quite that
eloquently. I suspected that he crafted that phrase after giving many interviews, but I had
to hand it to him, it was brilliant. I shared my sentiments with him and considered the
impact of increasing a child’s sphere of influence and ultimately a child’s feeling of
empowerment in the world around him or her. The idea of offering a sense of control and
power in the world through school gardening and farming practices further supported my
hunch that edible garden and farm education are good ideas. After my moment to
appreciate his words, I asked Mr. Nolan to explain his thoughts on increasing a child’s
sphere of influence:
In a school setting, students can impact each other, peer to peer. But the Farmers’
Market allows a fifth grader – one component I like about the program is the kids
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do all the selling. So they’re now dealing with adults. They have to have
conversation. They have to look at them eye to eye. They have to handle money.
They have to give change. The adult may ask, “Well, what do you do with a
squash blossom?” and if we prepared the kids right, they can have an answer.
Now they’re the experts, and everything. There are not a lot of opportunities in a
typical fifth grader’s life to do that outside of their family and their teacher… So
they get to have adult conversations, and I encourage that as much as I can. They
get to impact people outside the school grounds, so that sphere of influence gets
larger. And they quickly learn that six kids working together is going to be more
effective than six kids working apart, and such. So I think the gardens provide that
opportunity. We allow kids to express themselves, to show pride in their work.
That’s not always an opportunity for kids, you know, “Oh Bobby, your tomato
plant is so beautiful. I think we’ll get 10 bucks for it at the plant sale,” or
something like that. (Personal communication, July 24, 2013)
Better Health. Nearing the end of our discussion surrounding Mr. Nolan’s intentions for
his gardening and cooking lessons, Mr. Nolan casually mentioned, “99 percent of this
work has been as a volunteer, for 12 years.”
Realizing most of his efforts in the school garden movement were unpaid, I
inquired, “What’s in it for you?”
I have an agenda, you know. I think it’s important for students to know, to know
more about their food. The way I describe it has evolved over the years, but
basically we know that there are a lot of food-related diseases and there’s health-
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related issues in our population. Obviously, the big ones – obesity, diabetes, heart
disease, and such. But to me, it comes from an insufficient knowledge about food.
There are health aspects, where it comes from, what is healthy and what’s not
healthy, what’s enough food, what’s too much food, and no one’s teaching this.
It’s my feeling that kids need to be active participants in their food choices, for
them to really understand and learn how to make healthy food choices. So too
often, kids are passive participants. They are given food from their parents and
their teachers, from the cafeteria. And our garden program and the class that is
associated with that are beginning to engage kids in an active process. They
understand how food is being grown. They understand how to harvest it. They
understand how to do simple preparations. How it looks and tastes, when it’s
good, and what is not good, and they are learning a new language around food.
Learning to express themselves about food. Through this active participation, they
will be more in charge of their choices as they age and become young adults with
money in their pockets, and they’re making their choices on their own. And
through being active and informed eaters, we’re hoping to see changes in health
outcomes. (Personal communication, July 24, 2013)
Mr. Nolan’s remark about “passive participants” reminded me of something he
mentioned earlier about mangoes, “You may want to eat healthy, but if you don’t know
how to take that mango and get its flesh out, you’re not going to benefit from that
mango” (Personal communication, July 24, 2013). Essentially, without explicit teaching
about food preparation, students may simply become “passive participants,” waiting for
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their food to be processed, packaged, and delivered, without any notion of where the food
came from or how it grew. Hmm, for some reason, I had flashbacks of baby carrots.
Additionally, Mr. Nolan’s words addressing the health aspects that could be moderated
via garden, farm, and cooking lessons harkened back to the work of Noddings (1992,
2005a) “At a more personal level, students can be encouraged to live moderately…I am
suggesting that students need to learn how to curb their appetites” (p. 124).
Curricular Dimension. Finishing our discussion about Mr. Nolan’s intentions and
motivations for gardening and cooking with children, I moved on to the curriculum
portion of the interview protocol. Without realizing it, I encountered a prickly subject
with Mr. Nolan when I asked, “Do you use a specific curriculum?”
Mr. Nolan answered:
Well, I’m very vocal about the word curriculum. I think it’s tossed around too
much. Districts pay a lot of money and spend a lot of staff time on curriculums
that they buy from professional organizations to deliver specific lessons on
specific topics… We have a series of lessons that will engage the kids in garden
activities and teach specific ideas. We are not professional developers of lesson
plans. [Gina] has more training than I do, but we know how to engage students in
the garden. We have, [Gina] will call it a [Lento Vitto] curriculum. And she’s
worked very, very hard on it and I’m very proud of what she’s done. It definitely
incorporates a lot of those philosophies that I’ve talked about… In my opinion,
it’s an extra-curricular activity. The formal connection to the approved
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curriculums in the classroom is a very challenging enterprise. (Personal
communication, July 24, 2013)
Wanting to know more about the challenges he mentioned in developing a garden
or farm curriculum, I probed Mr. Nolan for some clarification. He explained:
So I see the value in developing a curriculum that ties the school gardens to
existing classroom curriculum. I see that value. It’s a huge undertaking. I don’t
see the value of [Lento Vitto] with that. The value we bring to the discussion is
that we’re bringing a food-based series of lessons – call it a curriculum if you
want – that isn’t being offered anywhere else in the district that can bring to life
other curriculums… So you’re teaching a subject in gardening that flows in and
out of science, math and culture, and things like that. (Personal communication,
July 24, 2013)
I recalled something that Ms. Walker mentioned in her interview regarding
Colorado City Gardens and Lento Vitto, “So we actually rely heavily on [Colorado City
Gardens] and [Lento Vitto] to provide garden curriculum. I think that’s been a great
partnership for us.” I found it noteworthy that Ms. Walker hailed the curriculum work of
Lento Vitto but Mr. Nolan, a Lento Vitto representative, would rather not call what he
does a garden curriculum. Perhaps he was too humble or perhaps Ms. Walker referred
specifically to the garden and cooking lessons developed by Ms. Gina with Lento Vitto.
Ms. Gina mentioned those lessons in her interview as well.
Pedagogical Dimension. When I asked Mr. Nolan to describe one of his typical garden
lessons, he took me through the steps for lessons involving gardening, harvesting, and
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cooking. Even though Mr. Nolan was not a certified teacher, he taught garden classes and
afterschool clubs for ten years. For lessons in the spring, he detailed:
I can directly relate to the classes I’ve taught at [Sterling Elementary] for 10
years… My style was to – well, in the spring, I divided the tasks of getting the
garden planted into age groups. So the K, 1s, and 2s did the classroom seed
starting, started the planting and everything. It was very consistent with the first
and second grade science programs. They have plant-life cycles, and things like
that in their science program. The third, fourth and fifth graders did the outdoor
work – the preparation of the beds, the composting, the heavy lifting and such.
Everybody got to plant something, at some point, in the garden itself. (Personal
communication, July 24, 2013)
Regarding lessons in the fall, Mr. Nolan described:
In the fall, to me it was all about the harvest, and the food, and engaging the kids
in the food. And I didn’t make any distinction across grades in that. My style was
to send an email to the teachers at the beginning of the week and say, “I’ve got a
lot of zucchinis. I’d like to do a zucchini class. Here’s when I’m available. I need
45 minutes,” then they emailed back and signed their class up. It never failed to
fill all my slots… In the fall, when there’s food in the garden, we always end with
a small eating, whether it’s, “All right, everyone go to the strawberries and go
pick some strawberries,” or we’ll make a quick salsa or something like that.
(Personal communication, July 24, 2013)
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Mr. Nolan’s next words regarding connections with classroom curriculum
reminded me of Farmer Anne’s farm lessons, when she speaks to the Eco School’s
classroom teachers and gauges her farm lessons to match. He continued:
We require the teachers to be part of the class. It wasn’t a free hour for them. We
need them for classroom management and we want them to make the connections
with the other curriculum that they’re teaching every day to the stuff that we talk
about in the garden. And to me, that’s important. I can’t do that, because I’m not
in the classroom every day. I have a good idea what’s happening, but I can’t do it.
(Personal communication, July 24, 2013)
Concerning the actual flow and design of the lessons, Mr. Nolan talked about
conducting a brief mini-lesson, followed by hands-on gardening and or cooking activities
with small groups of students:
Most classes started out with a 15-minute introduction to the topic of the day. So
we’ll all gather around the garden bed, or I’d have a sitting area. It’s a lesson. I try
to engage the kids as much as possible. Open discussion, facilitated dialogue. I
guess that’s the new catch phrase for it these days, and I challenge them. I want to
know what they think they know and I challenge them with some of the bigger
topics; you know, water conservation, food justice, these kinds of issues around
food. And then, I’ll have a series of activities. It’s hard to engage 25 kids in the
same thing. So we will divide them up within the garden doing different things so
they all have something hands-on. (Personal communication, July 24, 2013)
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Because Mr. Nolan had a background in the culinary arts, it was no wonder that
he felt comfortable cooking with children during his years at Sterling Elementary:
I have cooking classes that are all about cooking that are a little bit different. But
they always start with, “Let’s see what’s in the garden.” We’ll pick something out
of the garden. We now do all our cooking classes in the cafeteria and we’ll be
looking through a recipe. You know, here are the skills you need to know, we’ll
practice your knife skills, and we always talk about safety. (Personal
communication, July 24, 2013)
Armed with nearly an hour and a half of interview material, I thanked Mr. Nolan
for his time and ideas. I knew there was a lot of valuable information on my little digital
recorder, so I headed home to listen to the interview and read over my notes. I did not
want to forget any quotable nuggets from Mr. Nolan.
Wednesday, July 31, 2013, 12:45 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Gather information about Ms. Rebecca’s intentions for Farm
Camp
People to Meet: Ms. Rebecca, Farm Camp Teacher
Today’s High Temperature: 92º F
Today’s Low Temperature: 59º F
Interesting Fact: “The first potatoes were cultivated in Peru about 7,000 years ago”
(Better Homes and Gardens, 2014).
Ideally, I wanted to meet with Ms. Rebecca prior to Farm Camp, but again,
because Farm Camp was reduced from six weeks down to one week, I rearranged my
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timeline and took what I could get. I was just thrilled that Ms. Rebecca had time to meet
with me at all because she worked multiple jobs and was quite a busy woman. We
decided to meet for lunch, after her morning job but before her afternoon job. I
appreciated her time very much. She and I met at a convenient location, between her
places of employment and sat outside, underneath a large umbrella while we ate and
talked. The ever-present sun crept closer and closer to us, but I tried to ignore it as much
as possible. My weird skin rash finally went away a few days prior to this meeting, so I
did not want to press my luck.
A Little Background Information
Ms. Rebecca is an “Early Childhood Education (ECE) paraprofessional and
student mentor” at the Eco School. I was not certain what the student mentor job entailed,
so I inquired. Ms. Rebecca explained, “That’s the title that we give the paraprofessionals
at the [Eco School] because we work directly with the students” (Personal
communication, July 31, 2013). Throughout the year, Ms. Rebecca wears additional hats
at the Eco School,
I am the writing summer school teacher, but I do lots of stuff for the school. I also
teach Saturday school and homework club with the middle schoolers.
Enrichments. I’m the theater teacher. But my primary job is the Early Childhood
Education paraprofessional/student mentor. (Personal communication, July 31,
2013)
“Don’t forget you taught Farm Camp,” I added.
“And Farm Camp. Yes,” she cheerfully responded.
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Interested in what led her to Farm Camp and the Eco School, I asked her about
her background and gardening expertise:
So I’ve always really loved working with children. Starting when I was 19 years
old I grew up in [Maryland], so I volunteered at an outreach program that had a
focus on gardening called the BUG program… I worked there one afternoon a
week just helping students with homework and then taking them out into the
greenhouse and doing garden work. And I really liked the child-adult interaction
piece of it. I really also enjoyed farming with the kids because they got super
excited with it. I’ve always really loved plants and watching things grow. So it’s
just really neat to watch that interaction. And then from there, I got a job teaching
outdoor education at an outdoor ed. center where I actually didn’t work with kids
directly. I more facilitated the program piece of it. So I made sure that materials
were prepped and ready to go for the actual teachers who would teach the classes
because how that center worked is that teachers would bring their students to us,
but then they would be responsible for teaching their own kids. So we just
prepped materials, made sure the center was clean. We took care of the aquariums
and the turtles and all that sort of stuff, but we didn’t actually teach… So then
after that, I taught at an outdoor ed. center in Minnesota for two years. And then I
did teach full time and it was wonderful. I loved it. So it made me want to be a
classroom teacher. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
Hearing Ms. Rebecca speak about her love of children, dating back to her teens, I
remembered that Ms. Amanda suggested that same sense of joy around children. Ms.
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Amanda’s words were slightly more hyperbolic, “I’m interacting with kids because I love
them to death,” but, clearly both farm teachers enjoyed spending time with children.
Ms. Rebecca moved to the local area and started working for the Eco School two
years ago. Not a Colorado native, Ms. Rebecca credits the Eco School with enticing her
to leave her home state and relocate. She informed me,
I’ve always wanted to move to [Colorado], so I saw that the [Eco School] was
hiring. And I had that outdoor education background and I’ve worked with kids
for a long time, so I applied for that position. Had an interview and everything
worked out. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
Intentional Dimension. Returning to our discussion about Farm Camp, I asked her what
led her to farming and education. With her bachelor’s degree in environmental science,
Ms. Rebecca told me:
I became really interested in food access because with my experience with BUG, I
really started to like agriculture and farming… So I had an interest in agriculture.
I worked with kids with it. And then I was also really interested in food access…
and I had all that experience teaching kids in a garden aspect, I decided that I
wanted to try farming, so I worked on multiple farms too… as an intern and
volunteer. So I volunteered on a farm in Maryland, I interned on a farm in
Michigan, and then I volunteer at [Grow Urban Farms]. (Personal
communication, July 31, 2013)
With all of her experiences and expertise in gardening, farming, and working with
children, it made sense that she found herself at the Eco School, and I was not surprised
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that she felt strongly about sharing her knowledge with students at the Eco School.
Throughout our discussion of intentions, the issue of empowerment arose time and again.
As a teacher, Ms. Rebecca does not mind giving up some control and allowing her
students’ interests to drive some of the lessons, and she views gardening and farming
education as pathways to teach children about healthy eating habits, too.
Time to Explore. “Do you make your intentions known to your students?” I asked.
Ms. Rebecca replied:
I think that I do sometimes when I’m allowing them to go explore because you
always have to give some type of guidelines. “Don’t go passed the gate.” So there
are definitely times where they understand it’s a get up and go time. But I don’t
think I always necessarily say, “You’re also learning something as you get up and
go.” So I think the self-discovery piece is not always known to kids. It just kind of
happens. Like [Yasra] in the garden. He loved looking for insects. That was his
favorite thing because he said it allowed him to get up and explore and have
freedom. So he enjoyed the freedom to explore component of it, but then for me,
it was like, yeah, but you’re also learning about all the different kinds of bugs that
live on the farm. And you are so excited that you’re identifying them and looking
through the insect books. But I don’t think his intention was, “Oh, I’m learning
right now.” But he was. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
I remembered Yasra’s insect enthusiasm and the overall success of the insect scavenger
hunt activity during Farm Camp. It was definitely one of the highlights for several of the
campers.
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When I asked Ms. Rebecca to share her ideas about the benefits of teaching
students to prepare and share the food, she mentioned some possible implications for
teaching math and science as well as simply food preparation and healthier eating. Her
thoughts intrigued me when she specifically talked about harvesting the lettuce during
Farm Camp, and even though it was bitter and needed to be removed from the ground,
the lettuce offered several different learning opportunities for the campers:
Well, it’s interesting. Cooking has a lot of different academic components to it.
Again, with the self-guided learning. Like they don’t know that they’re learning
about math and science, but they are. When they’re harvesting, they’re looking at
the plant. When we were pulling out the lettuce… they could see the roots and
really observe the plant up close. They’d be like, “Oh, there’s a ladybug on here.”
So there’s definitely the science component to it. But then there’s also the math
with measuring different things and having to get proportions just right. So there’s
an academic piece to it. But then I also think that kids are learning about nutrition
and how to make healthy food. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
Mulling over snack time at Farm Camp, specifically when students harvested and
prepared the food (i.e. peas, lettuce, chopping carrots or peppers), Ms. Rebecca talked
about the feeling of independence a student gains when preparing food:
Well, I think that there’s a lot of independence to that style of learning. If they are
making their own food, then they are learning independence… We have them cut
all the ingredients, prepare everything for themselves… So I think that they gain
independence. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
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Even though I did not observe Ms. Rebecca’s additional summer school cooking
classes, she provided another example of lessons with food preparation and eating as
themes. She mentioned the importance of peers sharing with each other and the
cooperation that goes along with preparation of shared meals:
And just kind of sharing. A lot of times, you are making something for yourself,
but then you’re also making something for the group too. Like when we’re
making smoothies or the tomato sauce, it’s not going to be that you make your
own one small batch of tomato sauce. No, everybody’s working together to make
one big batch of it. So they’re learning cooperation. Patience because sometimes
it takes a really long time to cook. And sharing. (Personal communication, July
31, 2013)
Ms. Rebecca’s perceptions about students learning concepts like sharing,
cooperation, and patience through cooking and food preparation echo those of Nel
Noddings (1992, 2005a), William Ayers (2001), and Alice Waters’ (Chez Panisse
Foundation, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2008d; Waters, 2008) Edible Schoolyard concept.
Noddings, Ayers, and Waters all consider cooking as a viable and necessary component
of school curriculum. Additionally, other participants in this study mentioned some of the
same concepts as well when they talked about teaching students to prepare food, such as
Ms. Gina and Mr. Nolan.
Instill Ideas. As we enjoyed our lunches, and I tried to avoid the presence of the
blistering sun, Ms. Rebecca shared some of her learning goals for her garden lessons with
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me. It was clear that she yearned to impart some of her interest in plants onto her
students:
I want them to learn about the different components of how to have a garden…
But just kind of why it’s important to have plants. What do plants need to grow?
How can plants be healthy? Why are bugs important in the garden? More like the
basics. And just why gardens are important. Why growing your own food is
important. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
When I solicited information from Ms. Rebecca about what keeps her going, or
what she gets out of garden and farm education, her responses revealed the enjoyment
she receives from engaging children in her passion areas of gardening and agriculture:
Well, I think it’s just fascinating to observe kids learning in an outdoor
environment where they can really have a hands-on approach that’s selfexploratory… And I also generally enjoy being outside. I have a garden at home. I
love working with plants. So seeing kids get excited about something I’m excited
with is really nice too. Even if I’m not necessarily doing a hands-on thing, I’m
more observing and watching how they interact in the garden; it’s still awesome
for me because I really like gardening. So it’s like that connection between kids
and myself. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
Hoping to gather some more insight on her intentions for Farm Camp, I asked her
to talk about the campers’ responsibilities during that week and what she expected them
to do. She expounded:
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In Farm Camp, their responsibilities were to just learn as much about the farm as
they could in a week. So we had different themes for the day. So one day was all
about plants. That was learning about what plants are grown at the farm. What are
the different parts of the plant? What do plants need to grow? Why are they
important? Those go along with responsibilities… Learning about the farm is one
of their responsibilities. Actually assisting in harvesting food for snacks and
preparing snacks. We always had some kind of farm job as well, like watering,
weeding. We did some seed saving. So helping Farmer [Anne]. We did harvesting
of peas. And then their responsibilities were also just to take care of the farm
while they were using it. So to not trample on the plants. To stay between the
beds. To respect. Not breaking off the plants. (Personal communication, July 31,
2013)
Finally, having an opportunity to share her intellectual passion for agriculture
with the Farm Campers delighted Ms. Rebecca, as she revealed on her intentions for
Farm Camp:
I was hoping that they definitely learned something about agriculture, that they
had the opportunity to explore on their own in an outside environment, that they
got to actually work in a garden, so get their hands dirty, and that they just had a
lot of fun. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
Reflecting on my Farm Camp observations and field notes, I would say that Ms.
Rebecca’s intentions were realized because the campers received agricultural and
gardening lessons; explored the farm many times; worked to transplant, water, and
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harvest fruits and vegetables on the farm; held worms and got dirty every day; and based
on some of their own testimonials, had fun throughout the week of Farm Camp. Despite
not knowing Ms. Rebecca’s intentions prior to Farm Camp, based upon her reflections, I
believe the campers received her intended curriculum and experiences.
Curricular Dimension. After discussing Ms. Rebecca’s intentions for Farm Camp, we
talked about the curriculum she used. Because I previously interviewed Farmer Anne and
Ms. Amanda, I had an understanding about the curriculum choices for Farm Camp, but I
wanted Ms. Rebecca’s perspective as well.
I asked, “Was there a specific curriculum that you used for Farm Camp?”
“I did pull a lot of activities from my outdoor education curriculum. So I used
Project Wet, Wild, Aquatic, [and] Learning Tree. So I definitely pulled activities from
that. Then I also pulled some activities from the curriculums that we used [in
Minnesota],” she replied. I appreciated that Ms. Rebecca named the specific curricula she
utilized for Farm Camp. With the exception of the curriculum from the learning center in
Minnesota, I was familiar with the others she mentioned, although I had not used them in
my own teaching. Satisfied that I understood where the entire Farm Camp curriculum
came from, I asked about her ECE teaching as well.
“Do you have a specific curriculum for ECE that you use?” I asked.
Ms. Rebecca responded, “We are very project based. So we see what the students
are interested in. And then we guide them through learning about those topics.”
Interested, I asked her to give me some examples of her “project-based” lessons for ECE.
She explained:
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So this past year, kids were very interested in rocks. So we had them collect a
bunch of rocks. And then we laid it out as a center where [they] just did the
observing part of it. And we let the kids play with the rocks and figure out how
they wanted to use the rocks. We gave them a bunch of materials just to see what
they would come up with. So some empty containers, some containers with water
to hear sounds. We also gave them number cards to see if maybe they would
count them or sort them by size or sort them by color. So it was definitely more of
an observation piece of it. It wasn’t anything planned. It was just seeing where
they wanted to go. And with the rock project, they actually decided that they just
stopped being interested in it. So we abandoned that project. We didn’t push it
further because they lacked interest. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
With Ms. Rebecca’s explanation of the ECE rock project, I recognized some of
the exploratory Farm Camp activities as well, such as the extended insect scavenger hunt,
the GUF bean map activity, and the last day’s water cycle activity. Those activities
epitomized Ms. Rebecca’s project-based, self-discovery approach to curriculum. In order
to include a garden or farm perspective, I asked Ms. Rebecca about ECE lessons on the
farm. She told me about a bug project that interested the students that previous spring:
With the bug habitat, they were very interested in roly-polies in the spring. So
they kept putting them in plastic bags and they decided they wanted to make a
bug habitat. So we wrote a letter to Farmer [Anne] asking what bugs need to live
and how could we make a bug habitat. And then Farmer [Anne] came into the
classroom and talked to the kids about how to do a bug habitat. And they asked
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her if we can borrow her bugs and if we could borrow her dirt. So we went onto
the farm and made a bug habitat. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
There was something about the idea of preschool children writing a letter the
school farmer that I enjoyed. Having an opportunity to communicate with a local farmer
and then interact with the farmer and the farm seemed like unique educational
opportunities as well. I wondered what led Ms. Rebecca to involve the ECE students with
farm activities, so I investigated, “What led you to be involved in edible garden education
at school? So is it part of the requirement, working in the garden for ECE?”
No, I’ve chosen to involve the ECE children in [Grow Urban Farms]… So ECE
has a pumpkin week that [the classroom teacher] primarily plans and then I assist
her in. It’s where we grow pumpkins in the spring. And then in the fall, there’s
pumpkin week. And we harvest the pumpkins and make pumpkin bread and
pumpkin pie and roast the pumpkin seeds and decorate pumpkins. It’s a whole,
festive, super fun week. So then we also will work in the pumpkin patch
throughout the school year. Just like planting, weeding, that sort of stuff. And we
also have taken farm tours. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
Discovering that farm curriculum was a choice and not required for the preschool
children at the Eco School surprised me a little, but then I thought about it for a moment.
Everything I researched regarding the Eco School concerned kindergarten through eighth
grade curriculum, so the early childhood program was never actually mentioned in any of
the documents. I thought Noddings (1992, 2005a) would appreciate Ms. Rebecca’s effort
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to engage three and four year-olds in curriculum encouraging caring for bugs and plants
on the farm through interactions with caring adults.
Pedagogical Dimension. Because I had the opportunity to observe Ms. Rebecca during
Farm Camp, I had a good grasp on her teaching style and the pedagogical dimension.
True to her words, Ms. Rebecca demonstrated a pedagogical style focused on selfdiscovery and exploration by the campers. Her style was much more open to inspiration
and not tied to a specific timetable; however, she did have ideas about themes and
activities for each day. Ms. Rebecca told me about her lesson planning strategies for the
week of Farm Camp:
I wanted to plan a bunch of activities that were very varied that allowed at times
for students to go and explore on their own with scavenger hunts and bug
collections. But then there are other pieces where we went and played a game that
dealt with camouflage or compost or something like that. So part of it was teacher
driven. Part of it was just student driven… Like I saw that they were really
interested in bugs. I kind of nixed my whole plan for the day and let them explore
for way longer than I would have. Like I had an activity planned just in case they
weren’t that interested. But then because they were fascinated with it, I just let
them roll. I asked them, “You found a grasshopper that you’re really interested in.
Can you go find the bug that they would eat?” I would give them guiding
questions. I do that with ECE too. Sometimes we change our academic plan. If we
see that kids are really interested in one thing, then we can help guide them
through that process of learning about it. (Personal communication, July 31, 2013)
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Recalling the insect scavenger hunt activity during Farm Camp, Ms. Rebecca
allotted more time for the activity than originally planned; however, her teaching style
and philosophy allowed for opportunities for the students to occasionally direct the
activities, and she permitted instances of self-discovery moments. Such moments
exemplified her “personal signature” (Eisner, 1998, p. 79) as well as her intentions for
allowing self-discovery time for her students.
In the end, I thanked Ms. Rebecca for her time and wished her well before she
traveled to her afternoon job. Ms. Rebecca’s interview marked the last interview for the
summer of 2013. Thus, I began the tedious task of transcription, gave up on that task, and
ultimately paid an expert to complete the arduous duty. However, once I read through all
of the transcribed interviews and my field notes, I realized I needed one final voice for
my research project: Eco School administration.
Pumpkin Pearsauce
10 medium pears or apples
½ small pumpkin
dash nutmeg
½ cup sugar (vary according to tartness of fruit) 2 tablespoons grated orange rind
(great with pears; optional with apples)
1 teaspoon cinnamon (optional)
Wash fruits; it is not necessary to peel them. Cut fruit into chunks and remove
seeds. Put into a heavy pot, with the sugar, orange rind, nutmeg and cinnamon (if
used). Cover. Cook over low heat for about an hour, stirring occasionally, until
fruits are tender. Put through food grinder, ricer, or blender and chill. Serve very
cold. Serves 8. (Boulding, Avila & Pearse, 1976, p. 108)
Winter 2014
The year of data collection comes to a close.
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Snowball by Shel Silverstein
(Silverstein, 1987)
I made myself a snowball
As perfect as could be.
I thought I’d keep it as a pet
And let it sleep with me.
I made it some pajamas
And a pillow for its head.
Then last night it ran away,
But first – it wet the bed.
Tuesday, February 4, 2014, 4:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Gather information about Mr. Brown’s Farm Camp reflections
People to Meet: Josh Brown, Eco School Sustainability Coordinator
Today’s High Temperature: 21º F
Today’s Low Temperature: -9º F
Interesting Fact: It snowed today. The drive over to the Eco School was terrible.
I needed to hear from some of the founding members of the Eco School because I
wanted to gather information from as many of the local school garden and farm education
community as possible, which included the voices from the Eco School staff, the GUF
farmer, the GUF interns, the Farm Camp teachers, the school district, the nonprofit
volunteers and employees, and the students as well. I already covered everyone on that
list except for the Eco School staff. Thus, I braved terrible weather conditions to meet
with Josh Brown, the Eco School’s Sustainability Coordinator. He and I discussed
questions from my Initial Interview Protocol (Appendix) first, and then Mr. Brown
answered questions regarding his Farm Camp reflections. Those questions follow in the
Follow-up Interview section of chapter four.
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A Little Background Information
As one may recall, Josh Brown and I met several times during the last year,
briefly while meeting with Mr. Carter to get initial approval for this study and during
Farm Camp as well. However, today marked our first official interview and to celebrate
such an event, we met inside the newer middle school addition of the Eco School, which
opened in fall 2013.
To begin the interview, Josh Brown explained his position at the Eco School,
My job title at [the Eco School] is Sustainability Coordinator. And what that
entails is really working with all of the teachers on developing interdisciplinary
units and making sure they have resources and support their planning and things
like that. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
Mr. Brown went on further to explain his role as one of the original founders of the Eco
School:
I created it, so I wanted to work here. Yeah… Not by myself, obviously, but yes,
I’m part of the team that created the school. The idea was to create a place that we
all wanted to work. And we all ended up working here… I think first the focus,
the sustainability-oriented focus, is something that we all have in common. I think
we all – everybody that started the school is a veteran teacher. At least two folks
had administrative experience as well. I think we just felt like there really wasn’t
anything going on in public education that seemed like the way we would do it.
There’s just a lot of ridiculous stuff that occurs. And having the opportunity to
start from the beginning and create a school that conforms to how we think things
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should be done was an opportunity that we just couldn’t pass up. (Personal
communication, February 4, 2014)
Intentional Dimension. Mr. Brown’s intentions focused mainly on the Eco School as a
whole, and not necessarily for a specific class or group of students. His perspective, as
the Sustainability Coordinator for the entire school, offered me a look into the Intentional
Dimension on a school-wide scale. Even though his interview provided me with a fresh
perspective and it filled in any missing gaps for me, his ideas were consistent with other
participants. Mr. Brown spoke about issues such as sustainability, empowering students
to choose healthier foods, and instilling ideals.
Sustainability. After clarifying some background information surrounding the impetus
for the Eco School, I asked Mr. Brown about the inspiration behind the large-scale farm
and Farm to School initiative at the school. I questioned, “So what led you to the edible
gardening part? How did that come about?”
It was just sort of part of what we had in mind from the outset. I was in contact
with the folks that – they were called something else at the time, but they
ultimately turned into [Grow Urban Farms]. Kind of my connection to the local
food movement. It was just – in terms of sustainability, it’s a pretty central topic,
how food is produced and local food and reducing shipping. Just the footprint of
our food system in general were all topical. And so having that at school so that
we can have a really direct experience of it was – it was never even a discussion.
It was just sort of like an assumption that we all had that that would be part of
what we were going to do. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
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Hearing Josh’s words, I recalled several previous adult and student interviews.
Farmer Anne mentioned that one of the Eco School founders was also on the GUF board
of directors, so that connection was Mr. Brown, and Hamiz and Brittany specifically told
me about sustainability and the importance of reducing shipping in the food system in
their interviews as well. Therefore, I definitely witnessed some evidence of not only Mr.
Brown’s intentions for the students but the Eco School’s founders as well during my
yearlong data collection adventure.
Reconnecting with Nature. To further my understanding of Mr. Brown’s intentions for
the Eco School students, I asked directly, “What are your intentions specifically for your
students around gardening and the farm?”
He responded:
Well, I think developing some understanding of where food comes from. Right? I
mean, two years ago, literally, we had a student in the seventh grade who was
blown away when she found out that cheese comes from cows. That’s not okay.
You’ve got to be really careful because somebody comes out with something like
that, you certainly don’t want to shame them. I mean, it’s not her fault that that
piece of information never presented itself to her. But it’s just appalling that we
have seventh graders that are that disconnected from the source of our food.
(Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
Virtually all of the previous adult participants for my study mentioned some aspect of this
disconnect between children and the natural world. Therefore, staff members,
administrators, teachers, and even students from the Eco School, the school district, GUF,
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and Lento Vitto, all seem to work together to create a connection to the natural world
again via edible gardening, farming, and food preparation education.
Better Health – “Oh my God, it’s the tomatoes from the garden!” Curious about Mr.
Brown’s thoughts on bridging the gap between the natural world and healthy food, I
asked him to elaborate a bit more about ways in which edible gardening or farming at the
Eco School might bridge that disconnect:
So just making sure that kids have some idea where food actually comes from.
And I think then sort of following on to that, what we find is that when students,
when kids have anything to do with growing something, the chances that they’ll
actually eat it are astronomically higher. You’re going from there’s no way I’m
putting that in my mouth to oh my god, it’s the tomatoes from the garden… Right.
And so having the salad bar and all the stuff that we get into the salad bar and the
fresh ingredients that we get into the scratch cooking I think just the kids knowing
where that comes from, they’re getting better nutrition. It gives us the basis to
provide better nutrition education, better understanding. Seventh grade is working
on lifecycle analysis and they’re looking at food and food packaging and
transportation and all that stuff. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
I had to laugh at Mr. Brown’s impersonation of middle school students reacting to
tomatoes from the garden. What he spoke about was true though. Students are more
likely to eat fruits and vegetables regularly when they have some stake in growing the
produce themselves (Lineberger & Zajicek, 2000; Morris, Briggs, & Zidenberg-Cherr,
2000; Morris, Neustadter, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2001; Morris, & Zidenberg- Cherr, 2002;
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McAleese & Rankin, 2007). Mr. Brown continued to talk about his feelings surrounding
healthy food, students learning to make healthier food choices, and how the Eco School
supports their choices:
So really, I think it would be a mistake to preach the gospel of local food and
don’t eat Twinkies because they’re evil and all that. Kids don’t want to hear that.
But if you give them information and teach them how to think and then expect
them to make their own decisions – and not all of them will make the decision I
want them to make, but that’s life. But at least preparing them, setting them up for
a situation where they have what they need to make a healthy decision. That’s
really, I think, what we’re looking for. (Personal communication, February 4,
2014)
His thoughts on teaching the students “how to think” and “preparing them” to
make their own decisions intrigued me because instead of didactic tactics demonizing the
evils of processed foods, Mr. Brown’s approach involved elements of care: modeling,
dialogue, practice, and confirmation” (Noddings, 1984, 1992, 2005a). Additionally, Nel
Noddings (1992, 2005a) also considers the concept of teaching children to think quite a
novel idea, often overlooked in public education so often ruled by behavioral objectives
and standardized testing, “To think – to identify problems, define them, solve them,
generalize from them – requires freedom from narrow constraints” (p. 6).
Instill Ideas. I wondered if Mr. Brown felt compelled to inform his students about his
intentions or not because some of the participants for this study told students upfront and
some did not. Thus, I asked him, “Do you make your intentions known to your students?”
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“Sure. Yeah. Hiding stuff from kids is bad practice. They will know. Then they
will somehow figure out how to get around what it is you think you’re pulling over on
them,” he responded.
“A hidden curriculum. They seem to know,” I countered.
Regarding the students at the Eco School, especially the middle school students,
Mr. Brown responded:
They’re wired. Right? They’re learning. That’s what they’re doing. They’re
looking for patterns. And most of the learning that occurs, especially prior to
school, is not direct instruction. It’s watching for patterns that occur around you
and then making conclusions about stuff. If there is a hidden curriculum, then
they’re going to detect that pattern. There’s a good chance that at this age, they’ll
bust you about it too. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
From Mr. Brown’s perspective it seemed as though the only way to instill ideas
such as sustainability, healthy eating, or the importance of locally grown food was to
instill the importance of allowing students to think critically through tough issues.
Interesting, no one presented that layer to the processes of cooking, edible gardening, or
farm education yet.
Curricular Dimension. Even though I knew how Farmer Anne coordinated with
teachers and classroom curriculum in order to incorporate farm activities into the existing
curriculum and ways Ms. Rebecca utilized the farm with her ECE students, I wanted to
get an idea about school-wide edible garden or farm curriculum and time spent in the
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garden or GUF farm. I asked Mr. Brown, “How do students spend time in the garden or
the farm here?”
It varies. I mean, it depends on the teacher and the grade level and what they’re
doing. For the most part, what we do out there is somehow connected to the
academic program. There are occasions where it’s something, maybe tests going
on or some project just occurred at the end of the semester and kids just need a
break. So we might go out and just do a workday or something. But for the most
part, the activities are connected to the academics that are going on. So it depends
on what the teacher’s doing and how they want to utilize the facilities. (Personal
communication, February 4, 2014)
Continuing my quest for understanding, I inquired, “Do you use a specific
curriculum? What curriculum do you use for your courses?”
Smiling, he answered, “No. We’re making this up as we go along.”
I added, “Right. Do you pull from anyone in particular? Is there a go-to?
Mr. Brown replied:
Not really. For garden stuff, it would be my preference that we – I mean, there’s
good stuff out there already. Life Lab. So as we develop more, I think utilizing
stuff that’s developed. I’ll be honest right now. Our use of the garden and the
farm is not as robust as we would like it to be. And so as we transition – we’re
still a startup. We just added fifth grade this year. So we’re just now at a complete
ECE through eight school. So there are still some things that need tuning up. And
honestly the extent to which we use the garden and how we use the garden and the
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farm are things that need to continue to evolve here. (Personal communication,
February 4, 2014)
I appreciated Mr. Brown’s honesty. Despite all of the edible gardening, farming,
harvesting, farmers’ markets, and Farm to Cafeteria programming going on at the Eco
School, it sounded as though Mr. Brown, and perhaps the other founders as well, wanted
more student involvement in the future. At Mr. Brown’s words, I thought about the other
adult participants I interviewed and realized that for the most part, edible garden, farm
education, and even food preparation lessons and curriculum took place mainly outside of
the regular school day – not exclusively so, but the vast majority. Therefore, it seemed
that Mr. Brown’s sentiment regarding the evolution of garden, farm, and cooking
education remains true, not only for the Eco School but around the school district as well.
I certainly would never expect gardening to overtake mathematics as a core content area,
so for the moment, curriculum tie-ins to gardening, farming, cooking, or (for the Eco
School) sustainability, are the norm. I asked Mr. Brown to explain how he aids teachers
at the Eco School in developing curriculum for issues such as sustainability or
agriculture, “As the sustainability coordinator … how do you help [teachers] bridge that
gap?”
Mr. Brown explained his role as Sustainability Coordinator and how he facilitates
teachers with curriculum connections and planning:
So we’ll have – there are [Educating for Sustainability] EfS planning days. And
there are times when I’m able to conference with teachers. Quite honestly, most
people have some idea. The folks that we’ve hired are pretty naturally inclined. I
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mean, they came here for a reason, right? And so it’s not the case that we have
some teacher that’s just completely stuck for an idea or they would not have
found their way here. So most of the folks are already on the road. And so for me,
that makes it easier just because we can get right to, okay, “What is it that you
need?” There are definitely cases where we have to kind of lift out some
connections or help teachers think a little bit more broadly about whatever they’re
trying to do. So if it’s a reading unit, maybe it’s memoir and they’re having a hard
time figuring it out. They’re like, “Well, we’re reading memoir.” That doesn't
have anything to do with recycling or farming, but find a memoir of somebody
notable in the food movement or the sustainable agriculture movement. So
helping people think about age appropriate materials and what connections they
could make or deepen. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
Pedagogical Dimension. Persistent Patience. Mr. Brown and I spent quite a bit of time
discussing this elusive aspect of care. Does he think he and the teachers and staff at the
Eco School actively seek out opportunities to care or not? His views on teaching care
stemmed from his expertise with adolescents. He seemed to understand the brain and
thinking of a middle school or high school student and did not soften the realities of
teaching that age group. If getting students to care was as easy as telling them to do so,
there would be no further need for discussion and Care Theorists would not exist;
however, reality is a tad more complicated.
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Not certain what his perspective might be, but looking forward to his typical
candor, I inquired, “Do you think teaching students to care is an aspect of your garden
teaching?”
Mr. Brown responded:
It is. Yeah. You’ve got to be real careful there, right? Because you obviously want
them to care. You want to be able to tell them this is something important and you
should care about it. And then, of course, that they’ll immediately begin caring
about it and demonstrate that through their behavior. Of course, we’re talking
about preadolescents. And the chances of that nice, clean sequence of events is
pretty much zero. So you see a lot of really frustrating behavior. You just watch
kids drop a wrapper on the ground or watch something just completely
inattentive. Or just some clueless behavior that you’re just like, oh my god, are
you serious? How many years have you gone to the [Eco School], and I just
watched you drop a wrapper on the ground? But then you have to say they’re in
seventh and eighth grade. This is what happens. So you just got to calmly say,
“Hey, what about that?” They’ll usually come back around. Really I think the
challenge really is not necessarily teaching them to care, but developing this sort
of persistent patience necessary of an adult to allow that caring to actually
develop instead of badgering them, right? Because telling them over and over
again to care is the opposite of what needs to be done. That will almost guarantee
that it won’t happen. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
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“Persistent patience.” I liked that. That was a great way to end Mr. Brown’s
interview. Teaching students to care through gardening, farming, or cooking takes time –
time to let ideas take hold and time for students to except care and learn to care for other
people and things (Noddings, 1992, 2005a). After Mr. Brown’s initial interview, he and I
moved directly into the follow-up portion of the interview. That portion follows later.
Follow-up Interviews
Tuesday, February 4, 2014, 3:30 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Gather information about Mr. Carter’s Farm Camp reflections
People to Meet: Phillip Carter, Eco School Principal
Because I felt confident that I understood the inner-workings of Farm Camp, the
interaction between the Eco School and GUF, and because Mr. Carter only had about 20
minutes to meet with me, I only asked him questions from the Follow-up Interview
Protocol (See Appendix H). I was very eager to ascertain his thoughts on the whole
process. Incidentally, Mr. Carter changed offices since my last visit. No longer was he
behind door number one with a folding table disguised as a desk. For today’s interview,
he escorted me behind door number three, which must have been a nurse’s office at some
point during the school’s past. Built-in cabinets, a sink, lockable closet doors, and an
attached restroom bespoke the office’s clinical past. Mr. Carter had a desk in this office,
complete with drawers and a rolling chair. I wondered about the change but did not
inquire because our time was limited. Thus, I began the interview.
I opened with, “Will you have another Farm Camp this summer?”
Mr. Carter answered:
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We hope so. Part of it depends on resources, and we are hoping that it can be a
joint shared responsibility between us and [Grow Urban] to organize. Last year it
fell largely on [Josh’s] shoulders and we just didn’t have the time and resources to
dedicate early enough. And we were able to rely on the intern from the
sustainability office – [Amanda]… And then what the cost would look like and
can we offset some of the cost? So our goal would be to have a Farm Camp and
actually to combine it with something like a bike camp… So what we’d love to do
is figure out the weeks that work best to put a bike camp and this Farm Camp
together. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
I hoped for another session of Farm Camp because I felt it was a worthwhile
endeavor to utilize the GUF farm site during the summer and encourage some student
interaction with the farm, but I understood the enormous responsibility it took to plan,
advertise, and implement all of the Farm Camp activities. Continuing with the mindset
that Farm Camp would take place at the end of the school year, I asked Mr. Carter, “What
aspects would you definitely want to keep about Farm Camp?”
He replied:
I thought the authentic learning experience for the students who got to be able to
participate was fantastic. Kids who don’t normally have that type of experience –
so there were some low-SES [socioeconomic status] kids who got to be there for
mostly free. For them – I was here a couple days – to just see their faces light up
and to know the authentic learning that was happening in the summertime was
fantastic. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
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When Mr. Carter mentioned that some children received financial aid for Farm
Camp, I thought back to the campers. Mr. Carter’s information made really made some
sense because I did wonder how entire families could have possibly afforded the expense
of the camp. The Farm Camp flyer I received at the Eco School’s Earth Day celebration
on April 20th, 2013 stated camp would cost “$250 per week” per child ([Grow Urban
Farms], Personal communication, April 20, 2013). That would have been a small fortune
for many families.
Referring to Ramadan, I asked, “If there was another religious holiday, how
would you handle that?”
Mr. Carter responded:
We’d just have to choose a different week. Like, we get re-educated every year
because we have so many diverse students here and so many different
nationalities. One year we weren’t paying attention to Jewish… holidays when we
were scheduling things like demonstration nights where we want families to be
here to look – to be a part of their kids’ learning, whether it’s around
sustainability projects or something they have going on in class. So we hold
demonstration nights throughout the year, and I think our first year we scheduled
one during Rosh Hashanah. The second year we checked the Jewish calendar but
we screwed something up and scheduled something on Easter. So I think we’ve
been burned just about every year by not… check[ing] the calendar. And Farm
Camp was just one of those things where it wasn’t on enough people’s radars.
(Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
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I appreciated the fact that Mr. Carter admitted to scheduling blunders with all
three of the world’s leading religions. At least no one could blame the Eco School for
discriminating against one ethnicity, race, or religious belief more than another. I did not
share my somewhat skewed sense of appreciation with Mr. Carter, however, and listened
to more of his thoughts about Ramadan and Farm Camp:
Yeah, it was an unintended consequence of the scheduling and how challenging
that can be… When those things happen with the right people involved, and when
they happen with good intentions of, “How can we fix this for next time?” it
becomes a learning opportunity… So when it happens with good intention and
there are people involved in decision making, it’s not like we’re discriminating on
purpose; it’s more like we have to learn how to work together with intentionality
and respect each other’s differences and holidays. So yeah, when it comes to
Farm Camp we’ll pay attention to that stuff more this year than we did in the past.
(Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
Satisfied with Mr. Carter’s explanation about religious holidays and scheduling
nightmares, I asked my final question, “Is there anything else you’d like to tell me about
[Farm Camp]?”
Mr. Carter responded with a few ideas related to the constant conflict between the
farm and the budget:
I think the Farm Camp is a good example of what is possible at [ES]. For us, we
battle the tension line between keeping something like Farm Camp sustained and
choosing between other priorities, and having a limited number of resources to do
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that, whether it’s human resources or financial resources. So I would say the Farm
Camp is definitely something that is sort of emblematic with the struggle with the
farm. We love the farm. We love having a Farm to Cafeteria program. We love
everything that [Grow Urban] does and [Farmer Anne] does. You know, we
currently give them about $15,000 out of our annual operating budget. But I know
that’s only a small portion of what they need to sustain the farm and have a living
wage for [Anne] and the team. So it’s run a lot off of volunteers and a lot off of
fundraising that is programmatic in nature in that they want to support programs
like the Farm to Cafeteria program or the CSA farm stand. (Personal
communication, February 4, 2014)
I realized long before I began the research for this project that the Eco School and
the Grow Urban Farms’ partnership was unique and perhaps unrealistic for many other
schools; however, I never considered the actual costs of such a large farm. If the Eco
School contributes $15,000 every year to sustain the farm, I wondered what other
resources went unfunded. Mr. Carter detected my bewilderment and explained:
There are lots of different ways to fund it, but at the end of the day – I don’t
remember the exact number but it’s X amount of thousands of dollars to run
[Grow Urban] and the farm effectively. We can only contribute a small amount
because that’s all we can afford out of our budget, but we’re committed to the
farm. We’re committed to the idea of sustainability when it comes to food in
particular, and improving the food that we give our kids. So the takeaway is that
it’s hard. It eventually boils down to financial resources and human resources that
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we have to choose. Are we going to hire that extra interventionist to help with
reading or math, or are we going to support the farm? Are we going to try and get
[Farmer Anne] a living wage, and how do we do that? So writing grants,
fundraising; we try to collaborate on grant writing. We try to collaborate with
their special events that they have and supporting [GUF]… The only other
takeaway is that it’s hard to sustain the relationship when it’s a battle of
competing resources. No matter how good intentioned we both want to be.
(Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
Sensing that Mr. Carter needed to get to his next appointment, I thanked him for
his time and continued willingness to participate in my research study. We shook hands,
put on our winter coats, and parted ways, but I was thankful for his explanation around
“competing resources” because it gave me something to consider for my research.
Tuesday, February 4, 2014, 4:00 PM
Itinerary for the Day: Gather information about Mr. Brown’s Farm Camp reflections
People to Meet: Josh Brown, Eco School Sustainability Coordinator
Immediately following my interview with Mr. Carter, I braved the snowy
elements outdoors and carefully hiked through the falling snow over to the middle school
building on the Eco School’s campus. With the worsening weather, I wanted to finish my
interviews as quickly, yet thoroughly, as possible and get home before darkness fell and
the temperature dropped even further. Mr. Brown felt the same way, but he was agreeable
to meeting with me. I certainly valued his continued willingness to participate in my
study.
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Warmly ensconced in an empty sixth grade classroom, Mr. Brown and I
continued our interview, focusing on the follow-up questions. Because Mr. Brown
attended several days of Farm Camp and observed several activities throughout the week,
I asked Mr. Brown, “So what were the highlights of Farm Camp for you?”
That was a while ago. I think honestly the fact that it actually happened was pretty
good. There was a time there when I didn’t think it was actually going to get off
the ground. So we managed to pull off a couple of – the one session had one kid
in it and then the other session was… 11. (Personal communication, February 4,
2014)
The fact that Farm Camp actually took place pleased me greatly as well, so I
expressed my gratitude to Mr. Brown about that fact. Then, I inquired about future Farm
Camp prospects, “Will you have another Farm Camp this summer?”
Mr. Brown replied, “I think so. Yeah. I’m not in charge of it and nobody else has
stepped up quite yet, so we’ll see what happens. But it’s our intention to do something
this summer.”
As with Mr. Carter, Mr. Brown was not certain about the possibility of future
Farm Camps, so I asked, “If you do end up having camp, what, if anything, will you do
differently this year?”
Well, one thing that I think we will not do is try to develop the programming
ourselves. I think what we’ll do is probably provide the infrastructure. So kind of
in the way that we run our Friday afternoon enrichment. We do registration. We
handle money. And then we contract with providers who come in and actually
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teach the camp. So [Amanda] and [Rebecca], maybe they could take their
program and just say, “We want to do it these three weeks.” And then we’ll
register kids for it, get the payment and whatever. If somebody wants to do
something else, the [Bike Shop] is working with us to do, I think, two weeks this
summer. Different providers could provide different types of experiences during
the summer. And then we’ll just do the kind of behind the scenes management.
(Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
Unclear on the “Friday afternoon club reference,” I solicited some clarification,
and Mr. Brown obliged:
Friday afternoon enrichment. We have half days on Friday. And so for the
afternoon time, lots of kids go home, but lots of parents need some place for their
kids to be. So we have people come in. There’s a karate class and drama and
Legos and just different activities. So kids go to three different classes on Friday
afternoon. But we don’t develop any of that. We just, like I say, sign the kids up,
make sure that it’s paid for, and then pay the instructors. (Personal
communication, February 4, 2014)
Once I understood the enrichment course structure and the contract-labor aspect
Mr. Brown spoke about, I queried aloud, “What aspects about Farm Camp will you
definitely keep assuming that it runs this summer?”
Mr. Brown humorously responded, “Right. I was going to say hopefully the fact
that it exists.”
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Immediately, I countered, “I'm going to write that down. Hopefully the fact that it
exists.”
After I hastily scribbled down his words, Mr. Brown continued:
I think the week of programming that we had was great. If the folks that did that
want to redo it, run that again, I think that would be fantastic. I think it went really
well. And I think kids would enjoy that. The kids that went through that last year
are obviously going to need something else, probably, to be interested, So
hopefully there will be other offerings developed. (Personal communication,
February 4, 2014)
Finally, I had to ask about scheduling for Farm Camp and potential religious
holidays, “If another religious holiday, such as Ramadan, coincides with Farm Camp,
how will you handle that next time?”
Yeah. You can only plead ignorance once, right? That won’t fly again… It’s one
of those things you just do your best. And then if it happens, something like that,
then you roll with it… Yeah. Like I say, the best that we can do is be aware and
pay attention to how those things fall. Ramadan… moves through the year. That’s
just something that we have to get our head around because we have a fairly
significant Muslim population here. Like I said, you get to plead ignorance once.
If it happens again, you’re just stupid. It’s like, come on, man. How many times
do we have to explain this to you? (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
Mr. Brown made me laugh. His bluntness continually caught me by surprise. I did
not include the portion of his response regarding certain hand gestures as international
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signs of distaste or four-letter words describing adolescent behaviors, but suffice it to say,
those examples peppered his interview quite frequently. Even though I enjoyed the
interview immensely with Mr. Brown, the terrible weather outside the classroom
beckoned me home, so I ended the interview by asking him to share any final thoughts
about Farm Camp. Mr. Brown closed the interview with these words:
I think there’s a whole lot of potential there. I hope we can figure out how to take
advantage of it… I should stress too one of the original ideas of Farm Camp was
really bridging the summer with something that’s at least tangentially academic.
Everybody leaves here in May and they come back in August. They act like,
“What? School? What do you mean?” And so just having some level of academic
something occurring during the summertime I think could be advantageous for
kids and teachers. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
After thanking Mr. Brown for his time, I put on my winter coat once more and
headed out of the door; however, a familiar face stopped me in my tracks. It was Hamiz!
He sat at a table in the common area, huddled over a computer. I startled him when I
called his name, and he clearly had trouble remembering who I was. Once I reminded
him about Farm Camp the previous summer, his face lit up and he inquired about my
well-being. I assured him I was well and still plugging away on my research project. He
informed me that his siblings and cousins were doing well, and seeing that he was
obviously dutifully working on something for school, I wished him the best and headed
home. “What a treat,” I thought. I enjoyed seeing Hamiz that afternoon.
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Monday, April 7, 2014
Itinerary for the Day: Read Farmer Anne’s email regarding her Farm Camp reflections
In a perfect world, Farmer Anne and I would have met last summer or fall for a
follow-up interview regarding Farm Camp, but in the real world, events did not go quite
that smoothly. With my work schedule and Farmer Anne’s farm commitments and nonprofit responsibilities, we did the best we could. Through a serious of emails, she and I
corresponded several times throughout the fall and winter months following Farm Camp,
and on April 7th, 2014, she responded to my follow-up questions regarding Farm Camp.
Her replies came almost two months after I interviewed Mr. Carter and Mr. Brown about
Farm Camp, so Farmer Anne’s responses were slightly updated versions of the previous
two. I provided Farmer Anne’s responses below:
1. What were the highlights of Farm Camp for you?
Engaging new and returning students in activities at the farm was really special. I
think they liked the activities we had planned, esp. the erosion races and making
patches for their hats every day, and I know they all loved ending the week with
the slip n slide
2. Will you have another Farm Camp this summer?
Yes, we are partnering with the [Bike Shop] to offer a 4-week "Sustainability
Camp": 2 weeks of more bike-focused camp and 2 weeks of farm-focused camp,
both hosted at the [Eco School]
3. If so, what, if anything, will you do differently next time?
See above for difference in structure--this also means that the [Bike Shop] is
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handling payment and registration, which is a huge administrative help to us. I
will also hire 2 teachers (instead of 1) to run Camp this year
a. What will you definitely keep for next time?
I thought the daily themes (soil science, animal habitats, etc.) worked well, as
well as the structure of beginning the morning with a craft activity, transitioning
to a short lesson on the day’s theme, more activities, making snacks, and ending
with the crafting of a patch for their hats.
4. If another religious holiday, such as Ramadan, coincides with Farm Camp, how
will you handle it?
Ramadan was completely not on our radar last year; this year it is and I believe
we have scheduled around it!
5. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about?
I think for the next 1-2 summers this camp will still be an evolving process, but
hopefully by year 3 we’ll have a good system down :). (Personal communication,
April 7, 2014)
Thus ends my year of data collection, coding, and interpretation.
Response to Interview Transcript from Ms. Gina
Thanks Shannon! Wow, I sound like a 6 year old :) Hopefully this works for you,
it looks ok to me, just repetitions and poor choice of language, but it is supposed to be a
word for word transcript, right? (Personal communication, January 26, 2014)
Response to Interview Transcript from Ms. Rebecca
Hey Shannon,
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I just read through the interview. Feel free to omit repeated words, “like” or
things that don’t make sense. There were definitely spots where my thoughts came out
very jumbled and sounding not very intelligent. If you do use any quotes from me, could
you please just give me a heads up and send them to me first? Are you planning on
publishing your dissertation?
Thanks again for conducting the interview. I’d love to read your final copy, if
you want to share!
Thanks!
Rebecca
(Personal communication, January 27, 2014)
Response to Interview Transcript from Audrey Walker
Hello! I finally reviewed you report/ notes from the interview over the weekend. I
included my edits (highlighted on the document attached). I also included the feasibility
study, which I referenced in the interview and the new federal school meal
reimbursement rates for this school year. Please let me know if you need anything
else. Thank you!
Audrey Walker
(Personal communication, September 23, 2014)
Response to Description from Michael Nolan
Here are my thoughts on your writing. Nice job. If permitted, I would like to be
identified by my real name and with Lento Vitto Denver. I am sure that Gina would not
either.
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Good luck in wrapping everything up.
Mike
(Personal communication, July 31, 2014)
Response to Description from Ms. Gina
Shannon, thanks for sending this. I read it over and it all sounds like me although I wish I
had used more formal language! :) I suppose you are changing the names for the purposes
of the dissertation?
Good luck! and great to run into you.
Gina
(Personal communication, August 11, 2014)
Response to Description from Phillip Carter
Shannon,
Thanks for the email and for checking in.
I enjoyed reading it, and thought you represented our time together well.
I loved how you captured the essence of the tension line and battling for resources. As
well as the learning from the religious holidays.
Well done.
Good luck defending. I am sure you are gonna rock it. When is it? You will have to let
me know how it goes. Kick some butt!
Lastly, I loved the names.
Mr. Carter.
(Personal communication, August 1, 2014)
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Summary
As I specified at the outset of this chapter, I arranged all of the data into three
dimensions – the Intentional, the Curricular, and the Pedagogical – as designated by
Eisner (1998) and the elements of Educational Connoisseurship and Criticism. While
organizing the data for those three dimensions, I also asked myself the following
questions, based on Eisner’s (2002) three questions: (1) “What does the situation mean to
those involved?” (2) “How does this classroom [or farm] operate?” and (3) “What ideas,
concepts, or theories can be used to explain its major features?” (p. 229). I tried to
provide a rendering of the events of Farm Camp in an effort to offer evidence for the
significance of those Farm Camp occurrences and also to provide answers to questions
one and two above. Eisner’s (2002) last question will be further explored in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THEMATICS, EVALUATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Overview of the Study
School gardens and Farm to Table initiatives are on the rise in the Unites States in
recent years for myriad reasons discussed in Chapters One and Two. This study seeks to
link the formation of an ethic of care with school gardens and farms. When I started this
dissertation journey, I was determined to find the perfect gardening curriculum and
school setting in which to prove my hypothesis that gardening could save the world!
After reading countless tomes on the benefits of gardening for children’s health (Morris,
Briggs, & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2000; Maller, 2009; Robinson-O’Brien, Story, & Heim,
2009; Morgan, Warren, Lubans, Saunders, Quick, & Collins, 2010), for higher science
scores on standardized tests (Williamson & Smoak, 1999; Dirks & Orvis, 2005;
Klemmer, Waliczek, & Zajicek, 2005a & 2005b; Smith & Motsenbocker, 2005), and for
increasing children’s understanding of and appreciation for the natural world (Leopold,
1966; Orr, 1994; Bowers, 2001; Kahn, 2007; Louv, 2005) – not to mention the literature
centering around horticultural therapy and its benefits for children and adults with special
needs (Johnson, 2012), prisoners (Jiler, 2006), and even mental health issues like
schizophrenia and military veterans suffering from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) (Watson, & Burlingame, 1960; Hewson, 2004) – I figured, “My goodness, if
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gardening can help ease the effects of schizophrenia, surely it must cure all the ills
inflicted upon children in the public school system.”
As it turns out, there is no such thing as a perfect curriculum or a perfect
pedagogical approach to student learning, gardening or otherwise, or a perfect teacher for
that matter. Eisner reminds us of this notion as well, “No single educational program is
appropriate for all children, everywhere, forever” (Eisner, 2002, p. v). What I discovered
on this journey was that there are a lot of really passionate people in the world of
education in Colorado, just trying some good ideas and implementing those ideas the best
way they can, with some really nice, hard-working folks. There is no magic bean out
there leading to the promise land of a perfect, public education. However, what I
witnessed was a group of people with a singular vision of incorporating farming into their
curriculum and from what I saw, that was a pretty darn good place to start.
I observed Farm Camp at the Eco School for five hot, dusty days, and I
interviewed fifteen total participants for this study, eleven adults and four children, each
with a different story to share with me about his or her journey to gardening and farming
in schools. Some came from as far away as Illinois, Iowa, Mexico or even Africa, but all
of them found their ways to a particular school district, at a particular school, on a
particular farm for a particular reason – their passion for plants. As unassuming or naïve
as that may seem, it was the plants cultivated in the ground that seemed to bring all of
these different people, from different backgrounds, countries, social classes, religious
beliefs, and ethnicities together. Behold the power of plants…
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There is no tried and true recipe for caring and there are no specific steps to take
to develop an ethic of care either. Therefore, caring can be a shared vision at an
innovation school, filled with staff members who “care” enough about their passion for
the Earth that they choose to work in a building with no air conditioning or move
thousands of miles to a new city just to be there (Personal communication, July 31,
2013), filled with students eager to learn about the world and make a difference (Personal
communication, July 11, 2013). Cultivating an ethic of care at the Eco School stems from
what Josh Brown refers to as “persistent patience,” (Personal communication, February 4,
2014) or an indefatigable belief that with the aid of caring and passionate adults, children
can and will develop an ethic of care for themselves, others in the community, and plants
and creatures of the Earth. Such an ethic of care takes time but perhaps no child can
develop a sense of caring without these efforts. Noddings (1992, 2005a) concurs,
“Students must practice in the company of experienced carers. Very few of us come to
care for people, their work, animals, or ideas without direct practice” (p. 146).
In my efforts to discern an ethic of care via edible gardening and farm education,
four research questions lead this study:
(1) What are the intentions of school staff, school administrators, and school
officials focused upon edible garden and farm education?
(2) What does edible garden and farm education look like in practice?
(3) What are the implications for students, staff, administrators, and school
officials who participate in edible garden and farm education?
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(4) What is the educational significance of edible garden and farm education for
public education at large?
Seeking answers to the four questions above, I used Educational Connoisseurship and
Criticism, a qualitative, arts-based research method developed by Elliot Eisner (1998).
In essence, connoisseurship is the art of appreciation and criticism is the art of
disclosure (Eisner, 1998, 2002). Additionally, Eisner (1998) informs us,
“connoisseurship…is a private act…criticism provides connoisseurship with a public
face” (p. 85). A person can be a connoisseur of many things: wine, football, flowers,
animal husbandry, or even porcupines, but it is only when that connoisseur shares his or
her knowledge with others that criticism is achieved. Further,
Criticism is an art of saying useful things about complex and subtle objects and
events so that others less sophisticated, or sophisticated in different ways, can see
and understand what they did not see and understand before. (Eisner, 1998, p. 3)
Hence all of my efforts to learn about gardening over the last seven years, and my 12
years of teaching that I drew upon for evidence of my educational connoisseurship and
ability to produce a sophisticated critique of edible garden and farm education gleaned
from my time spent interviewing Eco School staff, school administrators, and school
district officials, and observing the Eco School’s Farm Camp on the Grow Urban Farms’
site.
Educational Criticism contains four major dimensions forming a methodological
framework: description, interpretation, evaluation, and thematics (Eisner, 1998).
Throughout Chapter Four, I provided descriptions of each participant’s intentions
organized by emergent themes present in their individual interviews. Additionally, for
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those participants that work directly with children, I included their curriculum choices
and pedagogical predilections as well. Also in Chapter Four, I presented my observations
of the Farm Camp educators’ teaching practices, along with student interactions and
reactions to Farm Camp curriculum all in efforts to help the reader feel what is was like
to be at Farm Camp. In Chapter Five, I shall offer my interpretations of the thematic
findings with connections to the literature. Additionally, I submit an evaluation of those
themes in an effort to answer my fourth research question: What is the educational
significance of edible garden and farm education for public education at large?
Eisner (2002) offers many queries to facilitate the research process, and I focused
on three for this research project: (1) “What does the situation mean to those involved?”
(2) “How does this classroom [or farm] operate?” and (3) “What ideas, concepts, or
theories can be used to explain its major features?” (p. 229). I shall use Noddings’ (1992,
2005a) Care Theory as well as garden-based learning literature to provide insights to
explain and evaluate the “major features” of edible garden and farm education at Farm
Camp at the Eco School and of the Farm to Table initiative in the larger school district as
well.
The essence of my argument for this study lies in understanding the ways in
which teachers and students demonstrate care while implementing an edible garden and
farm curriculum. The research findings will serve to inform teachers and administrators
about both the opportunities for teaching an ethic of care through edible gardening and
farming education and the potential avenues to take when embarking upon an edible
garden or farm education journey or a Farm to School initiative in their own schools. In
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this study, I tried to provide enlightened descriptions chronicling the events of Farm
Camp at the Eco School, as well as detailed accounts of interviews with those persons
involved in garden and farm education at the Eco School, Grow Urban Farms, and
throughout the large public school district.
I collected my data over the course of about one year, from February 2013
through April 2014, with Farm Camp observations occurring over the week of July 8th,
2013. I interviewed 15 total participants, with ten adults agreeing to initial interviews
using my Initial Interview Protocol (See Appendix C). I did not interview Phillip Carter
using the Initial Interview Protocol. Then, I received responses from three of the adult
participants regarding my Follow-up Interview Protocol (See Appendix H) with two inperson follow-up interviews Phillip Carter and Josh Brown and one via email (Farmer
Anne). Those follow-up interviews helped offer closure for the yearlong data collection
and included questions regarding emic themes that developed. Finally, I interviewed four
Farm Camp students using a Student Interview Protocol (See Appendix G).
Discussion of Themes and Response to Research Questions
Throughout the course of this study, several themes began to emerge:
empowerment, which includes the subtheme of better long-term health; imparting ideas,
which includes the subthemes of sustainability and an appreciation for farm fresh
produce; reconnection with the natural world through hands-on, outdoor edible garden
and farm activities; and care, including care for self, care for others in a community, and
care for the plants, the animals, and the Earth. I shall summarize each of the themes
below and expound upon them further through discussion of the research questions.
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Everyone needs to eat to survive, but as obesity rates increase, especially for
children, in this country (Ogden, Carroll, Kit, & Flegal, 2012), it is apparent that
something productive needs to happen to curb the effects of childhood obesity. I offer the
findings from this study as a step in that direction. For the participants in this study,
growing food in a garden or on a farm is only half of the equation. The other half of the
garden or farm process must include lessons regarding food preparation. Empowering
children to grow their own farm fresh produce, through learning to harvest the food, and
also through learning different, easy ways to prepare those healthy fruits and vegetables
are at the heart of this study. Empowering children to create healthy, long-term eating
habits permeated nearly all of the adult interviews, whether the adults were teachers,
administrators, school district staff, or non-profit employees.
Accompanying the theme of empowerment, all of the adult participants spoke
about or at least alluded to the importance of instilling ideas, such as sustainability and an
appreciation for farm fresh foods in their students. Both adult and student participants
spoke about the importance of living sustainable lives and choosing sustainable lifestyle
choices, such as reducing transportation mileage for crops (Personal communication, July
11, 2013) and how people can interact with the environment in more sustainable ways by
using natural pesticides (See Farm Camp Day 3, July 10, 2013). The fresh food
appreciation lends itself to the beginning stages of edible garden or farm education,
where empowering the students to actively choose those healthy fruits and vegetables at
regular meals speaks to the participants’ long-term goals for their students.
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Allowing students opportunities to connect with the natural world, surfaced time
and again for the participants in this study. Farm Camp educators relished the thought of
the campers interacting with insects, animals, and plants on the farm and offered many
activities for the students to do so. Nearly all of the adult participants mentioned
something about the importance of allowing students to interact with and explore the
natural world around them, instead of viewing it from a textbook or computer screen.
Care Theory is a tool I utilized to aid in understanding, and evaluating my Farm
Camp observations as well as for decoding all of the pages of adult and student
interviews. Eisner (1998) writes, “When critics work with theory, they use it as a tool for
purposes of explanation – not to meet the rigorous tests for the ‘true experiment,’ but to
satisfy rationality, to deepen the conversation, to raise fresh questions” (p. 95). Care
Theory aided me in raising those fresh questions about using school gardens and farms to
impart an ethic of care for students.
Question One: What are the intentions of school staff, school administrators, and
school officials focused upon edible garden and farm education?
Throughout Chapter Four, I presented interview vignettes from each of the 11
adult participants, and I asked each participant, with the exception of Philip Carter, to
communicate his or her intentions for students. While the words and phrases varied,
common themes emerged from all of the interviews: (1) these adults want to empower
their students with garden and food preparation knowledge so the students can lead
healthy lives; (2) these adults want to instill in their students ideas, such as sustainability
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and an appreciation for fresh foods; and (3) these adults want to offer students
opportunities to reconnect with the natural world.
Empowerment. The theme of empowerment pervaded all of the adult interviews in one
form or another. Merriam-Webster defines the term empower as: (1) To give power to
someone or (2) To promote the self-actualization or influence of (Empower, n.d.a). The
Oxford English Dictionary offers another definition for empower: (1) Give (someone) the
authority or power to do something or (2) Make (someone) stronger and more confident,
especially in controlling their life and claiming their rights (Empower, n.d.b). For the
purposes of this study, I prefer the second definitions from both dictionary resources.
Promoting the self-actualization or their students’ spheres of influence and making their
students stronger and more confident through edible garden and farm education, as well
as food preparation techniques permeated all of the participant interviews.
Farmer Anne and Mr. Nolan spoke about the importance of encouraging the
students to participate in the weekly farm stands at their schools. Farmer Anne enjoys the
sense of ownership of the farm and the produce held by each student involved with the
school farm stand (Personal communication, July 5, 2013), and Mr. Nolan spoke
eloquently about increasing the students’ spheres of influence through farmers’ markets
(Personal communication, July 24, 2013). For Ms. Gina, teaching students to cook allows
them to see the consequences of their actions in the real world, which empowers them to
try new things and realize that cooking food is not some great mystery, but rather, a
natural and easy thing to do. Ms. Gina also hopes that her students gain a basic
understanding of food in her lessons. For her, cooking allows them to see the
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consequences of their actions because something as simple as adding cumin to a recipe,
greatly affects the outcome. That feeling of control over a recipe empowers the students
and inspires them to keep trying new ideas and combinations (Personal communication,
July 6, 2013).
With the typical frankness I grew to expect from Ms. Amanda, she informed me
that she has “friends who don’t know how to make a sandwich… So I think that any time
you can cook in a classroom is awesome.” Perhaps what her friends missed in their
schooling were basic cooking and food preparation classes to empower them to put hands
to food and create something edible. Both Ms. Amanda and Farmer Anne mentioned
some of the same themes about the importance of school gardens and farms bridging the
gap for students regarding children’s lack of understanding about the growing cycle of
plants and their confusions about how plants grow from seeds in the soil and end up on
their plates or on the cafeteria’s salad bar (Personal communication, July 5, 2013;
Personal communication, July 9, 2013). Ms. Rebecca referred to the feelings of
independence the students gain from preparing and making their own food (Personal
communication, July 31, 2013).
William Ayers (2001) furthers my thinking about empowerment when he writes
about John Dewey (1938) the importance of going beyond mere experiences in
education:
Of course, developing an education based on experience is just the beginning.
John Dewey (1938) noted that experience and education are not the same
thing…The challenge for teachers who are building an education based on
experience is to create opportunities for students to have the kinds of experiences
that will enable them to grow and develop into further experiences, and eventually
to take control of their own learning. (Ayers, 2001, p. 131)
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Essentially, Dewey and Ayers discuss the importance of creating worthwhile,
aesthetic experiences for students – experiences that are worthy of duplicating and
expounding upon and further developing in the future. Students experience lessons and
activities all of the time in schools; however, how many of them are truly worthwhile or
truly empower them to become life-long learners or empower the students to grow from
their experiences and have a desire to carry them into their future lives? The participants
in this study yearned to create those types of aesthetic, worthwhile experiences for
students in their school gardens or farms. Empowering students to learn from the plants
and creatures on the farm and taking those knew understandings back inside their
classrooms and back to their homes fueled these adult participants.
Farmer Anne reveled in the idea that Eco School parents and students found their
new favorite vegetables on the GUF farm (Personal communication, July 5, 2013), and it
was apparent that she genuinely hoped that her students developed a passion for healthier
eating habits. Mr. Nolan and Ms. Amanda, who both enjoy cooking and sharing food
with their friends, considered the impact of increasing a child’s sphere of influence and
ultimately a child’s feeling of empowerment in the world around him or her. The idea of
offering a sense of control and power in the world through school gardening and farming
practices to bolster students’ feelings of empowerment in their lives supports my hunch
that edible garden and farm education are good ideas.
Instilling Ideas. In addition to empowering students to learn to grow and prepare fruits
and vegetables in a school garden or on a school farm, many of the participants spoke
about their hopes for imparting ideals such as sustainability and an appreciation for
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healthy foods to their students. As a researcher, I got the sense that the participants
wanted to instill a legacy of sustainability and sustainable agricultural practices as well as
sustainable environmental practices to their students. Additionally, instilling a legacy of
long-term healthy eating habits came up time and again as a theme during the interviews
and the observations for this study.
During her interview, Ms. Rebecca clearly stated that she yearned to impart some
of her interest in plants onto her students because she grew up learning about plants and
developed a true appreciation for them, both from a cooking and healthy eating
perspective and from a botany perspective as well (Personal communication, July 31,
2013). Ms. Rebecca enjoys sharing her intellectual passion for agriculture through edible
garden and farm education at the Eco School.
Farm Campers, Brittany and Hamiz, both spoke about sustainability, so the ideals
taught and expressed at the Eco School and on the GUF farm are evident in their
responses. Brittany mentioned learning about sustainability when she and her classmates
ventured outside to the GUF farm. When I asked her to tell me more about what she
meant by that, she informed me that it is important to keep a balance between nature and
humans in order to live sustainably together (Personal communication, July, 11, 2013).
Hamiz felt that locally grown produce was healthier than food brought in to Colorado
from other states in the US and commented about the food that travels from far off
distances, “I think it’s better than food you get from trucks or from the factory… it’s
better at everything, better taste, and fresh” (Personal communication, July 9, 2013). The
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underpinnings of sustainability and buying local produce came through in Hamiz’s
interview.
Josh Brown’s goal as the Eco School’s Sustainability Coordinator “is really
working with all of the teachers on developing interdisciplinary units and making sure
they have resources [to] support their planning,” (Personal communication, February 4,
2014) to incorporate the concept of sustainability in industry, transportation, pollution,
environmental practices, agriculture, water usage, consumerism, etc. Josh Brown’s
administrative role at the Eco School is to guide and assist his teachers to instill the ideals
held by the Eco School founders, “In partnership with our diverse urban community, the
Eco School will provide a hands-on, brains-on experience that includes all students, staff,
families and community, preparing all learners to lead the way toward a sustainable,
bright and green future” (See Chapter Three).
For Farmer Anne, instilling the ideal of long-term healthy eating habits starts with
providing access to healthy food for all citizens. Farmer Anne and the interns emphasized
their desire to empower the children at the Eco School to try new vegetables, to
encourage their parents to make healthier choices at home, and to create learning
opportunities for everyone involved in the farm, not just the children. Farmer Anne
enjoys the hands-on experiences afforded by an edible garden or working school farm
and the connections children can make between healthy food options and healthier food
choices. In her mind, it is easier to choose healthier food options when they are first made
available to children, and the school cafeteria is a good place to start (Personal
communication, July 5, 2013).
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Ms. Amanda and I discussed her interest in establishing positive garden
experiences for her students, as well as the Farm Campers, in order to encourage them to
become life-long gardeners and develop appreciations for fresh produce from the garden
(Personal communication, July 9, 2013). Mr. Nolan spoke to me about the importance of
instilling his students with the idea that healthy food has value, and students need to see
the value of eating good food and sharing it with their friends. In his mind, students have
to be healthy themselves before they can have healthy relationships. Mr. Nolan even went
so far as to say that students need to have respect for the “food we eat, the people that
grow the food, the people that prepare the food for us… I think the gardens give them a
little taste of what food production is all about” (Personal communication, July 24, 2013).
In echoing the aforementioned participants’ views on the importance of allowing
children opportunities to develop an appreciation for gardens and farms in schools,
Maturano (1999) sums up the importance of cultivating gardening experiences with
children quite well:
Cultivating plants promotes a nurturing attitude towards the child’s surroundings.
In gardening a symbiotic relationship is established in which the child acts upon
the soil, seeds, and young plants and they respond; the child then identifies and
carries out the next step, such as staking, transplanting, fertilizing and the like,
and in so doing establishes a continuous cycle of interaction moving towards the
goal. This plant-person interaction builds sensitivity to the natural environment,
responsibility towards it and an awareness that one’s actions have real
consequences. A garden teaches responsibility by demonstrating that sustained
attention and nurture bring the tangible rewards of food, flowers, and sensory
delights (pp. 63-64).
Finally, as a nutritionist, Ms. Walker is keenly aware of the need to create healthy
eating habits and life long healthy choices among the children in the school district
(Personal communication, July 16, 2013). Even though instilling lifelong changes in
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students’ eating habits will not happen overnight, Ms. Walker and all of the participants
in this study genuinely seemed excited about the possibility of change.
Reconnecting with Natural Systems. The words of Noddings (2003) helped guide my
thinking regarding the theme of reconnecting students with natural systems,
“Environmental movements are extremely important but, instead of starting with these, I
think we might accomplish more by starting with our own needs and the happiness we
experience in healthy relationships with nature” (p. 124). I purposely chose natural
systems over the word nature or environment here because for me, natural systems
incorporates a broader understanding of the natural world and the ways in which humans
figure into it. When I hear the term nature, I typically conjure visions of forests, rushing
rivers, or maybe animals in the jungle, and when I hear the word environment, I usually
think of pollution or environmental protection efforts. Thus, for this study, I want to be
clear about the ideas expressed by the adult and student participants regarding natural
systems.
For this study, natural systems start in the soil of the school garden or farm and
encompass the seeds, planting, growing, harvesting, and eating the plants cultivated in the
garden or on the farm. Natural systems also include food preparation techniques,
understanding where food comes from, and sharing food with families and community
members outside of the school. Finally, natural systems include sound management
practices relating to gardening and farming, such as animal and pest control. Maturano
(1999) validates my thinking on the subject of connecting young children and
reconnecting older children with natural systems via school gardens and farms:
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Through experiences with the garden as an ecosystem, [children] can begin to
understand the interrelations between plants, animals and people. The school
garden as a small-scale life-support system enables the child to act locally on
behalf of the global environment. The knowledge gained in the school garden
encourages children to respect living things. (p. 66)
Farmer Anne bemoaned children’s lack of connection to the natural systems of
planting and harvesting, and she feels strongly that it is important to reconnect people to
the land and the food that sustains them (Personal communication, July 5, 2013). Ms.
Amanda expressed her opinion about the importance of teaching children about “natural
systems thinking” (Personal communication, July 9, 2013) and how school gardens can
provide perfect venues and outdoor classrooms in which to do so. For Ms. Gina, cooking
is a “natural extension of a human activity,” and therefore, should not be thought of as a
difficult process or complicated task. All human beings have to eat food; so teaching
students about food systems from seed to table are worthwhile and necessary components
to one’s education (Personal communication, July 6, 2013). Finally, Audrey Walker
mentioned the common theme among all of the adult participants in this research study
concerning the idea that children (and some adults) lost touch with the food growing
process and do not understand where their food comes from. Ms. Walker spoke about her
objectives to change that lack of understanding through school gardens and farm
education (Personal communication, July 16, 2013).
Hutchison (1998) provides a summation of the ideas mentioned by the
participants in this research study regarding the importance of connecting children to
natural systems with a school garden or farm:
Tending a garden reinforces basic values related to responsibility and care, but
such an exercise also actively involves children in an ongoing study of the
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cyclical processes of growth, decay, and the rebirth of life. As gardeners, children
have a stake in the outcome of their work, and this in turn helps them to develop a
deeper appreciation for the sustenance requirements of living things. On a
firsthand basis, children learn about the need for plants to receive adequate
amounts of sunlight, water, and nutrients, and they begin to recognize the
importance of their own role in cultivating these plants over the long term. When
such projects are carried on over a period of successive years, a genuine link is
forged between children’s gardening endeavors and the moral/character goals of
instilling ecologically sensitive values and skills related to children’s interaction
with nature. (pp. 134-135)
Question Two: What does edible garden and farm education look like in practice?
In attempting to capture the essence of Farm Camp, I turned to Eisner (1998) and
asked myself, “What was it like to be there?” Thus, in Chapter Four, I tried to offer an
extensive rendering of what is was like to be at the Eco School’s Farm Camp on the GUF
farm site and how the camp operated, including the lessons and curriculum designed to
instill a love of gardening, an appreciation for fresh fruits and vegetables as well as care.
Additionally, I included the curricular and pedagogical dimensions from each adult
participant and Farm Camp as well.
In Chapter Two, I provided evidence supporting the use of school gardens
because gardens can provide hands-on learning activities for students. Educational
theorists, such as John Dewey, and numerous educational researchers (See Chapter Two)
espouse the importance of providing opportunities for students to experience education in
different ways. Many of the adult participants spoke about actively involving students in
their lessons, and I observed numerous examples of such a teaching style during Farm
Camp as well.
Regarding his work with Lento Vitto and his hands-on approach to student
learning, Mr. Nolan noted, “So food is our output. It’s all driven by education, but these
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different [cooking] activities expose the kids to different educational opportunities. Some
kids are going to connect to different educational opportunities than others” (Personal
communication, July 24, 2013). Josh Brown spoke to me about providing diverse
learning opportunities for the students at the Eco School as well:
It’s not the goal to turn everybody into a hippy tree hugger, but exposing them to
this wide range of ideas and information that they would not have otherwise been
exposed to increases the chance of them actually finding something that they can
connect to. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
Josh Brown’s words reminded me of Tabinda and her work with an organization
that grows food to feed people at a low-cost café (Personal communication, July 11,
2013), and Yasra’s interest in studying plants in the hopes of using their medicinal
properties to cure diseases or grow plants more efficiently to curb worldwide hunger
(Personal communication, July 11, 2013). Allowing students at the Eco School and at
Farm Camp the opportunity to benefit from a diverse curriculum with an emphasis on
care for animals, plants, and the Earth plays a tremendous role in shaping the caring
attitudes of students like Tabinda and Yasra. Referring to Dewey’s progressive ideas at
the turn of the 20th century, Eisner (2002) states, “Emotion could not be disregarded in
dealing with matters intellectual, because how children felt about what they studied
influenced how they thought about what they studied” (p. 69). Thus, I must credit the Eco
School and the GUF farm with offering opportunities for students to develop emotional
connections with their academic endeavors.
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Additionally, Josh Brown talked about the importance of teaching kids to think
and Ms. Amanda is quite certain she could teach anything in a garden. Maturano (1999)
encourages the use of school gardens to enhance the depth and complexity of curriculum
and ultimately benefiting student learning outcomes as well:
Gardening with children provides a sustained opportunity for physical, emotional,
social and cognitive development… The gardening experience encourages
questioning, describing, predicting, sequencing, inferring, and other thinking
skills. The learning that takes place in a garden is as significant for today’s urban
and suburban youngsters as it is and was for their agrarian predecessors.
(Maturano, 1999, p. 63)
Caring Practices. In keeping with Eisner’s (2002) questions to guide my evaluation, I
pondered, “What ideas, concepts, or theories can be used to explain its major features?”
(p. 229). Knowing that I wanted to use the lens of Care Theory Noddings, 1992, 2005a), I
asked myself the following questions while evaluating my Farm Camp observations: (1)
When did I see elements of care (including care for self, community, plants, animals, and
the Earth) during the week of Farm Camp? and (2) When did I see modeling, dialogue,
practice, and confirmation? I observed instances of caring for self during the harvesting
of fresh peas and other vegetables from the farm (See Farm Camp Day Three, July 10,
2013), and when the campers tried new, healthy foods and prepared and ate snack (See
Farm Camp Days One-Four, July 8-11, 2013). Campers demonstrated a sense of care for
others by sharing healthy snacks with each other (See Farm Camp Days One-Four, July
8-11, 2013), harvesting produce for the CSA (See Farm Camp Day Three, July 10, 2013),
and helping Farmer Anne and the farm interns water and weed the farm (See Farm Camp
Day Three, July 10, 2013). Farm Campers cared for plants all throughout the five days of
Farm Camp when they listened to Ms. Rebecca and Ms. Amanda’s lessons about basic
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plant care, plant life cycles, how to compost, soil composition, erosion, and plant
transpiration (See Farm Camp Day Two, July 9, 2013). Noddings (1992, 2005a)
discusses, “the usefulness and excitement of studying plants in connection with other
centers of care” (p. 133) when she writes:
All schools should have gardens, greenhouses, and windowsill plants, and
students should learn how to nurture plants. Even if they eventually live in the
city with no houseplants, such experience should induce a practical appreciation
for plants and the people who grow and use them. (p. 133)
I also witnessed lessons involving care for animals when Ms. Rebecca explicitly
asked the campers to look for animals and their habitats on the farm (See Farm Camp
Day Two, July 9, 2013). Campers seemed to enjoy Ms. Rebecca’s Hawk, Hawk, Hawk
game while learning about camouflage and animal adaptations (See Farm Camp Day
Three, July 10, 2013). Also, campers certainly appreciated the insect scavenger hunt, and
even though Rafael and Daib balked at the end, all of the campers agreed that it was right
to free the insects at the conclusion of the scavenger hunt (See Farm Camp Day Three,
July 10, 2013). Finally, I saw evidence pertaining to care for the Earth through lessons
and activities related to erosion prevention and composting techniques (See Farm Camp
Day Two, July 9, 2013), the water cycle, and water conservation (See Farm Camp Day
Five, July 12, 2013). Famer Anne, Ms. Rebecca, and Ms. Amanda spent a lot of time
encouraging the campers to respect the plants on the farm because the entire purpose of
Farm Camp was to encourage the campers to develop a better understanding of where
their food comes from and to appreciate the seed to table concept (Personal
communication, July 5, 2013).
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There were certainly times when children did not exhibit caring behaviors and
either Ms. Rebecca or Ms. Amanda did her best to modify such behaviors, such as
Rafael’s slapping incident with Ms. Amanda (See Farm Camp Day Four, July 11, 2013)
or when Cala’s older brothers bullied her about drinking water and eating snacks on the
first day of Ramadan (See Farm Camp Day Three, July 10, 2013). Not much surprised
me about the incidences of uncaring acts of the campers because, after all, these campers
were children, and therefore, they were just learning the techniques to care about
themselves, others, and the natural world around them. It simply takes time for children
to learn to be better carers, and learning from caring adults, such as the Farm Camp
educators, is a good place to start the process.
Noddings cautions against the present notion in public education surrounding the
constant pursuit of rigorous, academic standards, in lieu of the pursuit of caring
relationships between teachers and students, “So, at bottom, subject matter cannot carry
itself. Relation, except in very rare cases, precedes any engagement with subject matter.
Caring relations can prepare children for an initial receptivity to all sorts of experiences
and subject matters” (Noddings, p. 36). Therefore, fostering caring relationships between
teachers and students, students and students, and students and the natural world are
invaluable stepping-stones for developing caring relationships in the future.
Opportunities to learn about and receive care build over time, which is what I
witnessed with students at the Eco School. Noddings (1992, 2005a) adds support to such
an idea, “So we do not tell our students to care; we show them how to care by creating
caring relations with them” (Noddings, p. 22). I think edible gardening and farming
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education can complete such a task. The garden or the farm offers opportunities for older,
more experienced gardeners or farmers to impart knowledge to younger novices to instill
wisdoms about plants. Growing plants is real. It is tangible. Either the plant lives or dies,
so the simple act of putting a seed in the dirt has consequences. New gardeners and
farmers need caring educators to offer guidance along the way. Sure, plants may die at
some point, but a school garden is a place for learning where mistakes can be made along
the way. When considering mistakes made on the farm, I could not help but recall when
Kalila and Daib rubbed their eyes with cayenne pepper coated fingers, and both Ms.
Rebecca and Ms. Amanda calmly came to their aids and helped the children rinse their
eyes with water (See Farm Camp Day Three, July 10, 2013).
Teaching children kindness and caring through gardening (stepping carefully
around plants, being respectful of insects in the garden, gently removing peas from their
stems, etc.) may or may not elicit an ethic of care for the children involved in the
gardening activities; however, in the absence of such an approach, perhaps it is unlikely
that the children would be cognizant of these issues on their own. For example:
Thirty years ago, Basil Bernstein (1975) [well-known educational sociologist]
noted that in the absence of meaningful and extended contact with caring adults,
young people in Western societies had been left to their own devices when it
came to making sense of the world. The result was a burgeoning youth culture
increasingly divorced from the relational considerations that had once been
central to the socialization of the young. (Smith, 2004, p. 82)
This kind of talk regarding students and the importance of building strong, caring
relationships with adults may lay the groundwork for further caring and kindness in later
life. As educators is that not all we can do but lay the foundation and create opportunities
for future behaviors? Teachers, farmers, nutritionists, and cafeteria chefs encouraging
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students to eat more fruits and vegetables fresh from the school garden or farm can only
hope to engender the future selves of the children in their charges to make healthier, more
informed food choices, but they cannot guarantee healthier adults.
Further, Noddings (2005a) emphasizes, “There is no recipe-like method for
establishing relations of trust and care…Caring is a capacity (or set of capacities) that
requires cultivation. It requires time” (p. 114). This is evident in what I observed at the
Eco School. Caring takes time to cultivate, nurture, and grow. Evidence of care existed
everyday at Farm Camp; however, the big idea of teaching children through farming and
with the aid of edible gardens is not a quick process. Those ideas have to become part of
the fabric of the children’s understanding, part of their meaning making, and part of their
realities. Josh Brown spoke eloquently about the need for patience when helping students
learn to care:
Really I think the challenge is not necessarily teaching them to care, but
developing this sort of persistent patience necessary of an adult to allow that
caring to actually develop… Because telling them over and over again to care is
the opposite of what needs to be done. That will almost guarantee that it won’t
happen. (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
“We will see that teachers not only have to create caring relations in which they
are the carers, but that they also have a responsibility to help their students develop the
capacity to care” (Noddings, 2005a, p. 18). Teachers helping students to develop the
capacities for caring are what I observed during Farm Camp. With time, I trust that care
for plants on the farm carries over into care for classmates, teachers, or planet. That I
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believe is one of the guiding thoughts behind the GUF farm site at the Eco School, the
Farm Camp, and the Farm to School initiative in the school’s cafeteria as well.
Regarding the bullying that took place during the first day of Ramadan, there was
an opportunity for care confirmation. There were opportunities to address instances of
uncaring acts that could become opportunities to dialogue about and confirm the
possibility of caring behaviors. For instance, even when a young child misbehaves, from
a perspective of care, it is important to “identify something admirable, or at least
acceptable, struggling to emerge” if at all possible in each instance (Noddings, 1992, p.
25). How do teachers seek to find each student’s “better self and encourage its
development” (Noddings, 1992, p. 25)? For the insect snack fiasco on day three of Farm
Camp, Insar and Hamiz’s respect of their mother’s wishes was something admirable
struggling to emerge. “Mommy said, ‘No!’” was a common utterance that Wednesday,
and it really was the children’s obedience to their mother that caused the most alarm
during Farm Camp (See Farm Camp Day Three). It is difficult to fault a child for obeying
his or her mother, so there was an opportunity to reinforce the respect Insar and Hamiz
felt for their mother, while still discussing the lack of care evident when they bullied their
little sister and made her cry during the insect snack issue that day. Therefore,
opportunities to instill an ethic of care abound on a school farm, even when they were not
anticipated.
Originally, prior to my proposal defense, I wanted to shy away from interviewing
children, largely because I was hoping to sail through the IRB process; however,
members of my proposal committee really pushed for me to interview children. “As
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young people learn how to discern and accept care, they can gradually learn also to care
for others” (Noddings, 1992, 2005a p. 103). After the fact, I am so thankful that I
interviewed students because I have a richer, more thorough understanding of the fullcircle of care occurring at both the Eco School and the Grow Urban Farms site.
Question Three: What are the implications for students, staff, administrators, and
school officials who participate in edible garden and farm education?
Well, it’s interesting. Cooking has a lot of different academic components to it.
Again, with the self-guided learning. Like they don’t know that they’re learning
about math and science, but they are. When they’re harvesting, they’re looking at
the plant. When we were pulling out the lettuce… they could see the roots and
really observe the plant up close. They’d be like, “Oh, there’s a ladybug on here.”
So there’s definitely the science component to it. But then there’s also the math
with measuring different things and having to get proportions just right. So there’s
an academic piece to it. But then I also think that kids are learning about nutrition
and how to make healthy food.
— Personal communication, July 31, 2013
Concerning issues of sustainability, care, and better health, it appears as though
intentions and implications for the students at the Eco School nearly go hand in hand for
the purposes of this research study. Empowering students to garden, harvest, and prepare
healthy fruits and vegetables in order to live healthier lives could very well lead to a
reduction in childhood obesity and an increase in students’ long-term health. Additional
implications of edible garden and farm education include increased access to hands-on
science and math activities, which can lead to increased science and math scores on
standardized tests and deeper understandings of scientific and mathematical processes as
well.
Over those five days of Farm Camp, I definitely observed different levels of skill
associated with the Eco School and GUF farm, such as preparing the soil, composting,
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planting, transplanting, growing, observing, weeding, harvesting, washing, preparing,
cooking, and eating. All of those skills required time, practice, and elements of care,
including the modeling of the skills necessary to produce healthy crops and food dishes,
dialogue about each stage in the long seed to table process, students having opportunities
to practice their skills when interacting in caring manners with the school garden or farm,
and finally, confirmation of their hard work and perseverance via delicious, healthy
produce on their plates, on the school salad bar, interested customers at the school’s
farmers’ market or CSA, and approval from parents and other family members when the
students’ new skills carry over into their homes and kitchens. Edible school gardens and
farms, such as the GUF site on the Eco School campus, offer new areas for children to
learn skills and demonstrate their expertise in multiple arenas.
Regarding new skills in multiple arenas, including school gardens, farms, and
healthy eating at home, Noddings (2003) offers some insight into reasons why such skills
are not often found in the typical public school curriculum, “Public schools in liberal
democracies pay very little attention to preparation for personal life. Most of our attention
goes to preparation for higher forms of education, and thus for the world of paid work”
(pp. 29-30). The skills and knowledge obtained from working in a school garden or on a
school farm can transfer to students’ personal lives because cooking and eating are
necessary human functions, so it seems strange that those two functions, cooking and
eating, are not explicitly taught in more schools.
Ms. Rebecca encouraged campers to utilize real tools when harvesting produce on
the GUF farm, “So for farm camp, we give them actual tools. Snippers and scissors and
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things. And we told them where the herbs were, how to cut them, and then they used the
tools to actually cut the herbs” (Personal communication, July 31, 2013). Being able to
identify herbs, how to harvest them, and ways to use them to enhance flavors in cooking
are empowering skills that edible gardens and school farms can foster. “For Dewey,
gardening is an activity that channels students’ native interests in all things living into a
genuine appreciation of, and even a scientific curiosity about, their environment”
(Ralston, 2011, p. 7). Lessons in food preparation may lead to the ability to make
healthier food decisions later.
Recalling Chapter One, the core of my argument concerning edible garden and
farm education involves the juxtaposition of gardening and farming via cooking and
eating as part of the curriculum in the school environment. Gardening and sharing meals
together must go hand-in-hand; otherwise it is simply just a garden or just home
economics. William Ayers (2001) validates my thinking as well,
Cooking is engaging for lots of children, and it is an area into which they can
bring their own knowledge and skill, as well as deepen and develop their
understanding. When a teacher carefully creates the time and space to cook, she
can thoughtfully build in reading, math, science, history, culture, mapping, and
more. (p. 60)
Mr. Nolan’s point regarding the active participation of students in the food
preparation process may very well be the heart of this dissertation:
Well, on the preparation side of things, it goes back to being active participants in
their food choices. You may want to eat healthy, but if you don’t know how to
take that mango and get its flesh out, you’re not going to benefit from that mango.
(Personal communication, July 24, 2013)
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A mango is only one example, but the idea is the same. As a country, we can preach all
we want about healthy eating, better foods for school lunch, Mrs. Obama’s garden,
reducing diabetes and childhood obesity, but I think Mr. Nolan’s sentiment is the real
truth of the matter. Even if students can recite a list of healthy foods, talk about the food
pyramid, or give scientific facts about diabetes, if they have no understanding of how to
prepare those healthy foods on that list, the plan is moot. For instance, I like the idea of
kale: I see it a lot in the grocery store, but I do not have the slightest understanding of
how to prepare it. Thus, I walk on by it in the produce section. Culture plays a role in
assimilating the food into my sphere of understanding, but my lack of food preparation
knowledge plays a huge role in my unlikelihood of buying that kale.
School gardens and farms are great for bridging that gap between learning the
names of healthy fruits and vegetables and actually being able to find them at a farm
stand or in the grocery store; however, going one step further and teaching students to
prepare those healthy foods improves the likelihood that they will actually consume those
healthy foods that reduce obesity and increase life expectancies. School gardens and
farms are perfect places to begin talking about natural systems, healthy food, and science,
but they may not be enough. Also, not all schools have the space for garden beds or
acreage for farmland, so maybe food preparation and Home Economics are alternatives.
According to the Rational Humanist perspective of education, offering electives
in middle or high school are detrimental to education. Explaining this notion further,
Eisner (2002) states, “Electives are undesirable, they [Rational Humanists] believe,
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because the child is not in a good position to know what will best serve his or her
educational interests” (p. 66).
Further examination of the “bachelor living” courses mentioned in Chapter Two
yielded some examples of the existence of such courses as counterpoints to home
economics courses for girls in high school (Kooyman, 1975), but it cannot be surmised
that the state of American education met its downfall with the rise of “personal service”
courses. In fact, I am arguing for the return of curriculum geared toward gardening,
farming, and cooking classes, beginning in kindergarten and continuing through high
school, not for purposes of rigorous academic standards but because people lost touch
with how to prepare food and make healthy eating choices, largely because no one ever
taught them those skills. Noddings (2005a,) argues further, “the school cannot achieve its
academic goals without providing caring and continuity for students” (p. 14). Classes
catering to basic human functions, such as growing, cooking, and eating healthy foods
could fall into Noddings’ necessary categories of care and continuity for students in
schools.
Several of the interviewees in this research project mentioned the impact
gardening as children had on them as adults (Ms. Amanda, Ms. Gina, and Ms. Audrey
Walker specifically). Therefore, one can surmise that positive garden and farm
interactions as children carry over into positive garden or farm interactions in adulthood.
Leopold (1966), Orr (1994), Bowers (2001), Kahn (2007), and Louv (2005) write
extensively about the importance of increasing one’s understanding of and appreciation
for the natural world in childhood. This, the implications of handling red wiggler worms,
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sampling borage flowers fresh from a farm, composting snack leftovers, or creating
pesticides out of natural, non-toxic materials may seem small if looked upon separately,
but in aggregate, all of those experiences add up to the opportunity to care about
something bigger than oneself. Care for the self, the community, the animals, the plants,
and the Earth may never take place if those small experiences and positive interactions in
a garden or farm do not occur in childhood. Take for example the worm bin activity from
the second day of Farm Camp (See Farm Camp Day Two, July 9, 2013). At first, most of
the eleven campers were not too keen on touching a worm, let alone holding one in their
hands; however, with patience and a proper carer on hand to guide them, all of the
children felt secure enough to reach out and gently interact with a small, wiggly creature.
The sounds of disgust ceased and only awe and wonder remained for the tiny creatures in
the hands of the campers. Noddings (1992, 2003a) agrees, “Students must practice in the
company of experienced carers. Very few of us come to care for people, their work,
animals, or ideas without direct practice” (p. 146).
Ms. Amanda expressed her thoughts on better long-term health for children when
she encouraged their appreciation for crisp greens from the garden (Personal
communication, July 9, 2013). Something else to think about when considering the
implications of school gardens and farms such as the GUF site, concerns Ms. Rebecca’s
perceptions about students learning concepts like sharing, cooperation, and patience
through cooking and food preparation. Her thoughts echo those of Noddings (1992,
2005a), William Ayers (2001), and Alice Waters’ (Chez Panisse Foundation, 2008a,
2008b, 2008c, 2008d; Waters, 2008) Edible Schoolyard concept. Noddings, Ayers, and
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Waters all consider cooking as a viable and necessary component of school curriculum.
Additionally, other participants in this study mentioned some of the same concepts as
well when they talked about teaching students to prepare food, such as Ms. Gina and Mr.
Nolan. Further, Ms. Rebecca spoke about the implications for teaching math and science
while harvesting farm produce and preparing meals together. Studies support her
thoughts regarding the use of school gardens to boost math and science test scores (See
Chapter Two).
Farmer Anne’s justification for the need for Farm Camp to bridge the gap for
some students speaks to the need for edible garden and farm education for the Eco School
students:
Chronologically, it’s too bad that school is not in session when everything is
happening out here, because I know that for some kids, they see stuff getting
going in the spring, they see all the bare dirt with seeds going in, and then they
come back in September and everything is six feet tall, and I know that they’re
not all making the connection that the seed that went into the ground turned into
that six-foot tall tomato plant. I know that they don’t all connect that, and that’s
really unfortunate, but… right now, there’s not really anything we can do about
that except for offer farm camp in the summer. (Personal communication, July 5,
2013)
There is no set recipe or script for teaching students to care but gardens can offer
opportunities for care and caring. Something as small as “Don’t step on the beds,” (Ms.
Rebecca and Farmer Anne) transfers to bigger ideas such as sustainable agriculture and
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growing practices. In summation, implications for school gardens and farms include
students’ deeper understanding of math and science content areas. For example,
mathematical concepts such as growth yields and statistics, measurement, perimeter, area,
volume, and monetary demands for farm stands are introduced in a garden or farm. Also,
regarding science education, concepts such as nutrition, better long-term health, plant
cycles, water cycles, soil composition, erosion, animal cycles, and more are represented
in school garden and farm education. Thus, gardening and farming offer many
opportunities that may not be afforded by other content areas or class offerings.
Question Four: What is the educational significance of edible garden and farm
education for public education at large?
As mentioned previously, there are links to school gardens and higher science
scores on standardized tests, opportunities for hands-on science education, and perhaps
most importantly, there is extensive research linking school garden education and
students’ increased interest and willingness to try fresh fruits and vegetables, which could
lead to a reduction in childhood obesity (See Chapter Two). Therefore, the educational
significance of such findings regarding school gardens and farms are quite profound –
deeper understanding of scientific principles and the possibility of better long-term health
for children – so the question remains, “Why don’t more schools utilize school gardens or
farms throughout the United States?”
The answer to such a query is a common one in public education: funding and
resources. Phillip Carter spoke very honestly about the incongruent juxtaposition of needs
concerning the true monetary cost of maintaining the GUF farm ($15,000 annually) and
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the reality of what that farm means in terms of diverting money away from other schoolwide needs:
So I would say the Farm Camp is definitely something that is sort of emblematic
with the struggle with the farm… So the takeaway is that it’s hard. It eventually
boils down to financial resources and human resources that we have to choose.
Are we going to hire that extra interventionist to help with reading or math, or are
we going to support the farm? (Personal communication, February 4, 2014)
Throughout this research project, I found myself asking, “What can we learn from
alternative education settings such as the Eco School?” I deduced that the Eco School
represents a beginning. It is in the beginning stages of creating change for the students
and the staff as well. As an innovation school, the Eco School has some leeway in
developing and presenting curriculum, as well as structuring the school day, and the GUF
farm certainly represents opportunities for caring teacher-student, student-student, and
student-community relationships, as evidenced with this research study; however, at the
end of the day, the methods of evaluation and standardized tests remain the same because
the Eco School is still a public school under the auspices of the larger public school
district in Colorado that requires multitudinous district, state, and nationally standardized
exams. Although I did not tackle standardized testing with this study, I do think it prudent
to mention Noddings’ (1992, 2005a) thoughts on the subject, “A real change [in
American education] requires a radical transformation in goals or ends, not simply in
means, and the American public has never really understood a call for radical changes to
ends” (p. 12). Even though the Eco School is making a valiant effort to radically revamp
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the curriculum and pedagogy for the student population, ultimately, students’ test scores
gauge their efforts. Despite Phillip Carter’s assurance to me that the Eco School students
perform well on standardized tests, I have to wonder what would happen to the school or
the staff if that status quo changed. What would be the first part of the curriculum to go
by the wayside? The gardens? The farm? The farmer?
Regarding the educational significance of Nodding’s aforementioned views of
means and ends, I must ask, “What if the goal of education was to produce moral and
ethical human beings?” A radical idea in many circles I suppose, but such a view is
germane to feminist theory. Noddings (1984) suggests, “A feminine ethic suggests
changes in school structure, teacher-student relationships, curriculum content,
instructional methods, methods of evaluation, and, of course, moral education” (p.14). I
suggest that the use of school gardens and farms to empower children to learn about and
prepare healthy foods in order to maintain better long-term health; impart ideals such as
sustainability and an appreciation for farm-fresh produce; reconnect students with the
natural world around them through hands-on activities on the farm; and foster care for
self, the community, the plants, the animals, and the Earth—all of which are themes
found through this research study—promote the notion of a feminine ethic. It is through
such radical changes in school structure (an innovation status), caring teacher-student
relationships (Eco School founders purposely opened a school with a mission statement
centering upon “ensuring a long and healthy life for our planet and the people who share
it”) (Eco School website), curriculum content (teaching for sustainability),
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and instructional methods (the GUF farm) that suggest that the Eco School promotes a
feminine ethic of care.
Just as I mentioned above, student interactions with school gardens and farms,
school-sponsored farmers’ markets, and Farm to Table initiatives involving school
garden or farm-grown produce offer many hands-on learning opportunities for students
that can lead to leadership opportunities and better math and science test scores, as well
as sense of empowerment. With all of those benefits, public education should consider
more gardens in more schools. However, I concede that there are opponents out there in
public education that would not share my opinion. Even Eisner (2002) states:
Perhaps the important lesson to be learned here is that it is unwise to confuse the
public visibility of an idea in professional journals and in the public media with its
practical application in the schools. Schools are remarkably robust institutions,
slow to change; it is much easier to talk about innovation than to achieve it. (p.
72)
To those opponents of the school garden and farm movement, I ask them to
consider the concept of a null curriculum (Eisner, 2002). Eisner’s (2002) ideas regarding
the null curriculum harken back to the importance of teaching edible gardening, farming,
and food preparation techniques to children in schools:
What is omitted from the school curriculum – what is called the null curriculum –
is every bit as important as what is left in. The kind of decisions that individuals
make is not only influenced by what they know, but also by what they don’t
know. Hence, a large area of important but unexamined content can have a very
significant influence on the kinds of decisions people make and the kinds of lives
that they lead. (p. 81)
If children have no exposure to such content ideas such as food harvesting and
preparation of healthy meals composed of fresh fruits and vegetables, one cannot expect
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those children to make healthier eating decisions as adults. Many quantitative and
qualitative studies exist that speak to the positive effects of nutrition education and school
gardens on children’s likelihoods of choosing healthier meal options (See Chapter Two
for specific examples). One must note that the control groups in those studies showed
little to no signs of willingness to choose healthier meal options at school or at home.
Therefore, edible gardening and farm education can make a difference in improving
healthier eating habits for children across the nation.
Further, the Eco School and GUF farm can serve as examples of working health
and safety protocols for Farm to School initiatives nationwide. Despite numerous health
code and food safety concerns during the beginning stages of creating the protocols, the
success of the Eco School’s farm to cafeteria program provides guidelines for other
schools in the district interested in embarking upon the same process, and the existence of
successful health and safety protocols provides evidence that such an approach to farm to
cafeteria eating habits can be viable programs for farmers, schools, and students
nationwide as well.
Food for Thought. Even though I did not see as much of the cooking aspect as I initially
hoped for in this research study, what I did see during Farm Camp opened my eyes to a
broader notion of the importance of taking into account the culture and diversity of the
school’s students. Students’ cultures must be considered when planning a school garden,
farm, or cooking activity. All the children should have the opportunity to feel invited to
the table, whether it is in the classroom, in the cafeteria, or at the picnic table in a shady
spot on the farm. Before breaking ground on a school garden or farm, school
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administrators, teachers, parents, and farmers should ask, “What can be learned from all
of these families, farmers, teachers, and students? What can all of the groups bring to the
garden or farm?” For more thoughts on this issue, I turn to the concept of the funds of
knowledge (Amanti, Gonzalez, Moll, & Neff, 1992), “to refer to the historically
accumulated and culturally developed bodies of knowledge and skills essential for
household or individual functioning and well-being” (p. 133). In other words, all students
-- regardless of gender, class, race, ethnicity, or religious beliefs -- can bring their
knowledge and benefit others’ learning.
Yes, cultivating a school garden or farm with students, harvesting the produce,
and sharing meals together are wonderful, fruitful ways to develop a sense of community
and develop relationships between students, teachers, and the planet, but we cannot forget
about culture and what each person (child or adult) brings to the table (Cutter-Mackenzie,
2009). All the planning and best intentions in the world do you no good to plan a feast
before sundown during Ramadan, to have a pig roast for Hanukah, to invite people to a
steak dinner at a Catholic church on Fridays during Lent, or to bake a pepperoni pizza for
a vegan. One must consider the school community at large before breaking ground on a
school garden or farm.
Do students feel included in the garden or on the farm? Are their cultures
reflected in the seeds sown in the soil? Sharing a statement from one of her students, bell
hooks (1994) writes, ‘“Once you learn to look at yourself critically, you look at
everything around you with new eyes’” (p. 117). We cannot simply rely on stereotypes
about cultural groups or knowledge learned in multicultural workshops to guide our
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thinking about school gardens and farms. Individuals must communicate and form
relationships in order for real caring to take place. The same goes for the natural world
outside of the schoolhouse. It does no good to simply show pictures of the natural world
to students. That may produce sentimentality for nature but not real understanding and
appreciation (Hutchison, 1998). Learning experiences must be real, authentic, and
produce deeper relationships between participants in order for the ideas to really take
hold. It all comes down to experiences:
Education should offer many, many opportunities for students to hear about and
participate in activities that may yield minor ecstasies – gardening, hiking in the
wilderness, holding an infant, watching a sunrise or sunset, cooking a terrific
meal, coming home to the companionship of family, listening to favorite music,
surfing an ocean wave, coaxing a houseplant to bloom, reading poetry, having tea
and cookies with an elderly grandma… (Noddings, 2003, p. 29)
Sure everybody eats food but not everybody eats the same foods or the same types
of food. When I started this dissertation, I thought gardening and farming were the
answers to help cure the ills of lack of care in the schools, poor nutrition, obesity, and
more and even though I am still convinced gardening and farming education can do many
things, they are not nearly as powerful without taking into account the culture of the
learners and eaters for that matter. One has to consider not only the cultural biases of the
curriculum inside the classroom but in the garden or on the farm, too. What is planted
there? What is not planted there? What cultures and tastes are represented and which ones
are not? Such questions could lead to uncomfortable conversations among teachers,
administrators, parents, students, and farmers, but as bell hooks (1994) reminds us,
“Confronting one another across differences means that we must change ideas about how
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we learn; rather than fearing conflict we have to find ways to use it as a catalyst for new
thinking, for growth” (p. 113).
At first glance, gardening and farming may not seem important enough in the
grand scheme of curriculum design to even consider for a nationwide curriculum, but as
Eisner (2002) puts it:
The problematic character of the most valued subjects [literacy, math, hard
sciences] makes them continuous objects of attention while those subjects that are
marginalized or neglected altogether never achieve… a problematic status.
Anthropology, for example, is simply not a problem in the school’s curriculum
because it is seldom considered important enough to care about. The same holds
true for the arts and a variety of other fields. (p. 48)
I accept the fact that for many people—scholars, educational theorists, teachers, and
parents—gardening and farming are not important school issues; however, I am also
suggesting that with so much emphasis on childhood obesity (National School Lunch
Program, 2012), curriculum related to gardening, farming, and preparation of healthy
meals could become, and in some places have already become (see Chapter Two for
examples) hot-button issues. Perhaps it is time for dieticians, doctors, nutritionists,
teachers, gardeners, and farmers to come together and work together to curb the issue of
childhood obesity.
Further Research
The themes that evolved from the intentional, curricular, and pedagogical
dimensions of the school staff, school administrators, and school officials involved with
the Eco School and Grow Urban Farms have relevance for not only those directly
involved with the Eco School but for public education and public health at large. Those
interested in empowering children with gardening, farming, and food preparation
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knowledge very well may benefit from reading about the teaching practices at the GUF
Farm Camp, the philosophies of the Eco School staff, or the plans and protocols
implemented for this school district’s Farm to School initiatives. This study represents a
small piece of the potential future research possibilities.
For instance, from a public health perspective, research surrounding long-term
health of students actively involved with school gardens or farms would be important
from both an educational viewpoint and a medical viewpoint as well. What are the
longitudinal impacts of exposure to gardening, farming, food preparation classes, and
nutrition lessons in schools? If there is a chance that the effects of childhood obesity
could be mitigated through the use of gardening and food preparation curriculum, that
would certainly be an important finding in the research process.
Further, one limitation discussed in Chapter Three involved the homogeneity of
adult research participants and how the research might evolve or change as a result of a
more diverse group of participants. The study could be expanded to include both rural
and urban schools, as well as adult participants from more culturally diverse
backgrounds.
Finally, from an ecofeminist perspective, there are research implications
surrounding long-term appreciation for and dominance over the environment. Could
exposure to edible garden and farm education lessons in childhood lead to caring
relationships with the environment in adulthood (Wells & Lekies, 2006)? Smith (2004),
when summarizing the works of Carolyn Merchant (1996), writes:
Merchant believes that many of the problems associated with life in industrialized
societies are predicated on domination – the domination of women by men, the
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poor by the privileged, and the earth by human beings. For her, moving beyond
domination requires the establishment of partnerships characterized by the
reciprocal relationships that underlie the experience of caring and being cared for.
(p. 76)
Understanding the power of the environment versus simply understanding one’s power
over the environment lends itself to research surrounding a feminine ethic in schools and
garden and farm education. Noddings (1992, 2005a) connects plants to the creation of an
ethic of care and dominance over the environment as well, “Regarding plant life as a
center of care intimately related to other centers of care gives us an opportunity to
appreciate and criticize human interactions as well as human relations to plants”
(Noddings, 1992, p. 132). Only time will tell if the farm campers in this study will grow
up with a true appreciation for and connection with the natural world, but it would be an
interesting task to research whether or not the campers develop relationships with the
natural world that move beyond domination. Finally, Comer (1995) reiterates my
thinking about children’s connections with plants when he states, “No significant learning
occurs without a significant relationship,” (Building Relationships of Respect, para. 1)
because I feel that learning for all children should include a relationship with plants.
Closing Comments
I am not naive enough to believe that gardens will cure the ills of society—some
examples include hunger, poverty, violence, and crime—but I do think educating children
about growing and preparing healthy fruits and vegetables from a garden is one way to
start the long climb. Without starting somewhere there is no hope, but gardens may offer
a glimmer of hope toward a brighter, healthier future. CSAs and farmers markets
typically cater to white families in higher socioeconomic statuses (DuPuis & Goodman,
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2005, p. 362), but school gardens can reach more children in more areas. Even window
boxes or container gardens can teach basic garden skills, and food preparation education
can encourage skills that carry further than the 3:30 pm school bell.
Classroom teachers must be invited into the garden and farm education
conversation if the movement can stand the test of time. Therefore, schools interested in
implementing curriculum centering on garden or farm education must consider
professional development for teachers. Eisner (2002) concurs:
Teachers still close the classroom door and do what they know how to do and
believe is best for the students they teach. In this sense, changes in the teacher’s
ideology may be among the important changes that can be made in the field of
education (p. 83).
I agree.
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APPENDIX C
McQueen Teacher Initial Interview Protocol
1. What is your job title at the school?
2. How long have you been at this position?
a. How long have you been teaching at this school?
3. Please tell me about what led you to become a teacher.
4. What led you to be involved in edible garden education at school?
a. What do you get out of being involved with this type of edible garden
education?
5. What are your intentions for your students (regarding garden education specifically
but could also be more generalized)?
6. Do you make your intentions known to your students? If so, why? If not, why not?
7. What do you want students to learn in your garden classes?
8. How do students spend time in the garden?
a. What are their responsibilities?
9. Is there a specific curriculum utilized? If so, please describe it.
10. How do students harvest the produce?
11. How do students share in cooking or eating the produce?
12. Do you think teaching students to care is an aspect of your edible garden teaching? If
so, how?
13. What do you think are the benefits of teaching students to prepare and share the
garden produce?
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14. What do you think are the benefits of teaching children about edible gardening?
15. In your mind, what benefits do the students receive from learning about edible garden
education?
16. In your experience, have you seen any difference in behavior, learning, or respect for
classmates as a result of the edible garden education? Or as a result of sharing the
produce in the cafeteria?
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APPENDIX D
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Title of Study: Teaching Kids to Care: An Edible Garden Approach
You are invited to participate in a study that looks at edible garden learning concepts and
teaching techniques in a public school environment. In addition, this study is being
conducted to fulfill the requirements of a Doctorate of Philosophy (PhD) from the
University of Denver. The study is conducted by Shannon McQueen. Results will be used
to provide a new perspective on the benefits of gardens in schools, for improving edible
garden education practice, and to complete Shannon McQueen’s PhD requirements.
Shannon McQueen can be reached at (720) 489-6041/smcqueen@du.edu. This project is
supervised by her dissertation advisor, Dr. Bruce Uhrmacher, Morgridge College of
Education, Curriculum and Instruction Department, University of Denver, Denver, CO
80208, (303) 871-2483, buhrmach@du.edu.
Participation in this study should take about 60 minutes of your time. Participation will
involve responding to 16 questions about gardening, farming, and harvesting of school
garden produce, as well as questions about caring for students. Participation in this
project is strictly voluntary. The risks associated with this project are minimal. If,
however, you experience discomfort you may discontinue the interview at any time. We
respect your right to choose not to answer any questions that may make you feel
uncomfortable. Refusal to participate or withdrawal from participation will involve no
penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
Your responses will be identified by code number only and will be kept separate from
information that could identify you. This is done to protect the confidentiality of your
responses. Only the researcher will have access to your individual data and any reports
generated as a result of this study will use only group averages and paraphrased wording.
However, should any information contained in this study be the subject of a court order
or lawful subpoena, the University of Denver might not be able to avoid compliance with
the order or subpoena. Although no questions in this interview address it, we are required
by law to tell you that if information is revealed concerning suicide, homicide, or child
abuse and neglect, it is required by law that this be reported to the proper authorities.
If you have any concerns or complaints about how you were treated during the interview,
please contact Paul Olk, Chair, Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human
Subjects, at 303-871-4531, or you may email du-irb@du.edu, Office of Research and
Sponsored Programs or call 303-871-4050 or write to either at the University of Denver,
Office of Research and Sponsored Programs, 2199 S. University Blvd., Denver, CO
80208-2121.
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You may keep this page for your records. Please sign the next page if you understand and
agree to the above. If you do not understand any part of the above statement, please ask
the researcher any questions you have.
I have read and understood the foregoing descriptions of the study called Teaching Kids
to Care: An Edible Garden Approach. I have asked for and received a satisfactory
explanation of any language that I did not fully understand. I agree to participate in this
study, and I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. I have received a
copy of this consent form.
Signature _____________________ Date _________________
___ I agree to be audiotaped.
___ I do not agree to be audiotaped.
Signature _____________________ Date _________________
___________ I would like a summary of the results of this study to be mailed to me at the
following postal or e-mail address:

This consent form was approved by the University of Denver's Institutional Review
Board for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research on 04/09/2013.
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APPENDIX E
Approval Date: This consent form was approved by the University of Denver's
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research on
04/09/2013.
Valid for Use Through:04/09/2018
Study Title: Teaching Kids to Care: An Edible Garden Approach
Principal Investigator: Shannon McQueen
DU IRB No: 2013-2469

What is research?
I want to tell you about a study I am doing. A “study” is also sometimes called
“research.” Research is a way to learn more about something. It is like a science project
at school, but harder to do.
What is this study about?
I am doing this study because I want to know more about the ways in which your school
uses gardening, farming, and harvesting to teach you. You are being asked to join the
study because your classroom teacher uses gardening, farming, and harvesting to teach
you.
The most important thing for you to know is that you do not have to be in the study if you
do not want to be. You can ask any question you want before you decide if you want to
be in this research study or not. I will answer any of your questions.
What do you have to do or what will happen to you?
If you are in the study, you will:
• Talk to me about gardening, farming, harvesting fruits/vegetables, and eating
those fruits/vegetables in your school cafeteria.
• This will take about 10-15 minutes and will not interfere with your classroom
work time.
If you are in this study you will be asked questions. You will be asked about:
• Gardening or farming at school
• Harvesting fruits/vegetables at school
• Eating your harvests in the school cafeteria
• What you’ve learned from gardening, farming, harvesting, and/or eating the
produce in your school cafeteria
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Will there be any consequences for being in this study?
Choosing to be in this study will not affect your grades at all and none of your teachers or
parents will know what you tell me about gardening, farming, harvesting
fruits/vegetables, or eating the fruits/vegetables in your school cafeteria. All of your
names and answers will be kept private.
Do you get anything for being in the study?
•
•

This study will help me learn more about how you use the garden at your school.
I may learn something that will help other children with gardening or farming at
schools some day.

Do you have questions?
You should ask any questions that you have about this study before signing this form or
agreeing to join the study.
If you have a question later, you can ask and get an answer. If you want to, you can call
Shannon McQueen at (720) 489-6041.
Do you have to do this?
I know that I do not have to be in this study. No one will be mad at me if I say no.
I want to be in the study at this time. ! yes

! no

I will get a copy of this form to keep.

Child’s Printed Name:____________________________________________
Child’s Signature:________________________________________________
Date:____________________________

Witness or Mediator:________________________________________________
Date:__________________________________
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I have explained the research at a level that is understandable by the child and
believe that the child understands what is expected during this study.
Signature of Person Obtaining Assent:______________________ Date:__________
Print Name_______________________________
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APPENDIX F
March 10, 2013
Dear Eco School Staff,
Hi! My name is Shannon McQueen, and I am a doctoral candidate at the
University of Denver working on my dissertation. I am a teacher, too. I taught 4th grade
for five years, and this is my fourth year teaching Gifted and Talented students at an
elementary school in Aurora. My research topic stems from the combination of
educational theory and my own desire to create positive, sustainable changes in the public
education system by blending Care Theory, gardening, and sharing a harvest together, i.e.
edible garden education.
I believe that using a Care Theory (Noddings, 1992) lens to understand edible
garden learning concepts and teaching techniques will provide a new perspective on the
benefits of gardens in schools and for improving edible garden education practice as well.
The crux of my argument concerning edible garden education involves the juxtaposition
of gardening and sharing the harvest via cooking and eating as part of the curriculum in
the school environment. Gardening and sharing meals together must go hand-in-hand;
otherwise it is simply just a garden or just home economics.
An edible garden uses real-life experiences – such as growing and caring for
plants, harvesting fruits and vegetables, and preparing and sharing the harvest with one
another – so students can make meaning of the information. It is more than just a
worksheet, or a science textbook, or even an expensive piece of technology showing
students something interesting. The students are doing something. They are interacting
with things, i.e. plants, soil, cutting boards, soup bowls, one-another, etc. and that
knowledge is adaptable and memorable, not just something memorized for a test and then
quickly forgotten. Growing food, preparing it, and eating it is real-life, for all students, of
all races and ethnicities, religions, creeds, sexual orientations, genders, and nationalities.
Growing food, harvesting it, and sharing it together with classmates, friends, and
colleagues means something greater than textbooks alone can ever deliver.
Ideally, I would like to interview three to four teachers integrating gardening,
farming, and harvesting in their classrooms, as well as observe those teachers’ classrooms
in action for a period of about 10 days. I am not out to compare teachers or critique
anyone’s job performance. Instead, I truly just want to know what goes on inside
classrooms that use gardening or farming as a method to teach students more about the
world around them. Additionally, I really feel that the EfS model utilized at the Eco
School will mesh well with the theoretical lens I aim to use for my qualitative study, Care
Theory (Please, see the table of both models below).
Educating for Sustainability (EfS)

!

Care Theory (Nel Noddings)
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Cultural Preservation and Transformation
Responsible Local/Global Citizenship
The Dynamics of Systems and Change
Sustainable Economics
Healthy Commons
Natural Laws and Ecological Principles
Inventing and Affecting the Future
Multiple Perspectives
A Sense of Place

Caring for Self
Caring in the Inner Circle
Caring for Strangers and Distant
Others
Caring for Animals, Plants, and the
Earth
Caring for the Human-Made World
Caring for Ideas

If you have an interest in learning more about my proposed study at the Eco
School or if you are willing to participate, please, contact Shannon McQueen at
smcqueen@du.edu. I am thrilled to have the chance to work with and learn from the staff
and the students at the Eco School, and I am truly looking forward to this educational
opportunity. Thank you so much for your time.
Sincerely,
Shannon McQueen
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APPENDIX G
McQueen Student Interview Protocol
1. Tell me about how you garden or farm at your school.
2. Tell me the steps for harvesting (picking) the fruits and vegetables at your school.
3. Do you get to eat your harvests in the school cafeteria?
a. If so, how do you feel about that?
4. What do you think you’ve learned from gardening, farming, harvesting, and/or
eating the produce in your school cafeteria?
a. What are the good and bad parts?
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APPENDIX H
Follow-up Interview Protocol
1. What were the highlights of Farm Camp for you?
2. Will you have another Farm Camp this summer?
3. If so, what, if anything, will you do differently next time?
a. What will you definitely keep for next time?
4. If another religious holiday, such as Ramadan, coincides with Farm Camp, how
will you handle it?
5. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about?
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